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THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER AND 
THE BASIC NEED APPROACHES 

Compatibility, Contradiction and/or Conflict ? 

1. Introduction 

by Johan Galtung 
Institut universitaire 
d 1 etudes du developpement 
UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY 

The purpose of these short notes is to explore in a 
very cursory and preliminary manner what seems to be a rather 
important political conflict shaping up: between the two new 
Grand Designs in development theory and practice, the New Inter
national Economic Order (NIEO) and the Basic Naeds approaches 
( BN). 

First, some very few words by way of definition. NIEO 
stands for a new way of organizing the international economic 
system - characterized by such measures as improved terms of 
trade between the present center and periphery countries (appro
ximately First world and Third world countries), more control by 
the present periphery countries of any part of the world economic 
cycles that pass through their countries (incl. nationalization of 
natural resources , . soil, processing facilities, d istri but ion ma
chinery, finance institutions, etc.) and increased and improved 
trade among the present periphery countries. Very crucial in the 
evaluation of NIEO at the international level,which is the level 
at which it is intended to work, would be the relative weight bet
ween the first of these three components and the other two. If 
the first predominates it might very well freeze the present 
structure but possibly at a higher level where income to the 
periphery countries is concerned.. If the other two predominate 
the present structure might be changed, present center-periphery 
trade.might decrease in relative terms, the industrial capacities 
of the Third world countries will increase as well as the trade 

' among them. One might argue that the first scenario could be a 
transition on the way to the second. 

BN is an entirely different approach. Whereas NIEO is 
very macro, essentially dealing with relations between regions of 

the world at the global level (among other reasons because it is 
articulated in the UN machinery between blocks and regions of 
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states) BN is a micro approach, going down to the level of 
the single individual human being. It sees developm~nt as 
a question of meeting basic needs at the individual level 
(some wilt;-like the present author,argue that that is the only 
level at which they can be met as long as one is dealing with 
basic hum~ needs, not with such abstractions as e.g. "urban' 
needs''for se•age, "historical needs'' for collectivization of 
means of production, "national needs" for military defence or 
for a national language - all of them, ~t most , indispensable 
necessary conditions in order to meet basic human needs). The 
BN approach is only interesting if it is accompanied by a re~ 
latively specific list of needs and with one rather important 
additional assumption: that the first priority should always 
be to those.most in need. In other words, it sets priorities 
for production and distribution: first priority to the produc.;.. 
tion of what is basic to meet human needs, and in such a way 
that it can meet the needs of the most needy. The BN approach 
would give much lower priority to the production for other than 
human needs, for non~basic human needs, and for the needs of 
those less in need (examples: a national airline, cars, food 
so expensive that it is out of reach for the masses). It should 
be emphasized that the words "lower priority" does not mean 
not at all, but it might mean ''later~ even "much later". 

What is the relation between these two approaches, 
is it one of compatibility, contradiction or even conflict ? 
The answer to this depends on how one tries to analyze the 
question, and here there are at least two approaches as in the 
·analysis of any conflict formation. We then assume that there 
are two aspects to a conflict formation: the issue and the par
ties. At the level of the issue it becomes a question of com
patibility: is it theoretically possible to implement both NIEO 
and BN at the same time, at the same place - or is there some 
way in which they will have to exclude eachother, simply because 
one comes in the way of the other ? At the level of the parties 

one would ask a different type of question: what kind of actors 
(individuals, groups and classes of individuals; states, groups 
and classes of states) will favour one or the other, how do 
these actors relate to eachother on other issues, how will this 
carry over into the possible relationships between NIEO and BN? 
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2. A C'ritique of NIEO 

We shall start with the former: a relatively abstract 
analysis detached from the political realities of today. It is 
hard to escape the conclusion that the two approaches are com
patible but perhaps something could be said about the conditions 
for compatibility. Briefly said they are as follows: with NIEO 
there is a potential for more economic surplus to accumulate in 
Third world countries, the question is whether it is used to 
meet basic needs for those most in need. Economic surplus can be used in 

many ways, depending on who decide and what kind of decision they make - and 

more basically, depending on where in society the economic surplus is generated. 

To assume that economic surplus will necessarily be used to meet the basic need.s 

of those most in need is optimistic. A more realistic assumption would bring into 

the picture the idea that most people in control of economic surplus will tend 

to use it for what they see as the pressing needs, be they "rational needs'~ 1 

non-basic needs, or the needs of those less in need. 

In the most optimistic model one .could imagine, given the inclination 

of human beings to take better care of themselves than others, a country would 

be so organized that much of the economic surplus remained down in society where 

it had been generated, e.g. because farmers are in control of the land,and wor

kers of factories to the point that they can decide what they want to produce, 

how to distribute it, and how to dispose of the surplus. UndGr these conditions 

it seems reasonable to assume that today~hungry masses in the rural areas will 

prefer to produce food that can be eaten on the spot, by themselves and their 

families; and that workers might prefer to produce things that can be used for 

basic needs production, particularly in connection with farming, thus relating 

their activities to the farmers, guaranteeing them a minimum where food, clothing 

and shelter are concerned ( "shelter" being a typical i tern for farmer-worker di

rect cooperation). It may be argued that this does not take care of medical 

services and schooling, so one ~10uld add to the model the idea that surplus either 

generated at the top or entering the top of society will "trickle do~m" 1 e.g. in 

the form of free and easily accessible facilities in these two basic fields. 

This should then be contrasted with the most pessimistic model : 

a society organized in such a way that the surplus generated at the bottom not 

only "trickles up" but is lifted upl<ards through the powerful mechanisms of 

elite ownership, private or state, usually l<ith the centers of control in the 

country capital ,or in the world economic centers. And as to economic surplus 

generated or entering at the top: the eHtEl3keep it for themselves, dividing its 

use into the three types of purposes different from the Dasic Need.s approaches, 

Evidently, l<hercas in the former approach one might possibly see a convergence 
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between the li':'ing conditions of the elites and masses, in the latter approach 

a divergence will take place. 

If one nm1 assumes that the pessimistic model giv~s a more realis

tic description of the majority of Third world com1tries today the NIEO and BN 

approaches may in fact be contradictory. It may be argued, however, that NIEO has 

nothing to do with this, that the situation was like that before, that NIEO is 

an international arrangement 1 and has to be complemented 1·1i th corresponding intra

national measures, e.g. making the conntries more similar to.the "optimistic" model 

above. But 1 to proceed with the argument: NIEO and. intra-national transfor-

mations are not··indeperident of each other; ·For one thing NIEO will stimulate inter

national trade, if carried into practice. This means that an increasing proportion 

of the economic factors of the conntry will be steered in the direction of produ

cing exportable products. This, in turn, means that higher priority might be given 

to the use of,for instance,soil for the production of commodities for export than for 

food for direct consumption; coffee rather than black beans to use the often quoted 

Brasilian example. It also means that an increasing proportion of the economic cycle 

in the conntry will ~"ss through a nar,ow and easily controlled gate: the major 

import-export facilities of the country (ports, airports, border crossing points), 

and the various banking facilities for both money and other financial instruments. 

Since these points can be controlled by a relatively low number of people themselves 

controlled by private and state leadership this is tantamount to increasingly cen

tralize.d control of the entire economic machinery. As a contrast 1 imagine a country 

based on a high level of local self-reliance, production for consumption mainly on 

the spot, exchange bet>1een these units when there is surplus production, low level 

of external trade, even low level of monetarization in the economic cycle, obviously 

an economy much less easily controlled centrally. Which country would more easily 

satisfy basic needs for those most in need ? 

Again the answer might to a large extent depend on what type of 

decisions the elit~make, but if past experience is a guide the outlook is not too 

bright. Thus, for one thing, the elites might decide to convert much of the net in

come earned into means of control of possible internal and external enemies, in 

other words police and military units. In this they may be correct : the gap bet11een 

expectations generated through NIEO and the continuation of a sad reality where BN 

is concerned may be intolerable for segments of the population that might try all 

means at their disposal to change the regime. 

This is as far as one might carry the argument of informed doubt 

about NIEO at the present point in time 1 perhaps to some extent inspired by empiri

cal information about the first 'fhird Horld countries to benefit from increased in

come due to increased prices for their commodities. In short, the conclusion would 

be something like this: No doubt there are great possibilities of compatibility _
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bet>~een NIEO and BN, but there are also possibilities of contradiction - it 

all depends on the intra-national structure, and to what extent NIEO will re

inforce unfortunate structural elements rather than weaken them, Let us then 

proceed in the other direction and look at the possible conflict from the point 

of view of the parties to the conflict: there is a contradiction between the 

First world and the Third vwrld, or the capitalist world center and periphery 

to talk in more direct terms; ho>~ is this contradiction brought about by histo

rical circumstances, still being built into the ;mrld structure, related to the 

relationship between the t1w Grand Designs ? 

The dialogue that is now shaping up seems by and large to have the 

follo>~ing form, The Third 1·1orld, or to be more precise the Third world elites, 

call for NIEO; the irst 1-rorld (and this means both elites and masses) are less 

than enthusiastic; they ;muld tend to say with a former US secretary of state 

that "the present 1-1orld system has served us well" (the word "us" may also be writ

ten US), They will look for areurnents against a 1-1orld income redistribution; 

·one such argument would be BN: ";rhat is the purpose of NIEO, it will ·only enrich 

the elites in the Third 1-1orld countries, look at the Hay you treat your ovm 

people", It may well be that this type of argument would be most articulated in 

the protestant northern fringe of the First world, perhaps by upper-middle class 

intellectuals Hith an oversensitive conscience, seeing economic development much 

more in terms of human development for those most in need than vrould be the case 

for more hardened cores considerably less concerned with the plight of the masses, 

than Hith their o~-~n share of the 1-1orld income, It is to be expected that they 

Hill pick up any argument against NIEO they can find, and this process has pro

bably already started - maype one reason 1-1hy the World Bank has been among the 

first to articulate some kind of BN approach. 

That the Third ;mrld 1-1ill hit back against this type of argumenta

tion is not only to be predicted, it should also be hoped for as it might make 

for a more honest, more searching debate about these fundamental issues. A policy 

al1-1ays looks different in the eyes of the beholders and in the eyes of those 1-1ho 

may feel negatively touched. To the Third 1-1orld NIEO has an air of the obvious, 

not only conceptually, but also in terms of basic norms of social justice: a more 

fair redistribution of Health. Similarly, in the eyes of the BN protagonists what 

could be more reasonable, more sound than the BN approach ? What could be more 

justified than the uplift of those most in need, admitting that one might discuss 

criteria and methods, but not the basic goal: the elimination of misery, To either 

party the questioning of somethinG obvious and morally right may initially come 

as a surprise, then as a subterfuge for pure self-serving interests, and this is 

probably where the debate .stands right now. The prediction Hould. be that the 
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First world. 1·10uld increasin{;ly see Thirrl world argumentation in favour of NIE:O 

as a HilY of arguinc for privileges for 'rhird world clites; the Third Horld l<ill, 

correspondingly, see First v10rld argumentation in favour of BN as an arr,rument in 

fD.vour of the Old International Economic Order, preserving l'irst world pri vileces 

at the international level. If the First 1;orld has a right to question NIEO, the 

Third world certainly has a right to question BN approaches; but ho~<? The follo

wing are six lines of probing, to some extent already heard in conferences where 

these Grand Designs are being discussed, singly or combined. 

the NIEO issue 

The argumentation is clear: the real issue is international economic 

justice; to throw in the BN approach is an effort to widen the agenda, possibly 

also to insert into the political discussion a "condition prealable": no NIEO 

concessions to be given before BN policies are enacted. Since the First world is 

sceptical of the Third world abilities to enact such policies this position is 

tantamount to a postponement of NIEO concessions or conventions for an indefinite 

period. 

It is hardly relevant in this connection to argue, for instance, that the 

basic needs' approach at least dates from 1972, anClthat the NIEO in a sense can 

be said to date from the Sixth special session in 197/f- hence that BN precedes 

NIEO. In other words, the argument could be turned around: NIEO could be seen 

as a way of sidetracking the BN approaches. The reason why this is besides the 

point would be that neither approach can be said to have a definite birth date: 

rather, they are names that stand for trends that have been operating in the world 

for a long time. NIEO can at least be traced back to UNCTAD I (Geneva, 1964), and 

the BN approaches are closer to intranational social welfare policies as 

practiced in welfare .. states, which in turn have some roots in the. compassion with 

the lowest and·most underprivileged and unfortunate found in many religions. 

The question to be asked is not whether some key points on the socio-political 

traj'ectories of these two approaches can be neatly ordered in time; the point is 

how the two approaches are used politically. That the polarization is according 

to.First world/Third world lines, with the Second (Socialist) world to some extent 

sitting on the fence, seems relatively clear- at least for the time being. And 

the Third world has one important argument on its side: NIEO is seen as a codi

fication of a type of international social justice whereby the Third world has 

to gain, the BN has to do with intranational social justice, inside the Third 

world countries. If the BN approach from the very beginning had been launched as 

something valid for the whole world, and perhaps with a focus on non-material 
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needs as strong as the focus on material needs so that the shortcomings 

in the First world would show up more clearly, then NIEO and BN might be 

seen more clearly as two relatively independent issues. The way BN has been 

launched, as applying predominantly only to the Third world, the Third world 

has all reasons to regard it as a way of sidetracking the NIEO issue. 

Thus, the Third world can justifiably ask: Why is the BN approach 

brought in righ.t now ? And the answer "to sidetrack the issue" is one per

fectly reasonable answer, as a~e the following five. 

(2) The BN approach .is a new way of legitimizing internal intervention 

Most of the Third world are former colonies, large parts of the Third 

world are nee-colonies; colonialism, possibly also nee-colonialism are coming 

to an end. It is not unreasonable if the Third world suspects the First world 

of trying to find new ways of legitimizing internal intervention when mili

tary/political formulas are gone and internal control by direct.8conomic 

investment is threatened. Basic needs, like basic rights attach to in-

dividuals in western thi~~ing; but if they are satisfied at the individual 

level and/or claimed at the individual level, then it is only at the indi

vidual level they can be monitored. Quite naturally the Third ~rorld will 

posit against this primary of basic national needs and basic national rights, 

as codified e.g., in the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 

National needs and rights are claimed, satisfied or left unsatisfied in the 

international contet~ndividual needs and rights mainly in an intranational 

context.Third world insistence that NIEC constitutes a colle.ctive and basic 

national right and that it is up to the Third world itself, collectively or 

nationally or both, to decide how to make use of this right intranationally 

can be seen as a clearly anti-interventionist position. v/hat is communicated 

is not "we shall continue to exploit our masses,and that is none of your 

business", but "whatever we do inside our countries is none of your business". 

The history of First world interventionism does not put those countries in 

a position t'o argue credibly that there are no interventionist intentions this 

time, or no possible unintended consequences in that direction. For it is 

relatively clear. what a BN clause added to an NIEO agreement might mean : 

that a number of·the NIEC components 

in ODA) would be made available only 

(e~., decrease in debt burdens, increase 

on the condition of an implementation 
I 

of'BN policies; for this to be meaningful the implementation would have to 

be monitored at the individual, i.e. intranational level. There is no diffi

culty imagining the international bureaucracy of inspectors that might be 

set up to supervise such agreements and however it is staffed the cycles of 
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reporting and decision-making >TOuld have to pass First world centers. in 

order to make sense in this connection. Hence, the First world might be 

suspected of supporting the BN approaches precisely because other bases 

for pinpoint interventionism in the ~'hird world are seen as slippine. 

(3) The BN approach is an instrument to increase the Third world market 

vlhether correct or not, the First world has all reasons to assume 

that J!IEO will increase, and even greatly, the Third world competitive po

sition in the world market. More particularly, the Third world supply of 

goods inay increasingly•be sufficient to meet Third world demand, on a com

petitive basis, thereby closing Third world markets de facto to First world 

exports (this closure may of course also be brought about de jure before or 

after,or independently of, any such process). Leaving aside the question 

of Third world exports into First world markets this raises the problem of 

whether the growth of demand in the Third world might pos~ibly be related to 

the growth of Third world supply to the 1~ird world in such a way that a 

substantial margin is left unsatisfied, even when 'l'hird world industrial 

output grows from a 7% world share to the UNIDJ goal of 25% by year 2000 -

or any other such goal. The question is: how could this type of rising demand 

be brought about ? 

There are several ans<rers to this: the revolution of rising expec

tations is one, the population explosion is an other, and the Bl! approach 

may be a third. And the BH approaches may in fact correct for what the po

pulation explosion failed to deliver: many people, in fact many more people, 

all of them with needs, but not with needs that are expressed as demands in 

the market because of low, negligible.or totally absent acquisitive power. 

in the monetary sense. Nevertheless, if one hears less about the population 

explosion today than some years ago it may be because the First world has 

discovered that that explosion may not be all bad: after all, they are all 

potential customers ! To make them customers, however, they have to be brought 

up to a certain level - and this is where the Basic Need approaches enter. 

Instead of aiming at the rising expectations of the middle class, why not 

rather aim for the vast Third world proletariat , most of it in the country

side or in the city slums, living on the margins of the monetary economy 

(as opposed to self-supporting farmers, nomads and other groups that live 

outside this economy), in nu1nbers much mor·e promising than the middle classes 

ever were ! 
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Again, there is no difficulty imagining what could come out of 

this type of reasoning. On the one hand there is the BN approach that would 

tend to take what is needed for basic needs' satisfaction out of the market: 

schooling is provided free, medical services likewise, canteens ;rould provide 

free or highly subsidized meals, and the same can easily be extended to basic 

clothing and basic housing. On an individual basis there is little or nothing 

the First world could gain from these kinds of practices, but the same does 

not apply to the level of the country as a whole. Thus, the First world 

might be contracted to build the infrastructure for all these services, pre

sumably to be provided by the State in the Third world country. The payment 

might be in terms of increased assets resulting from the NIEO, thus recycling 

NIEO-dollars via the BN formula. But there are more direct methods. 

No doubt, there is also the possibility of marketing what is needed 

to meet basic needs: international agro-business, construction-business, tex

tile-business and the pharmaceuticals are already in the field (the field of 

school materials, however, does not seem ~as yet - to be so effectively 

transnationalized; educational video-cassettes being a possible exception). 

For this to become a large-scale business at the level of those, if not~, 

at least~ in need, two things have to happen: the prices have to lo;rered, 

the buying po;rer of those at the bottom has to be hicher. As the former, at 

least potentially, can be a function of the latter one might try to start 

in.creasing the buying po;rer. One ;ray of doing that would be through highe: 

guaranteed minimum ;rages, and full employment - in other ;rords the kinds of 

approaches that ILO ;rould be advocating. illiere ;rould the money ccme from ? 

- From the assets accruing to Third ;rorld countries under a more just inter

national economic order, and through large-scale transnational corporations 

catering to the people most in need, but knocking at the doors of the market 

with a language the market understands : with coins. 

Needless to say, regardless of which approach is made use of (and 

they can also be combined, using the market approach for some of the basic 

needs and the non-market approach for others) there is room here for a 

"planeiary bargain": Vie give you the NIEO, you give us the right to compete 

with you on your own markets for the satisfaction of Basic Needs, Needless 

to say, this would be a very limited perspective on basic needs, material, 

totally disregarding aspects of identity, the need to be the master of one's 

own situation, to be a subject, not only an object who is satisfied throuch 

activities generated by others. But as to freedom needs the proponents of 

the second strategy. for First world penetration into the 'l'hird world via . 
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the basic needs fo:rm~]:a~ wo_::~d claim that t.he monetized approach offers more 

freedom of choice than is possible when basic needs are delivered in kind. 

They would claim that a person should not onl~ be given a choice of consumer 

goods, several brands of food, several shapes of clothes, but also be able 

to develop his/her own irade-off formula beh1een food and clothes, given a minimum· 

income. As a rrk~tter of fact, one could even imagine transnational corporations 

construct "basic needs' packages", containing food,. textiles, drugs and some 

educational material in relative proportions to be decided by the customer, 

given the price-class of the package. And if that or similar formulas work 

there.m:i,ght also be room.for a quickening pace of the populatio~ explosion. 

(4) The BN appraoch is intended to slow dmm the lj!OWth of Third world 
economies 

By and large there are two almost parallel approaches taken to most prob

lems that concern the Third world countries today: one approach that aims at 

strengthening the nations/states/countries·, and an other approach that aims at 

strengthening the weakest individuals inside that territory unit, This is very 

clearly seen in the choice of technologies : on the one hand the capital in

tensive, labour extensive, research in ten si ve and administr.q.J;J.on .intensive 

technologies that eventually might make it possible for Tnird world countries 

to play First world games in the First world way; on the other hand the capital 

extensive, labour intensive, research extensive and administration extensive 

type of technology by and large is much more relevant for the satisfaction of 

the basic needs for those most in need. The first approach will, for obvious 

reasons' usually be the approach of national eli tes. the second approach will, 

for equally obvious reasons, be the approach of smaller, less privileged groups, 

left to themselves - such as the groups building the Chinese people's communes 

in the beginning of that institution's life-cycle. 

The first approach is highly capital-absorbing, the second approach much 

less so. On the other hand, the first approach may also be capital-generating 

whereas the second approach will generate other forms of value: hume~ value; 

restoration, even strengthening of nature's ecological balances; values of auto

nomy, creativity and participation, and so on. No doubt the two approaches are 

to some extent competitive. There seems to be an upper limit to the extent to 

which local, self-reliant communities can be incorporated in a national, capital

intensive production structure for exchru1ge rather than for use without being 

"perverted". And conversely : there must be an upper limit to the extent to 

which local communities can go their mm, self-reliant way,. basing themselves 

on capital-extensive tecru1ologies and production for use rather th~~ for exchange 
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without >·leakening the"national purpose" ,in the sense of being able to participate 

on an equal footing in the international game as defined by the First world, 

through its historical praxis. 1'his is not so much a question of allocation of 

capital : the self-reliant,basic needs-oriented approach is not costly. A basic 

needs-oriented policy from above, with free or subsidized food., clothing, housing, 

schooling and medical service may be very costly - for the sake of the argu-

ment it is not necessary to assume that this is the policy engaged in. The point 

is rather that the BN approach redefines the national purpose, allocating not only 

some capital, but human and social energies, creativity, mobilization,everything. 

It is enough to point to the case of China a China where the 70.000 

people's communes ><ith their production for use rather than for exchange dominate 

is not a China that constitutes much of a threat to the First world in terms of 

world market economic competition, although it may be a China ·that makes it diffi

cult for the First world to penetrate economically into Chinese markets. A China 

that changes from this policy to one dominated by capital and research extensive 

technologies and eventually full world market participation (making use of a la

bour stock of 600 million people or so ••• ) is a China ><hich in the first run may 

cause some satisfaction in First world capitals because it constitutes less of a 

threat as an alternative model of development, but in the second run may cause 

considerable consternation because of its economic world strength. From a First 

world point of vie>l this may be a question of balancing potential losses on ex

ternal markets if the first approach is taken against potential losses on internal 

markets caused by the second approach. At any rate, there is no doubt that there 

are conditions under which a systematically pursued Bll approach, whether baseq 

on local self-reliance or not as a major ingredicmt, may make the Third >vorld 

countries less of a threat to First world economic he~;emony. 

Compare with the tactics pursued by the western "allied" powers relative 

to Germany and Japan : after some time it became important that they should be 

integrated into the military machineries of the Hest not only because of their 

military values and considerable experience but also in order to reduce their 

economic competitive stren~;th in the ><orld markets by forcing them to allocate 

much more from their production factors in the military direction- includinG" 

buying miH tary products from abroad ( it should here be noted that the military 

production system and marketing system is protectionist rather than liberal; it 

is not an open world market but a market where one is supposed to trade within 

an alliance or at least not far outside it - the protection mechanisms beinG le-

~;i timized through notions of security and secrecy ) • It should be poipted out, 

hm<ever, that this policy certainly did not serve its purpose if the purpose vas 

to put an efficient brake on Japanese and German economic growth in the 1950s : 

vhereas local self-reLiance will put a country on an other course of development 
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integJ:::;ctiQ.rt :j,nto a highly capital-intensive and research-intensive military 

machinery will tend to reinforce the further erowth of the country along the 

first path of development indicated above, possibly after what might look like 

a set-back of some years. If the country choos<!s the second path of develr;>pment, 

however, the matter is quite different and this also has security implications : 

in that case its security will probably be based on guerilla, possibly non-mili

tary defence, both of them of a highly localized nature,rather than on a highly 

capital-extensive, conventional army. 

(5) The BN approach is an effort to decrease technical assistance 

Could it be that the real purpose of the BN approach is to have a pretext 

to reduce aid, technical assistance ? As has been pointed out repeatedly above 

the capital component of the BN approach can be a relatively minor one. And this 

is particularly true by definition, if it is assumed that the best BN approach 

is also a self-reliant approach, mobilizing local forces, building on local 

traditions,etc •• If this is the case technical assistance is to a laree extent 

ruled out as an antithesis to self-reliance. Just as the First world might like 

to push the BN expenses and reallocation in general onto the Third world leader

ship they might also like to.rid themselves of technical assistance oblieations, 

thereby possibly improving their own competitive position. 

However this may be, it is clear that a systematic change in the BN 

direction at least would raise a number of questions in connection with any kind. 

of project in a Third world country - and these questions have - to some extent,· 

been raised by the Horld Bank in recent years. These questions, however, have 

been much less ideologically pure than the (admittedly too clear) dilemma bet

ween two roads to be pursued as they did in the preceding paragraph - it has 

more been a question of asking whether any kind of project would also have an· 

impact on the basic needs situation, or,perhaps more concretely,the acquisitive 

power situation of the bottom part of the population. Probably much more expe-. 

rience has to be gained before anything more definite can be said about the 

relationship between the various BN approaches on the one hand and the amount 

of ODA on the other. 

(6) The BN approach as ·a weauon of defence against the poor 

The BN approach can also le seen e.s considerably less coming out of 

compassion ·with and for the poor as out of fear of the poor. The poor, one bil

lion, t<~o billions, are seen as a vast amorphous mass of people, increasingly 
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conscious and envious of what the First world has and they do not have, one 

day wanting to get it, one way or the other. It is the image of the hordes 

!mocking on the doors of western affluence , and the more contemporary, poli

tical version of the same image : the world communist subversion. 

Together with this image, then, comes the hypothesis that the 

danger is roughly proportionate to the poverty, meaning that a reduction in 

the number of poor means a reduction of the danger. One way to obtain this 

would be to do away with a number of poor through"nature's regulatory devices" 

(earthquakes, tidal waves, inundations ,etc.), an other method would be to ob

tain the same through genocide, still an other method to attack the offspring 

of the poor through population control devices, and then the more "positive" 

approach, reducing the number of poor by making them less poor through the 

BN approaches. 

In other words, the argument would be that the whole .approach is 

a mystification of clear global power politics a reduction of the political 

power of the Third world through elimination of a major power element used 

descriminately and indiscriminately during the last generation or so, the 

value of threatening with "communist subversion"; "if you do not give us more 

aid I cannot promise that we will be able to contain these forces". 

Leavinll' aside for the. moment that the proposition "agression is 

proportionate to poverty" is very dubious - very poor people will tend to b<: 

apathetic also because of lack of resources, it is when one manaffeS one way 

or the other to move out of poverty that this may change- it would be hard to 

claim that this kind of allegation is out of touch with reality. To the con

trary, all through the history of technical assistance from First world coun

tries there has been a general line of basic argumentation : fundamentally this 

is being done in order to prevent conflict from escalating and eventually be

coming a threat to us. Hesitant parliaments have used this argument as the 

·basis on which action in favour of technical assistance has been eneac;ed in, or· 

at least as an idiom in '"hich support can be expressed muoh more effectively, 

more convincinr(l.y than the humanitarian idiom, or even the developmental idiom 

for that matter. Technical assistance has certainly played a part in foreign 

co~~ercial policy, as a way (through tied aid) of steering the flow of orders 

from periphery to center in the world economy, and as a ;my of creating a good

will in the wake of which c;eneral trade treatie·s might more easily be accreed 

upon.\·lhat this arc,'UIIlent points to is technical assistance as an instrwnent in 

foreign policy, or even in foreign power policy, as a way of shaping alliances, 

,;. 14 
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of administerine present and future conflicts. And >rhat the BN approaches 

add to this .is the follouine i.t is more. refined, more directed to<~ards the 

precise point inside societies from >lhich the conflict material is supposed 

to emanate - be that theoretical assumption rir;ht or Hrone ( the only thine 

that matters here is actually that it is probably seen as a correct assumption 

in the eye of a sufficient number of decision-makers in the First 1wrld ) • 

Let us ·now try to have a more complete look at >lhat has been said 

above. Six arguments have been raised aeainst the BN approaches, all of them 

essentially convercing to say the same : the BN approach is more than what 

meets the naked eye, it is not Hhat it is dressed up to look like, there are 

other things behind and 1mderneath. There is a difference here, ho>rever, bet

ween these arguments concerning the BN approaches and the arguments in the 

bee-inning of this paper in connection with the !HID. 'l'he difference he.s been 

hinted at above : Hhereas they may be ar:.;ued by different political actors, 

they essentially refer to the sa..rne o.ctor, the 11hird ,.;orld. Later on 1. t will 

be pointed out how fal.lucious this ass,unption is, but in the heat of a poli

tical debate that may easily be forc;otten. 

But there is another difference which is in a sense more important. 

He turning to the,distin.ction made bet·,Teen ~.ssue-rela ted and party-cenera ted 

aspects of conflict formations, from the introduction. it may be said that the 

<::IQL"Ilents raised about the basic needs rel~te to the P·~ssible motivations 

behind them. NI3Ci clearly relates to interests in the old international eco

nomic order and may serve to define parties and actors in a conflict of 

interest ; the arguments acainst NIEC) are arounents referring directly to 

NIEO as it has been presented. 'rhe arguments against basic needs approac~es 

seem to be generated by the areuments ac;ainr;t HIEO, in othor >lOrds to be third 

generation arsuments. It may Hell be that if a consistent basic needs approach 

had been presented-first (e.c;. Hith the \·7orld Employment Conference in 1976 

before the Sixth Special Session), then the order and nature of areumentation 

would have been different; as has been hinted at above. 

At any rate, this is a minor difference given the significance 

of the issues as such - and ue shall proceed on the assumption that either 

set or arguments is essentially valid and ask a.uestions about contradictions 

and compatibilities. 
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4. Conclusion: NIEO and BN; contradiction or compatibility ? 

'The answer would have to be"that it all depends'l It depends, to be more pre

cise, on whether NIEO is interpreted in the shallow sense without intranational 

transformation or in a deeper sense which would include at least some measures 

of intranational transformations ; and it depends on whether BN is interpreted 

without non-material needs, shallowly, or in a deeper sense with non-material 

needs. Huch finer distinctions could also be made, but these four cases at least 

make it possible to summarize the discussion in the preceding section: 

NIEO NIEO 

without with· 
intranational intranational 
transformation transformation 

Bll without A • rompatibility ~ : rompatibility .. c 

non-material 
needs 

B" !< with B : ''ontradiction D : Compa ti bili ty 
non-material 
needs 

This should now be spelt out : 

A : romnatibility,in the sense that managerial basic needs' satisfaction is 

possible -leaving aside whether it is probable or not. It becomes a question of 

a scale of ways of "recycling NIEO dollars for basic needs", from the top do;rn, 

whether it is done with or without First world participation or even penetration. 

B : Contradiction, the most important non-material needs in this connection having 

to do with autonomy, with being subject· rather than object, with having a major 

participation in one's own situation as opposed to being a client/consumer. This 

case certainly also applies to much of what happens in rich countries that have 

been the beneficiaries of the Old International Economic Order. 

C : Gompatibility, in the sense that under this condition, by definition, surplus 

generated locally will to a larger extent remain at the bottom; surplus generated 

or'enterine at the top will trickle down. 'l'he combination called to attention here 

is a "soul-less" one : it is economistic, not taking non-material concerns into 

consider,a tion. 

D : ComnatibUity, and this is the optimal combination. There is a transformation 

of the intJ:anational order that permits a richer perspective of basic needs to 

come into play. 

'.rhis raises the problem of where the total world. system is heading. 
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Ml seen from the··.Point of vie>~ of the >ray the United Nations' machinery 

is processing these two concepts, NIEO and BN, it seems to be heading towards 

combination A. The UN, beinrr an interrrovermnental machinery, will have a ten

dency to focus on inter rather than intrana tional transformations - although· 

the situation. is not that clearcut. As argued above it ;rould be easy to obtain. 

a majority for international transformation 'when the world is dominated by the 

rnd International }~conomic Order, and the majority of the countries one way or 

the other can be said to be the victims of that order. This can then·be combined 

Hith a majority ac;ainst mandatory intranational transformations except for minor 

matters, under the ·gene·ri:Ll -formula of non-intervention national sovereignty, 

provided there is sufficient solidarity among the victims of the Old Internatio

nal Economic Order. And the intranational transformation needed here is a major 

one : it has to do with the whole flow of surplus inside the society. 

At the same time the ill( machinery will probably continue to concentrate 

on basic needs in the shallow sense, without non-material needs. There is an 

important exception to this : the human rights' concerns of the United Nations 

can be said to broaden the concept, and could be brought in much closer contact 

with the basic needs' concerns of such orc;anizations as JT/) and UlUC:·:F. One 

possible reason for this is the pervasive influence of the hierarchy concept 

first material needs, then time will come for non-material needs. An other way 

of saying the same would be that it is easier to obtain consensus about material 

than .about non-material.needs, around this consensus various types of ideolorries 

(both liberalism and marxism, for instance) can be brought.together, brldges 

can be built between East and \·iest, North and South, . so the temptation to strip 

the basic needs.' concept of som.e of its most essential richness .for the purpose 

of ~onsensus building must be great - just as the corresponding tendency in 

connection with NIEO. 

'rhus, the UN _machinery will have a tendency to end up with the shallow 

versions of either concept,. much to the shaL~in of those to whom both ·NIEO and 

BN have much richer connotations. The rhetoric will be as if case D obtained, 

the reality will be more like case A. And that raises the question under what 

condition moves from case A towards caseD might nevertheless be possible. 

One approach is obvious. It consists in never giving in to the shallow 

interpretations of NIEO and BN, always insisting that HIED is only meaningful 

with intranational transformations and BN is only meaningful with non-material 

needs included. One can discuss the natccre of these transformations and these 

non-material needs, one would definitely agree that the interpretation Hill vary 

from place to place and through historic time, but nobody should be duped by 
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these obvious considerations into facile compromises accepting the shallow 

interpretation of either. For if this is done the most likely outcome is that 

even material needs will be left unsatisfied, the second most likely outcome 

that if they are satisfied then it will be done in a managerial, even corporate 

fashion. 

\·,'hat is being said here is that one should not give in, either, to the 

polarization that now seems to be crystallizing with Third world elites stan

ding for a shallow NIEO interpretation and the First world for a shallow BN 

interpretation. One way of reorienting this debate would be to insist on simme

try : that both parties see the broad interpretations of NI;<;O and of BN as ap

plying to all parts of the world. Thus, there are obvious intranational trans

formations that will have to take place in the First world if NIEO really is 

implemented : there would have to be more emphasis on agriculture again, pro

bably much more on local energy production, more emphasis on local, national, 

sub-regional and recional self-reliance, even self-sufficiency in' some .fields. 

There will probably have to be an orientation in the direction of other life

styles,more compatible with the objective. situation brouGht about by NIEO. 

Correspondincly, both parties could use the full spectrum of basic human needs

such as, e.c., security needs, welfare needs, identity needs, freedom needs-

to discuss the situation both inside their o;rn countries and other countries. 

This would certainly mean widening the agenda, but not only to score points 

relative to the adversary in a conflict ("You have to undertake basic internal 

structural refor:n", "'t.'hat about the mental illness rates in your countries ?"), 

but to make use of self-criticism and criticism from others in an effort to 

improve social orders everywhere. 

Then there is an other, much more action-oriented approe.ch. Thus, the 

basic formula that may transcend the present contradiction between the New 

International Economic Order and the Basic Needs' approaches is probably self

reliance. Self-reliance, then, is understood as a three-pronged approach : re

gional self-reliance, national self-reliance and local self-reliance. In either 

case self-reliance >IOuld mean a combination of increasing the level of self

sufficiency and for example cooperation with others. Thus, regional self-re

liance- the region being the Third world as a whole, the continental sub-di vi

sions, the sub-continental possibilities - >~ould mean not only a much hir;her 

level of Third >~orld production for its own consumption, but also a change in 

the exchange >~i th the "developed" parts of the >JOrld to>rards more equitable 

trade patterns. Thus, the old pattern of exporting commodities return from 

manufactured coodco and services even >~i th the terms of trade not only stc.hJe 
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but also -improved, would gradually recede into_ the back1:;round in favour of 

a trade pattern of commodities against commodities, manufactures ae;ainst manu

factures, services ae;ainst services (intrasector trade). In other words, re

e,-j_onal self-reliance at this level '-rould pick up the aspects of NIEC: that are 

more oriented tm-mrds South/South trade and incrased South control o_f ec.onomic 

structures in general, de-emphasize the terms of trade approach relative to 

the North, and go more in for truly equitable North/South trade. 

Ilo;rever, if this ;rere 0'rlacted it ;wuld not serve us any c;uarantee 

against the stronger countries in the South exploiting the Heaker ones, hence 

the idea of national self-reliance as a protective cocoon against such trans

GTessions. /~d this reasoning can then ·be continued : national self-reliance 

does not c;erve us any guarantee ac;ainst national elites exploiting their oHn 

masses ; hence local self-reliance as a similar protective device- admittedly 

less stronc; since there is much less of institutional protection of local units 

than national units (they do not have secure and/or defendable borders, they 

do not have armies, they often do not even have identities that should moti

vate for any kif!d of defence ). But the logical local self-reli<mce would be 

the srune one : increased local self-sufficiency, combined Hith horizontal ex-
,~ ...... ~,-~ .. ·~""::. :"" 

chanc;e with other units ·at the same level - in a future Horld not necessarily 

only other units in the sa'lle country. 

If the local level is carrying the idea of self-reliance alone, it 

is dubious whether it ;rould be able to provide a sufficient and sustainable 

material basis in most parts of the world. The national level as ?..ll. equalizer, 

as a level that could even out the sharp differences in economic ceorrraphy in 

space and throughout the annual cycles, and not only in aGTiculture; but also 

in the distribution of natural calamities, is crucial. That level alone, as 

experience has clearly sho;m, is not_ sufficient in order to get at a mo:re just, 

a more equitable international economic order as envisaged in the NIEO designs. 

Hence.the arcument in favour of all three at the same time, with the assumption 

that the regional level can best· carry the NIEO approach, and the local level 

best carry the BH approach, both in its material and non-material interpre

tation, 2nd that the national level Hill have to be reorcanized both upwards 

and dmmHards, both in the sense of inteGTa ting •.ii th other units at the same 

level for collective, solidary action, and in the sense of restructurinG so 

that local levels are given more of a cha11ce to unfold themselves. 

Admittedly this is an abstract formula, and this is not the place to 

develop all these things in more details. The point is rather that it should 

he made quite clear hoH apparent contrad.ictions can be resolved. In the present 

;rorld, both short on strong rec;ional machineries (;ri th the exception of the 
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OP6C Cartell action ) , and short on structural transformations that would 

give to the local levels more autonomy not only in political but also in 

economic and socio-cultural affairs, the NI3D and BN approaches may .become 

more contradictory than they would in a world somewhat differently organi

zed, Hence, the task is to understand these relations better, not to feel 

that one has to be against one or the other or both because of the very 

real issues involved and theequally real conflict polarizations. 

For regardless of the strong arguments that can be raised 

against these approaches seen in isolation, outside broader political and 

historical context, there are extremely strong forces behind either. Seen 

in a mq perspective, it might perhaps be said that they both represent a 

third phase in United Nations development strateGies. The first phase, then, 

was the import substitution phase : developing countries have to produce 

themselves rather than import from developed countries - a phase among 

other things motivated by what was seen as deteriorating terms.of trade 

and with the United Nations :Cconomic commission for Latin America ( U::P/J,) 

as a major stronghold for the theoretical underpinnings. A second phase, 

partly crowinc out of frustration with the first one (manufactured coods 

produced in developing countries tended ·- perhaps - to become even more 

expensive) can be characterized as the commodity export phase, motivated 

by the "need" to earn foreign currency. This phase ;ras of course more po

pular with the First world countries as it played into their interest in 

exactly this type of trade. But there were two basic problems : on the one 

hand it became increasingly clear that somehow the developinc; countries 

were cheated in the bargain, that world resources were distributed highly 

. asymmetrically in favour of the developed countries by this kind of acti vi t;: 

(a polite way of saying that there was exploitation at work). Cn the other 

hand it became equally clear that the masses in ceneral also were the losers 

in this kind of activity : for the reasons mentioned in the introduction 

the internal gaps widened, misery increased, rather than diminished. The 

responses to these two problems,in a sense created by the same st~~cture 

and the same process, were precisely - in our vie\>/ - the New International 

Economic Order and the Basic Needs approaches. 

Hence, they are both political 0vements, more or less Cr'Jste.l

lized., created by particular historical situations: Cne can be ac;ainst 

them or in favour of them, but there is also 2. sense in which they simply 

ro'e, exist, unfold themselv8s like the tidal waves referred to above. The 

political task is to crystallize anl help steer these tremendous political 

t=mer~-;·ics in directions that serve trde human and :;ocinl development. 
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1. Introd~uction : something has gone wrong, someh>Jere 

Humankind is approaching the end of the twentieth century, of the second 
mille~Dium, and the status-sheet for the countries held to be the most advanced, 
the '!developed" countries, is mixed, to say the least, In fact, the high income 
industrialized countries eY.l1ibit patterns that should not be expected in coun
tries that by large parts of the world, including themselves, are seen even as 
model countries, worth imitating. There is no denial that in general terms ex
treme material misery is now limited to a small portion of the population, nor 
that life is comfortable for many in these countries - e.g. that most are pro
tected from the harshness of nature throc,gh adequate clothing and housing and 
preventive medicine, that the big traRma of earlier ages, birth, is now very 
safe for mother and child alike, that. people live much longer, and that labor
saving devices can liberate people from urmecessar.j.ly heavy, dirty and decrading·· 
tasks. In short, there is no denial that an assessment of life in high income 
countries would bring in many elements indeed worth emulating. But there are 
also negative aspects, and some examples will be briefly mentioned below. 

Take the level of security, for instance, defined as the probability of not 
becoming the victim of violence. In 1977 there were more than 3ooo terrorist 
acts a-ttributed to the Brigate Rosse in Italy alone; judging by the statistics 
for the first month of 1978 there may be an increase,so far epitomized by the 
tragic death of Aldo Horo, In the US violent cr:L'lles Here three times higher in 
1975 than in 1960 (about the same applies to crime against property), tr,e homi
cide doubled 1960-74• In Great Britain there was four times as much violence 
in 1974 as in 1960, and so on. Even though traffic accidents may be stabilized 
or even be on the decline in many of these countries (but not accidents in ge
neral), the general picture seems to be one of increasing inseuuri ty, vii th an 
annual gTowth rate of 9% in violent crimes 1960-70 (us) extrapolation 1wuld 
lead to societies >rhere life >rould be highly insecure, possibly even leading 
to fortification of private homes and further retreat into privatism. 

If one looks at the indicators of economic wellbeing or welfare the picture,as 
stated above, is by and large positive. Hm-1ever, there are also some distlrrbi!lg 
signs. The transition from adeq_uacy to overconsumption of food, overeating, 
seems to have follm;ed very quickly after the transition from undernutrition 
towards adequacy. In the fa;nous West German Ernahrun;;;sbericht 1976 (Deutsche 
Gesellschaft flir ErnalEung eV. Frankfurt arn Hain) it is estimated that diseases 
related to nutritional factors cost as much as DH 7 billion, or the equivalent 
of 2% of total Gl!P - about three times the UN goal for development aid by the 
end of the 1970s, The diseases related to overeating (ibid p.114) are many : 
diabetes, gout , heart attack, stroke, etc .. From Switzerland. it is reported 
that So% of the S1;iss population are over fed by some criteria, the data for 
\{est Germany mie;ht even exceed this, for certain groups of the population. The 
waste in calories and proteins consumed is considerable. 

Al thout;h the life expectancy, or the life span, h:cwe been increasing in all 
of these countries recently it is quite clear that the rate of increase is 
rapicUy decreasing. T-J1lically the increase during the last 10 years may be onl~" 
half of the increase during the preceding 10 years, a clear case of diminishing 
retln'ns. There are even cases where the returns are negative in the sense that 
life expectancy seems to be decreasing. 
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This may then be related to the neH mortality picture, ;rell kno;m to most 

people : the predominance of cardio-vascular diseases and malignant tlhuors as 

the big killers (accountbg for, as much as 43% and 2r:P/a of deatts in S'..ritzar-

land). I':'- NorHay, for instance, the mortality in both these categories doubled 

for males in the period 1931-71, Hith the significant except:Lon of the ,;ar years, 

1<here at least the cardio-vascular diseases decreased substantially. There is 

the argument that",.,re have to die from something", but that are;ument misses th8 

point: first of all these may be extremely degrading, painful deaths, second. 
> 

the etiology of these diseases often referred. to-as "civilization diseases" -

points in the direction of the society itself, as opposed to microbes ,etc., as 

carrying at least much of the causal burden. 

In this connection unemployment should be mentioned : in the US it increa

sed from 5,5% to 8.5% 1960-75. Similar figures are YJlo;m for \·lestern European 

countries. Thus, the total picture is one of]ongevity, but decreasingly so, and 

'"ith strong indications that people are actually not more healthy, onl;y kept 

alive th:rough preventive and. curative medicine, for longer periods than before. 

Moreover, ,,rhereas before diseases might have been located in the man-nature 

equation, they seem now to be transferred. to the ma.D-society equation. At the 

same time an increasing proportion of tl1e. population is deprived of t;he right 

to rrork through unemployment, although this does not necessarily mean misery : 

social security is opera tint:;. Incidentally: in· the US income is .no longer increas:L:~ 

Although it is difficult to say Hhether the somatic wellbeing is hi fact 

lower nm·r than before, averaging over the total life span, the mental 1vellbeing 

seems to be lm;er. This sho>-IS up in the use of tranquilizers: in the US it dou

bled. from 1950-65, in Great Britain prescriptions for tranquilizers increased 

from 13,5 million in 1967 to 20 million in 1975. It shm-JS up in the data about 

mental disease : in the US the patients in mental facilities increased from 1% 

to ·2.5% of the population 1955-73 (2/3 of them being out-patient;, though); the 

se.rne tendency being fm; ... nd in many other countries, ,.ri th shorter stays and more 

readmissions. Data for Nonray are interesting here. Health surveys ind.ica te a 

25% increase in persons reporting 11nervous conditions" 1968-75; 14% had at some 

point in their ·life been told by' a doctor that the~{ suffer'zd from nervdus or 

psychological problems (1975); 1870 had used medicines or drugs "for the nerves 11
; 

24% of E'.ll P<'rsons above the age of 16 had. done so, or almost 1/4 of the adult 

popu.l&. tit)IA. J). stu•..l;y of 0-.~:.Lv high school stude~ts c&assifies almost 20;"0 Gf the 

Oslo youth as having "poor mental health"; (in typical. rvral commu.Des the inci

dence is less than half of this); and the total picture for the population is 

that approximately 1% will develop schizophrenia, 6-7% suffer from psycllosis, 
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10-2ofo from neurosis, 1/3 of the population will need psychiatric attention 

during the life time and about 36% of all patients in Nor~;egian hospitals are 

in psychiatric health institutions, From vlestern Germany it is reported in the 

Psychiatrie Enquete (fall 1975) that about ll million or every 5th German ci

tizen is in dire need of help because of psycho soma tic ailments. 

The suicide picture, ho'dever, is more stable; although increasing in a 

country like Poland, declining in a country like Britain. As is well knmm these 

are difficult cie"tato ;;ork with, suffice it only to mention the tendency in 1'/es

tern Germany and S\>li tz.erland tm·;ards increasing suicide amone; adolescents, even 

children - possibly related to the pressure from the school environment and the 

inability of. fa;nily and home 'to cope >·li th defeat. A general identity crisis ? 

Like everything social these phenomena do not hit all parts of the popu

lation equally. Thus, in Ita.J.y the industrial sector of the economy seems to be 

hard.er hit by cardio-vascular diseases, tumors and mental disease - the incidence 

of the latter being three times as high in industry as .in agriculture, com;nerce 

being in bet;l8en. But there a.r8 also si{';ns in the direction of gTeater equality: 

vrhereas in 1900 se~ren times as many rri2,les as females coiTh'Yli tted suicice in Svri tzer

la.nd the ratio in 1976 \>/as 2,5. This is access to the "bads"; that the access 

to the "goods" of these societies is still hit;hly unequal, as bet\>leen social 

classes, town and countryside, the b<o sexes, the three or four major ase eroups 

goes ><i thout Se-ying. 

A note about the ecological situation : from S\>litzerland it is reported 

that the number of cars per 1000 population went up from 40 in 1950 to 320 in l97E 

and that the consumption of o
2 

and the· production of·co
2 

also JncreasGd about 

8 times in the same interval. That the sociGties of Haste and pollution thereby 

change the "natural" environment of human beings is \>Tell kno>m today. 

2 . From overconsuoution to overdeveloument 

In short, something vrent \·rronr; somewhere - the question is 1-;hat and hovr 

and Hhy. Dtidently, this is a rather important problem because the gTOHth rate 

of the social pathologies mentioned above is typically in the range 4-9% per 

year, quite often armmd t;f,. A erowth rate ·of 7% means a doubling· in 10 years, 

which again, in many cases \VOl..lld mean a qualitatively different society, not 

to mention the huee amouJJ.t of very concrete human individuals directly affected 

by the maldevelopment. Hence, hovr to conceiv~e of these phenonena is a matter of 

supreme urgency lest >le fall into the habit of seeing them as normal and , na

ture_l, as something one cannot do anything about, or the equ'i>.lly dangerous 
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possibility of blind actionism, ,.,hether elite or basis e;enerated, as efforts to 

do something guided by neither theory nor data, only by good values. 

One approach, but by no means the only one, mieht take as a point of de

parture the concept of overconsumption. To 'lSe this concept a distinction bet

;reen hu.man needs on the one hand and need-satisfiers on the other is necessar;)'. 

Underconsu.mption means that a person has too little access to satisfiers for 

a need to be satisfied- insufficient food for .the need of nutrition; • .f'J>. 
lllSU1..1.l-

cient schooling for the need for education; insufficient contact with other 

people for the need. for togetherness, love; ins'.lfficient challenge for the need 

to be creative, etc •• Overconsumption means that too much of the satisfi2~n are 

consw~ed so that additional consumption not only brings dLminishing returns in 

the form of satisfaction but sometimes no returns at all, or even negative re

turns, the "disu-tilities". Consumption has become counterproductive : there is 

overeating, overschooling, gr.s:gariousness and "infor;nation overload". In short: 

t\rhen there is 11.nderconsu.mpt~ on there e.re too f'ei·t means arovnd fo,-· the goa1 - hu

ma.Yl satisfaction and furthe,-· d.evelo1JIT"c0P-t ·~ to be reached; i·rhen there is o-:rer

consvD1vtion th:;.:re is too :'El.:. eh .. This s~.1m11d not be confused Hi th under- and over-

production ,hoHever : there nay be overproduction in the country as a ~whole and 

yet underconsmnption in larg-e groups of the population; there r:1ay be lL""lderpro

duction in the cou..t1try as a ,,rhole and yet overconslli!lption, but usually only in 

small g-.coups of the people. 'rhis is partly a question of adjt~sting production to 

consumption, in absolute ~erns, partly a question of distribution; but these are 

not the problems considered here. 

The problem is that in order to produce any kind of needs satisfier n<:cture 

or people -somehm·l enter into the "production equation" (capital, administration 

and research also enter, but they first have to be produced - so the basis is 

nature and people). But this means that the 1·rhole production-clistribution-con

Sll.i!lpt.ion cycle of material or non-material "eoods" can go \vTong in three \·rays. 

First, because hllinan beir1gs ;_~_ave a limited absorption capaci t;r; one cannot fill 

into us an nnlimited quantitiy material or non-:naterial "things" (satisfiers) 

Hithout having cou .... ~terproductive effects. Second, because- nature has its "outer 

limits"; there is a limi tati 0::1 to hoH f'ar one can upset enviro::.ui~~?ntal balances 

(e.g. throuch depletion and. pollution) i·rithout impairing the subsistence basis 

for future generations. And thiid, because social systems couple the needs sa

tisfaction of one to the YJ.eer.1s sa tisfactim'l of other: if I get more it may 'be 

because something is tal:e!'l a·uay from others who then get less. Behind all this, 

then, is a concept of maxirrruEl, of a ceiling, .and the idea that the grm-1ing }lro-

duction of all kinds of thinc;s somehm; bounces off against that ceiling ' . anc.. ~n 
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general terms starts becoming coLmterproductive. 

\fuat has been said above leads to one conclusion : overconswnption (t£;;

ond satisfaction) will tend to go hand in hand \•Tith underconsumption (u.Dder

satisfaction). In general it makes little sense to talk about underdeveloped 

and overd.eveloped countries : to be precise the term should be applied to that 

need. and for that person. And if one person is overconsc®ing relative to one 

particLllar need, then, according to '!,·That \·:as said above, this vrill.have a negative 

impe.ct for the ~ person on that need dimension or on other needs; for other 

people today because of underconsu.rnption; and for other ueople tomorrov because 

of the deterioration of natD.re; .again for the same need or for different needs. 

Havinc put it this Hay it is also obvious, in moral terms, ;rhat is needed to 

reduce overconsw:iption : a sense of restraint in individual consumption, a sense 

of synchronic solida!.'ity Hith other people today, all over the globe, and a 

sense of di2.chronic sol i.de.ri ty iVi th future gene~a tions. Unfortunately, hm·rever, 

these are only verbal formulas the problem is, Hhy is there so little restrai.nt?"" 

so little solidarity Hith others ? so little solidarity \·Tith future generations ? 

For, strictly speaking,, vre knoi'r that our absorption capacity is limited, \•ie 

1mo\i that there is such a· thing as exploitation and He knoH that nature is finite; 

throuch psychosomatic research, sociopolitical analysis and ecological research. 

This is where the stcu from overcon:::mmnti on to ove:rdevelon:nent enters the 

picture. If it vrere only a question of overconsvmption .the individual I·Tho in

dulges :too much in so1:1ething might pull himself or herself together and re~pect 

the maxima, the ceilincs. But there is a pattern, a total social formation that 

drives people to>rards overconsumption in one Hay or the other so that only the 

ver;{ convinced, and among them the Very ezo-strong, can resist the pull and go 

in for a >Tay of life that is an alternative to the d.ominant \<ay of life in high 

income countries, characterized by many forms of overconsumption side by side 

with u:nrlerconsumption. This pattern, or social formation ,is Hhat could be referred 

to as ov,~Tii.evelopment, just like 1mderdeveloprnent is a pattern that enforces 

underconmOJnption upon people. It is obvious from >;hat has been said that the hro 

are t',·.ro ~:idss of the ~same coin, that they are dialectically related. 

One w·ay of illustrating this might be as in the diagram belm; 
I 

• 
Nt"t'cl . 4L 
$',c.._: .. -: .. -:;·--~· .. ~..::..-~; ... 

SOn-e w "'<2.r e 
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~'1ere is no limitation to needs satisfaction or, if one \·Till, to true huinan 

wowth. Thus, ,,.e know of no human li.mi t to love or knm<ledge or fee line of 

physical 1-rellbeing; these are not like a glass to be fi.lled ;;i th >~a ter or even 

with Hine - the glass does not have a constant size but can expand through use. 

But there is a limit to hoH r:mch information one can nbsorb, to hm-r deeply one 

can become a part of other people and vice versa, to hmr much fooc1 of any type 

one can absorb. P~d this is even more the case if the linkages to other people 

living today and in the future are taken into consideration. Thus, the true re

lation ·beh-<een increasing consumption of· needs satisfiers and needs satisfaction 

may be productive in the beginning, then there is an interval (<~hich in fact may 

be negative ! ) , and then it is counterproductive. But in the ficu:ce ;re have also 

dra·,m two other curves pointing toHarcls the heaven with different speeds : the 

curves of unbounded optimism, the curves of 11 the more the better"e 

And this leads to the qll_e_stion: \vhat is the c3use of overd.evelonment ? Hm·r 

is it produced, by 1.;ha t kind of causes -· it look so irrational, so anti-human, 

why should it happ8n at all ? 'l1here seem to be t~<:o types of ansvrers to this ques

tion, both of them valid : one cultural., and one structural. 

The cul tu.ral ansuer.· v1ould take o.s ~)Dint of clepa:!?ture the t"ro curves just 

mentioned that seem to express ·a very· basic and deep-lying assu;nption ·in \Vestern 

civilization, e.g. 11 the bigger the bettc-r11
, "grm·rth is development", and so on. 

There is a eeneral lack of restraint, a general lack of sense of gua~tum se.tis, 

of in illedia res. The assu.:nption seems to be that if a certain quantity is good 

then tvrice as much \·rould be at least tHice as good, perhaps even three times as 

good. In add.i tion to this general sens~ of e:::pansion as "normal "cor!les an ot~1e::

element : the idea of- cor:1peti tion ,of man-over-man, and the idea of distance from 

nature, of man-over-natu.re. All together these ideas add up to an ethos according 

to 1<hich patter>eled overconsurnption, in other 1-rords overclevelopment, is seen as 

-normal, as something natural, not to bother about, the vrorld is ·li};::e that. 

The structure.l ans<·rer 1-rould take as a point of departure the two major O'"

ganization;;; that have been the carriers of the western historical process for the 

last five centuries or so : the state. and the corporat:i.on,or the bureaucrats and 

the capitalists to refer in more direct personal terms to the dirigenti of the 

process. Both of the.--n ha-..re been considered essential means for· development, both 

of them seem to be su"t,ject to the same principle of overshooting, of not being 

subject to ar~_y stop signal. Separately, or in cooperation they transgTess n2~ tiona] 

bordere and develop into intergovernmental machineries; and n:;.tional corpore~tions 

9f colossal size. lYinch if net all of the stimulation to expand stems from the 
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competition between states ~nd between corporations, in their search to increase 

thEir share of the total market of po>rer and ;real th of various kinds. They have 

to fortify for the struggle pnd if they \-!in they. tend to absorb the loser and 

thereby to f70H even bigger. 

In short, these particular st~~ctures derive their.legitimation from a 

civilization according to \lhich such phenomena are natural; that civilization 

in turn is reinforced by structures that behave in accordance >rith the ground 

rules. Since the overd.evelopment of machineries that should serve the hwnan bei.ngs 

and their personal gTO\·r'Gh, not counteracted, also snills over into other couil

tries, continents, peoples in the form of military political colonialism and 

socio-economic imperialism the linkage beb·.reen the problerJs_ of overd·evelopmen-t/ 

underdevelcpment and the First \-TOrld/Third cmrld relationship is clear. 

From a Third ;10rld ·point of vie;; (and much of the Third. >rorld is found in· 

side the geo&raphical First \-rorld) this beco!Tles a question of extricating one

self from relationships that force one into underdevelopment. One ans>rer here 

might be to push the overextended machineries of the First >rorld back and insi.ue 

the First uorld's mm borders; or at least to control effectively the operation 

of such machineries so as __ to guarantee a more fcivir distribution of the production 

surplus. Such moves might solve a great pa:rt of the underdevelop:nent problems of 

the Third >rorld by belng a necessary condition for a higher level of regional, 

national and local self-reliance in that part of the vror~d. But it may not r..eces

sarily solve the overdevelopment problems in the First 'l·lorld : it :Ls easy to 

iJnagine a compress eel First ,.,-orld machinery, contracted to its m·m region, ,,;or king 

itself into e-ver _higher levels of product~on and enforced overconsu;nption. 1-1ost 

of the Solution 1-rill have to come from inside the First vorld itself and this 

is 1-1here the alternative vrays of life enter the piCture. 'l'hey are efforts to rif,·ht 

some of tl1e Hrongs in the }~irst 1vorld by combining t1vo approaches de'Celop 

further ror t:1e ma.1Jy needs' particularly the non-material ones that are far froEl 

beint; 22t; s.imr,J.:Lfy~ bc..tild dmm, "develop"· Hhere there is overconsu_;nption. Tht;_ss 

there shm.:.ld be no illu:-sion that the problems of the hiGh income col1Il.tries can 

be red-L.l.Ced. tc a quest5_on of turning the clock back; by doing that same of the 

;:;ympto:r,s c.:: ove::?deveJ.opment might disappear (like in \~rartime, occupied. Norway?), 

but thr3 :r22.ny fCI';;tS of lXnderdevelopment, and uneven development for vai'ious g-roups 

of the population \voulcl remain. 
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3. Al te:rna ti ve ,Jays of J__.ife 5 Theses For Discussion 

(1) Alte-rnc..tive ,~lays of Life Clo not arise out of the blue, but ar.e thG result 
of concrete }:..is -t-.oT.ical ~i tua ti.n::1s. 

At the close of the 20th century, th;: neecl to study rmd/ or practice Alter-

. native ~~'lays of Life is determined 1e,rgely by ti,ro factors 1trhich a:ce the contrast 

throughm.1t the ~vmrld. bet11een Vlaste and \·lant, and the negative effects of econo;nic 

grmvth beyond. a certa~n thr~shhold on man's phyE?ical arid spiritual \·rellbeing. 

Throughout the "'orld many trends can be discerned, all making for greater cen

tralization and concentration and ultimately leading to the abdication of all 

personal independence in the Northern countries and to impotent dependence in 

the South. At the same time there is plentiful evidence of resistance to these 

trencls - of search for alternatives - throughout the ,:rorld. 

Alternatives j_n the Third. world express then1selves in e;r~n-ring resist[~nce to 

European and ~~..merican civilization, taking a great variety of fol"'ms ranging from 

liberation mo'\rements, via c{vjJ rights movements to some E tternpts to break ne;.,r 

grounds in political and social organization that are radically different from 

the 1tlestern cxanple. SinGe the encroachments of the industrial culture on the 

areas of self-determination of individuals take similar forms in the South ana. in 

the North, reSistance to theE! e1::presses itself in similar \·rays. 

Thus, alter·r12.tives in the F:l.rst \·TOl~ld, include the Eo;.ropoan regionalist move

ments \fhich are ofte11 inspired by a loc2.lly 1)a.~~ed resistance to e:zploi tation by 

the metropolis .. They also include protest mo-,.rements oTganizecl by individuals 

against the establish..rnen.ts of industrial est2.tes, the desecration of beauty spots, 

the obsession Vii th grovrth and the dehmnanisa tion of living conditions in the 

tmms. All this is evic.ler.Lce that the t;y~ra:;;.:ny oi' prog_::'ess is no longer e.bsolute 

and that sacrifices in -'che nsrne of an allec;ed g2..in in modernize. tion or of a sup-

posed irn.provement in the quality of life are no loncer automatically e.ccepted. 

Rural con'ilu ... 'J.i ty movements, tech...'1ical experiments '.·ri th self-sufficiency, an in

creasinG concern over the dependency arising from consumption-oriented systems 

and many of the attempts to develop alternative Hays of life derive tl!eir b2.sic 

inspiration from the search for a society in ifhich the industrial mode of pro

duction is being calle~ into_ q•1estion. 

·In the hish income cm.Jntries, i·d th ivhich this paper is mainly concerned, ·oe:r-

sonaJ. grm·Ti;h, eJ.truisti c soliil.ari t:r i·!i th the poo:r· and ecolor:'ic<:tl concer.'n, often 

adding up to a fear of an imnerd.in_rr' cris;is, a :pp ear as the four major moti va tions · 

that account for the search for e:.lternative \·l,<:?~ys of life. In fact, they consti tllte 

the 1mderlying common t.heiiles of a wide range of alternative '\·rays of life nwvei:-lents 

that have sprans- up ovei' the last tmr yr:::ars in virtually all the member col.X.r'l-t".riss 

of the Alternative "lays of Lif8"(A1,·JT_j)~et,.~~;rk.These movements -~omprise __ tech11olo_rn' 
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f)Toups "Hhich are attempting to create an alternative to i'ihat they see c..s over

developed technology; movements to chanr;e eatinr; haOi ts to~rards foocls t!l..at are more 

persm1ally healthy and ecoloc;ically sensible (ecological concern);. simple liv:ing 

groups \·ihich folloH such precepts as "live simply so that others !fl2,Y simply 1ive 11 

(altru-istic solidariy), self-sufficiency mo·vemcnts VThich stress independence by. 

building their own hoE1es and [;T01fing their own food (fear of crisis) and finally 

personal rsrmvth movements \-rhich range from sensitivity tra~ning to efforts to focus 

on the ;rorld food prol)lem. 

It 1wuld be 1;rong, thoc.gh, to infer from the above that ne\f life styles are 

initiated or should be studied exclusively at the micro-level (citizen groups). The 

micro-level approach is, ho>Tever, particularly relevant in affluent societies that 

are relatively tU1disturbed by either domestic or intel~ational problems on the other 

hand, historical ezaElples (e. g .. SHi tzerland during the Second ·H·orlcl Har, Europe 

im;nedia tely after the oil embargo in 1973), shmr that in situations of crisis ne\f 

life styles can also to some extent be indll.ced from "a.bove", that is through macro

political choices concerning for eze..rnple food. or energy supply. Hhereas the latter 

tend to be rahter short-lived and are general}y scrapped. l·t_i th the disapprearer..ce of 

threat, the former are of a more Permanel'lt nature as a general social phenome!lon in 

the rich 1-rorld. 

( 2) A"'vTL O:i ffer both from the dot:linant \·ray of li f'e and f'rom rr.arginal Hays of J.j_ f'e 
that can be cc.opted b;y the s;rst..e:m. 

The dominant uay of life should not l1e confused lri th the statistical inclivi-

dual life-styles, neither is it the most frequent 1-1ay of life, nor necessarily the 

vray of life of a dominant class. It is the vr;_:...y of life the dominant pattern of a 

given society leads one into. Conseq_uently, choosinG a ~..ray of life that is different 

from- and alternativ·e to- the one imposed on people by a given social structure, 

requires considerable efforts and resources. It is not surpl:..ising, therefore, to 

note that it is often the intellectually and financially most resourceful people -

that is, those belonging to the dominant class that are the first to succeed 

in breakins out of the dominant ;,-;ay of life in search for an alternative. i:Thcit needs 

to be carefully underlined is that A\·TL are not individual adjustments but consti tate 

a challenge .to the existing structural arrar::gements and to the roJ.es they·create 

for individuals and groups. l-.i:TL are thus radically different from social justice 

movements that s:i.J!!ply ask for a fair share of trle dominant 1.·ray of J.ife, by merely· 

carvinc; out a position i·ri thin the existing system,. There is no quest:i..on, hoHever, 

of ;ranting to substitute one- possibly ideal -· alternative vray to the current do-

minant i·m.y of life, ancl thus create one nevr- be it an alternative domiant vay of 

life .. Quite to the contrai'"'IJ, A\H1 is essentially et 1.!1uTalistic co~cept pointir.'-(: to 

. _,_ 
S0Cl8 l.Y. refers to mover:1r=nts opera t.i.ne at different levels· of society, 
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diff~rent means and acting in different areas of the social system. The notion 

of free choice among various alternative life patterns is a constitutive part 

of the AHL concept. 

AHL are nevertheless bound together by at least four principles Hhich are 

participation, decentralization, social justice and ecolo[;ical behavioux. N/iL see::: 

to alter pm·rer relations!1ip~ ;fnich stand in the 't·it:.Y of responsible D2.-:?tic;i-:")2_tion 

by the greatest possible number in as many decision-ma}cil1g processes, ln as man;-r 

areas of life as possible. I:i:eaningful participation on the other ~and presupposes 

decent-ral i ze.tion of decision-makinz to locc~l/regional· 19vels \·:here people can re-

late concretely to the proble;ttS tra t arise ii1 -'che various areas of hlJ...:uan existence. 

Decision-maki:r..g at \-rha tsoever level, hm~Tever, is meaninzless un1ess it leads to 

social ,-justice at the personal, national and international level. Social j:.1stice 

here refers essentially to a just redistribution of vrealth (e .. g. beti-reen man and 

uoman, beti',~een various social classE;s, betl·ieen the South a:'1d the North at •,·iorlcl 

level). The notia:n of justice thcug~, refers not only to relations bet•,·ieen Jn.en, but 

E:~xtends also to the relationship beh1een lEan and nt .. ture. \1hereas social justice 

and equity are·meant to stop exploitation o.f me~n b:r :oan, ecoloD'iC?,l beh8 .. vio1.1T is 

intended to stop the exploi~ation of nature by man. Ecoloe;ical- behaviour mee~ns 

protectinG landscape ancl aliimals ac;ainst the onsJ.aught of indust:;;~,r and UI·Oe.nise.t.:i.on 

as ·Hell as a serious reconsideration. of current habi t.s of nutrition, ·"'·ork, leisu-re, 

etc., 

(3) A1.'l1 can be past- or futu::.-e orientec-l, b1..1.t t~e;r are Q.::;f'initely rea_.ctions a,jainst 
the pres(~Dt pa t.tern 0i' O'.'e~d.evelolJIJent, 

FJ.·TL can be· temptatively classifi8d into three categories : those thcd~ ai:rr 

at rediscovering past patterns_, reviving them, or innovate neH oneso 

Tl'J.e first category comp::cises N.'TL movements \·rhich question the assU.iilptio:J. 

that in~~ri teO. or tradi ti.onal al ternat:4ve 1-rays of living 2.re solel;y 2w nostalgic 

rerainder of tii:l'~:s past and actively seek to Tediscover autonomously organized living 

pc~.ttern:; ~ The :::scond e.l t.?rnati ve v.ray of living consists of .the construction of nm\r 

living pcitternrJ lin}:ecl to authentic 1-rays ()f living in the past which have sn!'vived 

t~:ce deStrv.ct5_v9 onslr~\J_zl:ts of industrialization. Here belong for i21stance, the 

actions tJ-w.:t a.:G~t;ompt; to bring about revival of movements of self-determinatio~ 

( r--' -~ ~8'···· ''"• 1 ~~o"e·~---)._ ~11 ~'"ro'e) C • U • .1: (:)-'-"-'·-~<: . ..J.. ":~ • V -'lL.'~ll l,_.~j ..J.. !.JL..< ' l' ·- • r.rhey are linked to earlier systeills vrhich 

st:rugglsC. to ::·aJ.ntain t,Y,0::ir ?-11.tono:ny in the fac>? of cent:ca.lism of ti1e metropolis 

(e.g-~ Occi·l.,.::Ul:i~! -v-ii..~--2,-vit> 1-a.:.~is). 1lTie orgc1.rlization of resistance along these lines 

associatBs the older clt::.1ments of autono::ny \,ri·l)1 the ne\'r necessity of protes·t ag3.j_nst 

the des.truction of nature and of man. And then there is the third fo:r.m ·of A."'-.,JL ba2.ed 
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on ir1novation, try·ing out ne1·1 life-styles based on hitherto untried princip1es, 

derived from post-industrial models often with ne\·!, non-r:1a terial needs sub

stituted for excess quantitiy of the material ones. In experinents of this 

type cons~mer dependency is frequently highlighted and replaced by forws of 

dissoqiative participation, ~evering many of the links with centralized supply 

services. Hodels of this kind, in their e::...'J)erimente.l steyges, are often sus

pected of being peculiar to one particul2r subculture· only - and consequently 

of no possible si&,'11ificance for society as a. i·rhole. Hmvever, their potenti2.l 

releya.nce can ec.silj be discerned iVlien considering the total dependency of 

urbc:.n areas on "imported "food, i·rhere a crisis can Si..riftly transform a potential 

famine situation into a real one. In this perspective the often ridiculed rural 

community movements and experiments Yli.th technoloGies based on the objective 

of self-su£'ficiency - and similaT e:z}Jeri2ents - soon acquire fOJ?damentally 

different significance. 

(4) .A\.·JJJ imnlies a novernent cn·r8Y from the e1iLt of t~1in::r"S tm·ia-rds the search fo:c 
ex-oeriences. 

_llj{L make a radical break. Hith the motto of mrr technological civili-

zation 1-rhich says that more, faster and 1)igger is better. Their. aim is to ir:1-

prove life in terms of quality rather the.n quantity. Yet it ·Houlc1 be \•ITong to 

equate A'\'TL Hi th an ideoloe;y of abstention OT :renu...VJ.cia tion. \Tnereas it is true 

tbat qualitative improveElents require a reduction in quantity (eeg. limitation 

~ . 'h ... . l. .c> ' , b. t t ) " , t t. 11 p -1-h. O..L economlc gro1·rG,, cur val lng 0..1. conmJ.Iaer na l s e c. a os ,en lons o~ v lS 

kind are not values in themselves, but sprine from the desire that men's germ.1ne 

material anci non-;n.a terial needs shm_,_ld be satisfied. 

As exan;plcs can serve Japan and Denmark \·rhich have come up i·ri th data 

pointing to the nevr trends that m.aTk al t.ernative ~~~ays of life in the rich 

'vorld. As for Japan, the 1977 edition of the \·lhite Paper on national l·ife pu

blished by the Economic Planning Board e;nphasized that there has been a sit,-ni

ficant change in t11e -:,.;ays of life of the J3.panese pe01)le after 1975. The c~:ange, 

according to the 1-Jhite Paper, Has termed a "detachment from things", meaning 

that people became less interested in the consu.mption of "things" e.g. t2.~1gible 

objects, ~specially d·urable conunodi ties. According to historical statistics, 

the year 1971 marked the peak of consumption of conswner t;oods in Japan. After 

that, the ovmersbip of automobiles, electrical appliances etc. could not con-

tinue to be a status SJTtihol an.sno:rs since ev-erybody had them. Hence, after 

tHenty yearr-3 of material affluence, "the Japanese finally fm_m.cl consumption 

boring". Today "non-m·mership 11 rather than o1<n1ership is more conspicumJ.s anfi .. 

pres±.ig·uous, and the nv.mber as Hell as the proportion of 11non-me.. t.erialists!' ir; 

Ja.pc.n. is constantly on the rise. 

./. 12 
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In Den-'l!ark, on the other hand, the most publicizeD. e:;.:,-i.i::ple- is probably 
' 

the Free To~,.m of Christico.nl a,an alternative f3ociety near the center of Copenflagen 

cor:tprising around a thousand people l.'iho occupied a disaffected site forJJerly 

used for wili tary pu=pose·s e Christiania is nou ill its 6th Y'=ar of fight for sur

vive~l aL,o..inst continuous attac1::s from outsitl~ political forces s.nC. gro1·1ing h;J.Juan 

problems inside. But d.espi te he8.VJ poJ.i-tical and social pressures~ the Clrristia-

nites have so far managed. to come up uith peaceful solutions :'or all their prob-

1e~.--· ~. ,,,..11" + """'~-:'"'Y' -~-~-- e ·u1+-i ...._."' J_,::l -Pat~ o"' c"';,..,:;.·l·;--co ~-l· a--.~l·.... +'.--.e-- e-··po·: ... -i-:.._n,e- -i + .... ~ 1 .<:> --8--.... -- ~ :oll 
<!1~ ·d:.O..I.J"-.:v;.::_,_. I.J.i.!. li-.Jd0..0-..!. C C. '"'-~-"- Ul• ~1 C:,, V.:..r.· ..' •. -..t.-<::::.1._; -VO..J..>..C.. ·,,.:, \"1·~--·--

. - . . . . - - .• ~".If'· -· - . - . 

J, • J.. • 1'.1.' , "' ~ . f C' . ..L" •• ..~...! " • h , .. as c~1e 1n ven.sl ve po J. vlcc~.L QlSCUSSlO::ls o .nrls vJ~2..nla 1.n v 1e .l..an1.s~ press, raa1o 

and 'TV, books and meetings constitute a brea:ktYJ;.o::ugh likely to favour other ex

periences of the sanie kind in the future~ 

Another point in case are Denmc.rk 1 s "Tvind Schools'';,dJ.ich started in the late 

sixties as a Travelling High School. 1.1}1eir purpose is to send croups of yoill1g 

people on bus tours to the T11ird i·rorlcl. r:I;h•3 E~iw. is for the yo1.mg people to relate 

their ~xperiences to the Danish society and to pass them on. ·vri thin the frc .. Jneuork 

set by the Tvind Schools, the yo1.mg people are to plan· the co·o.rse themsel veo, to 

decide the route of the trip, repair and r;;.aintain their old b-t:~s on the 'Fray ?~nd de-

termine" i·rhich spe~ial p:roblerrts they i·lant to rGake Ev study of e The Tvind Schools 

have since tho staTt i·rantod to influence and eventually replace the J?an.ish edu

cational system~ So far, they seem to have succeeded beyon.c1_ e:zpecta tione "Tho-u.

sands of pupils have been trained at tbe schools, no one \·ri thout beine; Jr:arked b;y 

thGm. They are already ir.f1uencing the vrhole of the Danish society" 

(5) A\.II.1 st-rive to roach 0heir coa1 s t.ho~ough peaceful means. 

'J'}lere is no doubt ·that AHL needs social ilnagination and courage at both 

the theoretical and the practical level since it means bidding fo.re\·rell to a nuTtber 

of old hab.:i.ts, safe a tti tucles and. c1ependable decisions and laying oneself. open to 

the ne\r, the u.nk:nm·m, the experimental. On the other hand, AYTL can only succeed 

if there is sufficient room for both constructive icleas and criticism, and lived 

experiences. From this point of vie·hr, ~deste:rn European and North P..tllerican socie+.ies 

v1i th their basic OIH::Yl..ness to tl'ials and errors appear as better experimental 

places than the more closed Eastern European. societies. The example of Poland, 

hm-rever, iridica tes that alternative 1-rays of life also do exist in the socialist 

cotultries although obviously on a more modest scale. 
··-: 

The pertinent question that arises in all cases is bm·r much impact does 

A\'TL really llave on the societal level ? "Snccess 11 of an A\fL movement, :iit was felt, 

shouJ.d not be J.iBited to the actual {::;2.in of 2. nartichlar eav.se (e.g. the abolition 

of old, or the settinG u.p of ne,;.r legislation) hD.t extend to other than the 
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strictly political level. Thus, N,·JL can also be considered "successful" if the;-{ 

lead to the social.isation of the participants i~ the AVTL movement by causi.ng. 

chances in a tti tl.J.Cl~es, feelings of soliC.ar.·i ty and the sJ.esire to eo operate (.:L~pact 

on the individual), or if they result in raising t11e lev~l of a··~~-Te-r.oo:::c:: o.; .L}·e· 
~ ........... ~~-......... ~ t.o~J. 

population i-rith recc1rd. to a given proble1:n (impact on public opinion). Conscien

tization and nevr need a.\·Tareness can be seen as the first and indispensc;_"!Jle steps 

on the in.dividual c.nd group level that \·Till ultimately lead to A~·TL movements 

capable of _challenging society on the political plane. ·~-1:'1ile A'rTL may cluster 

arou .. Dd different symbols in different periods and at dif.ferent times, ar.d use 

a large variety of means to gain support from the population at larGe, one unify

ing trait remains, hovrever; a strong determination to re8.lizeit1eir objectives 

through neacef'ul means. 

4. Conclusion 

To conclucle, some reflections on the reJ.e~,rance of t£-ds type of research fo:r the 

current North-South dialoe;Jm bet;,-reen high and lou income colill. tries, bet·11een the 

rich and the poor. At least fm1r points might merit scme attention. 

Fi,.rst, the rapidly c:r'O·ding social pa tholor::.;ies·-2.nd ~te do not thir1],.; this .is 

too strong a ;,.;ord - in the high incocne co·,;_ntries should have some impact on the 

use of t1!ese co·u.ntries as models of development. In this there is no proof that tht~ 

track foJ.lo-;:red is necessarily \·rrong, but the proble:rrs shm.>.ld at least lea\..1 to the 

conclusion that national affluence, beyoEd a certain point, no lonzer lead.s to 

natioTtal v;ellbsinc; that material abu.11dance does not lead to happiness. 

Secon~l, the tragedy and folly of a i·mrld vrhere under- and overdeveJ.op:nent 

are fo·J.nd. siCte by side; betHeen :;_~egions_, betvieen C01.L"1.tries, bet·~·reen districts, Oet.-

·Heen groups, bet.1-:een individuals and even inside the sai'!le individuals should sti

nula te very critical reflections. Indian children belmv 4 yec:rs of az;e hc.ve a 

mortal.i ty as high as 40%, in the 1'lest it is lv~ell belm<T 7%,in some places oraoti

cally speakint; zero - a:r'ld at the saine time bB.bies are overfed and probably also 

overprotected to the point of endangering them ! 

Third, m;.lch of the overdevelopment of the rich countries has to do ui th the 

underdevelopment of the poor countries. rrhe over extended bureaucracies and corpo

rations, the easy access to rmv materials and cheap energy, the vulnerable pattern 

of overproduction for "ov-erseas" markets etc. aJ.l have their Hell known expres-

sions in the poor colJntries. The measures taken to r;et rid of the overcleve1opment. 

mc.y· aJ.so lllake it easieT for the }.Joor co~mtries to cr~t out of patterns of :)_nclei"-

developElent. Less material production in t.he North may liberate the South fro:n the 

pl"essure on their ra1v materials and the inva.sion of their markets ; increased seJ.f

reliance in the South may force the North into less patholoe;ical patterns of 

overdevelopment a 

./. 14 
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enlightened self-interest rnay come into play here. 

moving i.n the directi.on of buildine; ;,-/hat tod.ay are al-

terYJ.ative ways of life more firmly into the core of today's societies - that 

are good for the South :m2.y 2.1 so be good for increasing numbers in t.he North, 

thus motivating for more positive action. 

It is a:rocmd such harmonies of interest No:rth-South relations should be built, 

not by trs-ing to shovi that ci ther part can become richer, tosether bu-t by sho-

1·Ting- that ei the:r· part may develop happier human beings, vri th a much higher level 

of self-reo..lization, together. J...nd ,,,hat else should be the purpose of this 

thing called "developme'!1t" "'? 
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Working Paper No. 1 

PURPOSE, KEY ISSUES AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK OF . 
. " -·· . 

THE ROUND TABLE ··,. ·. 

··~ -~--

.\·'" 

"1. In the last few years, a wide variety of efforts have been made~ both 
off~cially and unofficially, to narrow the differenc~s between the North 
and South and make some progress toward a more equitable and more efficient 
planetary ·economy. In term of specific results, they have had little success 

. so far. The conflict of·national or regional interests in this dialogue is 
understandable but the apparent inability of those involved" in the dialogue 
to. identify possible lines of convergence is not. The two sides of ·the. 

'dialogue are looking at the problem from different angles; with greater 
emphasis on "means 11

• There is, aS yet,· no b8.sic ~greement on ''ends" and on 
the longer term perspective in which short term or immediate problems can 
be addressed. 

2. From one point of view, however, recent experience is "not wholly negative. 
Seen as an introductory phase. to constructive negotiation, the last few years 
did help to clarify basic positions, and the need for major changes was 
jointly and formally recognized. Indeed, compared with the early days in 
the trade union movement or the struggles for independence in colonial terri
tories or even the women's liberation movement, the first phase of North South 
dialogue has been relatively restrained and remarkably free"from accusations 
and· rancour. If the first phase of exploration now leads on to a second 
phase of specific agreement on "ends" and to proposals .and successful negotia
tion.within the forseeable future, history may judge this entire effort to 
build a new relationship between North and South as positive and enlightened. 

3. A critical issue is whether the world now moves forward to this second 
specific and productive phase. As a "contribution to this objective, the 
Society for International Development has invited one hundred leaders and 
concerned citizens from relevant areas of interest to join a continuing 
forum, the North South Round Table, where the full range of problems and 
possibilities can be examined with objectivity and good will to bring out 
the overwhelming urgency of the real issues and to generate greater trust, 

.confidence and understanding among the groups involved. Those who have 
accepted the invitation to participate in the Round Table are listed in 
Annexe· I. 

4. The Round Table will hold its first session in Rome from 18 to 20 May. 
This working paper has been prepared to assist the participants of the Round 
Table to identify some of the main issues which the Round Table could useful
ly focus during the first session and to explore ways by which the Round 

·'Table could achieve its essential objectives. 

. .. / ... 

•. 
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of the forthcoming events in this context are: the next Summit 
Conference of Western Lead"rs l.n July, UNCTAD V in Manila in August 
1979, the U .N •. Conference on Science aiHr !Technology in September 
1979, and the Special Session of the General Ass·embly .in .1980. to 
assess the progress made in the· establishment of the new inter~ational 
economic ··order. .. . . 

11. The success of the Round Table ;in· pursuing :its"· objectives, .thr~ugh 
any one of"" these me"chimisms. will depend largely·on the. c6mmi tment and 
involvement of its· ·participants. Differences of vi"ws are inevitable in 
any-· discussion, but as long as all the members of the·· Round Table ~-re fully. 

-conscious of the·need to rise abov~ current domestic_pre,.-occupation"s and 
t"o look "for new ways to overcome barriers of national ·misunderstandings.and 
prejudices in order to find workable solutions to the fundamental' problems 
facing the South" and. the No:rth, the outcome can· only be _positive.··, 

Key Issues 

·12·; · One of the principal tasks of- the Round Table will be to ident"ify the 
basis for. a. constructive approach_ .to the second phase of the dialogue and, 
within· this·,· to identify certain key issues which· deserve priority attention 
because of their potential for "serious action. For '"this .task the work "of 
the first Round Table will be organized into thre~ Working Groups to ·lnak.e it 
possible-to draw more fully on the experience and thinking of each member, 
without allowing· ·the Round Table as a whole to lose its coherence and unity 

·of purpose. Each Working Group could split into smaller groups if considered . . . . . 
neceSsary,. 

13. ·A considerable diversity of. initial positions and bas,ic views is 
likely to exist amo·ng the-Round .Table members - and indeed is to be welcomed 
since it reflects the current divide betw~en the North and the South in the 
offici"ai dialogue. 

14. Some members are likely to ·emphasize fundamental issues and the need 
for basic c"ha"nges in North. South relation.;;ttip before specific issues like 
resource transfer or the debt problem can be discussed. Others may stress 
that :·even modest proposals on resource transfer. or trade ·_liberaiization 
have· proved too radical for meaningfl.ll agreements. and ... wo.uld. p.e"rhaps find it 
difficult to accept that there is. something basically wrong with the world 
economy - or the existing ec.onomic order. Other~· ••embers may take the view 
that this is not the time for further new id.eas since the" "strategic options 
·are· already· cJ:ear·<enough and wh;a_t_ is. needed now is !Oonce.ntrati.on on. "how" 
t"o if11plement the~ ideas already ac.cepted -in various UN Resolutions rather 
than determining "wli"i{t" more the ·international community should do. In each 
group some members may wish to t;3ke at this stage ,a more an'aiytic"al or eva
luative,- rathsr than· prescriptive, approach to the work of the. Round Table. 

15. It is therefore-important to provide all participants in the Round 
Table with the opportun"ity to discuss these various posi t:i:ons ·and yet evolve 
a· 'mechanism that would permit :mean"ingful conclusions to emerg-e· from the Round 
Table as a whole, at lea-st on so.;e key ideas or proposals. · 

16. For this purpose the whole range of issues that enter the North South 
Dialogue could be divided into three broad but overlapping"groups: 

a) Conceptual issues - the frame for a constructive approach. 
b) Major issues of policy. and strategy for the medii.rm run. 
c) Specific proposals or ideas that might be ready for action . 

. . . I ... 
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17. All groups will be asked to relate their issues under discussion to 
the needs and problems of both developed and developing countries - and, as 
appropriate, to different groups of countries within each. A drafting group 
or informal steering group may also be created to prepare, on the basis of 
the work of the three groups, any spec·ific; statements or proposals which 
the Round Table as a ~hole might wish to consider. Members of ~he Round 
Table will be :free to choose the working group they prefer .to. Join or .to move 
from one group to the other. 

18. The remaining part of this Working Paper summarizes the main issues 
that each of the Working Groups could usefully discuss or focus on, and 
explains some of the background documents that have been prepared to faci
litate their work •. Although backgrounq papers are listed in relation to 
particular groups, each paper has in. fact a direct· bearing on the work of 
all thr·ee groups. 

Working Group I·:· Why a New Internation.al Order? 

19. Working'group I will be expected to examine certain selected but key 
conceptual issues that must be clarified if the real causes of the current 
stalemate in the North South Dialogue are to be identified and the prospects 
and limitations of different approaches toward the future course of action.:. 
are to be brought to surface. These might include·,-~ alia, the ·follow.i_ng: 

1) What is wrong with the existing order.for both low income and high 
income countries, and to what extent are.the current policies and insti
tuti·ons· discr.iminating against the low income countries? 

2) What is the current status of the dialogue and why is it not making 
much progress despite the overwhelming urgency of the tinde.;lying issues? 

3) How best can the concept of a new international economic order (NIEO) 
be defined and explained? What is the range of views on the kind of·new 
order required.and particularly on the distinction between ·an approach 
base'o on concessions rather than structural changes and. on 'possible·: ... 
conflicts between NIEO and a basic needs approach? :·. 

4} Can one identify specific longer run objer.tives which would offer 
the potential for serious support in the North as. well as the South? 
What can be done to stimulate more serious political commitment to such 
medium and long-term objectives rather than only short-run concerns? 

5) Are there important interactions between the economic and socio
cultural aspects of the North South Dialogue? 

6) Wha~ are the positive and negative links between the economic aspects 
of the 'North South dialogue and the political processes within the inter
national system, including the current poli tica·l r~ali ties of East-West 
relations and large expenditures on arms? 

20. ·To facilitate a more meaningful discussion of these issues the following 
working papers are presented to the RoUnd Table: 

.. 

(i) Working Paper N°2 - Historical Perspectives on th·e New International 
Economic Order • .A paper prepared by Barbara Ward, the Chairman of SID, 
which emphasizes the global nature of the current world economy and sets 
the demand for a new international order in a historical perspective • 

. . . I . .. 
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(ii.) Working Paper N°3 - North South Dialogue: The second Phase. A paper 
prepared by Mahbub ul Haq, of the Third World Forum, which brings out the 
weakness and ineqUities of the existing system and presents some ideas 
for the second phase of the North South dialogue. It suggests a frame
work of principles to provide a broad consensus on objectives anl;l prin
ciples, identifies some areas of common interest and argues .f~r fundamen
tal institutional changes which are inevitable in the long run, i.e. a 
system of international taxation, an international central bank, and a 
global planning system. 

(iii) Working Paper N°4 -Political Facets of the North South Dialogue . 
. ',fhis brief paper prepared by Mahdi Elmandjra, President of the World 
Future Studies Federation, brings out the interrelationship between the 
economic, political and socio~cultural aspects of the North South dia
logue and emphasizes that the political character of the dialogue cannbt 
be set aside. It explores the· possibility of a breakthrough by concen
t:ating on the common turmoil ·that pervades the value systems of the 
world as a whole. 

Working Group II: The Search for Common Ground. 

21. A basic ··task of the Round Table is to bring out the common interests of 
all those engaged in building a new vJOrld economy, since in a realistic world 
only a recognition ·C>f common interests will provide us with the political 
will to achieve conciliatory approaches and practical compromises. The start
ing point in this task is to place on the table the needs. of the two sides, 
and then identify in specific terms :the common ground and nature of interdepen
dence between North and South. 

22. Some of the critical questions which this group might wish to examine 
are listed below: 

1) The concept of interdependence, in meet.ing the world's energy and 
food needs, in preserving the earth's environment, in using the resources 
of the oceans, and in many other domains, is now widely accepted. What 
new measures are needed to ensure international cooperation and management 
to cope with interdependence? What are the political and practical 
constraints involved in this cooperation? 

2) Can one identify priority areas for domestic concern within the 
developed countries, such as inflation and unemployment, which ar-e inter
relat_ed with the need :for economic growth in the developing countries 
to highlight the overlap of interests that exist'' 

3) over the longer run, what are the critical areas - su_ch as .. global 
resou'rce --management in energy_ and food - where changes of dire.ctions in 
present patterns are required to avoid extreme imbalances and -in.efficien
cies in the global economy? 

23. Working Paper N°2 referred to above identifies some areas of common 
interest. Another Working Paper prepared for the Round Table by John W. Sewell 
of the Overseas Development Council entitled "Can the Hich Prosper without the 
Progress of the Poor?" (Working Paper N°5) presents a great deal of concrete 
evidence to support the contention that continued growth and the att'?-inment 
of other economic go.als such as high rates of employment and control. of infla
tion in the rich countr1es depend to a much larger degree than ·heretofore upon 
the growth and prosperity of the developing countries. After looking at the 
divergent views that are currently circulating about the prospects of future 
growth in the world's economiest the paper examines certain specific linkages 

... I ... 
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between the economies of the developed world and those of the developihg· 
world that will be important in the next few years (trade, commodities 
and debt) and analyses some of the issues (food, energy and population) 
that must be addressed by the year 2000, if global efficiency is to be 
achieved. The paper concludes by considering policies which the rich and 
poor countries might pursue to create a mutually beneficial world order. 

24. In assessing the degree of interdependence between the North and the 
South, it is important to go beyond the'existing framework of objectives and 
policies to a more dynamic framework and determine: a) the changes that are 
necessary in the South to facilitate the adoption of alternative and self 
reliant development strategies than can satisfy everyone's basic needs yet 
promote a pattern of development that is socially positive and ecologically 
sound, and b) the changes that are needed in the North that will promote 
life styles which will be less wasteful in economic and ecological terms 
and more harmonious and positive in terms of the society's social objectives. 
This subject involves a wide range of complex questions and will be a conti
nuing agenda it.em for subsequent sessions of the Round Table. SID is organi
zing a series of n~tional conferences on Alternative Development Strategies 
and Life Styles in .,several developing and developed countries. The results 
of these conferences will be ... available to the Round Table at its second and 
subsequent Sessions. ' 

Working Group III - Specific Ideas and Proposals. 

25. The work of this Working Group will be of particular importance since 
it,will have the responsibility to give concrete shape to any specific pro
po~f'lS which the Round Table may wish to sponsor. Since it will be for the 
Rouriir Table itself to determine whether or not it wishes to issue a statement 
or a declaration or to sponsor any specific proposal, it is difficult to 
anticipate the work of Working Group III at this stage. 

26. There are a number of proposals currently under disc~ssion in the United 
Nations and elsewhere which taken together constitute the agenda for official 
discussion on the New International Economic Order. These include the long 
debated subject of access to markets, the more recent proposal for a common 
fund for commodities in UNCTAD, transfer of resources, the debt problem of 
developing countries~ refor.m of the international monetary system, transfer 
of technology, measures to ensure greater food security for the world, disar
mament, and,more recently,energy. At least four important subjects - disarma
ment, transfer of technology, technical cooperation among developing countries, 
and agrarian reform and rural development - will be taken up at special U.N. 
conferences scheduled during 1978 and 1979. On almost all these issues a 
number of specific proposals are under discussion and many new ideas and pro
posals have been identified in the past year or

1
ywo by different groups and 

institutions as for example, in the RIO Report.- Another major effort is 
being made- in the United Nations to identify specific goals and strategies for 
,.tpe Third Development Decade ,.- 1980-90 (DD III) - and a large number of insti
J;utlons and qrganizations are participating in this task. 

,27. It will. be u,seful for the Round Table to consider whe;ther or not it can 
:m~:k·~·· a· useful contribution to the discussion of these specific issues and if 
so', ·haw. Obviously' the main possibility of making such a contribution will 
depend on its ability to come up with new ideas or approaches that will either 
help to narrow the differ•ences of views or to present new arguments which will 
enhance the acceptability of ideas already under discussion . 

. . . I ... 

Il Jan Tinbergen (coordinator), Reshaping The International Order, 
New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1976. 

• 
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28. Another alternative would be for the Round Table to concentrate on one 
or two key proposals which, because of the emerging consensus on principles 
and goals, might be ·more. readily acceptable and which in themselves would be 
significant enough·to break the current impasse between the North and the 
South. 

29. At present there seem to be at least four major concepts or themes 
which are gaining momentum in development parlance and could provide the 
basis for certain new ideas or proposals. These are: 

a) a basic needs approach to development. 

b) the need for a more automatic and dependable system of mobilizing 
international resources for development. 

c) the desirability of greater participation by developing countries 
i.n international decision making. 

d) the growing links between the economic well being of the North and 
economic and social progress of the South. 

30. Despite ·the overwhelming appeal of the concept of basic needs as the 
most important objective of development, there is growing scepticism in many 
developing countries that the current debate on basic needs might be intended 
to divert attention from their demand for a new international economic order. 

·liy launching a questionable welfare programme for· the poor, they feel, the 
developed countries not only wish to interfere in their internal policies but 
also intend to keep them backward and underdeveloped. There is thus a clear 
ne~d for an agreed statement on the concept of basic needS. which recognizes 

·that basic needs is not a narrow material concept, that it requires a compre
hensive developmentstrategy and changes in institutions and policies; that 
it is a dynamic concept which does not ignore the needs of the society in a 
whole and changes over time. 

31. Similarly the concepts. mentioned in (b) and (c) above are essential 
elements of the demand for a new international order, and some progress, no 
matter how gradual, is necessary if the inevitable transition to a global 
economy is to take place smoothly. But as yet no acceptable proposals or 
mechanisms have. been suggested:. as a basis for concrete dis~uss.ion. 

. . . 

32. It might perhap.s :.be possible to bring together all the four concepts 
mentioned abov,e. and ~hus -achieve a marriage between the basic need~ _concept 
and some elemerits of the new international economic order, by launctling a 
new 11 World Plan for Basic Needs' 1

• 

33. Such a Plan would be based on a concept of Basic Needs that is accepta
ble to the South and would aim at mobilizing additional internationalresources 
for meeting basic human needs in all countries of the world before the end 
of this century. These resources will not however be sought only from the 
traditional tax funded sources but also from certain new and more automatic 
sources of ·runds .in which all countries will be invited to participate. It 
could also provide for a new kind of governing mechanism which, .while using 
exiStin~ ·:tflstitu·t.ions for operational activities, would prov~de ·a more balanced 
mechanism f~r allocating resources and monitoring progress toward meeting basic 
needs within an agreed :timetable. 

. .. I ... 
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34. A proposal on these lines is outlined in a Working Paper prepared for 
the Round Table which also addresses itself to the underlying concepts of 
Basic Needs (.Working Paper N°6). The feasibility and acceptability of such 
a proposal could be discussed by Working Group III which may recommend to 
the Round Table what future course of action it might follow in pursuing 
these and other similar ideas, in an effort to contribute to the North South 
dialogue in a .positive manner. 

* * * * * * * * * 

Timetable 

35. A detailed timetable will be circulated at the.meeting- but its broad 
outlines are. snown in Annexe II. Although all sessions will be informal and 
closed to non-m.embers, arrangements will be made for the press and TV to be 
present for.the Plenary Sessions. 

Supporting· Do~u~entation 

36. In addition.to the 
Working Groups will have 

five working papers mentioryed ab.ove, the. three 
before them the following two bacl<ground documents: 

a)· The historical context of the North South relationship and a'study 
of the role of the United Nations System in the evolution of this rela
tionship; prepared ·for the Round Table by C. I.D. (Centre International 
pour le Developpement). (NSRT -/INF .,1)' 

b) A document containing (i) The report of the Seventh Special Session 
of the General Assembly (U.N. Resolution 3362 (S.VII)). (ii) The report 
of the Paris' Conference on International Economic Cooperation (U,N. 
docume.nt A/31/ 476). ( i~i) U .N. General Assemb.ly llesolution 32/174 
calling for.a Special Session of the General Assembly in 1980 to discuss 
Progress in the establishment of the new international economic order 
and setting up a Committee of the Whole to meet during the'intervening 
interval and prepare for the special session. (NSHT -/.INF .2). 

Relations with Other Bodies 

37. As already mentioned, a large number of intergovernmental and non-govern
mental bodies, institutions and groups are currently researching, studying 
and discussing various issues involved in the North South dL~logue. SID Is 
working clo,se'ly with them and many of the papers presented to the Round Table 
have been prepared with the cooperation of other bodies and groups. The Round 
Table itself provides the. opportunity for persons associated with some of these 
groups to meet- and discuss these· issues with their colleagues from other groups. 

'38. A special Commission has recently been. convened by Mr. Willy Brandt with 
the following terms of reference: 

To study the grave global issues ar1s1ng from the economic and social 
disparities of the world community and to suggest ways of promoting 
adequate solutions to the problems involved in development and in 
attacking absolute poverty. To raise any aspects of the world situation 
which the Commi.ssiori considers pertinent and .to recoinmend any measures 
it finds in the interest of the world economy. 

To pay careful attention to the UN resolutions on development problems 
and other issues explored in international fora in recent years. To 

... / ... 

'. 
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identify desirable and realistic directions for international develop
ment policy in the next decade, giving attention to what both the 
developed and developing countries'should do in their mutual interest. 

39. The Brandt Commission is expected to complet(' its work and submit its 
report by the middle of 1979. The North South Round Table, however, is a 
continuing mechanism and its primary purpose is to initiate a dialogue among 
the participants of the Round Table to stimulate the search for common ground 
on which mutually beneficial solutions might be built. In this sense the 
work of the Brandt Commission and that of the Round Table are complementary 
and mutually reinforcing. The presence of several members of the Brandt 
Commission, who are also members of the Round Table, should greatly facilitate 
closer integration in the work of these two bodies. 

Future Sessions 

40. The Round Table is normally expected to meet once a year, but the timing 
of its meeting may depend oi1 other important events or international Conferen
ces. But it is important for each of the three Groups to determine the precise 
scope of their future work, paying particular attention to the studies that 
ought to be commissioned and to the key issues on which further discussion 
within the Round Table is required and on which special steps are necessary 
to stimulate public interest and support during the coming year. 

41. It may therefore authorize its Steering Committee to determine, in 
consultation which the officers of the Round Table and its Working Groups, 
an appropriate time and place for the next session. 
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HISTOiUCAL PERSPECTIVES O;~ TH': NEW INTEHNATIONAL 

ECOIJOivtH> ORDE:R --··--·-----

by 

BARBARA ':IAHD 

There are a number of way:..; uf thJ.nking aOout a "new international 
economic orqer". For instance, it would be ~.vite rational to decide that 
no issue is so new or· so importa;rt. in th(; \rJOPld econcmy as our sudden per
ception, in the 1970's, thz.t the1•a may De~ :'..imitG to the world 1 s supplies 
of raw materials, thresholds to t:C:e arc•:,c:.t of p:-lllu·<:ion the world eco-sys
tems can bear, and wholly unfcresr::.:en phys:L:~al interdependence - of soil, 
of water, of winds and climate - v;hicb., tmsuspected r.:::ven a decade a:go, 
could ·do permanent planetary dama.o;<> a1·: c,ct:Lc:" rich ~nd poor nations alike • 
But iil fact the phrase a 11new inter:1ni:ione.l Econcmic order 11 tC?day means 
something much mo:ce poli·tical, spec:tt"ic., and pre8ise. Its roots 1ie in 
the less developed nations 1 fundamcn .. al rsp:lration to follow the poli ti
ca~ ending o'f col:mization by a co;r:paralu.e cc,,::.no~,,.ic ~'.nd social emancipa
tion. 

The idea is clear. But given the ir~tcrweaving of world economic 
interests, the complexity of the thousands upon thousands of transactions 
in planetary commerce, and, above all, ·the degree of' economic dependence 
that grew up during the colonial years, the task is proving more compli
cated that the political terminations of empire. With a few tragic excep
tions, the whole process - celebrating the first formal Independence Day, 
running do.:n the flag·, signing up the ne·w c:onsti tution, and taking one's 
seat in the United Nations.:. proved.straightforward enough'compared with 

·trying to unweave and reweave the patter·ns created in several centuries 
of deepening trade relations in a v;orld market. 

This paper. was prepared by Jlarbara Ward' Chairman of the Society :t'or Inter
national Development, for the Encyclopedia Britannica 1978 Book of_the Year 
under the title~ "Toward a New International Economic Order'', . and 15 repro
.duced.with the permission of Encyclopedia Britannica Internat1onal, Ltd. 
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In formal terms, the idea can be said to have come to birth in 
May 1974 at the sixth special session of the UN General Assembly. A 
long resolution, carried by consensus - but, significantly, with'strong 
reservations on the part of the U.S., Britain, Japan, and West Germany
laid down a number of basic principles: (1) that nations should enjoy 
sovereignty over their own resources, including the right to nationaliz.e 
them; (2) that theseresources should be developed by processes of in
dustrialization and ·adaption or invention of appropriate technologies un
der local control; (3) that the conduct of world trade should neither 
set special obstacles ·.in the way of nations' acCe$ to other national mar
kets nor work against .. a more equitable balance between the higher export 
earnings derived from manufactured goods on the one ha~d and the low pri
ces for most raw material and semimanufactures on the other; (4) that 
more concessionary funds should be made available to the poorer nations 
by the already industrialized and hence wealthy states. 

It is perhaps significant that nothing was said about the need 
for institutional change within less developed states in order to make 
them more able to benefit from changes at the international level. Clear
ly no amount of aid or tJ·ade will transform a feudal economy with 90% of 
the land owned by 10% of the people or achieve the modernization of a mi
litary dictatorship.bent on spending every available cent on· arms or pres
tige. But the General Assembly is an international forum,- and to insist 
On internal reform is not its specific functiono 

Where the assembled nations did go into greater detail was in 
the reordering required in international trade. There was reference to 
the need for some kind of special fund to underpin the financing of buf
fer stocks in order to achieve greater price stability for a range of vul
nerable commodities - coffee, sugar, tea, sisal, and a number of minerals. 
Compensatory finance _to.to offset sudden falls in export incomes was also 
brought up •. The issue was raised >lhether primary exports supplied by poor 
nations might not in some way be "indexed 11 so that their prices would au
tomatically rise if the manufactures imported from industrialized countries 
continued to.reflect an upward movement of inflation. Such, in broad out
line, was the first statement of the hew economic order. But naturally 
it has a very long history behind it and some very vivid consequences flow
ing from it. Both must be examined if its full meaning is to be understood • 

. The Historic Bacl<ground. The starting point is the very end of 
the 15th century and the fleet of little cockleshell boats of the merchant 
adventurerngoing out from Western Europe to trade for all the goods and 
luxuries of the East. Between the 16th and 19th century, these men and 
their _successors. establiBhed a world market. They were not particularly 
interested in founding empires. They simply wanted to trade. They obeyed 
all the restrictive ground rules for commerce laid down by the great Mu
ghal emperor Akbar and his successors in India until the dynasty collapsed 
into local rivalries and wars. As late as the 1820's, British trade with 
China was confined to Canton, and British merchants were not even allowed 
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to take boat trips on the river. The experience was clear. Whereverc· 
strong local rule prevailed, the Europeans had no choice - or even per
haps desire - but to remain traders. Some of their governments at home 
were not sure that they even wanted trade. It is ironic to remember that 
in the mid-18th-century Britain, when fears for the balance of payments 
were disturbing the government, a semiofficial outcry occurred against 
the new middle classes' habit of buying foreign textiles (damasks from 
Damascus, calico from Calicut, muslims from Muslim Benegal) and thus put
ting Britain into debt to foreign governments. 

But wherever local authority was weak, disorganized, or tribal, 
the traders moved in. Their reasons were various enough to demonstrate 
how little the takeovers were acts of institutional imperialism. Some 
wanted to p1·otect their trade against local disorder, some simply went 
in for loot. Sometimes the genuinely imperial ambitions of a local pro
consul, a C:live or a Wellesley, played a key role. But, above all, the 
British, the French, the Dutch, the Spaniards, and the Portuguese were 
usually conspiring, supporting local rivals and finally moving ih large
ly to keep the others out. The outcome of four centuries of confused. lo
cal resistances, collapses, revivals, and interventions was a world system 
controlled from Europe, either by settlement as in the Americas or 
by coloni.al rule almost everywhere else.. All in all, the system was still 
broadlyint.act as late as 1945. And one of the fundamental purposes of 
its rulers was to trade and invest in a worldwide market with the least 
possible.interference. 

At this point it is necessary to look at one or two of the basic 
characteristics of a market, not simply a world market but any. market. In 
spite of its vast advantage as a decentralized, objective, unregimented 
means of providing the infinite variety ru1d number of goods and services. 
people. usually desire, it has certain characteristics that affect its 
usefulness and acceptability at both the local and the planetary level. 
Any market is. determined to a considerable degree by power. The early 
theorists of the market - Adam Smith, David Ricardo - on the whole assume 
a rough equality in the bargain between buyers and sellers. In this case, 
the market is indeed ru1 indispensable tool; But suppose the power is to-: 

.,. tally unequal? In the early 19th century the mass of the workers had no.::. 
thing to o:ffer but their labour. They could not bargain at all, and bi · 
what was called "the iron law of wages" their reward for factory work 
would fall to equal the bare basic cost of keeping them alive. This. le
vel of "reward", as Engels and Marx pointed out, would hardly provide 
purchasing power to match the increasing productivity and output of the 

. new machines. So, they said, the system would collapse under crises of 
"overproduction 11 that were really ones of underconsump_tiOn ... 

However, by the end of the 19th century, the scarcity of workers 
in North America, the increase in worker•s skills and education in Western 
Europe, the action of reformers, the beginnings of trade unionism with col
lective bargaining, and, above all, adult suffrage st.arteda change in the 
power relationsips of industrialized markets. Then, after World War II, 
the Keynesian idea that the maintenance of effective demand - in other 
words, consumption- would be the key to economic growth helped to pro
duce a 25 year boom. True, in the 1970's the question whether this po-
wer of ever rising consumption~ intensified by high corporate rewards 
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and by union strength, may not be surpassing the economy's capacity to sa
tisfy it without inflation is a critical factor in the developed world's 
reaction to the workings of the market, at home or abroad. But the impor
tant point here is to underline the element of power in determining the ge
neral functioning of any market system; 

A man who can corner· or control the market in a certain essential 
resource has virtually absolute power, at 'least for a time. The Arab na
tions with vast oil reserves and small populations are in this position. 
North America's monopoly of surplus grain is as great. Australia, North. 
America, and South Africa are not far short of a monopoly in uranium. 
Then again, nations with obviously superior military power can monopolize 
the market. It is often said, for instance, that the root of the weakness 
of less developed nations in trade is their enforced concentration on raw 

. materials. But the Soviet Union can fix the prices for i t.s exports of raw · 
materials to Eastern Europe and buy back their industrial goods at an ad
vantag<;>,,. ,And, in the light of history, we have to realize that one of the 
most effective ·means of 'securing very great and even monopoly power is 
quite simply .. by colonial control. Throughout its four centuries of exis
tence, ·the world market has been, broadly speaking, subject-to the 'power'. 
and regulation of the peoples of Europe and latterly of their settler des-.· 
cendants in the United States. 

Mi'lch Cow Economy. This colonial· control was, in part, both caused 
and reinforced by another factor--the Industrial Revolution.· 
After .ab()ut_.1750, first Britain, then Western Europe and America ··s northt
eatern seaboardmoved into wholly new types of mass production of goods 
for people's daily needs and of the production of machines to 'make those. 
goods. Local handicr'aft producers were all but wiped out and moved into• 
the factories along with the dispossessed, landless workers. But in pla:
ces like Bengal, new Lancashire textiles wiped out the spinners and weavers 
and they had nowhere to go. The muslins came from Manchester now, not riac
ca. As the 19th century developed, the old trading patterns were simply 
reversed. Europeans no longer sought Asian manufactures. They opened tip 
mines and plantations to provide their own factories with basic materials. 
Africa, partly by direct investment, partly by way of the detestable export 
of slaves, had long been drawn into the ·system since slave labour helped to 
produce the cotton and sugar and tobacco in much of the New World. The . 
small eli tes of feudal rulers in Latin America also joined in the trade, 
selling sugar, coffee·, grain, and meat in return for .W.estern industrial 
goods. Without ariyone in particular planning it, a world market was set 
up in which the power of the newly industrialized nations was the deter
mining factor - although it was called "comparative advantage". The colo
nial rulers, the developed industrial firms, the traditional lot:al·-leaders 
were in _control of a system whereby raw materials flowed out of the "South" 
.- L~tin Ameri.::a, black Africa, and Asia - to the North Atlantic core, there 
to be. 'transformed into manufactured goods and. sold in local markets and •·• 
back to the jorimary producers. 

" 
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·In the process, all the services - shipping, banking, insurance, 
research, for hew products' - remained with the Atlantic powers. All the 
"value added"which comes from, say, turning a cocoa bean into dessert cho
colate was eq~a.lly engrossed by the industrialized states. As late as the 
1970's the export of.the 12.major raw materials (if we exclude oil) from 
the poorer nations earned $30 billion a year for the producers. But they 
cost purchasers $200 billion before they reached the final consumer •. The 
$170 billion balance represents the whole "value added" o'f the industrial 
process, almost entirely absorbed by the industrialized nations. 

The distinguished Dominican economist Pere Lebret had a word for 
this basic world exchange. He called it l'economie de traite (the"milch 
cow economy"), in which everything is sucked out of the "South" and sent 
North with just enough returned to keep the system functioning. All the 
local services, all the means of communication, all the developed sectors 
of the "South" served this pattern. The roads. and railways led to the 
coast. Virtually all the big cities - from Shanghai to Valparaiso- were 
ports and acted as entrepot centres for an essentially external system. 
Latin America's coastal cities gave the continent a higher degree of urba
nization in.the early 20th century- with not even 5% of the people in in
dustry - than was the case in Western Europe with at least 20% in manufac'
turing jobs. Thus there grew up a subservient urbanism, attached not to 
the local hinterland but to the external Atlantic system. This, inciden- · 
tally, is a basic root of the huge, unbalanced metropolises of the less 
developed.world today. 

Colonization's Aftermath. Such, broadly speaking, was the economic 
background, in part still hidden and misunderstood, of the world that emerged 
in 1945. The industrialized nations, made up of mixed and planned economies, 
contained about 35% of the world's peoples, enjoyed 75 to 80% of the world's 
wealth, 85% of its trade, 90% of its services, well over 90% of its indus
try, and nearly 100% of its research- percentages that have since remained 
virtually unchanged (save that the percentage of world population living 
in the rich nations has fallen stil.l furU1er). The 70% of the world's peo
ples living in -the less developed world, or the 11South 11 , as it has come to 
be called, suffered -. and still suffer - the corresponding opposite perce~
tages and hence lack of power. A world market exists but is wholly biase<,J 
toward the needs of the industrialized giants. The question a,fter 1945 

· has been not so much wt:ether such a system could endure as how.soon its 
inequities and instabilities would begin ·to emerge into the political are• 

<,·.na. 

The 1950's and 60's marked a number of vital preliminp.ry changes •. 
The first' was the ending of direct colonial control. by Western market eco
'nomies and the establishment, through the UN and its agencies, of at least 
the concept of a worldwide system of cooperation which trar)scendirl both po,
wer relations and purely economic interests. • .The second was. a modest ac-· 
ceptance by the developed market societies (the socialist bloc states played 
only a very small part here) of the fact that ordinary commercial methods:; 
were not enough'to secure world growth. Aid giving and concessionary len• 
ding - the equivalent of 19th century philanthropy - would be needed to 
give .the· new nations an extra shove toward evolving thei.r OWJ1 ,productive 

. ' ~ •' 
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base and then, by following traditional "stages of growth," reaching at 
last the felicity of the industrialized consumer society. The third change 
was the phenomenal growth of large multinational corporations, based in 
the main in North America (with a few in Europe). Their leaders felt quite 
able to conduct world trade without the backing of colonial control and in
deed saw themselves -however inappropriate their highly capital-intensive 
·technology in l'abour-rich economies - as main tools of modernization in 
"Southern" markets. They were often encouraged by every kind of conces
sion to enter these markets, usually to hasten by all possible means local. 
industrialization, the Cinderella of colonial times. 

The fourth development was the uneasy sense, which began as early 

.• 

as the mid-19SO's, that this combination of a formal ending of political 
colonization, together with the. rapid expansion of Western-based (and usual
ly Western-owned) local industrialization, might in fact be leaving the old 
relations of dependence intact. Nominally the world was free. Actually, 
the pattern•of its economy was still colonial. This was the fundamental un
easiness which began to express itself in a series of third world conferen
ces. The Afro-Asian conference at Bandung, Indon;, in 1955 was the first. 
Then came the series ·Of "nonaligned nations" conferences _; Belgrade in 
1961,. Cairo in 1964, Lusaka,Zambia, in 1970, Algiers in 1973,· and Colombo, 
Sri Lanka, in 1976. At .the same time, the less developed natibns began to 
wond.er whether their fundamental inherited role as suppl'iers of raw mate- · 
rials would be much changed by such new international agencies as the ··Ge
neral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) or the International Monetary 
Fund· (IMF).' They noted that over 80% of their trade was still in primary 
'produce. They had barely 7% of the world's industry; and although the 

'· 1950's· • and '60's were years of rapid and even unprecedented growth - the 
· average annual growth rate was of the order of. 5% - th<Jy seemed· to remain 
on the lower steps of a moving staircase for, as they ·i.ient tlp,'''the· rich 

·went up ahead. The old dependence remained. Indeed, it was.becoming re
inforced by the new debts incurred for modernization;· With these preoccu
pations; they persuaded the "North" to join with them in es'tablishing a 
new trade organization, the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 
to give more weight to both their decisions and their difficulties. Then, 
at UNCTAD's '1964 session, they set up the .third world Group of 77 (which 
by 1977 had grown to 114 members) to be an instrument of greater influence 
- in other words, of power - in world trade negotiations. 

The Oil Weapon. Such was the position in 1973. The Northern states 
felt they had behaved with reasonable openness and generosity, abandoning 
colonial control, transferring about $12 billion a year in aid, giving some 
openings to third world trade through a careful list of General Preferences·, 
and joining 'in endless discussions with their Southern partners, alL designed 
to disentangle difficulties and grievances. But these seemed relatively 

·.small advant,.ges compared with the massively unchanged ·relationships of 
power and wealth. Only a few developing states - South Korea, Taiwan, Bra
zil - had lessened their dependence on primary exports. It was in this 
scene of deep felt disadvantage that the decis.ion of the Organization of 
Petr'oleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to raise oil prices as much as five-

. fold in 1973 had its. revolutionary effect. 
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It was not a simple or uniform effect. Indeed, for non-oil produ
cers such as the Indian subcontinent, the increased costs in fuel and fer
tilizers were catastrophic. Some others - highly populated oil-producing 
states like Nigeria or Indonesia, for instance - felt the increase mainly 
as a partial relief from insurmountable economic difficulties. The chief 
shock was in the North. France, West Germany, and Japan had become large-. 
ly dependent on imported oil. America's reserves were declining, Above 
all, after a 25-year "binge" in growing use of oil at under $2 a barrel 
(up to 15% a year in Japan, for instance), the developed market economies 
suddenly found themselves sharing something of the traditional position of 
the Southerners - to be no longer in control of one of their most crucial 
economic decisions. "The new economic order" came to be generally seen -
as,in the eyes of the South, it always had been - as a question of change 
in the balance of power in the market, the power without which economic 
bargains are invariably biased toward the heavyweights. 

The strength of OPEC was enough at least to open in very short or
der new and more serious negotiations between North and South on the best 
means of regulating their economic relations with each other. Once again, 
the planned economies played virtualiy no part •. The two chief forums of 
negotiation have been UNCTAD and the Conference cri International Economic 
Cooperation (the so-called North~South conference) in Paris, an ad hoc bo
dy of 27 nations - 8 from the North and 19 (including 8 OPEC members) from 

· the South. On the agenda of both groups have been the main points of the · 
UN General Assembly's sixth special session resolution. 

It. must be admitted at once that, after t;.,o years of discussion, 
there is not too much progress to report. The reason lies in the very dis
turbance and disarray of the world economy. The OPEC price rise col.nc.ided 
with an almost universal boom in the industrialized nations and with a har
vest failure in the Soviet Union so great that the u.s.s.R. quietly bought 
up virtually the entire North American grain resefve in 1972-73. The re
sult was a tripling of. "!orld food prices, and all three together - boom, 
fuel (with fertilizer)., and food - set in motion an inflationary spiral 
that even tough recessionary measures did not check. The phenomenon of 
"stagflation", of falling jobs and rising·prices, dragged on in the North, 
and there could hardly have been a less favourable background for conside
ration of the South's main demands. 

To transfer more concessional aid to the South when.internal unem
ployment was above 6-7% (and among young workers up to 25%) was felt in 
domestic terms to be politically impossible in the North. To give greater 
access to third world manufactures - say of shirts and shoes - would .knock 
out yet more labour intensive industries in the unemployed sectors. To 
link raw material prices to the cost of manufactures_by a form of indexing 
could be seen as a method of institutionalizing inflation. Even the con
cept of greater stability of prices achieved through a common fund purcha
sing a variety of buffer stocks in times of high supply or low demand and 
releasing them to offset incipient scarcities seemed too much like conces
siona_zy ai.d for easy acceptance. In any case, the North could not be sure 
that the one commodity whose price they would wish to see stabilized -oil 
would ever figure in the program. The result-of these direct and biting
conflicts of interest has at least not been breakdown. But so far a cons
tant posponement of decisions until the next meeting has proved the chief 
means of evading deadlock. 
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The Outlook. Yet there are four reasons for modest ORtimism. "The . 
first is simply based upon moral experience. The rich have learned, espe
cially under pressure, to be more just and understanding toward the poor, 
The modern world economy has its reformers, just as had Vie LOI'lan Br1 tain;· ···""'"•1!1' · 
The pattern has not been lost. 

The proof lies in the second reason. The weal thy indus.trialized 
powers have not, in fact, shown themselves entirely obdurate or lacking 
il) all readiness to abandon their relative positions of power. For ins-

. tance, in 1974 the IMF set up a "special facility" of $3 billion to help 
the poorest nations meet new fuel costs and raised it to $10 billion in 
1977. In February 1975, at Lome, Togo, the members of the European Econo
mic Community met with a wide range of associated states. from:Afrd:oa, :;tlhe 
Pacific, and the Caribbean. Some important - and possibly exempl"llY-· ·agree
ments were reached on the issues most close to the less developed nations' 
concerns. Duty-free access to the EEC market without any reciprooit~ of 
concessions was arranged for most of the poor countries' industrial pro.:..· 
duc.ts and - wi.th certain" restrictions - for their agricultural exports • 

.. A_fund. of $450 million was established to be used (over five years)to off'
set price fluctuations in important primary products - the ·-so-called Sta
bex scheme. In addition, a general aid figure of $3,550,000,000 was nego
tiated, also for the next five years. 

This sense of rather greater responsiveness was apparent again at 
the seventh special session of the UN General Assembly .later in 1975 
where, although without specific agreements, there emerged a certain readi~ 
ness to recognize the fact of the South's long-standing grievances of 
trade discrimination and to express some signs of a new understanding 
that there could be a genuine interdependence of interests between North 
and South. 

And this is the third reason for moderate optimism. Although the . 
negotiations since 1976 in UNCTAD have been adjourned and'-·tne Paris talkS ___ _ 
have virtually ended, there has been some progress. A new bod:y', the 
Brandt Commission, will now take up the joint interests of both North and 
South, and there is greater readiness to look at world order together 
precisely because changed power relationships are bringing firmer Northern. 
interests into play, and here it is possible to discern common ground. 
"Stagflation" in the North cannot be broken wi thou·t an end to the pressure· 
on prices. Equally, in the short run, as they bti).ld up their economies 
the Southern states need a reasonably prosperous North to provide capital 
and marketoo;. The .combination of pressure from the "underprivileged" and 
enlightened self-interest on the part of the fortunate may, as in Victorian 
Britain, be"beginning to work. 

The,fourth reason for moderate optimism lies not in the present 
specific stage of the negotiations for the new economic order but in the 
wider experience of the world economy in the 20th century.· It was the 
collapse, between 1927 and 1929, of purchasing power among primary producers, 
ending with the U.S. farmers, that started the crisis of 1929. Then the 
increased protectionism of the industrialized nations turned it into the 
universal crash of 1931. Nothing was done and the drift to war began. 
In 1947, once again purchasing power was totally enfeebled, this time in 
Europe and throughout its colonies by six years of battle. This time, 
however, the challenge met a remarkable response. The U.S., with half its 



" opresent etandards of prosperity, gave away with the Marshall Plan some 2.5% 
of its gross national product - ten times the present percentage of its aid 
for four or five years to restore Europe and revive the trade of the whole 
world. It is surely not Pbllyanna optimism to hope that it will occur to 
the statesmen of the r!orth that the place where purchasing power·:tc>EI?y::.i:s 
nonexistent but resources are waiting to be developed is in the quarter of 
the world that subsists on an average per capita income of little more than 
$150 a year. A ten-year "Marshall Plan," financed by the North and OPEC, 
to build up the South's agriculture and industry, to enfranchise the mass 
of poor consumers, make them productive and give them steady work and just 
rewards, would create new resources and new markets for both North and 
South and allow the rhetoric of interdependence to be turned into a genuine 
alliance of productive interest. 

In the 20th century, we have contrived both to fail and to succeed. 
It is hard to believe that, with such immediate historical experience of 
the way up and the way down, we shall choose the path of disaster·. By 
the next meeting - in 1earis or in UNCTAD - perhaps the genuine "global 
compact" of the 1980s will begin to take shape. Perhaps the world can move 
from the hope and the dream to the substance of reality. To use, not in
appropriately, a Muslim metaphor, we can pass from "the Gates of Ivory to 
the Gates of Horn." 

• 

' .i 
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NORTH-SOUTH D. I ALOGUE: THE SECOND PHASE * 
by Mahbub ul Haq 

believe that the first phase of the North-South dialogue is 
coming to an end. This phase was focussed primarily on establishing the 
need for. a. major change In the existing world order. The poor nations 
have been arguing vehemently that they cannot get an equitable dea·l from 
the present international economic structures - m·uch the same way as the 
poorest sections of the society within a country and for much the sa!lle 
reasons. Once there are major disparities In income distribution within 
a country, the market mechanism ceases to function either efficiently or 
equitably since it is weighted heavily In favor of.the purchasing power 
In the hands of the rich. Those who have the money can make the market 
bend to the~r own will. This is even more true at the International level 
since there is no world government and none of the usual mechanisms exist! 
wtthln .countries which create political pressures for redistribution of 
lncome'and wealth. . ' ' . ' 

Evidence ·~f Inequities 

While major controversies still surround this whole subject, the 
poor nations are pointing to an Impressive and growing evidence showing 
that they are getting a raw deal from the existing market structures. To 
cite just a few examples: 

There is a tremendous imbalance today In the distribution 
of international reserves. The poor nations, with 70 
percent of the world population, received less. than 4 
percent of the international reserves of $131 billion 
during 1970-74, simply because the rich nations controlled 
the creation and distribution of International reserves 
thtough the expansion of their own national reserve cur
rencies (mainly dollars and sterling) and thr<>ugh,thelr 

,decisive control over the International Monetary Fund. 

The.distribution of value-added in the products!traded. 
between the developing and the developed coun:tr:.les ·is 
heavily weighted in favor of the latter. The developing 
countries, unlike the developed ones, receive back only a 
sniall fraction of the final price that the consumers In 
the international market are already paying for their 

* This paper has been prepared by Dr. Mahbub ul Haq for the Roundtable 
In his personal capacity. 
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products, simply because many of them are too poor or too 
weak to exercise any meaningful control over the processing, 
shipping and marketing of their primary exports. 

The rich nations have raised a formidable protective wall 
around their life-styles, through tariffs and non-tariffs, 

·barriers and restrictive immigration practices, while 
paying handsome tribute at the same time to the "free" 
working of the international marketing mechanism. The 
developing countries contend that most markets are already 
managed to a large extent: · the only question is who 
manages them and for whose benefit. 

Most of the contracts, leases, and concessions that the 
multinational corporations have negotiated in the past 
with the developing countries reflect a fairly inequitable 
sharing of benefits. In many cases, the host government 
is getting only a fraction of the benefits from the 
exploitation of its own natural resources by the 
multinational corporations. 

The poor. nations have only a pro forma participation in 
the economic decis.ion making of the world. Their advice 

·.ii hardly solicited when the big industrialized nations 
·get together to take key decisions on the world economic 
future; their voting strength in the Bretton .·Woods 
institution (World Bank and International Monetary Fund) 
is less than orie-third of the total; and their numerical 
major:i_ ty in the General Assembly has meant·, ·no reaL 
influence so far on international economic decisions. 

There is an unequal relationship pervading the , 
intellectual world and the mas's media as a whole;;·, The 
developing countries have often been subjected to' concepts 
of development and value systems which were largely 
fashioned abroad. 

The Second Phase 

· '· ·· A lot has been said about the inequities of the present 
world order - sometimes with a good deal of bitterness. This is not 
unusual in the first phase of any major movement - trade unionism, 
human rights, womens liberation. By those standards, the first phase 
of the North-South Dialogue has been conducted with the simple 
dignity of sophisticat.ion, with few smashed windows and no burnt 
bridges. I disagree with .those who believe that nothing concrete 
has been achieved in this first phase. What has been achieved is 
a high degree of visibility for the concern for a new order and a 
reluctai1t. ·acceptance by the rich· nations that these issues must be 
faced af,ter all. · · · 

; i 
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'We are now reaching the threshold of the second phase of the 
North-South dialogue when serious negotiations can, and must, begin. 
lt Is not necessary to settle all the arguments on which considerable 
emotion has been spent a! ready in the fl rst phase. It Is not ,poss,ible to 
establish complete unanimity before the process of hard bargaining begins. 
And it may even be counterproductive to keep rehearsing the, partisan 
arguments of yesterday when the challenge of finding some agreed solutions 
Is already upon us. 

I be I i eve that we m\ls t now prepare for the second phase of the 
dialogue. lt is in that spirit that I am taking the liberty of making 
five specific proposals. 

Statement of Principles 

First, it is unfortunate that the North-South dialogue is still 
proceeding without an agreed framework of principles by both sl~~S· ,,.Con
crete negotiations are always facilitated if a broad consens.us on objectives 
and principles Is establ !shed fl rst. let me be rash eribugh to sugges't some 
premises on which a consensus needs to be established before serious nego
tiations rea'lly begin: 

a new order is required by the entire international 
community, not only by the developing countries; In 
view of the growing interdependence between rich and· 
poor nations; 

- both sides must eventually gain from any new arrange
ment that Is devised if it is not to degenerate into 
either exploitation or dependency; 

the new order must be based squarely on the concept of 
equality of opportunity both within and among nations; 

the main. economic objective of the new order should be 
to-restore orderly growth In an equitable global system; ... ' . ' -- . . 

,·: 

l.·. 

the' attainment of these goals wi 11 requl re long-term ·" 
structu~al changes, not short-term financial concessionsi 

these changes can be negotiated only over time and in 
gradual stages by establishing an agreed framework for 
dialogue. 

offer these suggestions only illustratively. it is hard ·enough 
to negotiate fundamental changes. lt can only become harder if there is 
not even a minimum of consensus on the overall objectives and direction of 
these changes. For instance, the demand for a new order Is still regarded 
In many quarters in the developed countries as a vain effort by the Third 
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World to hljack the accumulated wealth of the rich nations •. lt·ts' in
sufficiently recognized that the old order Is not serving.the Interests 
of the developed countries as well -whether in the field of energy, In
flationary pressures, recessionary cycles or an Increasingly nOstlle 
environment for multinationals abroad- nor is it fully appreciated that 
the Increasing Interdependence of the rich and poor nations and the 
graduation of many·Thlrd World countries from a state of depe~dency' to 
g.r'eater sel·f-reliance requires the evolution of new lntern.ational under-

" standli\gs ahd arrangements in any case. !)n the other hand, the d~:veloping 
·countries, in the initial excitement of the batt.le, have .. sometimes confused 
short-term concessions with structural changes. lt has not been clear at 
time's•whether their demand is for a little more foreign assistance, a few 
more trade preferences, a quick dose of debt rellef,0rwhether it Is for 
the eliininatlon of those biases. within the international market system which 
prevent full and self-reliant development of their national economies. A 
clarification of objectives at both ends Is vital for serious negotiations. 

I 

One of the key Issues in this debate is the "biases" or "Imper
fections" of the International ·system. Developing countries contend that 
many market structures are biased against their Interests. Otherwise, as 
noted earlier, why should they receive back only 10-15% of the final price 
paid by consumers for their internationally traded commodities? Why only 
4% share in new International reserve creation over the hfst 25 years? 
Why so little participation in International economic decision making? The 
developed countries argue that they are not manipulating the market system 
but they conveniently fail to explain why anyone should expect the Interna
tional market structures to work any better than.national market structures 
which also bypass the Interests of the poor. lt Is amazing that despite 
the central Importance of this issue, there are so few objective studies 
available on it. I believe that one of the major tasks for the International 
intellectual community is to document objectively, f1ow. the existing Interna
tional market structures actually work in each field"' commodities, manufactures, 
services, credit, technology, decision making, etc. -·and are they really 

·working either efficiently or equitably, There Is nothing more convincing 
In the last analysts than the sheer logic of fact.s,,. · 

• c,l . >C Ends or Means? 

Secondly, I have an uneasy impression that the North-South dialogue 
Is presently concerned far too much wlth means rather than with ends. There 
Is a preoccupation at present with negotiations regarding commodity price 
stablllzatlon, debt ~eltef, increase In the official development assistance, 
and so on. lt is not sufficiently clear in each case what objectives each one 
of these proposals will serve, what is the total cost of the package, who will 
really benefit, and how to choose priorities among various contending proposals 
on the international agenda. 

Is it possible to reverse the order of the present dialogue and to 
derive means from ultimate ends rather than the other way around? Till 
recently, ends and means were hopelessly mixed up in the national development 
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debate as well. There was a fascination with GNP growth till it was 
recognized that growth was a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition 
for meeting the ultimate objectives .of the soc!ety, particularly for 
alleviating pbverty. In the national development dialogue, therefore, the 
focus,has recently been shifting from intermediate means to the real 
objectives of develojt!ment •. A similar refocussing is needed in the .Inter
national dialogue. The challenge befo1·e the intEmiational community is· 
to prepare a coherent international development strategy for the next 
few decades, which ensures accelerated growth in the developing cb'untries, 
meeting of basic human needs as a priority item, and orderly growth in 
the industrialized countries, uninterrupted by excessive inflatl.on or 
unemployment. it would then be necessary to Identify the means needed to 
achieve these objectives. The next step would then be to cost each one 
of the means, add I!P the total bill, determine priorities In the total 
package, consider how benefits are distributed among developing nations, 
and suggest a f>Olitically feasible agenda for international action. 

This is a formidable task, but 1, also believe that it. Is an 
essential one. Without such an overall framework, it Is impossll:!le to pass 
·summ,ary judgements on the c:urrent items .on the North-South agehd~: .· The 

•··relat!vepl'iorlty of each item·can best be clarlfle.d, to both,s:.id~s, if it 
·'·is ,related to an indicative global plan, aimed at accelerated and';equitable 

growth'. · ... ,. · ·'" 
:; ' ~ 

Areas of CommOn Interest 

My third proposal is that the 'international community should 
focus Its primary attention on exploring areas of common interest between 
developing and developed countries. I suggest this for two reasons. For 
one thing, we are now entering that second phase of neg()tiations where 
practical compromises can only be reached by identifying the middle ground 
that unites the two sides, rather than concentrating ori the extreme edges 
that divide them. And the second reason is that the area of interdependence 
between developing and developed countries is increasing fast •. lt is In
sufficiently recognized today that the rich nations have become .more and 
more dependent on the poor nations, for their supplies as well as for 
their markets, and that this trend is going to accelerate dramatically 
over. the. next few 'decades. As an aside, let me add tha,t it would be a 
real service if relevant studies were undertaken to find out how the situa
tIon has changed over the I ast few decade$, and how the ·"reverse dependency" 
of t~e 'rich nations on the poor nations is I ikely to eme'rgecas .amajor 
.development in the next few decades. An objective analYsts of' current 
trends regarding interdependence will bring home to the rich nations the 
plain truth, too lightly Ignored ~o far, that the Third World is going to 
become increasingly important in their economic and political affairs. 

In redrawing the rules of the International order, so that they 
reflect a fairer distribution of gains, some interests are bound to be hurt. 
But a system of rules generally accepted as fair Is preferable, In the long 
run, to a system that leads to conf.l lets and confrontat lons. A world In 
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which every nation exercised Its power to attain its short-term national 
Interests Is bound to end up as a world in which we are all worse off, 
possibly subst,antlally worse off. A world order based on equitable 
principles, and world-wide solidarity, on the other hand, Is one In, which 
we all can prosper. 

There are many areas of common interest where the long··term 
·objectives of both developed and developing countries can be served by 

changes in the present structures. Let me mention just a few. 

Major rethinking must be done today regarding the existing 
geographical distribution of industries. The comparative advantage.of 
the developed countries in some industries Is being eroded by the rising 
cost of tabor, energy, transportation, environmental pollution, urban 
congestion, and other economic and social factors. Some of the developed 
countries are already beginning to take a far-sighted view about fu):ure 
Industrial patterns and to plan a systematic change In the location of 

• Industry.· On the other hand, the developing countries need to speclallze 
In lndustrl.es where their comparative advantage is the greatest,rather 
than establish costly and uneconomic capital-Intensive industries, each 

· · · ·· tlnie they are frustrated In expanding their labor-lntensiv.e lndus.ti:tes. 
In fact, both sides suffer at present through a misallocation.of resources 
and neither the objectives of world efficiency nor world equ.Jty ar.e served 
by some of the present distribution of Industries. We live in a strange 
Allce In Wonderland situation where each side plays by the wrong .r.ules. 

• Take the related area of trade In manufactured goods. The 
developing countries could earn an additional $24 billion a year .If all 
present tariff and non-tariff barriers were dismantled by the Industrialized 
countries. lt Is not much ofa gain for the developed countries to frustrate 
the exports of textiles and footwear from the developing world, only to see 
them establish une.tonomii:: steel ini.lls instead, which could have been set 
up more.efflclently by the developed countries in the first instance. And 
it Is counterproductive to Insist that debts must be repaid as contractual 
obligations and then to deny the developing world the means with which to 
repay them. We are back again to AI Ice's Wonderland. More liberal trade 
can benefit both sides. Liberalization of trade barriers, rather, than trade 
preferences, Is the rea 1 issue. 

Again, the developed countries have shown a good deal of Intolerance 
for even limited immigration of unskilled tabor from the developing world, 
while readily accommodating the flow of highly skilled manpower ("brain drain"). 
·tt Is remarkable indeed that, despite formidable obstacles, the .. 1 imlted 
irrmlgratlon that has taken place has enabled the developing wor.ld to obtain 
about $10 billion a year of remittances from their own national:s •. Here again, 
If we go back to the fun!lamentals of economics that we learnt from Adam Smith, 
somewhat freer flow of labor across national frontiers Is the best guarantee 
for ·Increasing world .efficiency as well as equalizing economic opportunities. 

Access to knowledge 
the establishment of patents. 

. . 

and technology Is restricted at present by 
Greater sharing of this knowledge and technology 
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can obviously accelerate wi:>rld-11ide development. Can we not think of 
international arrangements whereby these patents should become outmoded 
and invalid after the first few years in which the innovators can recover 
their Investment costs and profits? 

Let me take a final example: the current tension between multina
tionals and the developing world. Both. sides have a lot to gain H they 
only extend their time horizon and search for a mutually beneficial "social 
contract". The multinationals should not seek to maximize profits over a 
short period of a few years which can only result in indiscriminate 
exploitation and their final ejection. They should take a fairly long-term 
view .and subject their profit maxlmizatlon to the .longer-term development 
needs of the country they are dealing with. Profit maxlmizatlon Is not a sin. 
lt is the time horizon over which it is done that is critical. On the other 
side, the developing countries can legitimately insist on a predominant share 

· in the exploitation of their own natural resources, but they must also 
provide a legally stable framework within which multinationals can operate 
without undue uncertainty. Some degree of accommodation on both sides Is 
badly needed if the flow of foreign private investment is to continue. Let 
me recall the famous dictum of the great socialist economist, Joan Roblnson, 
who said that there is only one thing worse than being exploited by a 
capitalist, and that is not to be exploited at all. 

Let me also state quite frankly that it Is going to be extremely 
difficult to establish any lnternational:agreement even in these areas of 
common interest. In each 9f these proposals, while there are long-term 
benefits to both sides, there are always short-term costs to some sections 
of the global community a11d a necessity for a painful adjustment to change. 
Normally, those who are hurt are concentrated and well-organized: for 
instance, industries seeking protection in the developed countries. Those 
who are to ga.ln are sometimes unconscious of their own gains ahd"are 
generally dispersed and disorganized: for instance, consumers in the developed 
countries and producers tn the developing world. Since the ruling administra
tions are often worried about the next election rather than the next generation, 
it becomes·very difficult for politicians to resist pressure groups and 
lobbyists who press their sectional interests at the cost of national and 
global interests. 

All acts of great leadership- like the Marshal! Plan ·for the 
reconstruction of Europe, or the New Deal in the U.S. -. in\!oTved a certain 
cost to some sections of society though they led to tremendous long-term, 
mutual benefits. We have moved into an era where the n'eed for long-term 
structural changes has greatly increased but where it has become increasingly 
difficult -particularly in the Western world ··to flndthe necessary agents 
and allies for long-term change. One of the major challenges for the lnter
nat ion a I community today r s to devise new mechanIsms to I nf I uence pub 11 c 
opinion and to create a climate of Ideas which facilitates long~term changes 
by preparing for them systematically in advance to ease the pains of 
transition. 
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Institutional Changes 

This brings me to my fourth suggestion. I believe that the 
future relations between North and South must be viewed in a long-term 
historical perspective. Fundamental changes are inevitable. In fact, 
the evolution of _International Institutions and structures closely 
parallels that of national Institutions, though ~1Ith considerable tl_me 
interval. As such, I am personally convinced that the evolution of 

·three International Institutions Is Inevitable In the long run: a system 
·of International taxation, an Internat-ional central bank, and a global. 
planning system. This may take several decades, out I cannot conceive of 
a future world order where these three Institutions will not take shape, 
In one form or another, In a global community which is becoming so very 
interdependent, and where the allocation of world resources and distribu-
tion of benefits of growth is going to continue to be a central Issue. 

These developments will not come simultaneously or wlthput. 
preparation. In fact, the three Institutions that I just mentioned were 
already implicit in the proposals for restructuring the world o~der that 
lord Keynes -advanced in the 1940s in connection with the Bretton Woods. 
Conference. lt would be a major advance if we accept by now that such an 
Institutional framework is bound to emerge over the long-run and start 
identifying some of the Intermediate steps which can smooth the transl
tiomil period. One lesson we all have learnt from history Is that change 
Is iAevltable. A few decades.from now, the only tribute we might be able 
topay to human ingenuity and international maturity would be that such 
change was orderly and 'del !berate rather than chaotic and forced •. And let 
us not forget that those who resist change normally perish at the hands 
of change. We cannot interpret the lessons of past history In any other 
fashion. · 

Concrete Action Plans 
.F: 

Finally, let me advance two specific action programs Whi_~h
deserve high priority: 

(a) I believe that one of the foremost challenges for the 
international community today Is how to meet the basic human needs of over 
a bill ion people I iving In absolute poverty In the developing world. As 
Mr. McNamara has already proposed, a specific plan of action should be 
prepared to meet these basic human needs substantially by the year :woo. 
ihts plan should identify the respective responsibilities of develop(ng 
and developed countries In achieving such a goal, and lt should cove,r not 
only ftnariclal transfers of ,resources from the rich to the poor nations, 
but all other forms In which the restructuring of world order would enable 
the developing countries to meet these needs In a self-reliant manner by 
increasing the productivity of their poorest people, by.adequate provision 
of re I evant pub 1i c servIces to them and through an a 11-round soc I a I ,and 
economic transformation of their systems. Such a plan is not a technocratic 

·-
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proposition; lt Is basically a political proposition. it would perhaps 
require a summit at the highest level to agree on the objectives and 
dimensions of such a global enterprise. 

(b) We need to graduate from discussion forums to decision-making 
forums at some stage of the North-South dialogue. As you will recall, the 
Bretton Woods Conference was convened in the 1940s to consider the reconstruc
tion of Europe and to provide an Institutional framework for an orderly 
development of the world. Today, the Issues have become more complex and 
span a wide field, from food to energy to technology to multinationals and 
to the entire gamut of human development. I believe that when a suitable 
climate of Ideas has been prepared for restructuring the world order, when 
areas of common interest have been identified, and when specific plans of 
action have been prepared In a number of fields, it would be necessary to 
have another kind of Bretton Woods Conference to re-examine and establish 
the basic premises for a new world order. lt Is true that the agenda may 
have to be made fairly selective and manageable, the entire International 
community must participate on the basis of some form of representation, the 
Issues may have to be elevated to the highest political level, and it may 
take a series of action-oriented decision-making conferences, rather than 
just one. But these are all matters for serious consideration. · 

As I said in the beginning, it is In the interest of all sides 
that we should by now graduate Into the second phase of the North-South 
dialogue when reasoned analysis replaces initial heated arguments. This Is 
not going to be an easy transition. Nor can we always separate passion 
from reason. But if there Is one contribution that this Roundtabie can make, 
I believe it lies in making the international community conscious that it Is 
possible to combine the legitimate aspirations of the developing countries 
with the enlightened self-interests of the developed countries and that a 
new international economic order can work to the long-term benefit of all 
nations. 
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POLITICAL FACETS OF THE NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE 

by 
., t: 

Prof. Mahdi Elmandjra 

.->'"f.r·.· 

1. The essence of the North-South dialogue has centered on a specific set 
<· 0P1 ... basic int.exmational e:co'nomic issues which condition the ·future~ c{evelop

ment of the iThird World as well as the surv·ival of hundreds of millions of 
its inhabitants. Important as these economic questions may be, however, 
they .• must .not h:ide the fact that this dialogue is first and foremost a poli
tical pr.ocess. -What is involved is no more and no less than a political 
de.mard for a restructuring of the whole international system, including its 

. objectives; its mechanisms for allocating incomes, and the! balance by 
which the different interests and parties involved are represented. 

2. In these respects, the economic aspects of the North-'So'uth dialogue 
and the political process within the international system 'are inseparably 

,.Jin\ted. To insist on setting aside the political character of the diillog\le 
can only be seen as an attempt at "politicization" in the most calcula:t'i'ng 
sense of the term. The international system as a whole is made up of three 
main overlapping sub-systems -- the polij:ical; .which controls· the attain-· 
ment of its objectives; the economic, which provides the resources for the 
achievement of these objectives·; and the socio-cultural, which determines' 
the value systems implicit in the objectives. 

Two Major Turning Points in the International System 

3. The legal decolonization of the "South" is now a fact but its impact 
has not yet been generally incorporated within the economic and political 
operations of the international'system. The "aid" programmes of the late 
50's and early 60's were conceived as stabilizers to prevent serious func
tional and struc~ural mutations in the patterns of international relations . 

. The. failure of this approach became evident in 1964 during the first UNCTAD 
Conference.' As Richard Gardner- then Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
of .the u.s. - noted: 

"It was the first major conference in which the lines were drawn 
sharply on a North-South rather than an East-West basis." (1) 

4. Ten years after the first UNCTAD Conference,. the Sixth Special Session 
of the U.N. General Assembly in T974 held a debate which was a second turning 

(1) In The Glob,.l,Partnership, p. 99 
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point in North-South relations. This time, however, the South was no longer 
ready to content itself with piecemeal adaptation of the international system. 
The plea for a New International Economic>' Order (NIEO) was an appeal for a 
.co~prehensive re-examination of the existing order. This is why the debate 
was basically a political one. The detailed remedies proposed were of second
ary importance -when taken individually- as compared with the global reshuffle 
envisaged. The importance of the North-South dialogue resides in the reconsid
er•tion of concepts n~t in concessions within an unaltered framework. 

f i 
',j' 

5 .. All systems - physical, biological and social - have ~~ly thr~e ways to 
s.urvi.ve when confronted with counter~currents: adaptation, redist:Hbt:itioi't or 
transformation·. In the 60's the effort of adaptation by the North was ri6t 
sqfficient; now, since the mid·-seventies, adaptation will no longer sur'fice 
·to ,.sustain the present international system and only the minimum amount of 
redistribution "!hich underlie the NIEO.can create a true dialogue. should 
this fail, the last choice will be in due course a radical transfor'mation (not 
j.ust structural changes) of the system. The question is only.one.of time. 
Whereas adapta~ion is a relatively smooth process which leads slowly through 

·cooperation to a need.ed transformation, radical transformation is often the 
. result of confrontation which leads either to a new integration of the system 
or to its disintegration. In the prenuclear age this disintegration.ll.lways 
too~ t})e .form of war. 

·Two ~eve1s of Dichotomy: Power and Values 

6. What is striking in this dialogue is the enormous differences between the 
two groups, primarily that of power and that of value systems. On the first 
level the North has the power. One-third of the world population accounts 
for more than 80% of the world GNP, of world military expenditures (with a 
quasi-monopoly of the nuclear arsenal), of world trade, of gold production 
and reserves, of world expenditures in education; and more than 90% of the 
world production of armaments, computers and books, of world industrial 
.production, of world scientific and technological expendi'tures and of world 
:health expenditures. 

7. When one looks at the South it becomes extremely difficult to make a com
parative pow~r analysis since the disparity is so great. All thari one can 
speak of is the potential power which is to be found 'in its human and natural 
resources, its.cultural heritage, its value systems and the potential will of 
its leaders and populations to change the existing order - the same will 
which brought about the decolonizations of the twentieth century. 

8 ... The imbalanc\') in P"'~r distribution between North-South is further aggra
vated py the geo...:po1i.tical fragmentation of.the South which includes varied 
political systems. This handicap absorbs the greater p~rtion of the time and 
ener~ of the group of "77." Furthermore, even when t}le south manages to 
reacp a basic agreement on a vi tal principle, the North can easily brea)< the 
una~~~ity of the South, not in the course of voting on an important text in 
an international conference but in practical terms through bilateral pressures 
and rewards. 

.. ./ ... 
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9. What has been called the "radicalization" of the claims of the Third 
World countries on the international scene has in fact been accompanied 
by a weakening of the political unity of the same group. There are sever
al reasons for this phenomenon: The increase of the number of countries, 
the fading away of the post~independence e~thusias.m, the inability of the· 
regional political organizations to formulate common unambiguous stands 
~n major issu!"~· the deep political divis'io,:,s arilci,:,g nei,ghbouring countries 
leading at times to open warfare. More than ~f!O ·armed conflicts have 

'taken place .since the end of the Second Worlci W.~r •. all within the Third 
· wo'rl.i. · ·.· > , •...•. 

The Basic Importance of Value Systems in the Dialogue 

10. When one ll!Oves to the level of· the value systems,the relative'strength 
" of the North over the South disappears. The North is facing a cris'is of 

doubt in its present values - a crisis of civilization. As Alfred S~uvy 
has said, 

. ~ ' :"\" -. \ :;', 

"En cherchant a vi vre mieux, 1 'Europe en et 1 'Americain ant oublie 
de vivre." (1) "· 

.The younger generations are finding it more and more difficult to· iden
tify themselves with the existing values of efficiency, productivity and 
material gains as ends in themselves. The concerp with the survival bf 
the human race has shaken the self:_assurance of. W~stern civilizati6n." 
History is gradually bringing to light the exploitation and suffering which 
the colonial period has represented for millions of people and the b~Be
fits which it has secured for the colonizers. This is no longer mere 
nationalistic propaganda of former colonies. 

11. It is at this level that one can expect a breakthrough in due course 
in the North South dialogue. One of the major obstacles to this dialogue 
is the problem of communication. The North has so far made very little 
effort to understand and much less to speak the language of the South. It 
is true that the spokesmen of the South are so conversant with the value 
systems of the North - if not sometimes products of such systems - that the 
latter may not .~ave felt the need to do so. 

12. A dialogue at the level of value-systems is probably politically more 
important and more urgent than any other issue because it is the value 
systems which determine the finalities and the purpose of the international 
system. They give the answer to the question "Whac for?". The populations 
of the South are not only concerned about food, health, shelter, education 
and employment; they are also keen about their cultural identity and do not 
wish to be absorbed into a melting-pot with a recipe dictated by others. 

(l) "Seeking a better life, Europeans and Americans have forgotten how to 
live~" 
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13. The emphasis on value sy~tems is needed to bring out the fact that 
the present North-South crisis is no~ merely one which will be overcome 
with partial adjustments here and there: ·It is a crisis of the present 
system as a whole. Any solution '·must ehvisage a redefinition of objectives, 
functfons, and. structures, and a re~istributi.on 'of ;power and res.ources 
according to value systems other than those which.are the cause of the 
crisis and the breakdown of the existing system. 

14. How.can one accept the values of an international system which generates 
military expenditures of over $350 billion, an amount which exceeds the 
total artnual income of the poorest half of the world population? How can 
one rest content with the operationp of a system .which has produced a 
nuclear capacity which can more than wipe out the total population of the 
globe? The problem of disarmament is not simply, one of reallocation of 
resources. Before thinking of reallocating these badly needed resources, 
one .should first attempt to understand why so much money is being spent 
on· armaments while social needs are being neglected not only in the South 
but also in the North. This is probably the most delicate political aspect 
of the North-South dialogue because it is a problem of "power." 

15. Without a fresh look at the question of military expenditures, it is 
useless to. begin to talk abo1Jt a r1ew order because. this, new,. order· implies 

·a new re-distribution of power and resources. The de.lay,on such• a re-
distribution is the greatest threat to world peace and to the survival of 
mankind. .,,,,. 

16 The Special Session of the U .N. General Assembly on disarmament which 
opens on 23 May is going to by even more revealing .than the Paris North 
South Conference on International Ecpnorr.ic Cooperation. It will equally 
clarify the place and role of the Soviet Union in the attempts to restruc
ture the international system. This will also be an excellent occasion:to 
demoristrate.how determined the .developing countries are·to put.into practice 
the principles. of self-reliance a~d of collective self-relianc·e. 

.· . 
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Working Paper No. 5 

CAN THE RICH PROSPER WITHOUT THE PROGRESS OF THE POOR? 

by John W ._ Sew ell 

There are -essent:l<tllY four_ separate but interrelated economic problems- facing 
policymakers today as they consider how to establish a mutually beneficial 
wo_i:Hl economy• 

The first is how to restore growth and progres's in the industrial .countries 
which now seem unable t~ reg<tin the high employment and "iow inflation of the 
last decade.- Indeed, growth rates in the industrial countries currently are 
forecas-t to-be--no higher t_han 3-4 percent, and unemployment and inflation
remain: at leyels,_unprec,edent'!d ill, the post-war period. 

' . . . 
-The second problem is how to acco~odate to thi,- surpluses of the oil-exporting 
-c!ountries' OPEC_' s_ surplus_ capital; , ~hich largely is dep~sited in the ind11strial 
countries on a short-term basis must be utilized for productive long-term in
vestment if world economic growth is to be resumed. 

--The thitd'' problem,is !;low_ to_ a:;;sist the middle-income developing countries to 
resume the remarkable growth patterns they achieved duririg the 1960s and ~arly 

-- -'1970s so that they have-- some,_ hope' of meeting the needs of their population over 
the next several dec~des ._ 

the fourth and last probl_em is posed by the- dismal prospects of'the_ poore1>t 
countries which face continued stagnation unles's special measure's are tajqm 
to support their development. 

The table below indicates the alternative economic prospects for develop'!d and 
developing countries to the year 2000. _The higher figures are based on Wo_rld 
Bank projections made in 1976 extended out to the end of the century by project
ing the 1975-85 growth_rates assumed by the Bank. The annual per capita growth
'rates are 1. 6 percent- for the poorest' countries, 3. 9 percent for the middle
income countries, and 4 percent for_ the developed· countries. The lower figures 
project a growth rate only half as high. 

Global Economic Prospects ·(·' 

Per Capita 
J :J ·'~.I ' 

Income -
(in constant 1975 u.s. )l) 

Poorest Countries 
1965 1975 1985 2000 

(under ~200 per capita GNP) 130 150 160- 180-
180 230 

' ., .. - Middle-Income 
, Developing -Countries _ 630 950 1,no~ _ t,51(),-

(over $200 pe.r capita, GNP), '1,350 2,400 ', 

Developed Countries 4,200 5,500 6,700-:-- 9,000-
8,100 14,600, 
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It is these lower projections that are seen by many as increasingly likely in 
the absence of major changes in global economic policies. If the lower esti
mates are.anywhere near'accurate, the stake'o£ both developed and.dev~loping 
cc;>untries in·improvedcooperation are very high. 'they could mean the differ
ence for the balance of this century between global progress and prospeiit~ 
and an uncertain and uncomfortable future for the rich countries and an in
creasingly dismal prospect for· the developing world." 

Most observers agree that the· patterns 'and 'rates of growth in the industrial 
economi'es are important for the developing countries, since thes'e have' an 
impact on their abilities t.o carry 'out' their development plans. l/ Without 
growth in the developed countries, the prospects for improved market access, 

,, ·higher .. aid levels, and increased· development financing are no·t good •. Yet most 
... 'commen.taries .completely neglect the possibility that' conti~ued ecbiioinl:d' growth 

in the industriaLized world it'seH may be strongly i.i£fi.::ted bf th~' ecoi1omic 
progress (or lack thereof) ·in the developing world. 

In other words, not only do the developing countries depend b'n gro;.,th in the 
industrial countries, •but it now may be truti that the pr'ogress' of. the poor 
coun·tties· may not· only· have. an impaet on economic growth and employinerit levels 
through stimulating demand for the products of the·industrial countries but 
also through significantly alleviating inflationary pressures which increas
ingly are the principal constraint on measures designed to stimulAte resumed 
growth in the North. Thus it is worth considering whether. policies that are 
mutually beneficial to industrial and developing countries will be of growing 
importance to both groups and whether or not the existing economic order can 
be redesigned to work more beneficially for both the industrial countries of 
the North and the developing countries of the South. 

r This paper starts from. the premise that the 'economies of the North and the 
South are more closely linked now 'than at any time in the past. The shorthand 
term for these.linkages--global interdependence--has become almost a 'cliche. 
Yet the implication of these linkages·.:-that the achievement 'of domeStic eco
nomic goals in the developed countries will depend to a much larger degree 
than heretofore upon the growth and prosperity of the developing countries-
barely has permeated the awareness or decision making of policymakers and 
planners in either developed-country governments or private organizations. 

Two Views of the Prospects for Industrial-Country. Growth 

There is considerable difference of opinion concerning the prospects for f~
ture growth in the industrial countries over the next decade. Some analysts 
hold the view. that the events that shook the global economy in the period 
after 1974 are an aberration and that with the proper mix of standard eco
nomic policies, the industrial countries again will attain high growth, 
stable prices; ·and low tinemploymerit. ··· 
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Other observers are not as sanguine. They maintain that the global economy 
went through a period of structural change in the late l96os· and early 1970s 
and that previous rates of economic growth will not be attained unless a range . 

. of new policies, institutions, arid approaches is developed. The t;arliest and 
perhaps best-known example of this school o£ thought was the Limits to Growth 
study.11 The-specific projections of that study are now generally discounted; 
yet there is growing agreement that the events of the past several years are 
not aberrations that will disappear but·, rather that they mark a series of fun
dam;,ntal shifts in the global economy. Such were the conclusions of Mankind 
at the Turning Point }} ~Y Mihajlo Mes~rovic and Eduard Pestel and the more 
recent Club of Rome report, Reshaping the International Order.~ A recent 
GATT report concludes that the period after the late 1960s was: . 

••• a historical turning point at which long establi~hed growth 
trends began to change and a general difficulty of adjustment 
began to be felt in the advanced industrial economies.~ 

Other observers from the commercial and banking worlds have come to similar 
conclusio~s. Walter Hoadley;_ the Executive Vice. President and Chief Economist 
of the Bank of America, America's largest bank, has identified as among the 
majc.r structural changes notJ under way in the international economy: l) slower 
real growth, retunling to historically lower rates; 2) persistent inflation 
(and more indexing to soft~n its impact), plus mounting fears of further 

losses in ~~rqhasing power; 3) rising expectations of a much beti:!)r Jife with 
less effort; 4) massive'pressures for more equity--in fact, for egalitarianism, 
causing No~th_;S :uth as well as urban-rur~l tensions. He concludes that: 

••• most of the old post World War II norws--econcmic--political-
soci:al--and psychological--are now gone,' not to returtt and wishful 
thinking won't bring them back. 

The weight of evidence increasingly is with those analysts who feel that there 
have been a series of structural changes in the international economy. In the 
absence of new policies, therefore, both rich and poor countries now face the 
possibility of slower growth' (with resulting tensions and uncertainty both 
between ·and within'nations), increasing constraints to badly needed investment 
(in both production of r~w materials and ~nufactured goods), and r.ising 
prices (which will have serious consequences for all countries but particular
ly for the poorest groups within countries). Those who 'claim that far-reaching 
adjustments will be needed_to_meet the changed conditions point to the recent 

... OECD staff report which forecasts that growth rates wili not achieve the goal . 
.. , of 5 percent gr.;wth. set by the OECD heads .of governmene' only last June. The 

report. predicts that unless' certain expansionary measures are adopted, growth 
rates inthe dECD countries are likely to be no higher than 3 to 4 percent.6/ 
The c,uestion now is whether developed and developing countries cim create a
new set of 'mutually beneficial international economic relationship~ that will 
~nab le._ both sides to achieve their economic and social goals.,. ' ' 

. ' 
··.cl '''., 
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The assertion that d·eveloping-country growth will affect developed-country 
well-bei'~g .is supported by a report prepared for the United Nat.ions Conference· 

· . on Tr,;de and Development (UNCTAD) by· economists at the University of Penn.,.. 
· ·sylvanili. 7 I This report concludes that an increase of 3 percentage points in 
'the gt'{)wth rates of the· non-oil-producing· developing countries could result 
in an. increase of 1 percentage point in the growth rates of the OECD countries, 
An improvement of 1 percent in the growth rates of theOECD countries_would 

. increase GNP in those countries annually by some $45 billion and .would re-
··sult in a large increase in· the number ·of jobs •. Over a five-year period this 
increase could mean a gain of at least ll225 billion in.GNP and a correspond
ingly large increase in employment. And the secondary gains would be eyen 
higher. 

These findings are based on econometric modeling and are not-definitive. 
However,' the general concltision that the developing countries now. are. impor
tant to th€. economic· well-being o~ the developed countries was borne out by 

.. a study of the effect of the actions of the developing countries on the in-
.. d~~trial economies during' the 1974 and 1975 reces.sions;,_ The willingneSS• of 

the developing. count'ri.'e's 'to continue financing ·a high level of imports from 
the industrial eount'ries by borrowing funds ftom private .. ~nd of.ficial sources 
and drawing clown on reserves had " •.. a perceptible impact on,-business .trends 
in the dev~l~ped countries. Their balance of payments deficit has sustained 

. derMnd as much as, say·, a vigorous German demand expansion.'.'§_/ 

The issues of trade, commodities, debt, food, energy, and population discussed 
below are among the reasons for di;veloped-country interest in the development, 
growth, and prosperity of the developing countries. Most of the discussions in 
the sections that follow a~e c·ast in terms of the U .s. relationship with the 
Third World. The arguments however applY to broader developed-country concerns. 
Particular issues may have greater or lesser importance to. individual countries, 
butthe principle that the continued economic and political well-being of the 
developed wo~ld will depend in large measure \lpon progress by the developing 
count~:i.~s towarcJ 'their own 'development goals holds fbr alL 

• ·_ !; 

Shori-term Gains from Mutually Beneficial Global ·Systems 

Trade, There is no doubt that trade libcralization'will benefit the developing 
countries (although the benefits rr.'lY be rather unevenly distributed among 
countries). Indeed, if the· rich· countries do not lower trade barriers, the 
development prospects of the developing countries will 'be'considerably di
minished. The developing countries have compiled a remarkable record in in
creasing their experts of manufactured products over the past tl<o decades. 
Their exports of manufactured goods grew at a rate of·. about 16 percent a year 

· ftom 1960 t'o. 1974. U. S. imports of manufactured goods from developing .cpuntries 
exhibited ~ similar pattern, increasing tenfold from 1960 to 1974 ,..Jrom jl844 
million' to jl9 .• 9 bil!'ion (current' iJ.S.jl). Their annual rate of growth was nearly 
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18 percent. These gains took place despit.e the fact that trade. barriers to 
the manufactured goods of the developing .countries were not significantly 
lowered during the trade liberalization of the 1960s. 

While low trade barriers clearly improve the economic situation· of the devel
oping countries, there is growins opposition among many adver.sely affected 
groups in industrial countries to the costs to them·already of.the increased 
developing-country trade (that will result from fra:de liberalization). This 
opposition in turn has led to growing pressures for a va·riety of protectionist 
measures. Yet the table below shows that developing countries have not been 
the cause of the current trade deficits or of the loss of jobs within the 
developed countries on an overall basis, even though individual industries 
may have been particularly hard hit by import competition. 

The Rich World's Trade in l1anufacturcs with· the Poor, llbn 

1972 
Oil LDCs 
Non-oil LDCs 

' Total LDCs 

1976 

America's 
Exp. Imp.+ Bal. 

1.96 
7. 61 
9.57 

0.05 
6.13 
6.18 

1.91 
1.48 
3.39 

Oil LDCs 9.95 0.14 9.31 
Non-oil LDCs 18.47 14,82 3.6~ 

Total LDCs 28.42 14.96 13.46 

EEC's 
Exp. Imp. Bal. 

5.03 
12.79 
17.82 

0.32 
4.23 
4.55 

4. 71 
8.56 

13.27 

22.28 0.62 22.66 
25.70 11.05 14.65 
48.98 11.67 37.31 

·Japan's 
Exp. Imp. Ba:l. 

l. 78 0.02 
7.14 1.19 
8.92 1.21 

l. 76 
5.95 
7. 71 

9.01 o.o8 3 .. 93 
16.38. 3.52 12.86 
25.39 3.60 21.79 

+ America 1 s trade is recQ~Cded fDb-fob. Its imports have been i!lcreased here 
by 6% to put them, roughly, on the fob-cif basis used by the EEC and Japan. 

So.urce: GATT from UN figures. (_!:he Economist, DeceH?er 31, 1977) 

More American goods and services are purchased by the developing countries 
than by many countries and areas traditionally among the major oarkets for 
American goods. In fact, for most of the recent past American e~ports to de
veloping countries grew at a faster rate than its exports to 'developed coun
tries. In the period 1970 to 1975, U.S. exports to non-OPEC developing coun
tries· grew at an average annual rate of over 19 percent, coopared with an 
average a:n;mal rate of erowth to other developed countries of 15.5 percent 
over the same period. (For some of the rapidly industrializing countries the 
average rate of annual increase was over 50 percent,) These exports not only 
benefited firms in the export sector, but also provided jobs for many Americans; 
there is much potential for continued growth in U.S. exports, since demand in 
the developing countries is far from saturated and indeed could expand rapidly 
as these countries advance. economically. As long as the purchasing power of 
the developing countries is at least maintained (and preferably expanded), 

\ 
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trade between the North and the South is likely to increase at a much more 
rapid rate than· trade among the industrial countries. 

Bu't t'rade with the developine countries is a two-way street. Unless the. de
veloping countries can export to ·the United States and the other indus.t.rial 
countries, they will not be able to earn th~ foreign exchange that in turn 
will allow them to purchase the manu;Eactured goods produced in the industri
alized countries. The direCt interrelationship_ bet..,een_the development progress 
of the developing countries, their ability to purchase goodsproduced in the 
developed countries and ultimately the impact on jobs anfi .\'conomic growth in 
the industrial world is rather -dramatically evidenced bY trends since 1975. 
The high ·rate of growth of U.S. exports to developinr, countries tailed off 
sharply during 1976 and the first 10 months of 1977. ,In fact, while U.S. ex-
ports to developed countries grew by 9 percent, U.S. 
veloping countries decreased by nearly 3 percent (in 
1975 and 1976. 

exports to non-OPE.C _de

dollar terms) be_tweetl 

J: .. · 

This slowdown in purchases from the United States coincides with a period in 
which the developing countries have undergone a series of shocks to their 
economies stemming from the re.cession in the industrial countries and' the 
worldwide inflation that drast_ically increased the prices they ha've to· pay 
for imported energy, food, and_ IOanufactured goods. As a result of hicher"-
cost imports and diminished exports· (with a resulting increase· in debt burden) 
these countries have cut back their imports from the industrial countries .• - In 
fact, the detrease in the impor~s of Ameri-can goods by non-OPEC developing 
countries has added to the trade deficit of the_ Un_ited States. The .OECD.esti
mates that some ti5 billion of-the' t40 billion ~egative swine in the u.s. 
trade balance between 1975 and 1977 has been in trade with the non-cOPEC 
developing countries ·2./' 

Clearly the ability of the deveioping countries to purchase the goods produced 
by the· industrial countries will have an importa.nt .. ~m,pact on the economic , 

progress of both groups of countries. Cutting off ,the. _a_c<;ess of the develop
ing countries to developed-country markets is ult.imat~ly going to be self-., 
defeating, the.refore, because it ignores the benefits, that developed ccount.ries 
will derive from liberalized trade. The benefits of increased_ trade are_ three
fold: trade provides jobs, it reduces inflation, and it improv,es the long-run 
compe-titiveness of the economy. 

A simple t:'alculation indicates that if developed countries were __ to grow. in the 
ne><t' decade' at roughly' the same rate as in the 1960s--·atld if the U. S. share of 
the develO'ping-country imports 'were to remain the same as in the last decade-
the developing countries might be expected to import an additional $27 billion 
of goods from the United States per year by 1985. Using standard projections, 
this increase might mean as many as two million additional jobs in American 
export industries. 
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The total of a possible two million adnitional Jobs stands in contrast to the 
number of jobs, tha~ might be lost from trade liberalization. A forthcoming 
Overseas Development Council study estimates that if trade in textiles is ex
cluded from the liberalizationc, ta:r;iff cuts of 60 percent on goods exported 
by developing countries '"ill require only small ,1abor, adjustments .]2_/ The 
study estimates that perhaps 31,500, jobs would be lost as a result of in
creased U.S. imports from the developing countries. However, this country 
could be expected to gain over 20,000 jobs as a direct result of expanded 
exports due to resp.:nding, by the,, developing countries of their expo,rt earnings. 
The net result would be a loss of some 11,000 jobs. The total is equal to 
about one-tenth of one percent of the total labor force in this country in 
1976. 

The fact that the loss in jobs directly attributable to increased imports from 
the developing countries is far outweighed by the overall gains to the economy 
should not obscure the importance of programs of adjustment assistance and 
particularly for hard-hit industries such as footwear and leather. A forth
coming Brookings Institution study estimates that the costs of an adjustment 
assistance program would be only S600 million for workers and firms affected 
by imports from all countries.!l/ For both political and moral reasons, trade 
liberalization should not be an area where the overall gains for, the many are 
paid for by the few. Therefore ar •. increase in benefits and liberalization of 
existing assistance programs must be a prime order of business for developed
country governments, as well as advance planning to ease transition out of 
some types of industries and into others. 

While exports t'o .developing COUI)):ries stimulate both growth and employment 
in this country, imports from these sallie countries have a beneficial impact 
on inflation. The Brooking study indicates that a 1vorldwide. reduction of 60 
percent in existing tariffs 1wuld reduce import prices sufficiently to lower 
the Consumer Price Index in the United States by approximately oone quarter 
of one percent--not a .negligible amount given the cur-rent 'high 'level for con
cern in this country about any increase in prices. Horeover, lo,,rer priced 
import~, ,also serve to reduce inflation by providing direct competition for 
domestic producers and thus increasing domestic efficiency. 

But the secondary effects may be much larger. The,same study concludes that 
the welfare gains to the United States in the form of foregone unemployment 
from the anti-inflationary impact of such a tariff cut could be as :high as 
$,14, .l;>illion a year, raising the total welfare benefits from.more conven:tional 
effe,cts of free trade--such as economies of scale, stimulus to competition, 
and efficiency gains--by as much as one third. 

Stimulating demand in the developinf, world for industrial-country exports 
. also may be a non-inflationary way of restoring growth within OECD economies •. 
. If it is tru" that inflationary pressures increasingly >1ill serve as the 
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1principal barrier to policies that. accelerate growth and lower unemploym.ent 
in the industrial countries, then· a macro-economic policy t·hat stimulates 
developing-:-country imports' of industrial country gOods has much to recommend 
it: Such a po'Hcy would increase demand for industrial-country goods without 
the 'same direct inflationary ef.fect of added domestic consumpdon or of added 
i';ovetnmen\:al' expenditures dUE; to expansionary fiscal policies, 

·commissioner Claudb Cheysson 
U. S. Sena'te Budget Commit tee 

of the European Communities and a report of the 
have suggested independently that the best and 

least inflationary method of recovery in the OECD countri_es woulu be to stim
ulate demand for imports by the develop ins countries. As the Se.tate report 
put it, "Here demand abroad means that less will be reG.uired at home; larger 
imports by the developing economies and other debtor countries also lowers 
the requirements for fiscal stimulus and budget deficits in the United 
States."g/ A similar theme was picked up by an executive· of the Singer 
Company who wrote that increased economic growth·in the developing countries 
would' " ••• add to th'e exports· o.f the industrialized natinns. And these larger 
exports would, in turn,. have a rimltiplier effect on business investment, 
growth and even American exports·," 

Finally, ·those who warit to restrict the gro«th in trade bet~1een the· industrial 
and developing countries. ignore 'the fact that the basic factors of inte-rna
tional production ma:y be in the proce·ss of changing. As a recent \olorld Bank 
·report cone 1 uded: 

The international pattern of comparative adv;mtage is changing rapidly, 
and developing countries are becoming suppliers of a growing range of 
manufactures. Simultaneously,. output is stagnating and employment is 
declinihg in corresponding sectors iri the industrialized countries. 
This is the process which economic history and theory would lead one 
to expect. But it is occurrins at an unprecedented speed; not S\.ll'p'ris
ingly this vast restructuring of the world economy is leading to fric
'tions and defensive responses. The potential for ·a··considerable e~pan
sion of international specialization is evident, ·although the rate ·at 
whi.ch opportunities are taken will largcoly be determined tiy the economic 
policies both of the industrialized countries and of the ne«ly indus
trialized ones .13/ 

If this conclusion is correct, the industrial countries wiil have to ni:rke 
the shifts necessary. to accmmnodate to growing developing-country exports 
not only to maintain ·demand for their own exports and to decrease inflation 
but also to maintaih.the long-run comparative advantage of.their ecorioriiic 
positions. 

·Commodities • The prices of various commodities and raw materials have been 
or great: 'concern to the rich countries since • the pric.e shocks of the early 
1970s and tb the poor·countries for a considerably longer period. 
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Both sides have come to understand that erfective commodity agreements could 
be· of substantial benefit to industrial as well as developing .countries. If 
properly designed, price stabilization agreements could bqth prevent exces.
sive fluctuations in. prices, and provide the certainty tha.t would stimulate 
increased investment and e~ploration for new sources of raw materials .. · (a~ • 

. . ' ' ' ' . ' 
well as expanded exploitation of existing sources). Developed-country offi-
cials .now. acknowledge that while· increases. in commodity prices tend Jo. pt;o-:
duce an overall increase in prices, subsequent declines in. commodity pricl;'s 
a.re not fully reflected (for a host of reasons) in the final price of finished 
products. This is the so-called "ratchet effect", which means that while .. 
prices usually rise they rarely d.ecline. As a result, inflation becomes in
stitutionalized. Also, developed countries are concerned over commodity prices 
because 1) substantial losses in output and employment can result from rapidly 
rising commodity prices, and 2) a lack of investment in new capacity at both 
the primary and production stages often results from wide fluctuati()nS· : .. , 
in commodity prices. Without. such investment ;supplies become inadequate. to. 
meet the demand from resumed .growth in subsequent years, again pushing 
prices higher. 

A recent analysis simulates what would have happened if a group of eight"core" 
·commodities (coffee, cocoa, tea, rubber, jute, sisal, copper, and tin) and. 
five other products (wheat, rice, wool, bauxite,. and iron ore) had been coy
ered by price stabilization agreements during the period 1963-1972.14/ The. 
study concludes that developing-country revenues would have risen by iS bil
lion in present discounted value for the entire decade. Econ9m~c gains to.the 
United States alone in the form of prevented unemployment and GNP loss ~hat 

·would have resulted from the reduction of inflationary pressures would have . . . 

amounted to ~15 billion over the decade. In addition, both the deyeloping 
·and developed countries would benefit from reduced planning uncertainties,, 
higher rates of investment for producers because of the reduc~i0n of r~sk, 
anci greater supplies for consumers attributable to increased investment, 

\'· 

Another ODC-sponsored study shows that the net ·welfare gain over a 20-year 
period from a 15-million-ton wheat buffer stock, .including both foreign 
trade and domestic effects, VJould amount to t2.5 billion.£/. This modest 
figure does not take into account any macro-economic,. output gains. that mi,ght 
be achieved because of reduced difficulties in managing inflation and the·. 
resulting increase in employment. For instance, a global food reserve would 
avoid a repetition 8f the experience of 1973-1974, when a .. 3 percent .sh~rt.,., 
fall in ·grain production led to a more than 300 ._percent increase in grain 
prices~-an increase th'it contributed importantly to world~ide inflation. 

Finally, the lead time . required ·to inc;rease production of many raw materials 
is steadily increasing; unless st<eps are taken in the near future to increase 
investment in these industries, there are likely to be sharp pri~e rises in 
the ·'l980s. This places a premium not only on buffer-stock arrangements. but. 
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also on arrangements that provide insurance against political risks, The U.S. 
proposal for an International Resources Bank that is multilaterally funded 
could provide the financial and political security, to ensure continued, in
vestment in new expioration'and production. 

• Development Financing and Debt. The. p,reatly increased debt. of the developing 
countries--and these countries' resultant need to continue to grow and to 
expand their·exports·in order to handle the repayment of that debt--is,another 
example of why the relationship between growth and progress. in the developing 
countries and the developed countrics.h<ls become so important in the last 
five years. 

The aggregate public debt (including undisbursed) owed by the non-oil-export
ing ·developing countries grew by 84 percent between.l972 and 1976, reachincr 
an estimated levei of nearly ~171 billion b;' the .end of 1976. Private debt
not guaranteed by developing-country gove'rnments could add as much as another 
$25-ll30 billion to this 'amount, bringing the total debt owed by the none-oil
producing developing countries to around .1.200 billion. This debt burden falls 
unevenly on various countries; much of it, particularly that owed to private 
banks, is held by the middle-income developing countries. For some countries, 
service payments already amount to J:l.cre than 20 percent of, their export. 
ea'rnines. 

Analysts differ in their views of 'the seriousness of the world debt problem. 
· Thos·e who are pessimistic hold that because of higher prices for both oil and 
manufactured soods, the indebtedness of the dev~loping countries .will grow to 
·a point'where the developing countries eventually will be unable to service 
their debt. Private financLii institutions in developed countries, particu-
larly in the United States, t.rill be faced witi1 the choice of either, lending 
more 'to already bad risks ·or risking defaults in the major debtor countries. 
16/ The more optimistic view holds'that the debt of the developing countries 
is not overly large when infla.t{'cn and export growth are taken into account 
and that major borrowers probably will be able to manace their debt a.t least 
in the next few years. The latter is the view held by both the World Bank 
and the International Monetary Fund and is borne out by .a recent ODC study 
of the debt problem.}l/ 

The evidence seems at the moment to be with the optimistic view, but a danger 
point is likely to be reached aft~r the turn of the decade, when the short
t'erm loans borrowed by developing countries· at tl;le time of the oil crisis 
start to come due in large amounts. ·The ODC study points out that the longer
term potential dangers include: 1) the rising debt service ratio projected to 
the year 1982; 2) the possibility that c9mmercial banks may not.be able.to 
·SUstain new lending at previous rates or may even find .. it prudent to reduce 
their exposure in at least some developing countries; and 3) the growing pos
sibility that the industrialized countries may be able to resume only sluggish 
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growth or may even fall back into recession--an eventuality that would con
siderably magnify the debt problem. 

The costs to the industrialized economies of a series''of defaults by major 
developing countries cannot be accurately calculated. Indeed, estimates vary 
widely. But however, one estimates the particular prospects, it is clear that 

, the cont,i,nued firi&ncial well-beinc of the developing countries will be, an 
'import'a;{t ,£actor in the• stability of the international financial system and 

, thus of prime importance' to the J]nited, States and other industrial ,economies. 
, The 'private banking sector has a particular stake in the financial well-being 
of developing countries. Although the extent cf commercial banks' exposure 
in the developing world has been exaggerated, .the, shock that would result 
from default by a major 'developing countrY: due to an inability to service 
past loans or to qualify_ for additional credits would be considerable--even 
if only in a psychological sense. Therefore, all parties have an interest in 
maintaining the ability of the developing countries to service past loans 
and to continue to borrow additional credits in order to regain and/or main
t'ain their development momentum. 

The'Long-Run Benefits of Mutually Beneficial Global Systems 

The precedin~; section analyzed some of the b 0nefits from a series of more 
mtitually ,beneficial and efficient global systems that, could accrue to the 
,d.';veloped co,un;ries over the next decade. Over the longer 'run--that is, 
between now and, tl:le end of the century--collaborative address by rich and' 
poor countries, of a series of systemic global. problems will be required as 
well. The p~te'fltial for mutual gains from global efficiency is marked in 
three crucial arc.as: food, energy, and population. •The··rich countries will 
face rising costs--both direct and indirect---if they do not support the 
efforts· of the developing countries to increase food production, develop 
new sources of energy, and create the kinds of development programs. that 
are indispensab~e to achieving''poj:iulation stabilization. 'In each cas'e, joint· 
actioti on thes,e, important problems will also brine gains to the developing' 
countries and he,J.p support. their effo..:Cts to .meet the needs of their own . 
populations. 

Food. The "world food crisis" assumed reality for the rich countries in 1973 
when, for a variety of reasons,' harvests failed arpund the world. The re
sulting incr~ase in demand for· food in the U ,s. marketplace drove up prices 
for both consumers and' producers. For many people in the developine world, 
however, the "world food crisis" is a permanent P'lrt of their reality. The .: , 
skyrocketing costs after 1974 for their imports of food, fuel, fertilizers, 
and industrial goods only exacerbated--but did not create--the developing 
countrieli.' problem. In both rich and poor countries, the events of 1974 
served as a catalyst for major reassessments of how the food needs' of the 

' ' ; ~ '• . 
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developed·and the neveloping countries can be met by the end of the century. 
18/ Most of the analyses concluded that food production in the developing 
countries must b•< increased drastically if these countries are to meet the 
nutritional needs of their growing populations and if the develop.;d-country 
producers (and particularly the United States) are to hold down the soaring 
cost of food· that has been such an important factor in the current inflation. 
In the period 1973-1974, for instance, rising food prices added as much to 
U.S. and global inflation as did rising oil costs. 

: The ease for increasing production in the developing countries for the bene
fit of both the industrial countries of the Northern Hemisphere and the de
veloping countries to their South rests on the following facts. Over the past 
q·uarter century, a growing world imbalance has emerged in food production and 
consumption. The developing countries, which were virtually self-sufficient 
in food production in 1950, were importing between 15 and 20 million tons of 
gr·ain by 1970, half of which was in form of food aid. By 1975, the grain im
ports of these countries had reached 45 milliori tons. Projections of the food 
situation for 1990 by the Washington-based International Food Policy Research 
Institute show that developing countries will need to triple their grain im
ports unless there is a fundamental improvement in their capacity to procuce 
more food • .!2_/ These projections have many adverse implications for the de
veloping countries: their rising imports will require increasing amounts of 

' • ' ', I • 

scarce foreign exchanse; food imports (rather than increased domestic pro-
duction) mean more unemployment and under-employment in th·~ rura)- areas at 
a time when both already are very serious and when joblessness all ~00 often 
means hunger; and those already suffering from hunger and mainutrition. wil)
suffet ev·en more. 

Curre,Ut projections indicate that tremendous increases .in grain production 
will be required to meet increased demand in the developed countries as we.ll. 
By 1990, demand for srains in the developed countries will have increased 
from 617 million tons in 1970 to 846 million tons; this increase of over 200 
million tons is nearly equivalent to current producdo~ of grain in the·. 
United States. During this same period, demand' in th'e .developing market:
economy countries will increase by 350 million tons--nearly one and one half 
times current U.S. production. Under current patterns of production, well 
over lOO million tons of.this increase in food ci~mand will need to be met. 
by increased exports from North America by 1990; with larger amounts ,there ... 
after. North America has increasingly become the bread basket. for the world, 
with exports increasing from 34 million tons in 1960 to 10q million tons i,t~ 
the mid-l970s. 

All these· projections have important implications. A'National Academy. of 
Sciences study no·ted that it will be increasingly difficult for the United 
States--the world's largest grain exporter--and other developed countries 
to meet the world's food needs without causing sharp rises in grain prices. 
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While no specific figures were cited, cost increases in production and dis
tribution could ·be as high as 50-lOO percent within· a decade, and double 
again in the next. The inflationary iEJpact of such increases would· be sub
stantial. 

The· increased cost of inputs~-resultim; from the need to use increasingly 
marginal la;..d and scarcer water supplies' 'and the prospect of decreasing 
yield increm;,nts· f'rom increased· applications of fertilizer ·and other energy-· 
intensive inputs--is the reason that production costs will rise· in: the de
veloped countries. Until there is another generation of basic research to 
draw· on--and that is at least· a decade off--rising per hec·tare yields will 
only be possible through increasing inputs·. The National. Academy's -·study 
indicated that the costs of fertilizer will increase sharply in -the years 
ahead due· to at least three fa·ctors: the rising cost of raw materials from 
which to make fertilizer;· ·sharp rises· in the cost· of· nhrogen and phosphate 
fertilizer production facilities;- and rapidly rising costs for, transportation 
and distribution. ·The ccst of producing ur-ea' fertilizer in- the· industrial 
countries,. for example, has been projected to rise from $176 in· i977·' to 
$331 in 1990 (in constant 1977 dollars). The conclusion is obvious. Con-

. siderably higher• prices will result if North America, the· world's major 
graiti"supplier, greatly increases its prod.>ction over the next ·two· decades. 

· 'Fot this • reason,· it is no» generally agreed that the response to world- food 
probl'ems· milst lie primarily in increasing production within the developing 
countries. South Asian countries probably could double• or- <:even trebl•e their 
food production at current international price levels if only the financial, 
technological,' and organizational obstacles to r,reater use of. their grossly 
·underU.tilized water-, labor-, and other re·s·ources could be. overcome·~ :So:,· ·.too, 

··the. Sahelian region of Vlest Africa has ·the potential to meet the• food needs 
·of its growing population and even export food to neighboring countries. 
Moreover, the evidence is strong that in countries· that pave. little ·land' 
but large popU:laticns, small, labor-intensive farms can produce more per 
hectare than ·large fams as long as they are effectively supported with a 
variety of· rural' services. 

·Thus increasing fco 1 production within the developing countrieB in· a manner 
which ensures ·that those who most need increased foo.d supplies actually• have 
access to them (which"in ·turn requires increased' income and· jobs) is in the 
interests of the people of not only the developine countries but also• :the 
United States and other developed countries. Yet few Americans now understand 

"that wiiact the govetnments'ancl leaders of those countries decide to do about 
'rural dev~lopmerit' and the production ·of food within their oWn countries will 
have a mea'siii:ab l'e impact in· the years ahead on the prices that America'ns· pay 
for food in' the supernuirkct. The North' American granary cannot provide an
oth;,r 'lOO 'iaillion tons of •exports for the developing· countries while simul-

. • tarieousJy meeting growing •de!iland both in North America· and in other developed 
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countries without sharply increasing prices during the 1980s and 1990s in 
order to balance supply and demand. 

Energy. The global energy situation is another area .where developments between 
now and. the end of the century in the developing world can have a direct and 
important impact on the growth and continued progress of the industrial coun
tries and where alternative policies can benefit both developed and developing 
countries. 

The drastic rise in the price of petroleum which took place after late 1973 
made obsolete all existing estimates of future energy demand in both the rich 
and the poor countries~ Yet·few of the projections that have been-made since 
1973 adequately t~ke into account the needs of the developing countries for 
energy. Nor do they consider how alternative patterns of development;within 
the developing countries could affect these countries' use of energy, par-

. ticularly their use of petroleum, ••hich in turn can have very different im
pacts on the world oil economy. In fact, nearly all of these projections 
assume that ,the ·developing countries will not increase their use of energy. 
significan-tly ,;,g, a result of increasinr, the pace of modernization of their 
rural ,areas within the period considered by the estimates! Or, to put it 
another, way, ail of the studies have assumed that people living, in. the rural 
areas of,developing countries will not switch from traditional energy sources 
to petroleum at -rates faster than those that have occurred historically 
within those countries. 

Two. facts lead one to ask whether these estimates are based on faul·ty as
sumptions. First, the vast majority of people in the developing countries 
are still usin8 noncommercial s0urces of enerf;y for most of their activities; 
that is, they rely on wood, dung, crop residues, and human ·and animal power 
for almost all the.energy they consume. But any satisfactory degree of de
velopment requires a sharp increase in their use of non-human energy. Second, 
there is now a growing international consensus that development programs 
should be aimed at.meeting the minimum human needs of most of the world's 
people within some identifiable time frame-~say by th~ end of the century. 
Meeting this goal, however, will require large increases in the use of en
ergy,and current estimates already indicate that the developing countries 
will be constuning--and importing--as much oil by the year 2000 as does the 
United States today. 

Of course, such· an expansion-is likely to be prevented by competing demands. 
A much more. likely outcome if nothing is done to. initiilte a global cooperative 
effort to me'et the world 1 s energy needs is that the greater purchasing power 
of the developed countries will enable them to bid up the price of the re
maining petroleum supplies and· that the developing .countries .therefore will 
either C'-;I.t back. purchases or use greater amoUnts of s.carce foreign exchange 

-. 
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to try to maintain existing development programs. This is likely to result 
in ac;celerated exhaustion of the world's finite supply c>f oil, increased in

. .flat~on;' and r~d~ced growth and development, particularly in the poorest 
. ·clev!'Loping: cCimtries. Thus· there appears to be a collision course between a 
r~liance on· petr.oleum-based energy to achieve the world's developrilent goals 
and the decline in the world oil production that !ilOSt experts maintain will 
take,place before the end of the century. 

An alternative approach, however, may prove to be of long-run benefit to both 
developed and developing countries. This approach w·ould cnta:il con~~rving 
energy use in the developed countries and assisting the devclop:lns.countries 

. in adopt ins ene.rgy strategies that do not rely exclusively on petroleum and, 
indeed, that help them to move directly to the post-petio"leum energy tech
nologies of the future. A global, cooperative approach tc• energy would aim 
at increasing local production 0f energy. in the dcveioping' countries. from a 
variety of sources, inclu<iing new petroleUio discoveries, hydrc•-electric power, 
coal, and--for those that choose such a course--nuclear energy. Over the long 
run, however, this approach would call for the developing countries to rely 
increasingly on renewable sources of energy, mainly .solar. By so doing, r.1any 
developing countries could beein to utilize in the late 1980s and the 1990s 
what i:or most industrial countries will be twenty-first century technologies. 

The developing countries have several natural ;ldv~ntages which ,(,ould enable 
them (with sufficient support from the rich countries) to rely increasingly 
on re~ewable ·sources of energy. FCJr the Ei.ost part_, they f~o not h:ive the mas
sive investments in petroleum-oriented energy infrastructures that mark the 
{ndustrial countries; many of them·have·more sunlight than the industria~ized 
countries and that foro of solar energy is therefore P.loro reliable for them; 
and their climatic ccmditions permit faster er~wth of vegetati<e>h for firewood 
and biogasification. Finally, the decentralized nature of renewable energy 
make~ it an ideai energy source for programs of. small-scale rural development. 

A cooperative approach to world energy needs has a variety of benc:fits for 
both developed .and developing countries. It •.auld provide the' developing 
couniries the opportunit;,;' to. avoid costly (nnd ultimately futile) investments 
in pet:~;oleum en.argy technology and infrastructure and to move mo're quickly to 
increasing reliance on the energy sources' 'of the future. Both groups of coun
tries have an interest i'n ensuring that the research and deVelopment needeC 
to lower the costs of these new technolo5'.ies takes place as rapidly as pos-.,; 
sible, In this case, the developed countries have the capital and a prepon
derance of the technical skills; the developing countries have a large supply 
of primary solar energy, unlimited needs· for energy, and lm·H~t costs of carrY
ing out research. Finally, to the degree that any countries lessen their de
pendence on petroleum as an energy source, all countries will have more time 
and le.eway. to make the very difficult changes that will be necessary to move 
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to an energy economy not based on petroleum. However, if the benefits of such 
an approach are to be mutual, the industrial countries--and particularly the 
United States--must institute the measures necessary to curb the current 
wasteful and inefficient patterns of domestic energy use in order to more 
equitably share the world's remaining supply of petroleum. 

Population. The world 1 s pop·~lation currently 1s growing at an annual rate of 
just under two percent and the current population of over four billion people 
is expected to be at the six billion mark in the year 2000 and then to be as 
high as ll billion by the second decade of the twenty-first century if no 
measures to. slow population growth are undertaken. That number of people-
nearly three times more than now inhabiting the earth--would stretch the 
outer limits of the planet's carrying capacity. This rapid population growth 
already is causing, and certainly will pose in the future,· a number of very 
serious problems. It is exacerbatin8 pressure on world food and energy sup
plies. It is makinc increasing claims on the earth's non-renewable resources; 
and it is likely to incrp.ase the number end perhaps· even worsen the situa
tion of the world's poorest people. Hanaging the coexistconce of· anything 
.like ll billion people, especially if levels ot cohsumption go up, would 
require far-reaching char~.ges Jn. the world's existing political, economic, 
and social institutions. Stabilization of the world's population·at the 

' lowest possible total is in the interest of boti1'· rich and poor countries. 

Most observers now agree that the. key to limiting population growth lies in 
meeting 'the. economic and social needs of the majority of poor people within 
the developing countries. The need is to increase the.motivation for smaller 
families, which is a prerequisite for a reduction in birthrates. Of par
ticular importance in bringing about this needed motivation are·· prog·rams 
that reduce infant mortality rates, increase levels of education, expand 
the opportunities and incomes of low-incomco ~roups, and raise the st,1tus of 
women. Fortunately, policies design:ed to maximize increased food production 
in the developing countries through labor-intehsive means and to increase 
rural energy supply from renewable sources can be those that will benefit 
the physical well-being of the majority of poor people in most developing 
countries, Combining large-scale, well-designed family planning programs 
with programs that give special attention to improving the well-being of 
the majority of poor people within the developing countries can greatly 
accelerate the slowing of world birthrates and the time when population 
stabilization can be achieved in individual countries. 

Both poor and rich countries have an interest in cooperatively addressing 
the·world's population problem. Many developing countries already are hard 
put to rueet the basic human needs of their existing poPulatiOns·-let alone 
the considerably larger numbers of people that ,,,ill be inevitable if this 
problem is not addressed directly. The industrial countries have a direct 
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stake in a more manageable global population for reasons of both global jus

tice and equality; and because the resulting stresses and strains on the 
globe's political, economic, social, and physical environment arc likely to 
pose a number of almost insurmountable difficulties before the end of the 

century and. beyond. 

The issue which currently is·gai.ning increasing attention in the United 

States is that of migration policy, primarily fro~ Mexico and the Caribbean. 
11 ,; .• 

But it also affects .Western ·Europe and is a growing phenomenon in the Middle 
East where. the oil~produci.ng states are importing workers from the Asian 

subcontinent and as far away as South· Korea. llflllligrants, whether leg11l or 
illegal, provide a variety of econou1ic benefits 'because they bring .skills 
and talents and fill low-wage, less attractive jobs that are,riot considered 
desirable by indigenous .workers. But they also bring with them social and 
economic costs, including the tensions that ar:ise from large numbers of 
ali·ens if\ .. the midst of anOther coun.try. Th(! current policy emphasis in the 
United .State's ·seems to be on closing thE; borders and on providing increasing 
regularization of the status of aliens~-both legal and illegal--already in 
this country. 

j. • ~ 

Some analysts,. however; 'feel.that the only way i:d deal with illegal unm1~ 
gration, at least in the United States, is to aftack the prol:\lem •at its 
roots., In other words, the pressures to emigrate from poor to· rich~ countries 
will not diminish until Mexicans. and others have the prcsp"ct of achioivirig 
a decent life within their· own countries. Vlayne Cornelius of the Mas.sachusetts 
Institute of Technology estimates that the least costly way over the i'6rtger 
run to reduce th(!. flow of .immi~ration into the United States would be':to ex
pand. the existii).g .P'rograirrs of integrated rural development being carded out 
in Mexico by thel-l~rld Bank, the Intcr-Amcrican ·Development Bank, and the 
Mexican government. Such programs concentrate on increasing employment op
portunities in Mexico throygh small-scale, labor'-int~nsive rural industries. 
A major expansion of programs targeted on those areas of Mexico that are 
the principal source of i !legal immigrants, if r.omb~ne.d ·with a f\lil-scale 
ccmmi tment to rural development by the Hexican gover)1nicnf;' would ,have, ac
cording to Cornelius, an ."important impact on the flow--'-proha.b1y'.within five 
.years and most ce~tainly .over' a five- to ten"year period:"20/ .A ·~·~;,.rritment 
by the United S~~tes to furtl1~r liberalize trade witJ;t Mcxi~ would permit a 
rapid expansion of employment in Mexican export industries and also would 
increase the ability of roany more Mexicans to· lead a decent life i'n their 
own country. An investment in support of this .kind of effort. by the Mexican 
government should be weit;hed against the current U .S .. proposals j:O halt the 
flow of immigrants through restrictive measures. 
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Can the South Be'come the "Eru'ine of Growth" for the North? 
9 

.• 

The foregoing analysis is still highly tentative. A great .deal more analyt
icat work needs to be done before ·the full ramifications. of the dependence 
of the industrial countries on the growth and progress of.the developing 
countries can be understood and translated into concrete policy recommenda

tions, Nevertheless, the 'implications are clear: the future growth and well
being of the industrial world will be dependent on what happ<;ns in. the de
~~ loping world; therefore working cooperatively with each other provides_. 
the o;!-lY real promise of progress for either. 

If the analysis presented in this paper is correct, a continuation of present 
polic.ies aimed at inarginal changes in existing institutions and policies no 
longer will be possible if the world's economic and political systems .. are to 
~ork efficiently and equitably for the rich countries, let alone for ~he _poor. 
Serious attention needs to be given, therefore,- to the i.dea that the.,develop
ment of the developing countries can become the "engine" for f11ture wprld 
economic growth just as the planned recovery of •the European coun,tries .. and 
the establishment after Horld War II of the Bretton Woods systQ~r,,qf .fin~rcial 

institutions became the "engine" of the unprecedented global economic pro
gre~s thak'took place in the 1950s and 1960s. By putting the ,pr"'grQss of .. the 
_develop~ng countries at the center of their economic policies, .the industrial 
countries could also ensure the future progress of botn North.and South. 

Indeed, on the basis of the evidence presented in this paper, it seems prob
able that the choice between continuation of present policies and a more far
reaching effort' to make policies and institutions congruent with the needs 
of the world for the next 25 years could mean a difference in· rates of eco
nomic growth in some of the developed countries of as much as l or 2 percent 
annually. (In the case of the developed countries, a difference between an 
annual growth rate of 2 percent and 4 percent over the remaining years of 
this century would result in a per capita income by the year 2000 which >I as 
~5600 higher and an increase in GNP which was equivalent to the OECD GNP in 
1975), Such an effort could mean a development ,pattern in the United States 
and the other industrial countries that more clearly resembled the relatively 
low inflation and hi13h employment of the 1960s in contrast to constantly re
curring periods of high inflation and high une.mployment of the rrid-1970s. 

Wha.t is needed is a series of global policies which have as their central 
focus the _progress of the developing countries both because that is an_.im
portant goal in its own right and because of its· impact on the future.pro
gress of the devdoping countries. This approilch would 1) give priority to 
broad reforms of existing international structures and policies in order to 
increase both efficiency and equity of the existing international economic 
order, and 2) attempt to meet the most essential needs of the world's 
poorest countries and people.by the end of the century.1l/ 
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This effort requires chan8es to be net;otiated in existin8 policies in order 
to give developing countries greater access to markets in the industrial 
countries; to stabilize the'prices of raw materials and commodities; to 
create a series of nc.w global systems to r,overn the production and distri
bution of food and eneq;y; and to increase, developing-country access to a 
variety' of existing and new sources of finance. It, ,~hould involve both rich 
and poor'•countries in a cooperative effort to meet,., the most basic human needs 
of the world's poorest bill ion people by the end of this century. Such an 
attempt would aim at :l.nternationaily-aereed-upon specific standards of nu
trition, health services, 'imd, basic education; it would require a commitment 
to: its success from tbe developing countries: themselves, The oil~produ~ing 
countries should play 'a ,major cooperative role in supporting, 'these, pqlicies, 

! • - ' 

The "package" of reforms that '"ould both alter the international system and 
address human needs problems would serve the interests of the middle-incocie 
,d~veloping countries (which will receive many of the benefits from the ii:i.ter
national reforms) as well as of the lo<rincome developinG countries (which 
still face problems of massive poverty and which will need concessional 
transfers to meet the basic needs of large portions of their !'Opulations), 
It would also meet the needs of the industrial countries for a more effi-

, ' . 
cient and growing international economy that contributes to thei;r growth by 
creating both demand and supply in the developing world, Finally, linking 
the two aspects of rGform is important because it 'me.ets the priiJlary demands 
of the developing countries for more equitable economi~' and pc,litical' re
lationships bet,;een states, and the concern among many in the industrial 
countries about the impact of those changes on people within developed and 
developing countries. 

One should not underestim!!te, however, the possible costs in the short run 
within and among the developed countries, including the United States, that 
might arise from this set of policies, Increasing developing-country access 
to markets in the developed countries will affect jobs and finns in certain 
industries. The economic costs of equitable adjustment assistance programs 
are not likely to be great, but the political. costs may at ti~s be high be
cause of opposition from effectively organized groups. i\lso the financing 
needed by the developing countries to service their debts and to maintain 
development progress implies budgetary costs. There also may be some risks, 
reschedulings, and perhaps dsfaults if lenders continue to supply financing 
to the developing countries. And among OECD countries the costs may vary. 
The United States and Canada, which are continental storehouses of raw ma
terials and which have large internal markets, are in a different position 
than Japan and the Euro~ean countries which rely on the developing world 
for both markets and supplies of a variety of materials. Finally, such 
policies will take vision and statesmanship that have been notably l.o.cking 
in the industrial world, both among policymakers and the general public. 
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But the "COSts .of not ·pursuing .a mutually beneficial world order will be high 
and its benefits ·will be great. An expanded cooperative effort that gave 
priority to making the world's economic systems work more efficiently and 

to addressing essential human needs will make the world more efficient' as 
well as more equitable and just. There is no doubt· that the world's greatest 

reservoir of marginal productivity is the still underdeveloped and under
utilized human and physical .resources of the developing countries. By raising 
·pu~chasing power among the pc.ople of these countries, releasing new resources, 

·and developing new markets for. both peor and rich, h~gher levels o( trade can 
b'e created within and between all countries. In effe~t, the developing' coun
'tries of .the South could become one of the engines of growth of resumed 
progress in ·the industrial world. 

We return, therefore, to our orieinal Rssertion. The Rchievement of the do
mestic economic goals of the developed·countri<es-:-resumed growth, more jobs, 
more stable prices--will depend to a much larger degree than heretofore on 
the growth and prosperity of the developing countries. This factor needs 
to be recognized and' taken into consideration by policymakers and the in
formed public in this country, in other indus):rial countries, and in the 
developing countries. 

_.)· 
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d.iveloped countries foHows a steady but_ sustained rate rather than rapid 

initial growth follm;ed 'by stagnation aimed at reducing inflation. The 

·extra export earnings earned by th"a developing countries in the first part 

of the cycle probably will be less than the export earnings sacrificed 

during·th" ·latter phase. His conclusions derive from a quantitative analy

sis showing-that a steady economic growth at a rate of unemployment such 
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HOW TO MEET B.M3IC NEEDS - A NEW APPROACJ_/ 

i:. 

In recent years the idea of eradicating poverty, inequality and 
injustice frorn the global scene through the rigorous application of a 
new development strategy based on.cbasic human needs has fired the imagi
natioll of many in the global community. _ It is increasingly acknowledged 
that to equate development with growth is insufficient unless that growth 
is a,Coompanied by a decrea:ee in inequality, unemployment and poverty. 
The impressive 5% incirease in GNP which, in the 1960's, _characterized the 
developing countries as a group, has done little to alleviate the problem 
of poverty in· the Third World. It has been partly absorbed by :their high 
population growth rates, and a large part has gone to .the already affluent 
~U.tes of these countries. Economic, social and political ineqUalities 
persist, and wealth and power tend to remain highly concentrated in the 
hands of the few who have benefitted from growth and who in many· cases are 
using_ their power and influence to preserve these benefits for themselves. 

. By the_ early 1970's a number of social .scientists, institutions and 
internati __ onal agencies f\ad begun to question the prevailing development 

. __ strateg'ies. .In the continuing search for alternative development stra
tegies J t i,s now increasingly accepted that_ the concept of development 
must ;be .. re~defined to put man and his needs at. its centre, and basic needs 
should-serve as the central concept from which the whole range of develop
menta~ issues derive. 

_. . There is a great deal of discussion at present on clarifying the 
under-lying concepts of a basic needs approach to development.· Should 
"basic rieedsil )Jacome an all embracin.g development strategy which brings 
together all the components such as rural development, rural industriali
zation,_ urban improvement .and policies gear"d to employment and income 
distribution objectives, or should it be taken as a supplementary ooncept 
which complements the existing strategies but treats basic ne'eds as an end 
of all economic activity? Then there is the obvious- confiict between the 
oonoept of needs and the well' known concept of "effective demand" which is 
the cornerstone of all economic activity.in classical economic thought. 
Finally there is the whole range of problems created by the relative nature 

··,·:. 

/ ... 

This paper has been prepared for the North South ''Round· Table by the 
President of SID, Mr. Sartaj Aziz. It draws on a: paper-entitled 
"Reflections on Basic Human Need.s and World Development" by Mr. Albert 
To§voedjre and a paper on "Basic Needs and a New International Order" 
by Dr. Ma.hbub ul Haq. 
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of needs. Apart from cultural diversity which influeno# the defini
tion of basic needs, people talk of needs when they lack something. 
Once these needs are satisfied, how does one slow their pursuit of 
supplementary needs, while the 'basic' needs of a large segment are 
still not satisfied? 

At the national level many developing countries continue to 
regard fulfilment of basic needs as the central objective of their 
development plans, but they are questioning the relevance of this cojl
cern for the current international dialogue. Their apprehensions ~e 
ba.sed.on aevera;t suspicions. They suspect' for example, that the ·. 
developed countries are adopting the basic needs approach as a 11 ohea.per 
option" involving less assistance and that in the process they.will l:)e 
denied ·assistance for infrastructure, modernization or ·industrializ~·Hon 
and relegated <to an "anthropological garden" ·in which, like anima.lsi 
they wiU,:be. provided with ·food, shelter and hygiene but very little.; else. 
Some COUiitries are fearful that emphasis on basic needs will·divert .offi
cial development assistance from the middle income countries to .. the · 
poorest. countries. Most developing countries are .also apprehensive 
that thi!'l approach will give developed countries even larger·.·opport~hi..; 
ties to interfere. i>< their domestic policies. ,, This is not ·a· welcome 

......... prQ$pect at a time when. the developing countries are seeki;ng greater 
equality, self-reliance and participation in decision making • 
. . ,;,• 

There is alsoa.growing belief within the·developingworld that the 
.current debate on basic- needs. may be used by the developed countrieq to 
.divert attention· from their demand for a new .international .order·. :There 
is .concern .that advocacy of basic needs will be used to tell the develop
ing .countries to reform their national orders before they. start .que11:tioning 
the workings of the international order. Moreover, the bal!i<l needs debate 

' is exclusively focuseed on resource transfers while the NIEO dialo~e 
.. ,.. includes. discussion of trade, credit markets, technology and multi-'· 

·. nationals. Parallel is drawn here to- the national. orders:. , when the poor 
- ..... are:-.to be placed on their :feet, they need not only resource- transfe:ris but 

also I'estructuring. of. various institutions S.'ld markets. · 

In theory there should· be no conflict between the oonoept of' 'tJasic 
... needs and new i-nternational economic order, if. both are properly. in~er-

' ,. . ., , preted., The former requires equality of opportunity within nation~, the 
latter re.quires .equality. of opportunity among nations. Reforms of' national 

.. ,and international orders must .. proceed ,simultaneously and ·in .step, i~ the 
. vast majority of t·he poor people are to benefit. '' 

It ~s of utmost importance to remove these misconceptions and 
apprehensions and to re-define the concept of basic needs as a centrepiece 
in the search for new areas of international cooperation for development. 
At the same time it is important to combine the concept of basic ne~ds 
with certain other elements of the new international economic orderi through 

. a•nsw and more imaginative approach in initiating concrete interilat~onal 
. action .in this area • 

. :.i 

" / ... 
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Basie Principles 

The task e£ re-defining the concept of basic needs and explor~ng 
ways and means to intensify international cooperation for a basic needs 
approach to development , will require the acceptance of oert.ain bas:i.c 
principles and objectives: 

1. To acknowledge that there is an organic link between basic 
needs and structural 6hanges in. a society, and that the 
satisfaction of basl.c'. needs will require a. comprehensive 
national development strategy which through appropriate 
policy and institutional changes will give the underprivileged 
segments of the society a growing share o£ economio opportu
nities and rewards. 

2. To recognize that the concept of basic needs is not a narrow, 
material concept, but· includes national identity, self-reliance 
a.nd the cultural value system of the nation .concerned, -and is 
a relative, dynamic concept which changes over time. Basic 
needs is an 'end' and. not a 'means'.anddoes not rule out 
modernization or industrialization •. 

3. To accept the satisfaction of basic needs as the most important 
objective of.development and the first charge on world resources. 

4. To reorient and strengthen e~sting programmes of development 
assistance to support a basic needs strategy of development and 
to explore the feasibility of complementary international action 
in the area of trade, food, environment and ocean management. 

To recognize the need for larger internatio;,at. assistance in 
support of basic need'strategies but to combine this objective 
with two other elements of the new international order, namely, 
more automatic transfer of resources and institutional changes 
that will provide for greater partioipation in decision-making 
by the developing countries • 

It has been estimated that with an increased mobilization of internal 
resources and with increased development assistance of 312-15 billion a year 
.the ·bal!iO human needs of the poorest quarter of mankind can be met ·within 
.20 years so as to overcome the worst aspects of world poverty before the end 
of ,this century, The actual estimate of requirements or the establishment 
of specific goals is of less importance at this stage than the need for a 
strong commitment to these principles and certain minimum actions necessary 
to break the current stalemate. 

A New Plan for Basic Needs 

Once these principles are accepted as a basis for further action, it 
should be pos'ilible to launch a. major new initiative that will put into effect 

/ ... 
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certain proposals,and mechanisms for concerted international action. 
The main elements of such an initiative or "World Plan for Basic Needs" 
are outlined below to pr9vide a basis for further discussion in the Round 

·Table. . ... " 

1. 

' .... 

. . 

The main purpose of' the proposed Plan would be to overcome: the 
worst aspects of poverty in all developing'coU!ltries·by.the 
year 2000. 'rhis objective Wuld be supported by certain 
specific targets which might include: 

(i•) doubling of food production jn developing countries; 

!
~~) do';lbling o .. f. pe. ,r_ capit. a i.·!l. c. om .. e· _in. ~a~.h __ dev.?loping country; 
ui) hfe expectanc:v of 65 years or more· (a:~1nst 48 at present); 
i v) literacy rat!! of 75 percent,· compared •li th 33 now; 
v) infant m~rtaii ty of 50 or less (compared to 125 at present) 

and birth rate of 25 or less per 1000 population (against 40 at 
present). 

2. ·The focal polnt,,of .the 'proposed Plan would be a new special 
FUnd for Basic Needs. All co.untries, developed and developing, 
would be invited. to contribute .on a voluntary basis a certain 
percentage of their. GNP (perhaps 0.1%) to provide the initial 
resources for this Fund. At least for those countries which 
have. not. yet met the aid target of 0.7% of GNP, the proposed 
contribution should be additional to their existing foreign 
assistance programme. The OPEC coUntries would also be re-
quested .. to contribute, either directly or through the OPEC 
Special Fund, a similar percentage of their GNP to this Fund, 
on the understanding that the governing mechanism for the Fund 
will give them and other developing countries an equal share 
in the management of the Fund. · 

3. These initi.al resources ••ould be supplemented by periodical 
· . replenishment of the Fund_, . depending' on ita success i.n achieving 

.. i.ts basic. objectives, and by channelling a part of new sources of 
-finance, such as international. reveriU:e · t'axea. imposed on selected 
items of international trade or ori.pollitters' of international 
commons. A part of the resoui•ces 'generated by reform of the 
world monetary system and from reduction in expenditure on arms 

.. could be diverted to this Fund. In this. way, while the initial 
resouroes for ·the Funi would be secured from vol)lnta.ry national 
contributions, a growing proporti-on in the future woul4' be derived 
from more international sources as .a modest beginning towards a 
~;~:'lStem of international taxation. · 

4. 'Th.e Plan would be managed by a high level coordinating body, 
consisting of ministerial representatives of.develoPed, .OPEC and 
developing countries, probably in equal number, which wauld become 
a kind of world finance ministry or world development counoil, 
receiving a certain percentage of GNP from each country for certain 
well defined objectives• .. The programme itself will, however, be 
implemented by existing insti tuttons an_d agencies. The "basic • 
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needs package" would be split into sub-sectors like food, 
clothing, shelter, education, health, drinking water and 
employment, and the responsibility for each sub-sector would 
be entrusted to one or more international···or regional institu
tions depending on their capacity ,and future plans, These 
would include the World Bank, the three regional development 
banks and the specialized agencies of the U.N. system, Each 
would be expected to present its programme .for financing, with 
specific targets, to the proposed ministerial ·council whioh would 
allocate the'se resources periodically and monitor progress but 
not undertake any operational functions.· The council could be 
linked to the UN General Assembly through special arrangements, 

5· The developing countries, on their part, would not only contri
bute to the proposed Plan but would also agree to pay priority 
attention to the poorest segments of their population and to 
undertake the institutional and policy changes necessary to 

·channel these, resources .to them. In practice only o6untries 
which oould make these changes could expect to reoeive substan
tial assistance from the proposed Fund. 

The need for a new ~1nd 1 managed by a high level body, arises mainly 
because none of the existing institutions with their Ol\'11 peculiar governing 
mechanisms and spheres of activity can manage a.ll the segments of a basic 
needs package, nor can they undertake individually a meaningful dialogue 
with the recipient countries on the changes in policies and institutions 
which are in many cases more important than financial resources for attaining 
the basic needs objectives, 

The proposed Plan is not simply a plea for more aid in the traditional 
sense, but reflects a new cooperative approach to pooling international 
resources for certain common objectives, A major distinction between the 
old type of foreign al.d, in which most of the benefits have gone mainly to 
the rich in developing countries, and the new approach is that in the latter 
the transfer of resources is geared to the basic needs of the poorest popu
lation, The transfer would also take place under in.ternational auspices 
in which OPEC countries and developing recipient countries would ma.ke their 
contribution.s and share decision-making powers. It would. not thus impose 
an unequal relationship on the developing countries. The Plan also provides 
for certain minimum structural changes in international institutions but 
these are ,gradual and geared to shared priori ties and agreed objectives. 

The scale at which the Plan is launched and implemented is of particrula.r 
importance, A Fund. with modest resources >Thioh can finance no more than one 
or two "basic needs" projects cannot have the desired impact on the level of 
poverty or on policies and insti tuttons. But the d.esired impact on policy 
and institutions cannot be secured only with a· larger flow of resources. It 
will require a restructuring of the mechanisms through whiGh external assist
ance is provided at present. The three main elements of the proposed Plan 

a larger flow of resources for basic needs; supplementing existing 
sources of external assistance with additional but more dependable and auto
matic sources of international finance for development; and governing 
mechanisms that give: . .' the developing countries an equitable share in the 
management of these resources -- are thus essential for the success of the Plan, 

I ... 
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The longer run objective of this Plan would be to pull out the 
bottom 30 peroent, or about one billion underprivileged people of the 
Third World, from their abject poverty and gradually integrate them into 
a growing world market. These growing trade opportunities are necessary 
if countries of the North are to solve their inflation problems without 
aggravating their chronic employment problem. But these opportunities 
would emerge only gradually. At present o~ly a small privileged minOrity 
in-the developing countries is a faltering participant in world trade. 
When the bulk of additional financial resouroe.s are devoted to the basio 
needs of the population in developing countries,. they will generate addi
tional demand for different kinds of goods, requiring a gradual process 
of adjustment in production capacity in the North. This in turn will 
provide for additional employment opportunities in the North, without 
stirring up additional inflationary pressures. This in itself might be 
a key element in reviving the essential idealism of the trade union movement. 

The Plan would not by itself remove all the inequities of the existing 
'economic syst,em but would at least· prepare the ground for tackling some of 
the more fundamental issues that underlie the relationshiP between North 
and South. 
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General Assembly--Seventh Special Scs.run 

RESOLUTION ADOPTED ON TilE REPORT OF TIIE AD HOC COMM.IT'I'EE 
OF THE SEVENTH SPECIAL SESSION 

3362 (S.VD). Development and international 
economic c0o0peration 

The General Assembly, 
Determined 'to 'elimfuate injustice and inequality 

which afilict v.Mt sections cif humanity and to aeceler
ate the development of developing countries, 

Recalling ilie Declaration and the Programme of 
Action on the Establishment of a New International 

· Eeonomic Order,10 as well as the Charter of Economic 
· Rights and Duties of States, 11 which lay down the foun
dations of the new international economic order. 

Reaffirming the fundamental purposes of the above
mentioned documents and the rights and duties of all 
States to seek and participate in the solutions of the 
problems affiicting the world, in particular the impera
tive need of redressing the economic imbalance be
tween developed and developing countries, 

Recalling further the International Development 
Strategy for 'the Second United Nations Development 

, Decade,'2 which should be reviewed in ~e light of the 
Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New 
International Economic Order, and determined to im· 
plement the targets and policy measure.~ contained in 
the International Development Strategy, 

Conscious that the accelerated development of de
veloping countries would be a decisive element for the 
promotion of world peace and security, 

Recognizing that greater co-operation among States 
in the fields of trade, industry, science and technology 
as well as in other fields of economic activities, based 
on the principles of the Declaration and the Programme 
of Action on the Establishment of a New International 
Eeonomic Order and of the Charter of Eeonomic Rights 
and Duties of States, would also contribute to strength
ening peace and security in the world, 

Believing that the over-all objective of the new inter
national economic order is to increase the capacity of 
developing countries, individually and collectively, to 
pursue their development, · 

Decides, to this end and in the ccntext of the fore
going, to set in motion . the following. measures as the 
basis and framework for the work of the competent 
bodies and organizations of the United Nations system: 

l. .JNTI!RNATIONAL nW,J!. 
1. Concerted efforts should be made in favour of 

the developing countries towards expanding and 
diversifying their trade, .improving and divenifying 
their productive c2pacity, improvin& their productiv
ity and increasing their export eamtngs, witll a view 

"Jtcsolutions 3201 (S.VJ) and 3201 (S.Vl). 
ll Reoolutian 3281 (XXIX). · 
u Reso!Ul!on 2626 (XXV). 

t." 

to counteracting the adverse effects of inflatiO!'-
thcreby sustaining real incomes-and with a ,;~ u 
improving the tenns of trade of the developing cam
tries and in order to eliminate the economic im!lti
ance between developed and developing cot~ntn:s. 

2. Concerted action should be taken ti! acc'eie.-w: 
the growth and diversification of the export trad' • .£ 
developing countries in manufactures and semi-mnn;,. 
factures and in processed and semi-processed pr:..:~ 
nets in order to increase their share in world in:hu
trial output and world trade within the !iamewor~ ~i 
an expanding world economy. 

3. An important aim of the fourth session of ;;e 
United Nations Conference on Trade and OeveJ.·,,.. 
ment, in addition to work in progress· Clsewb~. 
should be to reach decisions on the improvement :i 
market structures in the field of raw materials a.-..i 
commodities of export interest to the develOJY.!~ 
countries,. including decisions with respect to an z
tegrated programme and the applicability of elme:."::l 
thereof. In this connexion, taking into account :'): 
distinctive features of individual raw materials ·c.! 
commodities, the decisions should bear on tbe r.!i· 
!owing: 

(a) Appropriate international stocking and ott..:r 
forms of market arrangements for securing sta~:~. 
remunerative and equitable prices for commodi::~ 
of export interest to developing ·countries and t'-~ 
rooting equilibrium between supply and demanC. ;~ 
eluding, where possible, long-term multilateral ·ocm
mitments; 

(b) Adequate international financing facilities ;,y 
such stocking and market arrangements; · 

(c) Where possible, promotion of long-term aDd 
medium-term contracts; 

(d) Substantial improvement of facilities for ccw
pensatory financing of export revenue ftuctuali<>r.$ 
through the widening and enlarging of the eXiSting 
facilities. Note has been taken of 'the various p~ 
posals regarding a comprehensive scheme for the 
st~bilization of export earnings of. dcvel'?1,)ing· C\>Ull
tnes and for a development secunty facllity as wtll 
as specific measures for the benefit of the developing 
countries most in need; 

(e) Promotion of processing of raw materials in 
producing developing countries and cxpansioa and 
diversification of their exports, particularly to de\"Cl· 
opcd countries; 

(f) Effective opponunlties to improve tbe sblue 
of developing countries in transport. marketing and 
distribution of their primary commodities aDd to 
eneourage measures of world significance for the 
evolution of the infrast!Ucture and secondary capac
i'}' of developing countries from the production ol 
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primary commodities to processing, transport and 
marketing, and to the production of finished manu
fa~turctl goods, their transport, distribution and ex
change, including advanced finanCial and exchange 
institutions for the remunerative management of 
trade transactions. 

4. The Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development should pre
sent a report to the Conference at its founh session 
on the impact of an integrated programme on the 
imports of developing countries which are net im
porters of raw materials and commodities, including 
those lacking in natural resonrces, and recommend 
any remedial measures that,may \Je necessary. 

5. A number of options arc open to the interna
tional community to preserve the purchasing power 
of developing countries. These need to be further 
studied on a priority basis. The Secretary-General of 
the United Nations Conference on Trade and De
velopment should continue to study direct and indi
rect indexation schemes and other options with a 
view to making concrete proposals before the Con
ference at its fourth session. 

6. The Secretary-General of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development should pre
pare a preliminary study on the proportion between 
prices of raw materials and. commodities exported 
by developing countries and the final consumer price, 
particularly in developed countries, and submit it, if 
possible, to the Conference at its fourth session. 

7. Developed countries should fully implement 
agreed provisions on the principle of standstill as 
regards imports from developing countries, and any 
departure should be subjected to such measures as 
consultations and multilateral surveillance arid com
pensation, in accordance with internationally agreed 
criteria and procedures. 

8. '.Developed countries should take effective steps 
within. the framework of multilateral trade negotia
tions'· for the reduction or removal, where feasible 
and appropriate, of non-tariff barriers affecting the .. 
products of export interest to developing countries · 
on a differential and more favourable basis for devel
oping countries. The generalized scheme of prefer
ences should not terminate at the end of the period 
of ten years originally envisaged and should be con
tinuously improved through .. wider coverage, deeper 
cuts and other measures, ~aring in mind the inter
est:( of those developing countries which enjoy spe
cial' advantages and the need for finding ways and 
means for protecting their interests. 

9. Countervailing duties should be applied only 
in conformity with internationally agreed obligations. 
Developed countries should exercise maximum re
straint within the framework ·-of international obli
gations in the imposition of countcrvaiiing duties on 
the imports of products from developing countries. 
The multilateral trade negotiations under way should 
take fully into account the particular interests of 
developing countries with a view to providing them 
differential and more favourable treatment in appro
priate cases. 

.i 0. Restrictive business practices adversely affect
ing international trade, particularly that of develop
ing countries, should be eliminated and efforts should 
be made at the national and international levels with 
the objective of negotiating a set of equitable prin-
ciples and rules. . . , . . .· 

11. Special measures should be· undenal:.en by 
developed countries and by developing coun:ric; in 
a position to do so to assist in the structural t:l'~'l
formation of the economy of the least dcvelop."'i, 
land-locked and island developing countries. 

12. Emergency measures as spelled out in soctii::n 
X of General Assembly resolution 3202 (S-\'I) 
shou!J b~ und<rlaken on a temporary basis h' rr.:~t 
the specific problems of the most seriously a!k.::td 
countries as defined in Assembly resolutions .::,~1 
(S-VI) and 3202 (S-Vl) of 1 May 1974, \\i!i:,''.lt 
any detriment to the interests of the devekp::,g 
countries as a whole. 

13. Further expansion of trade between tho "'-"' 
cialist countries of Eastern Europe and the dcwi~p
ing · co'ulltries should be intensified as is providc-.l f~,r 
in resolutions 15 (Il) of 25 March 196813 and '~ 
(lll) of 19 Mav 197214 of the United Nations C''n· 
ference on Tr;dc and Development. Additional 
measures and appropriate orientation to achieve this 
end are necessary. 

Il. TRANSFER OF REAL RESOURCES FOR FINA!'C\S(l 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEVELOPING COU!<Titl£S 
AND INTERNATIONAL MONETARY REF.ORMS 

1. Concessional financial resonrces to developing 
countries need to be increased substantially, their 
terms and conditions ameliorated and their flow made 
predictable, continuous and increasingly assured. so 
as to facilitate the implementation by developlllg 
countries of long-term programmes for economic :md 
social development. Financial assistance should, a.s a 
general rule, be untied. 

2. Developed countries confirm their continued 
commitment in Tespect of the targets relating to the 
transfer of. resonrces, in particular the official de,·el
opment assistance target of 0.7 per cent of gross 
national product, as agreed jn the International DO> 
velopment Strategy for the Second United Natil'ns 
Development Decade, and adopt as their common 
aim an effective increase in official development 
assistance with a view to achieving these targets by 
the end of the decade. Developed countries which 
have not yet made a commitment in respect of these 
targets undertake to make their best efforts to reach 
these targets in the remaining pan of this decade. 

3;. The establishment of a link between the SPf>: 
cial drawing rights and development assistance should 
form part of the consideration by the International 
Monetary Fund of the creation of 11ew special draw
ing rights as and when they are created according to 
the needs of international liquidity. Agreement should 
be reached at an early date ·on the establishment of 
a trust fund, to be financed partly through the Inter
national Monetary Fund gold sales and partly through 
voluntary contributions and to be governed by an 
appropriate body, for the benefit of developing coun
tries. Consideration of other means of transfer of 
real resources which arc predictable, assured and con
tinuous should be expedited in appropriate bodies. 

u Proceedlttgs of the United Nations Conf~renu on Tmb 
and D~v~lopmtmt, Second Session, vol. 1 and Con.l nnd 3 and 
Add. I and 2, Report and Annexes (Unittd Nations public:a· 
tion, Sal .. No. E.68JLD.I4), P- 32. 

•• See Prat:urli•B• of tht Unit<d Natiom Cont<mtu tm 
Trath and Det·elopmenl, Third &.ssion, vol. I, R'port on4 
AnM.us (United Nntion~ publication, Saies No. E.73.n.D.4), 
annex l.A.. 
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4. Developed. countries and int~ma!ioll<~! organi
zations should enhance the real value and volume of 
assistance to developing countries and ensure that 
the developing countries obtain the largest possible 
share in the procurement of equipment, consultants 
and consultancy services. Such assistance should be 
on softer terms ancl, as a general rule, untied. 

5. In order to enlarge the pool of resources avail
able for financing development, there is an urgent 
need to increase substantially the capital of the World 
Bank Group, in particularthe resources of the Inter
national Development Association, to enable it to 
make additional capital available to the pm'rcst coun
tries on highly concessional terms. 

6. The resources of the development institutions 
of the United Nations system, in particular the United 
Nations Development Programme, should also be in
creased. The funds at the disposal of the regional 
development banks ,hould be augmented. These in
creases should be without prejudice to bilateral de
velopment assistance flows. 

7. To the extent desirable, the World Bank 
Group is invited to. consider new ways of supple
menting its financing with private management, skills, 
technology and capital and also new approaches to 
increase financing of development in developing 
countries, in accordance with their national plans 
and priorities. 

8. The burden of debt on de,•eloping countries 
is increasing to a point where the import capacity 
as well as reserves have come under serious strain. 
At its fourth session the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development shall consider the need 
for, and the possibility of, convening as soon as 
possible a conference of major donor, creditor aud 
debtor countries to devise ways and means to miti
gate this burden, taking into account the develop
ment needs of developing countries, with special 
attention to the plight of the most seriously affected 
countries as defined in Gener<tl Assembly resolutions 
3201 (5-VI) and 3202 (S-VI). 

9. Developing countries should be granted in
creased access on favourable terms to the capital 
markets of developed countries. To this end, the 
joint Development Committee of the International 
Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Re
construction and Development should progress as 
rapidly as possible in its work. Appropriate United 
Nations bodies and other related· intergovernmental 
agencies should be invited to examine ways and 
means of increasing the flow of public and private 

·resources to developing countries, including pro
posals made at the current session to provide invest
ment in private and public enterprises in the develop
ing countries. Consideration should be given to the 
examination of an international investment tnlSt and 
to the expansion of the International Finance Corp<>
ration capital without prejudice to the increase in 
resources of other intergovernmental financial and 
development institutions and bilateral assistance 
flows. 

10. Developed and developing countries should 
further co-operate through investment of. fi~;!ancial 
resources and supply of technology and equipment 
to developing countries by developed countries and 
by developing countries in a posinon to do so. 

11. Developed countries, and developing coun
tries in a position to do so, are urged to make ade-

quate contributions to the United Nations Spooai 
Fund with a view. to an eJrly implementation ,r, 1 
programme of lending, preferably in 1976. 

12. Developed countries should improve t~·;,C! 
and conditions of their assistance so as to in::...., 
a preponderant grant element for the least dcv:;·. 
opcJ, lan<l-iocked and island developing coc:n::i.:>. 

13. In pro\'iJing additional resources for as,.:!<· 
ing the most scrio1.1::.ly atfccted countries in hdr·f!.L 
them to moot their 'erious balance-of-payrr-<,::a 
deficits, all developed countries, and devclo;wcJ; 
countries in a position to do so, and internal;,,:£ 
organizations such as the International Bank ~~' 
Reconstruction and Development and the lntcrr .>· 
tional Monetary Fund, should undertake spc.::,:'c 
measures in their favour, including those prcw: • .-1~1 
in General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-Vl) ~:->.' 
3202 ( S-VI). 

14. Special attention should be gi\'cn by tbt :~.
ternational community to the phenomena of nst;:;:.: 
disaste" which frequently afflict many parts o: ~:,: 
world .. with far-reaching devastating economic, ;...~ 
cial and structural consequences, particularly in ;::-,, 
least developed countries. To this end, the Gene~;l 
Assembly at its thirtieth session, in conside!Cr .> 
this problem, should examine and adopt nppropri:.:~ 
measures. 

15. The role of national reserve currencies !>.,.,ocl.i 
be reduced and the special drawing rights sbt".>CJ 
become the central reserve asset of the internatioul 
monetary system in order to provide for greater in
ternational control over the creation and equitab!i.
distribution of liquidity and in 01der to limit po:rn
tiallosses as a consequence of exchange rate tlu.-ru:~o 
lions. Arrangements lor gold should be consimili 
with the agreed objective of reducing the role of t~J 
iu the system and with cqui!Jlble distribution of n~w 
intcrnntional liquidity and should in particular Ule 
into consid~rution the needs. of developing countries 
for increased liquidity. 

16. The process of decision-making should be 
fair and responsive to change and should be m~t 
specially responsive to the emergence of a ne\\· e<:o
nomic influence on the part of developing countries. 
The participation of developing countries in the 
decision-making process in the competent ol'!!ans of 
international finance and development instituti<ltls 
should be adequately increased and made more elf~
tive without adversely affecting the broad geographic 
representation of developing countries and in :.eciml· 
ance with the existing and evolving rules. 

n. The compensatory fiiiancing facility now · 
available through the lntematioual.Monetary Fund 
should be expanded and liberalized. In this con
nexion, early consideration should he given by the 
Fund ami other appropriate United Nations h<.>dics 
to various proposals made at the current session
including the examination of n new development 
security facility-which would mitigate export cam· 
ings shortfalls of de,·eloping countries, with sp«cial 
regard to the poorest countries, and thus provide 
greater assistance to their continued economic de· 
velopment. Early consideration should also be given 
by the International Monetary Fund to proposllls to 
expand and liberalize its covtrage of current trans
actions to include manufactures and services, to 
Clfsure that, whenever possible, compensation for 
export shortfalls takes place at the same time they 
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occur, to take into account, in determining the quan
tum of compensation, movements in import prices 
and to lengthen the repayment period. 

18. Drawing under the buffer s:ock fin:mcing fa
cility of the International Monetary Fund should be 
accorded treatment with respect to floating alongside 
the gold tranche, similar to that unuer lhe compensa
tory financing fucility, and the Fund should expedite 
its study of the possibility of an amendment of the 
Articles of Agree::~ent, to be presented to the Interim 
Committee, if possible at its next meeting, that would 
permit the Fund to pro•.'idc assistance directly to 
International buffer stocks of primnrf products. 

HI. . SCIENCE Ai<D TECH>IOLOGY 

1. Developed rul!l deve!oping countries should 
co-operate in the establishment, strengthening and 
development of the scientiiic and technological infra
structure of developing countries. Developed coun
tries should also take nppropriatc measures, such as 
contribution to the c"tablis~ment of an industrial 
technological informaiion bank and consideration of 
the possibilir; of. regional ~.nd scctoral banks, in 
order to make anilable a greater flow to developing 
conntries of information permitting the selection of 
technologies, in particu'az advanced technologies. 
Consideration should 1el;c be given to t..ie establish" 
ment of an iuterniitionzl centre :for the exchange of 
technological in:D'!'r'.:~l'.cn for the sharing of research 
findings relevant to de·;e!oping .cquntries. For the 
above purpor.::s i'lStimtiom>.LmmngelT'~nts within the 
United Nntio:JS s:~3teW1 should be exarri.ined by the 
General Assembly iit ito;· Ll)ir_tieth sessjon. 

2. Dcvelcpcd co11ntr:~s should significantly ex
pand t!::eir t~d:ta1lCC to C:-~ve1oping count_ries for 
direct s:mport to their dc,;ce aJ;ld . technology pro
grammes: rs well us mcr~ase sulisiantially the pro
portion of t.heir rese;,;ch and development devoted 
to specific problcrt.~. of r:im1ry interest to developing 
countries, and in the creation of suita~le indigenous 
technology, in aceord>.ncc wlt!. feasible targets to be 
agreed 'tt!)On. 'The Gen~;d t.rsembly invites the 
Secreta.cy-Ge!!e;;;! •"> C$.Iry r·,t :1 preliminary study 
and to re~rt t<:> th,·;"/-,.s-::~:.ahiy at its thirty-first 
session on the fOS':iibHit; of e::.~ablis!1i~g, within 
the framewor!< of C::c: U.t1h;d Nations system. an 
international e:ierr:-J institute to assist an developing 
countries in enzr;:zy resourc~s re,ecrch and develop
ment.· 

3. All Sta1~ s}toui,:tc~OPc~ate in evolving an 
international cetie of ccnd~ct for tile transfer of 
technology, corrcspo:tCiing, in particular, to the spe
cial needs of '!he .;Jevcicping countrirs. Work on 
such a c.ode shou~d fr~refore be continued within the 
Unite<!;.'/'lations Conference on Trade and Develop. 
ment . and corrclude1 in thne· for decisions to be 
reached at the fourth scscion of the Conference. in
cluding a decision on the ltgal character of such a 
code with the objc,ctiv~ of the adoption of a code 
of conduct prior .tb tl':e eml of l 977. International 
conventions on pateriis 'ncd trade marks should be 
revieWed aoa, .. revbxt m mc.~t, in particular, the 
special needs .of .tee developing countries. in order 
that these convcntiOllS rna; become more satisfactory 
instruments for nidi:lg developing cotmtri.cs in the 
tramfer and development of te<:hno!ow. National 
patents sys!.:l'.ns shollld, \'Jithout dchy, be . brought 

· mto llne with the international l'::t<=nt sym= in its 
revised for.n. · 

..... 
',.,, 

4, Developed conntries should facilitate !M a.
cess of developing countries on favourable term~ ~ 
. conditions, and on an urgent basis, to infor11Zl1tlqw, 
to relevant ·information on advanced and other tccll
nologies suited to their specific needs as well :\$ o.o 
new uses of existing technology, new develop~mls 
and possibilities of adapting them to local na:Js. 
Inasmuch as in market economies advanced tt.:..'l
nologies with respect to industrial production l>.X 
most frequently developed by · private instiruti::r.s. 
developed countries should facilitate ana enccu~, 
these institutions in provioing effective tecbnol.~cs 
in support of the prioriti~s, of developing counu-;es~ 

5. Developed countries should give develori!lg 
countries the freest and fullest possible access :o 
technologies whose transfer is not subject to pri,-atc 
decision. · . 

6. Developed countries should improve tho tr.ms· 
parency of the industrial property market in o!'lier 
to facilitate the technological choices of develorin; 
countries. In this respect, relevant organizations of 
the United Nations system, with the collaborati<>tl oi 
developed countries, should undertake projects in t.'le 
fields of information, consultancy and training illr 
the benefit of developing countries. 

7. A United Nations Conference on ·science a!ld 
Technology for Development should be held in I ~78 
or 1979 with the main objectives of strengthening 
the technological capacity of developing countries to 
enable them to apply science and technology to their 
own development; adopting effective means for the 
utilization of scientific and technological potentials 
in the solution of development problems of regiooal 
and global significance, especially for the benefit of 
developing countries; and providing instrumentS of 
co-operation to developing countries in the utiliza
tion of science and technology for solving socio
economic. problems that cannot be solved by indi
vidual actio11, in accordance with national priorities, 
taking into account ihe reCommendations maoe by 
the Intergovernmental Working Group of the Corn-·. 
mittee on Science a.1id Technology for Development. . . ' - ' . 

8. The United· Nations system should play a major 
role, with appropriate financing, in achieving the 
above-stated objectives and in developing scicnlitic 
and technological co-operation between all States in 
order to ensure the application of science and tccll
nology to development. The work of the relevant 
United Nations bodies, in particular that of !M 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment, the United Natiom Industrial Development 
Organization, the International Labour Organisation, 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul
tural Organization. the Foo<fand Agriculture Organi
zation of the United Nations, the World Intellectual 
Property Organization and the United Nations De
velopment Programme, to facilitate the transfer and 
diffusion of technology should be given urgent prior
ity. The Secretary-General of the United Nations 
should take steps to ensure that the technology and 
experience available v.>itbin tbe United Natiom sys
tem is' widely disseminated and readily available to 
the developing countries in need of it · 

9. The World Health Organization and the com
petent organs of the United N atiom system, in par
ticular lhll United Nations Children's Ftllld, should 
imensify the international effort aimed at improvillg 
health conditions in developing cOUillriea by eivinB 

. -., ,_ ,, .. 
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priority to prevention of disease and malnutrition 
and by providing primary health services to the com
munities, including maternal and child health and 

·family welfare. 

10. Since the outflow of qualified personnel from 
·developing to developed countries seriously hampers 
'the. development of the former, there is an urgent 
need to formulate national and international policies 
to avoid the "brain drain" and to obviate its adverse 
effects. 

IV. INDUSTRIALIZATION 

!. 'The General Assembly endorses the Lima 
Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial De
velopment Co-operation" and requests all Govern

. meats to take individually and/ or collectively the 
necessary measures and decisions required to imple-

. · ment effectively their undertakings in terms of the 
Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. 

. , 2. Developed countries should facilitate the de
. velopment of new policies and strengthen existing 
p91icies, including labour market policies, which 
)Vould encourage the redeployment of their indus
iries which are less competitive internationally to 
l!eveloping countries, .thus leading to structural ad
jUstments in the former and a higher degree of uti
lization of natural and human resources in the latter. 
Such ·policies may take into nccount. the economic 
structure and the economic, social and secu
rity objectives of the developed countries concerned 
and· the need for such industries to move into more 
viable lines of production or into other sectors of the 
economy. 

3,. A system of consultations as provided for by 
the Lima Plan of Action should be establisheq at the 
glob.at, regional, interregional and sectoraf levels 
within the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization and within other appropriate interna
tional· bodies, between developed and developing 
countries and among developing countries them
selves, in order to facilitate ·the achievement of the 
goals set forth in the field of industrialization, in· 
cluding the redeployment of certain productive ca
pacities existing in developed countries and the 
creation of , new industrial facilities in developing 
countries. In this context, the United Nations In
dustrial Development Organization should serve ~s a 
forum for negotiation of agreements in the field of 
industry between developed and developing coun
tries and att)i:mg ,developing countries themselves, at 
the request of the countries concemed. . . 

4. The Executive Director of the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization should take 
immediate action to ensure the readiness of .that 
organization .to serve as a fomm for consultations 
and negotiation of agreements 1n the field of indus
try. In repof\i,qg ,to the next session of the Industrial 
Developmell( Board on actions taken in this respect, 
the Executive Director should also include P!(lposals 
for the establishment of a system of consUltiltions. 
The Industrial Development Board is invited to draw 
up, at an early,,c),ate, the rules of procedure according 
to which this sysu:m woUld operate. 

S. To promote ~ation between developed 
ani! l!eveloping tollntries, both should endeavour to 
disscmlnate appropriate information about their pri· 
ority areas for industrial co-operation and the form 
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they would iil:c such co-operation to take. The cll'co!".s 
undertaken by the United Nations Conference re 
Trade and Development on tripartite co-operat:cn 
between countries having different economic omd l'<:'
cial systems could lead to constructive proposals 1<ll 
the industrialization of developing countries. 

6. Developed countries should, whenever ~ 
ble, encourage their enterprises to participate in :n
vestment projects within the framework of the de''e.'
opment plans and programmes of the devclopms 
countries which so desire; such participation sb,,uld 
be carried out in accordance with the laws and reg-J· 
lations of the developing countries concerned. 

7. A joint study should be undertaken by all 
Governments under the auspices of the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organizction. i.:1 
consultation with the Secretary-General of the United 

. Nations Conference on Trade .and Development, 
making full use of the knowledge, experience and 
capacity existing in the United Nations system cl 
methods and mechanisms for diversified financial and 
technical co-operation which are geared to the spe
cial and changing requirements of international ill
dustrial co-operation, as well as of a general set of 
guidelines for bilateral industrial co-operation. A 
progress report on this study should be submitted 
to the General Assembly at its thirty-first session. 

8. Special at.tention should be given to the par
ticular problems in the industrialization of the le:lSt 
developed, land-locked and island developing collll
tries-in order to put at their disposal those techni
cal and financial resources as well as critical goods 
which need to be provided to them to enable them 
to overcome their specific problems and to play their 
due role in the world economy, warranted by their 
human and material resources. 

9. The General Assembly endorses the recom
mendation of the Second General- Conference of the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
to convert that organization into a specialized ageilcy 
and decides to establish a Committee on the DraftinJ 
of a Constitution for the United Nations Industrllil 
Development Organization, which shall be an inter· 
governmental committee of the whole, including 
States which participated in the Second General Con
ference, to meet in Vienna to draw up a constitutiOD 
for the United Nations Industrial Development Or
ganization as a specialized agency, to be submitted 
to a conference of plenipotentiaries to be convened 
by the Secretary-General in the last quarter of 1976. 

10. In view of the importance of tJWforthcomina: 
Tripartite World Conference on Employment, In
come Distribution, Social Progress and the Interna· 
tional Division of Labour, Governments should un
der,take adequate preparations and consultations. 

V. FoooANDAGRicULTURE 

1. The solution to world food problems lies prl
maril y in rapidly increasing foo<l production in the 
developing countries. To this end, urgent and neces

. sary changes in the pattern of world food production 
· should be introduced and trade policy meaSURI 

should be implemented, in order ,to obtain a notable 
increase in agricultural production and the ~ 
earnings of developing countries. 

'z. To achieve these objectives, it is essential lhlt 
developed countries, and developing countries iD 1 

5. 
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positimi to dO: so, should substantially increase the competitiveness with synthetics of non-food ~.i•:ul-
volume · of· assistance to developing countries for tural and forestry product>, research and ~o-
agriculture and food production,, and that develope_d logical assistance should be co-ordinated and ti=.:cd 
countries should effectively facilitate access to theu through an appropriate mechanism. 
markets for food and agricultural products of export 8. In view of the importance of food aii! ill! a 
interest .to . developing countries, both in raw and transitional measure, aU countries should accept i:«h 
processed cform. an.d adopt adju.'un~nt measures, the principle of a minimum food aid target a:.: the 
where necessary; concept of forv:ard planninll of food aid. The urget 

3. Developing countries should accord high pri- for the 1975-1976 season should be 10 miUio:: tuns 
ority to agricultural and fisheries development,_ m- of food grains. They should also accept the p:·.~.;i-
crease investment accordingly and adopt policres pie that food aid should be channelled on rh< :-.ll!is . ,., 
which give adequate incentives to agricultural pro- of objective assessment of requirements in th~ re-
ducers. It.is a responsibility of each State concerned, cipicnt countries. In this respect all countrie; are 
in accordance with its sovereign judgement and de- urged to participate in the Global Informatioe ·md 
velopment plans and policies, to promote interaction Early Warning System on Food and Agricultu..:. 
between expansion of food production and soeio- 9. Developed countries should increase the p::J.nt 
economic reforms, with a view to achieving an inte- component of food aid, where food is not at pc:;;!nt 
grated rural development. The further reduction of provided as grants, and should accept multiia::!:ll. 
post-harvest food losses in developin~; ~ountr~es channelling of these resources at an expandm.,: ~1:e. 
should be undertaken as a matter of pnonty, Wlth In providing food grains and financing on soft ;,•r:ns 
a view to reaching at least a 50 per cent reduction to developing countries ill need of such assi$:.m<.:e, 
by 1985. All countries and competent international developed countries and the World Food Pro-
organizations should ea-operate financially and teeh- ·gramme should take due account of the interc..::; of 
nically in the effort to achieve this objective. Particu- the food-exporting developing countries and "''''~ld 
lar attention should be given to improvement in the ensure that such assistance includes, wherever :;x:os-
systems of distribution of food-stuffs. sible, purchases of food from the food-exporting de-

4. The Consultative Group on Food Production veloping countries. 
and Invesunent in Developing Cotmtries should 1 o. Developed countries, and developing .~ 
quickly identify developing countries having the po- tries in a position to do so, should provid< f.,.,.'f 
tential for most ra;:;id and efficient increase of food grains and financial assistance on most favout.sble 
production, as well as the potential for rapid agri- terms to the most seriously affected countries. to 
cnlmral· expansion· in other developing countrie:;, enable them to ·meet their food and agricultural 
especially the countries ·with food 'deficits. Such an development requirements within the constraints of 
assessment would assist developed countries and the their balance-of-payments position. Donor coun!rles 
competent international organizations to eoncentrate should also provide aid on soft terms, in cash and 
resources for the rapid increase of agricnltural pro- ill kind, through bilateral and multilateral channels, 
duction in the devebping coun!rles. to enable the most seriously affected countries to 

5. Developed countries s;10Cl!d adopt policies obtain their estimated requirements of about 1 mil-
aimed at ensuring a stable supply a!ld ~uffic1ent lion tons of plant nutrients dunng 1975-1976. 
quantity of fertilizers ll:l'.i other producl!on mputs to 11. Developed countries should carry out both 
developing countries tt rea"onable prices. T~ey their bilateral and multilateral food aid cbannc:l!iag 
should also provide assistance to, and promote m- in accordance with tbe procedures of the Prindples 
vesunents in, ':iovoloping countries to imp~ove the of Surplus Disposal of the Food and Agriculture O_r-
efficiency of their fertilizer ~nd other agncnltural ganization of the United Nations so as to uvoid 
input industries. Advantage should be taken of the causing undue fluctuations in market prices or t_hc 
mechanism provi'.led by the International Fertilizer disruption of commercial markets for exports of m-
Suppl:y' Scbe!'le. terest to exporting developing countries. 

6. In order to rr.ake additionrJ resources avail- 12 .. All countries should subscribe to the Inter-
able art concessional terms for agricultural develop- national Undertaking on World Food Security. They 
ment in developing countries, developed countries should build up an.d maintain world food-grain re-
and developing countries in a position to do so serves, to be held nationally or regionally and strate-· 
should pledge, on a voluntary basis, ~ubstantial con- gically located in developed and developing, im-
trihutions to the proposed Intemallonal Fund for parting and exporting c<iuntries, large enough to 
Agricultural Development so as I? e~ab~e it to come cover foreseeable major· production sbonfalls. In-
into being by the end of !975, wrth 1rutial resources tensive work should be continued on a priority bnsis 
of SDR 1,000 million. Thereafter, additional re- in the World Food Council and other appropriate 
sources shbnld be provided to the Fund on a con- forums in order to determine, imer alia, the siZe of 
tiauing basis. the required reserve, taking into account among 

7. In view of the significant impz.ct of basic and other things the proposal made at the current ses-
applied agricultural research on increasing the qnan- sion that the components of wheat and rice in the 
tity and quality of food production, develOped coun- total reserve should be 30 million tons. The World 
tries should support the expansion of the work of Food Council should report. to the. General Assem-
the existing international agricultural research cen- bly on this matter at its thirty-first session. Devel" ....• 
trcs. Through their bilateral programmes they should aped countries should assist developing countries in 
strengthen their links with these international m- their efforts to build up and maintain their agreed 
searcll Centres and with the national agricultural · shares of such reserves. Pending the establishment 
research centres in developing countries. With m- 'of the world food-grain reserve, developed countril!l 
spect to the improvement of the productivity and and developing countries in a position to do 10 
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should earmark stocks and/or funds to be placed at 
tbe disposal of the World Food Programme as an 
emergency reserve to St!"l'ngthen the capacity of tbe 
Programme to deal witb crisis situations in develop
ing countries. The aim should be a target of not less 
tban 500,000 tons. 

13. Members of tbe General Assembly reaffirm 
tbeir full support for tbe resolutions of the World 
Food Conference and call upon tbe World Food 
Council to monitor the implementation of the pro
visions under section V of tbe present resolution and 
to report to the General Assembly at its thirty-first 
session. 

VJ. C0-oPJ!RATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1. Developed countries and the United Nations 
system are urged to provide, as and when requested, 
support and assistance to developing countries in 
strengthening and enlarging their mutual co-operation 
at subregional, regional and interregional levels. In 
this regard, suitable institutional arrangements within 
the United Nations development system should be 
made and, when appropriate, strengthened, such as 
those within the United Nations Conference on Trade 
and Development, the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization and the United Nations 
Development Programme. 

2. The Secretary-General, tOgether with the rele
vant organizations of the United Nations system, is 
requested to continue to provide support to ongoing 
projects and activities, and to commission further 
studies through institutions in developing countries, 
which would take into account the material already 
available within the United Nations system, includ
ing in particular the regional commissions aJ¥l the 
United ~ations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment, ~nd in accordance with existing subregional 
and regional arrangements. These further studies, 
which s~ould be submitted to the General Assembly 
at its thirty-first session, should, as a first step, cover: 

(a) Utilization of know-bow, skills, natural re
sources, technology and funds available within de
veloping countries for promotion of investments in 
industry, agriculture, transport and communications; · 

(b) Trade liberalization measures including pay
ments and clearing arrangements, covering primary 
commodities, manufactured goods and services, such 
as banking, shipping, insurance and reinsurance; 

(c) Transfer of technology. 
3. These studies on co-operation among develop

ing countries, together with other initiatives, would 
contribute to the evolution towards a system for the 
economic development of developing countries. 

VII_ RESTIIUCTURING OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
SECTORS OP THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

I. With a view to initiating the process of restruc
turing the United Nations system so as to make it 
more fully capable of dealing with problems of inter-

• 

national economic co-operation and development in 
a comprehensive and effective manner, in pursuance 
of General Assembly resolutions 3172 (XXVlli) of 
17 December 1973 and 3343 (XXIX) of 17 Decem
ber 1974, and to make it more responsive to tbc ro
quirements of the provisions of the Declaration :mJ 
the Programme of Action on the Establishment ot a 
New International Economic Order as well as those 
of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties cl 
States, an Ad lfuc Committee· on the Restructuring 
of Jhe Economic and Social Sectors of the lJniteJ 
Nations ·system, which shall be a committee of !M 
whole of the General Assembly open to the partici
pation of all States, 16 is hereby established to prepare 
detailed action proposals. The Ad lfoc Commlltte 
should sJart its work immediately and inform the 
General Assembly at its thirtieth session on the pr<'g
ress made, and submit its report to the Assembly at 
its thirty-first session, through the Economic and 
Social Council at its resumed session. The Ad H.v: 
Committee should take into account in its work, 
inter alia, the relevant proposals and documentation 
submitted in preparation for the seventh special ses
sion of the General Assembly pursuant to Assembly 
resolution 3343 (XXIX) and other relevant de.:i
sions, including the report of the Group of Experts 
on the Structure of the United Nations System en
titled A New United Nations Structure for Global 
Economic Co-operation," the records of the relevant 
deliberations of the Economic and Social Council, the 
Trade and Development Board, the Governing Coun
cil of the United Nations Development Programme 
and the seventh special session of the General Assem
bly, as well as the results of the forthcoming deliber
ations on institutional arrangements of the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development at its 
fourth session and of the Governing Council of the 
United Nations Environment Programme at its fourth 
session. All United Nations organs, including the 
regional commissions, as well as the specialized 
agencies and the Internatibnal Atomic Energy 
Agency, are invited to participate at the executive 
level in the work of the Ad Hoc Committee and to 
respond to requests that the Committee may make 
to them for information, data or views. 

2. The Economic and Social Council should 
meanwhile continue the process of rationalization 
and reform which it has undertaken in accordance 
with Council resolution 1768 (LIV) of 18 May 
1973 and General Assembly resolution 3341 
(XXIX) of 17 December 1974, and should take 
into full consideration those recommendations of the 
Ad Hoc Committee that fall within the scope of these 
resolutions, at the latest at its resumed sixty-first 
session. 

2349th plenary muting 
16 September 1975 

" lt is the understanding o( the funeral Assembly that the 
•an States" formula will be applied in accordance with the 
establisbed practice or the funeral Assembly. 

l7 E/AC.62/9 (United Nations publlcatiOJI, Sale• No. E.7S. 
n.A.7) . 
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Report of the Conference on International Economic Co-operation 

1. The Conference on International Economic Co-operation held its final meeting 
in Paris, at the ministerial level, from 30 t1ay to 2 June 1977. Representatives 
of the folloving 27 members of the Conference took part: Algeria, Argentina, 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, European Economic Community, India, Indonesia, 
Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Spain, 
Sweden, Svi tzerland, United· Republic of Cameroon, United States of America, 

. Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire and Zambia. The participants welcomed the presence 
of the Secretar:;·-General of the United r!ations. The followine observers also 
attended the Conference: OPEC, IEA, UNCTAD, OECD, FAO, GATT, UNDP, UNIDO, IHF, 
IBRD and SELA. 

2. The Honourable Allan J. HacEachen, P.C., N.P., President of the Privy 
Council of Canada, and His Excellency Dr. ).lanuel Perez-Guerrero, i·.'inister of State 
for Internatiorial Ec0nomic Affairs of Venezuela, eo-Chairmen of the Conference, 
presided over the ·l-hnisterial i-!eeting. 1-ir. Bernard Guitton served in his capacity 
of ExECcutiye S~cretary of the Conference. 

3. The Hinisterial representatives at the meeting recor,nized that, in the course 
of its work and within the framework established at the ihnisterial deeting >rith 
which the Conference was initiated in Decer.1ber 1975, the Conference had e\iamined 
a. wide variety of economic issues in the areas of energy, ra>T materials, 
development and finance. There was recognition that the issues in each of t~,ese 
areas are closely interrelated and that particular attention. should be given to the 
problems of the developing countries, especially the most seriously affect,ed among 
them. 

4. The co.:.:Ch~irmen'of the Commissions on Energy, Mr. Stephen Bos>rorth and 
Hr. Abdul-lladi Taher; on Raw Haterials, Hr. Alfonso Arias Schreiber and 
Hr. Hiromichi Hiyazaki; on Development, i lr. 11essaoud Ai t-Chaalal and 
l!r. Edmund Wellenstein; and on Financial Affairs, ;·!r. Stanley Payton and 
Hr. r.lohammed Yeganeh presented, on 14 llay, the final reports of the work of the 
four Commissions, which were considered at a meeting of senior officials of the' 
Conference on 26-28 !lay, und subsequently submitted to t-he Hinisterial 'teeting. 

5. The participants recalled their agreement that the Conference should lead to 
concrete proposals for an equitable and comprehensive programme for international 
economic co-operation, including ar,reements, decisions, commitments and 
recommendations. They also recalled their agreement that action by the Conference 
should constitute a significant advance in international economic co-operation and 
make a suLstanti'al contribution to the economic development of the developing 
countries .. 

6. The participants were able to agree on a number of issues and measures 
relating to: 

/ ... 
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(1) Conclusion and recO!"$tlendation on availability and supply in a Cif1!l<'rci.!<l 
ser,se ~ except for purc~·;.asing lJO~we~ constraint. ~/ 

(2) Fecocnition of depletable nature of oil and gas. Transition from oil 
1:-ased enerry mix to more permanent and reneHable sources of energy. 

(3) Conservation and increased efficiency of enerey utilization. 

(4) Need to develop all forms of enerfy. 

( 5) General conclusions and recommendations for national action and 
international co-operation in the energy field. 

~a.,i materials end trade 

'. 
{1) Establishment of a cocmon fund with purposes, objectives and other 

constituent elements to be further negotiated in UNCT/ill. 

(2) Research and caevelopnent and some other neasures for natural products 
competins with synthetics. 

( 3) 'ieasures for international co-opera.tion' in the field of marketinr:: and 
distribution of raw materials. 

(4) ,·;easures to assist importing developing countries to develop and 
diversifY their indigenous natural resources. 

( 5) Asreement for imr:>roving c;enerali zed s~'st en of preferences schemes; 
.. identification. of areas for special and :nore favourable treatment for 

developing countries in the multilateral trade negotiations, and certain 
other trade questions. 

Develo"}:'lrlent 

(1) Volume and quality of official develorm'o:1t assistance. 

(2) Provision by developed countries of ~l rillion in a special action 
prosramme for individual lm-1-incorne cou:::;ries facing ~;eneral problems 
of transfer of resources. 

a/ The Group of 19 consider that this item s .. · .'uld be viewed in the context 
of th; report of the eo-Chairmen of the Enerr;y Ccc"::ission to the ;1inisterie.l 
Meeting and the proposal presented to the EnerGY .'.·.:cl!lission by the delegates of 
P,•ypt, Iran, Iraq and Venezuela. 

I ... 



(3) Food and agriculture. 
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(4) i.ssistance to infrastructure development in developing countries >~ith 
particular reference. to Africa. 

(5) E:everal asy,ects of the industrialization of developint;> countries. 

( 6) Industrial property, imphimentation of relevant Ul'TCTAD resolutions on 
transfer of technology and on the United nations Conference on Science 
and Technology. 

Financ~ 

(1) Private foreign direct investment, except criteria for compensation. 
transferability of incom~ and capital and jurisdiction and standards. 
for settlement of disputes. 

(2) Developing country access to capital markets. 

(3) Other. financial flows (monetary issues). 

( 4) Co-operation among develo:o>ing countries. 

The texts egreed appear in the• annex which is an integral part of the present 
document. 

7. The participants vere not able to agree on other issues and measures 
relating to: 

Energy 

(1) Price of energy and purchasing power of energy export earnings. 

(2) Accumulated revenues from oil exports. 

(3) Financ.ial assistance to bridge external payments problems of oil 
importing countries or oil importing developi~g countries. 

( 4) Recoo.mendations on resources vi thin the United Nations Conference on the 
Lat! of the Sea. 

(5) Continuing consultations on energy. 

Ra\1 !!aterials and Trade 

(l) Purchasing power of developing countries. 

/ ... 

/0 
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{2) ;easures related to compensatory financing. 

{3) Aspects of local processing and diversification. 

{ 4) ileasures relatinf to interests of developing countries in: vorld 
shipping tonnage and trade; representation on commodity exchanges; a 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences; and other matters. 

{5) Production control and other measures concerning synthetics. 

{6) Investment in the field of raw materials. 

(7) i•leans for protecting the interests of developing countries which might 
be adversely affected by the implementation of the Integrated Program.· 

( 8) Relationship of the Intee;rated Program to the new internati opal economi'c 
. order. 

(9) i-ieasures related to trade policies, to the institutional framevork of 
trade, to aspects ,of the generalized system of preferences, to the 
multilateral trade negotiations, and to conditions of supply. 

Developnent 

(1) Indebtedness of developing countries. 

(2) Adjustment assistance measures. 

(3) Access to markets for manufactured and semi-manufactured products. 

(4) Transnational corporations. 

Finance 

(1) Criteria for compensation, transferability of income and capital and 
jurisdiction and star1dards for settlement of disputes. 

(2) 1-leasures against inflation. 

(3) Financial. assets of oil exrJorting developing countries. 

The proposals made by participants or groups of participants on these matters 
also appear in the annex. 

8. 11Je p2.rticipants from developing countries in CIEC, while recognizing that 
procress has been made in CIEC to nieet certain proposals of developing countries, 

/ ... 
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noted with regret that most of the proposals for structural changes in the 
international economic system and certain of the proposals for ureent actions on 
pressing problems have not been agreed upon. Therefore, the Group of 19 feels 
that the conclusions of CIEC fall short of the objectives envisap;ed for a 
comprehensive and equitable programme of action desip;ned to establish the new 
international economic order. 

9. The participants from developed countries in CIEC welcomed the spirit of 
co-operation in which, on the whole, the Conference took place and expressed their 
determination to maintain that spirit as the dialogue between developing and 
developed countries continues in other places. They regretted that it had not 
proved possible to reach agreement on some important areas of the dialogue such 
as certain aspects of energy co-operation. 

10. The participants in the Conference think that it has contributed to a broader 
understanding of the internaticnal economic situation and that its intensive 
discussions have been useful to all participants. They agreed that CIEC was only 
one phase in the ongoing dialogue between developed and developing countries 
which should continue to be pursued actively in the United Nations system and 
other existing, appropriate bodies. 

11. The members of the Conference agreed to transmit the results of the Conference 
to the General Assembly at its resumed thirty-first session and to all other 
relevant international bodies fo.r their consideration and appropriate action. They 
further agreed to recommend that intensive consideration of outstanding problems 
should be continued within the United nations system and other existing, appropriate 
bodies. 

12. The participants in the Conference pledged themselves to carry out in a timely 
and effective manner the measures for international co-operation agreed to herein. 
They invite the countries which did not participate in the Conference to join in 
this co-operative effort. 

13. Finally, the ministerial representatives at the Conference reiterated their 
appreciation to the President of the French Republic and to the Government of 
France for their hospitality and for their co-operation in facilitating the work 
of the Conference on International Economic Co-operation. 

12. 
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Reaolutiou .iiopted on the reports of the 6ee0114 ca.ittee 

32/113. Resources of the Unit Rations Habitat Olld B- Settle~~e~~t 

Date: 19 Decellber 1977 Meeting: 107 / 
aa.pted. vithout TOte .Report: A/32/463 &114 ~.1 

i 

The t'eneral Aaseablv, ,/ 

Recalling its resolution 3327 (XXIX) of 16 Deeer:':ler lt4 ·~g~rdinll the· 
establishment of the United Nations Habitat and Human Se~hements Foundation;· / .. 

Delieving that the current level of resources a~ilable _t~ the Fo~d&tion is 
clearly inadequate, 1 . . . 

Recosnizing that the international communitr/ et 'toth the elobal.and regional 
levels, should encourage and sup~ort Government~ determined to take ~ffective 
action to ameliorate conditions, especially fof the -least ·adve._ntaged .. in urban and 
rural settlements, ; 1 . . ' ' · · . · 

Bearing in mind the invitation of thf
1 
Go'verning Co~cil of the United Nations 

Eavironment Progr81111l!e, in its decisiof! 91! (V) of 25 Hey 1977, to the General ·. 
Assembly regarding the setting of a taj8et for total voluntary contributions by 
Governments to the Foundation, j '' · · 

1. Appeals to all Govemmerl;; to contribute generou£ly to the United 
:lationa Habitat and Human Settl~ents ·Foundation as soon- as possible in:-:.o:~er_ :to 
expedite action programmes in ;he field of hUI!lan settlements; ' ·· 

I . . 

2. ~the 'P~oposa~<or the Executive Director of the United ~~ations 
Eavironment Prograimne· reg!li'ding the target of $50 million as a minimum for the 
total voluntary contrib~ions by Governments for the years 1978-1981; lM/ 

3 ~ Reauests th/~ecre"tary-General to convene, durinR the thirty..-; ·:drd 
session of the General Assembly, a pledr,ing conference on voluntary contributions 
by Governments to the Foundation it pledges tO meet the minimum tar~et referred to 
in paragronh'·2 ~ove are not forthcoming. 

'2/l'{l.. AeReament ot progress in the e!!tabl1shl!!ent 
ot the nev ,1ntemat1onal ecartaft1e order" 

, .Datei 19 De~llilber l9if 
··Ado~ vithout·vote 

The Gt!jleml As-blx, 

.: '. 

llmJ1 1M 1te reaol.ut1oae '201 (&-VI) an4 5202 (&-VI) of 1 Mrq 1974, 
~ the Declaration ud the i'rognulrle ot Action on the Esta.bl1alllleat ot a 
•• Intel'llational Econaaie Order, 'l!Bl (XXIX) ot l2 Deceber 1974, c:ont;etnsnc the 
a.rtv ot ZCOil<lll1c Rtgbts an4 Dut.1ee or Statea, 11114 3;562 (&-VII) ot 
l6 Beptabel' 1975 an developl.,t an4 1n~t1onal ec011adc co-operat1an, ae veU 
u 1 ta :re.al.ut1on 2626 (XXV) ot 24 October 1970 oonta1n1na the International 
Deorelc:~&aeut strateQ tor the BeCOII4 United tlatiOM JleveloPQeDt Decade, 

Remll 1y the Z"e110lut1Cllle adopted by the 11n1 ted Hat1one Conference Oft 'ha4e 
&114 DevelO&ai!Dt&t 1te tcurtll -111on, M!jj 

Wll, A. 

• llaotfteial titl.•1 &lt1n1t1w title bad not be8n eatablillhecl u at 
eari¥ J...z:r, 
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2~ . Resolutions adopted on the reports of the Second Co..,ittee 

Recalling the rulllta ot varioua Uhited Nation• conferences held durinl! recer.t 
years on DlaJOr topics relating to eco~omic and a·ocial. deve"lopment, vhiCh···pertain to 
the estal>lishment of the nev internatiOilal economic order, 

Recalling further .its resolution 31/178 of 21 December 1976, 

Taking note of Economic aild Social Council resolution 2125 (LXI!I) ot 
4 August 1977, 

Not ins the rePort. of the Conference on Intemational Economic Co-oper&ti6n·; ~/. 

Noting the report of the Committee on Reviev and Appraisal on its fourth 
session!QI/ and the preliminary propoaB.l ot the developing CO\D'lt~ies containe4: i.h. 
the annex to that report, 

Recalling the rolf.! of tbe Eeonomic and Social Council and of other organs, 
organizations and other bodies and conferences of _the United nations system in the 
establishment of the new international· economic order, 

Emphasizing the ~eed to oversee and m:mitcr the implementation of the 
decisions and agreements reached in the negotiations in various appropriate forums 
of the United Nations system in their respective fields, and to determine further 
lines of action and provide impetus for further negotiations: tor the solution ot 
issues remaining unresolved, 

DeeplY concerned at the deteriorating economic situation ot developing 
countries and at negative trends in international eConomic developments, 

Deeply concerned also that parts of the developing world are still subjected 
to colonialism, neo·e~lonialism, racial diserimdnation, apartheid, foreign 
ae;gression and occupation· and alien domination, which constitute maJor obstacles "tc 
the economic emancipat~on Bnd development or the developing countries and peoples, 

Recogeidng the concern, th&t the negotte.t1ons conducted so n.r on tilt! 
establishment ot·tne nev international economic order have produced only limited 
results vhile the gap between developed and developing countries is growing~ and 
emphasizing that further resolute efforts have to be lllade, particularly by the. 
developed countries, to reduce the existing imbal.ancet 

l. Af!inns that all negotiations of a global nature relating to the 
establishment ot the nev international economic order should take place within the 
tramevorlt o! the United Nations system; ' 

2. Decides to convene a special session ot the General Assembly, in t98o at 
a nigh level in order to a.ssess the progress made in the various forums of the . 
United Nations system in the establishment ot the new international, eConomic order 
and, on the basis of that assessment, to take ·.appropriate act·ion tor the ·pt-Om3tion 
ot the developJIOlnt o:!' dewloping countries and international economi~ co-operation, 
including the adoption ot the nev international developant strat"'IY tor the l980a; 

3. Decides ·to es-tablish a committee ot the whole, ~which shall meet .. as 
and when required, during the interseasional periods until the special session ot 
the General Assembly io 1980; 

4. Decides further that this oomoittee shall .assist the General Assembly by 
acting as the focal point in: 

106/ See.A/31/478, annex, &Dd A/31/478/Add.l and Corr.l. 

~ Sixt -third Session, 

It io understood that thtt c~ ttee of the vhole vill be open to all States, tbia 
terll1 being interpreted in aeeordance vith est«o}>liahed practice of tbe .General 
Allaembl}'. , 

• 
,, 

·; .• 

:c,, 
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llnolutiou !4opte4 011 the reports of the Seeond CO!IIIi ttee 

(,!.) OVt>rseeing and mnitoriq the iiiiJllellllntation ot decisions and agreements 
r~ached in'the negotiations on the esta~ishment ot the nev international economic 
ordt>r in the appropriate bodies ot the United Natfons system; 

(!l) Providing impetus tor resolving difficulties in negotiations and tor 
encouraging the continuing work 'in these bodies; 

(c) Serving, where appropriate, as a forum for facilitating and expediting 
agreement on tt,e resolution of outstanding issues; 

(~) Exploring and exchanging views on global economic problems and priorities; 

5. Requests the committee to submit reports on ·its work and recommendations 
to the General. Assembly at its thirty-third and thirty-fourth sessions and at the 
speeial session to be held in 1980; 

6. Recommends that representation on the committee should be at a high level; 

1. Decides that the committee may establish appropriate vorking arrangements 
to accomplish its task; 

8. Decides also that the election of officers ot the committee should take 
place annually; 

9. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the committee receives the 
necessary documentation to enable it to accomplish its taskst as specified in 
operative paragraph .4 above, and authorizes the committee to request the Secretary
General to provide specific reports in this regard in eo-operation vith the 
appropriate organs, organizations, other bodies and confer.ences of the United· 
Nations system; 

10. Requests in this context the Economic and Social Council, in discharging 
its fUnctions under the Charter or the United Nations, to eontribute.effectively to 
the vork or the committee, bearing in mind the relationship between tbe overseeing 
sod monitoring fUnctions ot the committee and tbe role of the Council in the 
preparations ot a new international development strategy; 

ll. Affirms tbat in the negotiations undertaken on the various issues in the 
1ppropriate bodies of the United Nations system the international commuriity should, 
tith a sense of urgenc;y, make nev and resolute efforts to secure positive and 
:oncrete results vithin agreed and specific time-frames. 

32/175. Etfeots of the world inflationary phenomenon on the development process 

Date: 19 December 1917 
Vote: 125-D-14 

Meeti~~&: .107 
Report:/ A/32/48o 

/ 

The General AasebJ.x, 
1

/ 

Recalling ita rEsolutiou 2626 (XXV) .-O'r 24 October 1970, containing the 
International Development Strategy for the Sec:ond United Nations Development 
Decade, 3201 (5-VI) and 3202 (5-VI) of ;i May 1974, containing the Declaration and 
the Programme of Action on the EstabliShment or a New Inte-mational Economic Order, 
3281 (XXIX) ot 12 December 1974, containing the Charter or Economic Rights and 
Duties or States, and !362 (5-VII).-of 16 September 1975 on development and 
international economic eo-operatiOn, 

RecallinG ~so its resolution 3515 (XXX) ot 15 December 1975 on the Conference 
on InternatioQal Economic ~operation, 

Bearinp; in mind that,..the States participating in the Conference on 
International Economic .Co-operation recognized that inflation disturbs the . 
fUnctioning of the int'ernational eeoliOlllic and· mnetar:r order and ia damasiDa to 
the economic progre'a( of bo1:h 4.,...lope4 M4 4nelopins countries; Ull/ 

/ ' ' 'WJI See A/31/478/Add.l, p. 138. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Th.e aim of this studY is to give future North-South discus

sions a more realistic f.oundation than in the past. 

International negotiations on development issues und~r the 

auspices' of the ·united Nations have. involved two parallel, vir.

tually isolated efforts: one centred on the economic aspects of 

Qevelopment, particularly on those problems it was felt could 

be solved .through international co-operation, and th-e. other on 

a set of issues which have come to be known as ~he ''social'' as

pects of deyelopment, i.e. education, ~ealth, ern~loyment, etc. 

While the Specialized Agencies of the system ~F.A.O., 

UNESCO, W.H.O., 'etc.) ~aye carried out studies and promoted dis

cussions on the specific problems relating to their ~espect·ive 

areas of activity, the U.N. General Assembly, the Economic and 

~qcial ~ouncil, UNCTAD and UNIDO have concentrated their efforts 

essentially on economic problems, in an attempt to draw up in

ternational strategies to overcome them. 

Tbis parallel effort led to a fr~gmented consideration of·. 

the major aspec~s of development, thus preventing the emergence 

of an integ_rated notion of development as the central objective 

of the United Nations. 

Only at the outset of the present international· economic 

crisis and the current generalized pa·ra~ysis Of international 

.·dev~iopment co-operation, ~as the usefulness. of the immense 

effort undertaken by the United Nations system in recent y.ears 

been c~lled into question; and only recentlj has it become pos

sible to consider revising postulates previously considered 

sacrosanct. 

The first part of this study analyses the main activities 

of the United Nations and its Sp~cialized .Agencies on major· so

cial issues. Special emphasis has been placed on the outcome of 
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the specialized conferences convened in the 1970's (the U.N. con

ference on the Human Environment, the World Population Conferen

ce_,. the World Food Congress, etc.). 

Each of these social issues has been considered in the same 

sequence as the conv~ning of these specialized conferences. In 

this way, the process of evolution of the international communi

~y's efforts ~o deal with what have been seen as the _major s·o

cial problems of our time, is referred to in the analysis. 

While equcation and health issuQs received a great deal of 

attention throug~out this period, they were not treated in spe

cial ad hoc conferences. This is explained and justified by seve

ral reasons, ·especially their r.egular and extensive considerra

tion in UNESCO and the WHO. for"this reaSon they are discussed 

at the end of this first part. 

The efforts carried out by the U.N. system, particularly in 

recent years, have brought to light the existence of an intricate 

series of links between various social problems and between these 

and economic questions. 3earing in mind that one of the fac.tors 

that has so far prevented the proble~s of development from being 

tackled -succe~sfully through the traditional mechanisms of so

called "int-ernational co-operation for development", has been 

p-ecisely a strong tendency to disregard those links, special ef

forts have been made to point out what progress has been. made in 

this respect. 

The -second objective o~,;;:;,~)}_,is study is to present the process 

followed in the evolution of the elaboration, within the U.N., of 

what has been called th~ New In~ernational Economic Order, basi

cally as a result of the efforts made by. developing countries to 

perfect the mechanisms of international co-ope~ation. Thi~ ana

lysis will highlight the in~dequate results of such efforts .from 

the point of view ~f the integration of economic postulates with 

the social aspects of development. 

The logical corollary of the results of this analysis is 
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the third and principal aim of this study: to'postulate the need to develop 

an integrated notion of development and t~ present its key elements. 

The second part of this study develops these latter two objectives, 

with one section presenting a number of suggestions to guide future action to-

wards the establishment of a new International. De.ve!opment Str~tegy ba~ed on an 

integrated notion ·or development. 

The reader will be confronted in this study by a new approach to the 

immense effort that humanity must pert'orm to understand and eventualy find so-

lutiOns to its major problems. Th~s approach is one of Constructive appraisal 

of real issues and of main- priori ties. 

It is quite natural that all of us, and especially those" who are less 

familiar with international _conferences and confrontations, should get confused 

by the number of issues, by the_intricacies of debates, and by the ambiguity of 

some of the texts. We hope that this study will help to_ bring about·a Structured 

understanding of these issues and of their parficular logic in the dynamics of 

world affairs. What often seems chaoti_c and scarcely ration·al because its too 

complex to grasp, may for the reader-become a solid framework of·-r.eferences fi-om 

which to proceed in evaluating, choosing and planning for action •. ~ 

Through the U.N. system, humanity, to whom the U.N. ·belongs, has ac-

quired an extraordinary amount of knowledge an_d experience which is there, at 

its disposal. ~o~ comes the time tq choose guidelines to integrate this dis-

persed knowledge into a coherent dynamic system which leads to balanced integra-

ted solutions. 

In the following pages we· hope to demonstrate, through logical analysis, 

that the three essential energy systems are convergent: the basic ener.p_.y :for uur--

viva!, that man extracts from soil and sea in the form of food; the ~in~rAl __ en~~ 

needed to move 'his machines and build his infrastructures; and the sultural nnd 

mental energy. activated by education, communication, art~ sc,ience and .tG..-::hnolo,g...v. 
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It becomes obviOus that these global forces can' only be ·iritegrated 

by 9ne, essemtial motivation: the concern of humanity_ as a whole: for all its 

members and particularly for those whose basic needs have not yet been met, 

and whose voices have not been heard bY those who ricte· the crest of civiliza-

tion's waves. 

28 Septemb~r- 1977 

Neuilly-Sur-Seine 
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C H A P T E R I 

ENVIRONMENT : FROM ACCELERATED GROWTH 

TO ENVIRONMENTAL DETERIORATION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The spectacular economic growth of industrialized countries·· 

in the post-war period soon gave rise to concern irt the scientific 

community about the permanent damage this p~ocess could inflict -

and was in fact inflicting - on the environm:nt. But it was only 

during the second half of the 1960's, that this·coricern came to 

be s·hared by a growing number of people in the industrialized 

countries. 

A series of publications, including the works of Rachel Carson, 

the ~IT report to the Club of Rome entitled 'tLimits to Growth'', 

and others, as well as the media, had a major inflUence on the 

emergence of widespread environmental awareness. 

Environmental deterioration moreover, in many cases was 

becoming readily visible to all, particularly in large cities. 

The .industrialized countries ~ame ~o realise that if humanity 

persisted in removing from nature everything considered· a nuisance, 

the human ~ace could one day find' itself excluded from a place in 

the ecological cycles. They found that DDT destroys with equal 

ease both harmful and useful insects, together with the bi,rds 

that feed on them; that oil spills do ~ot merely ruin beaches 

and resort areas, but also destroy marine life. They discovered 

that the vast oil slicks floating.on the Atlantic, upset the 

absorption Of hea.t and light, preventing the normal evapora-tion of 

~a~~r, the~eby changing the weather. The disastrous drought of 

·re~ent years, it was found, could well be a function o~ such 

changes, aTid could thus nO longer be -so conveniently - attributed 

to local "irresponsibili.ty" or "irrationality". 

Several organs of the U.N. system of course, had taken an 

early interest in various environmental questions: UNESCO, the FAO 

and the U.N. Population Commission, nad carried o~t studies on 

the possible environmental effects of population growth and 
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propo~ed measures in connexion therewith. Moreover, the FAO 

had dealt with problems like desertification and generally 

with soil deterioration. Various aspects of the huma~ envirbn-

ment h~d been dealt ~ith by th~ Housfn~ Committee.· The Law of 

the Sea conferences had dealt with the protection -of the marine 

environment. And in its disarmament and- nuclear non-proliferation 

activities the U .N ... had considered questions such as bacteriological 

·warfare irid the ecological effects of nuclear tests. 

But these were uncoordinated and often totally separate 

efforts. A conerent focus, based on an overall vision in 

accordance with the indivisible character of different ecological 

phenomena only -began to emerge late in the 1960's. 

The ''Man in the Biosphere'' Programme, a highly innov~tory 

initi~tive in international co-opera~ion launched i~ 1·970 by 

the UNESCO is perhaps the first serious ~ffort to overcome the 

· fragci~ntation of previous activities in this fie14. This .Was 

the first really coherent effo'rt in research on the env_ir-onment. 

Based on the recognition that environcental degra4atfo~ 
"/ 

goes beyond national boundaries, the programme set out -.•th·e 

need to··take measures which could overcome the global and 

regional nature of this deterioration; At the same time, the 

programme aims at oVerc·oming the traditional lack of contact 

be~ween social and natural scientists and decision-makers, 

r~·sulting from the existence of-a series of artificial barriers 

be~ween. ~iff~rent fields of knowledge. For this reason -
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and this is perha_ps its most notable contribution- the programme's 

activities are based on an integrated, ~nterdisbiplinary and 

problem-oriented approach. 11 

Finally, the pro~ramme aims at overcoming the traditional 

framework of this type -on inter-governmental prcigramnie in terms 

of par-ti·cipation. In order to develop ·close ·links with the 

sci~ntific community (in.a broad sense in acpordance with its 

interdisciplinary approach) in the largest possible number of 

countries the programme has set ua ~ vast network of national 

committees. 

When. it became clear that the effec~s of tampering 

with the environment could not be dealt with on a national basis, 
' however great a countr-y's technologic;al and economic .resources, 

the problem was placed before the United Nations in an attempt 

to work out universally applicable measures to wa~d against 

or remedy those evils. 

it Basically, the programme consists in research and trainin~ 
activities in the following programme fields: 1) EcologiCal 
effects of incr'easing human ,activities on tropical and sub
·tropical forests; 2) ecological effects of different land 
uses and management practices on temper~te_and mediterranean 
forest landscapes; 3) impact of human activities and land 
~s~-practice~ ~n grazing lands: savanna and grassland;. 
4:) Impact of"human activities on the dynamics of arid and 
_aemi-arid zones' ecosystems, with special emphasis on the 
·c:onsequences of irrigation; 5) ecological effects of huma~ 
activities on the value and resources of lakes, mar·shes, 
rivers, deltas, estuaries. and coastal zones; 6) impact of 
human activities on mountain and tundra ecosystems; 7) ecologY 
and rational use of island ecosy~tems; 8) Conservation of 
natural areas as well as of the genetic material they contain; 
9) Ecological assessment of pest management and fertil~zer 
use on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems; 10) Effects or· 
maj~r engineering works on man· and his environment; 11) Eco
logical aspects _of urban systems with particular emphasis on 
energy utilisation; 12) Interactions between environmental 
transformations and the adaptive, demographic and genetic 
structure of human populations;, 13) perception of environ-· 
mental quality; 14) Researc·b on environmentS.:! pollution and 
its effect on the biosphere (this last project area was added 
to the programme in 1~74). 
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Under U.N. General Assembly:resolution 2398 (~XIII),, 

adopted in 1968., at the instigation of the major industrialised 

na.tions, in particular the United States, it was decided to 

~convene a U.N. conference on the human environment in 1972. 

A 27 member Preparatory Committee was set up in order to 

det~rmine the precise aims· of the Conference and to d~velop 

possible guidelines for future action. 

In~ few years, riot only had U.N. involvement in environ

mental matters increased substantially, but ·in fact became 

one of its major areas of concern. 

This growing involvement was not devoid of difficulties. 

The great deal of learned debate held within and outside the 

United Nations during the three and a half yeari of preparation 

for the Stockholm Conference, was often coupled with heated 

polemics. The co~ntries of the periphery on the other hand at 

first resisted the ·idea of U.N. involvement in this field. On 

the whole though, the existing international machinery.moved 

into ·action quickly and smoothly. 

This is perhaps the best illustration of how much can be 

accomplished in a short ·time when the political will to 

act exists. :EJ 

2. THE EVOLUTION OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ATTITUDE TOWARDS 

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS 

The major industrial-countries knew more or less what kind 

of.measures they needed in order to complement their national 

-~~for~s in the field of environmental remedies. 
' 

In contrast, 

the developing countries first reacted bY stressing ~hat environ

mental deteri6ration was exclusively a ''rich country's disease'' 

:E._! The experience in q_·uestion is also very revealing if contrasted 
with the time-consuming policies, the tendency to procrastinate 
and the overall sluggishness of industrialised countries in 
the U.N. whenever it is a q·uestion of dealing with matters 
that do not have .a direct and ·immediate bearing of their 
national interests. Their ret:ic_ence 'to set up 8.n industrial 
development agenby within the U.N., as well as their lack 
of suppOrt for UNIDO after its creation, are notable examples. 
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I 
caused by negligence on the ,part of producers and wasteful 

'· behaviour by consumers. After all, it was s~ated, developing 

countries produced little themselves, and consumed even-less, 

why then, should they and the U.N.go to a lOt of trouble over 

a matt~r circumscribed to the industrialised-nations? 

At the same time the developing countries posed a series 

of more concrete concerns. To b~gin with they feared that growing 

concern for the environment would divert attention and, more 

important, resources, from meeting the pressing needs arising 

fro~ their situation of underdevelopment. It was also thought 

that ~evly impos-ed- environmental restrictions and regulations 

in t~e industrialised countries would -have ·a negative imp~ct in 

terms of financi~l flows for development, access to markets, 

cost _of capital equipment, etc. 

Concern for natural res9urces in the developed world, plus· 

calls for a. halt to_ growth based upon ~nvirbnmental considerations, 

were seen in many developing countries as a disguised form or 
·demand'"to ~erpetuate the ~ivision of th~ planet into develbped 

·and underdeveloped countries. 

This of ~Curse, was the beginning of the discussion on a· 

topic not originally covered by industrialised country proposals, 

that of development and environment, later to become a crucial 

area of debate. 

The Report of the. expert group meeting bel~ at Founex in 

June 1971, One of the encounters convened as part of the 

preparatory work for the Stockholm Conference, w~s of special 

.importance in this respect. 13/ 
r 

The report ~ingled out ~wo series of- environmental problems 

in developing countries i.e .. )those originating in poverty an~ 
lack.of deveiopment, and tho~e r~sulting directly or indirectly 

·from changes occuring in indJstrialisation, urbanisation, 
I . 

transport, infrastructure, etc. 
I 
I 
! 

11 ''Dev~lopment and Enviro~ment'', Report of a Panel of Experts 
convened by the Secretary General of the United Nations 
Conference ori the Human[ E~vironment, Founex, Switzerland, 
June 4-12, 1971. 
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Amongst the latter, the report identified the following 

major categories: 

i) resource deterioration, i.e. mineral, soil or forest 

resources; 

ii) biological pollution, represented by agents of human 

disease, and by animal and plant pests; 

iii) chemical pollution, arising out of air _pollutants, 

industrial effluents, pesticfdes, _metal, ~nd detergent 

components and similar agents; 

iv) physical rlisruption, i.e. thermal pollution, silting 

and noise'; and 

v) socia~ disruptiOn, of which congestion and loss ~f 

~ sense· of community are examples. 

These side effects stated the report, ~anifested themselves 

in varying degrees, depending on the sectors concerned, the 

particular geographical regions involved, and the stages of 

development attained by diff~rent countries. The first two 

categories were commonly experienced by most developing countries 

as was also the case with silt~ng·and perhaps social disruption, 

whilst urba~ air pollution was becoming a problem of increasing 

importance in the larger cities of certain developing countries. 

Together with pinpoint;ing the importance Of immediate 

action both to,prevent a worsening of· such problems and to 

achieve their eventual solution, the report went on to say that 

''it is obvious that to a great extent, the major environ
mental problems ·of developing countries are those which 
can be- overcome by development itself. In more advanced 
~ountries, development can be considered as one of the 
causes of environmental problems. Spontaneous and 
uncontrolled development can also produce a similar. 
effect on developing countries. 
But these countries must consider the relationship 
between develonment and the environment from a 
different nerspective. Within this context, 
development fundamentalli becomes a way to solving 
the most imuortant environmental problems''. 

Moreover, the report pointed out that the significance 

of the .environment to the developing countries made their 
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undertaking ~o achieve develop~ent all the more binding, 

and that it should ·als~·serve to give new dimensions to 

·the concept of development its~lf. 

In .this way, General Assembly Resolution 2849 (XXVI), 

which contained the final· instructions for the 

Conference, affirmed-that development plans. should 
. ' 

be compatible _with a sound ecological syste~, and 

tha1i .. proper environmental condi'tions should be better 

gua:Nlnteed by- the promotion of developmen't, both· 

nationallj and internationally .. The General Assembly 

also ~mphasised, arnong~t other things, that the 

.envirbh~ent·al policies envisaged in the Plan of 

Action 'to be presented to the Conference should not 

have adverse effects o~ the development po~~ibilities 

of the u~~erd~veloped riountries. 

'" -' '' 
.-

··'·•·--)~ 
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3. THE STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE 

The Stockholm Cbn~erence on the Human Environment was 

convened by ~eneral Assembly Resolution 2398 (XXIII}., 

It was prepared by a 27-~ember Prepar~tory Cbmmittee 

which held four sessions. The Committee's activities were 

complemented by· a series of ad-h~c meetin~s an~ encounters, 

notably the EEC sponsored 'seminar on European Environmental 

~roblems, held in Prague jn May 1971, and the above-mentioned 

encounter at Founex, Switzerland. 

In ~ddition, a series of· seminars on enviroh~ent and 

development were organi~ed by the Regional Economic Cbmmissions, 

These were held in Ad~is Ababa (August 1971), Mexi-co City 

(September 1971), and Bangkok (Augtist 1971). The United Nations 

OffiCe for Economic and Social Affairs in Beirut also organised 

a meeting on the same subject, which was held in September

October, 1971. 

3.2 Main issues before the Conference 

The most outstanding feature of the preparatory work 

for the Stockholm Conference, was the notable enrichment of 

the environmental debate - which had been originally launched 

in very. narrow. terms by the industrialised countries. 

To begin with, it soon be.came necessary to acknowledge 

that ecological upheavals such as erosion, pbllution, s·oil 

destruction, etc., take place within an ecological system, 

i.e. an integrated whole whose component parts are opera-

tionally inseparable. Such upheavals therefore, could_not 

be considered in isolation, but rather in terms of their 

chain-reaction effects resulting in multiplied environmental 

degradation. 

l 
i 
1': 
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The first question before the Conference then, was 

that-of i~proving knowledg~ in the fi~ld of ecology, wit~ a 

view to better understanding the in~crconnexions bet~een 

t~e component elements of di~ferent ecosystems. 

But the mere study of the laws of nature was clearly 

insufficient, especially in the light of the growinS emphasis 

place_d on the question of ensuring th·e preservation of the 

environment's capacity for self-regulation (in the sense of 

dynamic equilibrium) ·in the. long-term. 

In this ~ay, the concerns which __ had originally motivated 

the environmental debate, acquire:4 an e.ssentially ethical 

and political dimension and th~ question of radically changing 

the existing economic and social .order at bo~h national and 

international levels, became a central issue for the Conference. 

The discussion on environment, de~e~opment and 

related issues was cru~ial in this respect. 

Discussion in the industrialised countries, rather 
' unilaterally emphasised the deterioration of the environment 

by pollution, i.e. an accumulatio~ of waste. This led to 

'the search for m~thods to control pollution· ge~e~aged by 

pro,duction and consumption processes. However, the latter, 

and in particular hyper-consu~ption were not called into 

question,. 

This resulted in the environmental debate tending 

to be characterised by a short-term view, and b~ not 

addressing the major root-cause~ of environmental deterio

ration, as reflected in. the fact that_ possible solutions 

revolved mostly around the m~jor or minor a~vantages of 

relatively marglnal adjustment measures, such as the 

applica~ion of subsidies, fines, the adoption of regulations, 

etc. 
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Firi.·ally, the solution of the .problem almost alWays 

tende~ to be perceived as the responsability of existing· 

institutional frame-works, .. whose capac-ity for so doing was 

never doubted. ~/ 

ThiS focus, for reasons set out below, proved to be 

totally insufficient when applied to the third world, and 

ga~e rise_to a sea~ch for an alternative focus. 

A first factor in this sense was the rapid realisation 

by developing cou-ntries that the "other limits" were in fact 

far closer to being reached in their own countries than in 

the industrialised world. 2.1 . 

~I 

21 

See for exam~le A.C. Fischer and F. Paterson, ''The Environ
ment in ~conomics, A _Survey'', Journal of Economic Liter~ture, 
Narch 1976, vol. XIV, No. 1; A.V. Knees (Ed), "Environmental 
Quality Analysis", JOhn Hopkins Press, 1972, and by the same 
author, ''Pollution Prices and Public Office'', the Brookings 
Institution, Washington D.C., 1975. 

" in developing coun.tries, there is a closer link between 
the satisfaction of ba~i~ ·needs, the development effort and 
the environment than is usually acknowledged.· If in 
deve.loped countries local breakdowns of the environment, and 
hence difficulties in de-velopment and production can be 
relatively easily. bompensated by imports of_food aqd other 
necessities from surrounding regions or even .from other 
countries, in developing countries such possibilities are 
much more•limited. Hence a smaller amount or degree of 
polluti~n or degradation of.the environment can have tangibly 
greater development arid eco~6mi~ con~equen~es. In developing 
the pollution of a river and the killing of its fish may Often 
le~d td famine of coastal tribes, whereas the extreme pollution 
of· the Rhine·or the Great Lakes woul~ not have a similar 
consequence for the neighbouring population''. 

V .M. Kol.~o-ntai, "Overvi~·w of Environment and Development.", 
paper submitted to the meeting of experts convened by UNCTAD 
(Geneva, 13-18 May 1974) to study the ''Impact of Resource 
Management Problems and Policies in Developing Countries on 
International Tr~de and Development Strategies''. 

.. , ., 
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Secondly - another point of departure with the 

iridustrialised c"ountries - in the third world, en'vironmental 

deterioration is_ determined. mo;e by the exploitation 

of na·ture, than by pollution. In turn, the predominant forms 

of.exploitation of nature originate in structur~l phenomena. 

ThU·s, in the third world, the environmental "problematique" 

was inevitably ~nd promptly inserted into efforts to develop 

a global explanation to backwardness and underdevelopment and 

thus 'fntensified questioning of the structural elements 

which in the- central countries were considered as given, i.e. 

the structure of production, consumption and the institutional 

framework. 

A few examples will suffice to illustrate the close li~ks 

between socio-economic· structures .and environmental deterioratio-n 

in the periphery. 

To begin with, peripheral countries still suffer the 

e~ological consequences of having been' inserted into the 

international economy as producers of raw materi~ls. This in 

effect led to varying degrees of productive specialisation 

sometim~s extreme specialisation or monoculture. In this 

manner, no allowance ~as maAe for genetic diversity, a factor 

which i.s essential for a sound environment, particularly 

in certain ecosystems. 

The industrial or ''modern'' sector which has recently come 

.int·o· b-eing in peripheral· countrieS as a result of import 

substitution or export-or·iented policies also involves a 

consistent disregard for the laws of riature •. The industrial 

.sector in efferit - particularly, though not exclusively, 

when the presence of foreign corp6rations is predominant 

operates on the basis·or a rationale based on the search for 

maximum profits in the short-term, which historically has 
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led to an essentially wasteful use of natural resources. The 

use of an ~xtremely limited time-horizon. in de6ision-making 

is parti~ui~rly accentuated in the third world countries due 

to the big~ element of risk involved in such activities, 

in turn resulting from factors such as _the danger of qompetition 

from synthetic sub~titutes, the possibility of hationalisation 

by the host country, or the instability inherent in the present 

structure of international commodity trade. 

The widespread incorporation of foreign te·chnology with 

little or no adaptation characteristic of peripheral countries,·· 

has had particularly ~isruptive.environmental consequences • 

. In effect, most of this technology is developed in temperate 

ecosystems which are rare in the third world. ~/ 

Planned obsolence of goods - also synonymous with 

waste and therefore, 6f growing pressures on natural resources, 

particula'rlY noi1-renewables ones - is inh-~;:--ent to. the life

style of the wealthy elites in the third world. 

Extreme poverty, another not~ble fe_ature of pe~iphera.l 

countries is perhaps the most Significant source of environmental 

deterioration. The peasantry, par~icul~rly where. lan~-tenure 

is based on large and small-scale holdings, is a- case in point. 

ll 

What happens is that the peasants: 

''cultivate the slopes that should be left under tree 
cover or allow their sbeeo and goats to overgra~e 
pastures. In this they h~ve no choice as long as the 
f~rtile valley belongs to the big landowner.'' 11 

Imported technology has brought about particularly 
devastating ecological'effects in tropical areas 
given the extreme fragility or tropica~ ecosystems. 

Ignacy Sachs, Annex 8, to ''Reshaping the International 
Order, a report by Jan Timbergen to the Club of Rome, p.285:' 
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Simil~rly, the destruction of valuable forest 

resources·is often due to the peasant's inabi~ity to get 

access to sources of energy other than firewood. 

Finally, the middle strata _in rural areas are sometimes 

responsible for similar unsound environmental pra~tic~s. 

In the case of industrial crops for exampie~ there is 

usually ·a small number of large companies which market 

and/or process the raw materials on the one hand, and on 

the ot'her, an endless number or unorganised and atomized 

small-scale producerS. These of course are the ideal 

conditions for unequal exchange. In this manner producers_, 

are permanently faced with the possibility of pauper

isation~-- and usually fall back on ecologically destructive 

pract-ices such as intensive cultivati_on, the incorporation 

-of rnargi·nal land into production, etc. 

Without disresarding the problems which had originally 

·motivated the environmental debate, the Conference could 

not avoid considering problems of this nature. It had 

become evident that the solution of the planet's major 

environmental problems could riot be envisaged through 

ad-hoc corrective measures such as marginal changes in 

technology, and additional capital inp~ts, as had originally 

been suggested by the industrialised countries. 

3.3 Decisions Adopted by the Conference~/ 

The results of the Stockholm Conference are embodied in 

the ''Declaration on the Human Environment'', which lays down 

a series· of. principles of behaviour to be observed by the 

~/ The Stockholm Confe:ence was held from 5 to 16 June 
_19J2. Th~ de~l~rat1on and resolutions adopted by the 
C~u.ference are lDC~uded in U.N •. General Assembly document 
A/CONF. 48/14/Rev. l. 
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inter-national community, and in an "Action Plan" containing 

109 recommendations conce!ning spec~fic action t6 be 

taken by both national and international bodies. 

The Declaration recognises that, whereas in tlie 

industri~lised countries environmental problems are 

related •to industrialisation and tech-nological develqpment, 

in the developing countries .these problems are a direct 

consequence of underdevelopment (paragraph 4)·. 

Principle-s 8) and 9) of the Declaration read as follows:. 

"Principle 8" · 

Economic and social development is essential for 
ensuring- a favourable living and ~ork{ng ~nvi~onment 
for man and for creating ·cahdition~ on earth that 
are· necessary for the improvement of the quality 
of 'Tife. 

"Principle 9" 

Environment~l-deficiencies generated by the conditions 
o~ under-development and nat~ral di~asters pose grave 
problems and can·best be remedied by accelerated 
development .through the transfer of substantial 
quantities of finanCial and technological assistance 
as a supplement to the domestic effort of the 
developing countries and such timely assistance 
as· may Pe required. 

Pi-inc'iples 10) and 19) emphasise, respective-ly, the 

linkS·between the e~vironment and international trade, and the 

environment and the mass media. Principle 23) deals with the 

environment and disarmament. 
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A similar breach of criteria is to be found in the 

Plan of Action ad6pted.by the Conferenc~. ~or example, the 

section on human settlements (6, Recommendatio~ 1) StateS tha~: 

"The planning, improvement and management of rural an·d 
·urban settlements demand an approach, at all lev~ls, 

which embraces all aspects of the human environment, 
both n·a.tural and man-made." 

Th~ section on the educational, information, social· and 

cultural a~pects of environmental issues recommends, inter-alia, 

" ... the Secretary General, the organis.ations of the 
United Nations System, esp~cially ~he Uni~ed Nations 
Educa~ional, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
and other international agencies concerned. should, 
after consultation and agreement,· take th~· nec~ssary 
steps to establiSh an international programme in 
environmental education, interdisciplinary iri 
approach, in school ·and out of school, encompassing 
all levels of education and directed towards the 
general public in particular the ordinary citizen with 
a View to educating him as to the simple steps he. 
might take, within his means, to.manage and control 
his environment'', (emphasis added) 

Principle ~3) of the Declaration adopted by the Conference 

moves towards the idea of an integrated approach to development 

planni~g which later bec~rne an important concern not only 

of UNEP but also 6f other U~ited Nations agencies. This 

principle states that: 

''In order to achieve a more rational management of 
resources and thus to improve the· environme~t, 
States should adopt an integrated and. co~ordinated 
approach to their development ·planning so as to 
ensure that development is compatible with the need 
to protect and improve the environment for the 

:benefit of their ~opulation.'' 
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These points are re-affirmed in recommendation 102 

(s~ction on .development and environm~nt, in the Plan of Action) 

which suggests to the various organs for regional co-operation 

that they give their full consideration, among other things, to: 

"Evaluating the administrative, technical and legal 
solutions to various environmental problems· in terms 
of both preventive and remed~al measures, taking into 
account possible alternative and/or multidisciplinary 
approaches to development.'' 

Nevertheless, in the last analysis,·neither the 

Declaration nor the Plan of Action actual~y formulate any 

coherent and properly structured proposals for integrated 

development, nor~ scheme for development based on an alternativ~ 

approach. In this se~se, the section o~ the Plan of Action 

dealing with environmen~.and development is particularly weak. 

While it does, at some points, contain· significant innovations 

(such as rec?mmendation 102, mentioned above}, ·the wording 

used is always very ambiguous. As for the rest of this 

section, the Plan confines itsel_f to proposing meas.ures of a 

ir~dit{onal nature (increase in technical cooperation, 

greatcir interchange of information, etc.) and measures to 

ensure that action to pr6tect the environment does not lead 

to a reduction of the contribution which international trade 

can m~ke to development. 

To sum up, then, _both documents are limited to the 

formulation of certain pri~ciples, particularly on the basis 

of the notion that the problems of both the environment an~ 

development cannot be solved unless the inter-relations of a 

vast range of variables are taken into account. In this sense 

it is important in that it helps transcend .traditional 

attempts to solve these problems at the local level and 

implies, instead, a quest for global and regional solutions. 

I ,, 
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Yet the Conference did not lead to any· statement, for 

example, on a methodology. for,dealing with t~e relationships 

between the assorted individualised variables, ~or did it 
formulate· a genuine strategy for action. 

TliTS could haidly have been oth~rwise, however, as the 

Conferen~e was held at a moment on the one hand of.tr~nsition 

in the re--formulation of development theory, and on the other 

when kn6wledge pf ecology was still limited. It is worth 

·recalling,_ in this ·respect, that in many developing countries 

the :rirst st . .udies and environment'al appraisals were, in 

fact, prepared pre·ciSely for the Stockholm Conference. 

Thanks to i t_s ·broad ap-proach the Conference confirmed 

the fallacy of the supposed clash between environment and 

development and brought out the ideologi~al nature of the 

apocalyptical thinking peculiar to the early years of 

international- debate on the environment (parti~ularly the 

i-dea that the exhaustion of natural resources due. to the 

''population explosion'' would take mankind beyond the outer 

limits) and, on the ~hole, led to the adoption of decisions 

that steered subsequent thought and action on these topics 

along a pa-th which has, generally, proved fruitful. 

']_! 

The Stock~olm Conference: 

'' focused not on pollution - a by-product of 
a certain growth- but on environment. Seeing the latter 

• . I 
as a d~mens~on of develop~ent, the Conference thus 
played· a part in the re-definition of development 
itself, a process qualitatively different from economic 
i~owth and therefore not reducible to it and, in partidular, 
to the kind of growth that had been worshipped for decades." 21 

Marc ~erf~n (Ed.) "Another Development, Approaches and 
Strat~gies'', the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, Uppsala, 
:L977 .•. p. 9. 
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In addition to the one -mentioned by Nerfin, emphasis 

on environment had a number of other far-reaching consequences. 

To begin with, it led to a significant broadening of the conc~pt 

of ''outer limits'', which came to include social as well ·a~ 

physical limitations. In the words of Maurice Strong,· Secretary 

General of the Conference: 

''Another vision of potential disaster is less dramatically 
cataclysmic than either nuclear destruction or physical 
breakdown, but not less dangerous for that. It is the 
prospect of a slow but probably accelerating slide into 
chaos due to social limits on our ability to cope with the 
complexity inherent in a high-technology society. Political, 
psychological and institutional limitations could condemn 
the world to a vicious cycle of interlocking crises~ with the 
institutional structure of society breaking down or becoming 
paralyzing by the sheer weight and complexity of problems 
it cannot handle. And this could happen well before resource 
limitations put physical restraints of man·•s activities 11

• J..Q/ 

It also meant acknowledgins that the outer limits are a 

function not only of the laws of nature and of the quantity 

of resources available, but also of the way in which men

society in other wor4s - is associated with nature. 

This in turn brought to light the· fact that contemporary 

history has been characterised by an incr~asin~ly predatory, i.e. 

enprmously destructive, man-nature relationship, which far from 

being random, could not be disassociated from modern economic 

growth. In sum, the Conference was faced with the need to entirely 

re-examine the type of development which had hitherto been 

ccnsidered virtually as a universal model. 

In fact, as Maurice Strong was later to point out, such a 

solution, 

1QL 

''required a new view of man's relationship not.only with 
the natural world, but with his fellow man. Involved was 
not only pollution, but a whole series of threatening 
imbalances in which the fate of rich and poor alike is joined."_!_l/ 

Maurice Stro~g, ''One Year After St-ockholm''. 
J"'-Y 1973, vol, 51, No. 4 page 697. 

Foreign Affairs, 

ll/ Maurlt'e ·Strong, op. cit. p. 692, emphasis added. 
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C H A P T E R I I 

POPULATION : FROM THE "POPULATION EXPLOSION" 

TO THE BUCHAREST CONFERENCE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1· The postwar approach t~ population 'issues 

Population matters have occupied the attention of the. United 

Nations froffi the very-beginning. The preparatory Commission 

responsible for organizing th~ first meeting of the Organization 

had before it a British proposal to set up an information centr~ 

on· the factors ~~at influence population growth. 

Later, Economic· and Socia·l Council resolutitin 3 (III) provided 

for the establishment of a _Population Commission. 

During the e·arly stages of their consideration in t·he United 

Natio~s however.population issues were relegated to~ s~conda~y 

place in the concerns of the international communit_y and the_ 

Or~anization its~1f due. to the rudimentary knowledge of population 

questions, the general lack of clarity concerning the relations 

between demographic and other social phenomena and to the absence 

of sol~d bases for decision-making, which then prevailed. 

The groups who voiced their disquiet about the growth of the 

w?rld population, especially in the under-developed areas, were ver.y 

much .in the ininority and powerless to achieve a broad ·co"nsensus 

on their proposals for bi~th control. ·Mo~eove~, ~heir .proposals 

encountered insuperable problems with regard to their implementation 

on a large scale for lack of technical means. 

MQreover, the great _mujority of the S'tate Hembers of the 

United Nations were more or less firmly opposed to considering the 

questibn in· international fora, and the remainder were indiffe~ent. 

In the circumstances, the opposing school of: thought of which the 

main proponents wer.e. the Holy, See, the. Soviet Unio1,1 and the Fr.ench l 

demographers was bound to preVail. 

In t.he ·United States, fo.r eXample, though private foundations 

had been financing birth control centres since the thirties,· 
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government officials hesitated to use public funds for these pur-

poses. As lat~ as 1958, President Eisenhower stated in cOnnection 

with birth control: 

• 
'' I cannot imagine anything more emphatically a subject that 
is not a pro~er political or governmental activity or function 
or responsibility''· !/ 

·rn most of Western- Europe, 'birth control was illegal. The 

United Kingdom was an exception, but there it was generally felt 

that it was not the business of Her Majesty's Government to concern 

itself. with birth control. 

In countries like .France, where Sauvy's influence was parti

cularly strong,.advocacy of birth control wa~ regarded as a form 

of neo-Malthusianism and in the main severely criticized. 

The Socialist countries also regarded birth control as a form 

6f neo-Malthusianism . Denouncing.the class interests that lay 

. behind it and, consequently,their reactionary riatur@ they claimed that 

the basic problem of the underdeveloped countries lay not in the 

rate of growth of their population, but in the inequalities inherent 

to· their ~conomic and social systems. 

For philosophiiil and moral reasons, and in p~rticular the 

dogma that procreation is the chief end of matrimony, t~e Vatican 

was als~ opposed to birth control by any means other than abstinence. 

Its spokesmen furthermore, doubted that world population was growing 

at an.abnorrnally high rate, and pointed out that if problems did 

arise as a resdlt of population growth, they could be solved by 

encouraging international'migration. 

In the developing. countries, attitudes varied widely during this 

period, rangir.g from stubborn opposition to any measures of birth 

l/ Richard_Symonds ~nd Mi9hael Garder, ''The United Nations 
Populat1on Quest~on'', Sussex University ·Press, 1973, p. 

and the 
95. 
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control in Latin Am~rica, to the special interest early displayed 

in that respect by India and Ceylon. All in all, however, popula~ 

tion issues were not a pri~ary concern for _the majority o~ developing 

countries. ~/ 

In' t-he circum·stances, until the beginning of the sixties, 

besides preparing some studies on population trends, the Population 

Commission did little more than issue ~ecommendations for better 

demographic statistics. 

Of the United Nations ~pecialized Agenci·e~, the ILO took up thf 

question.from time to time, although at the 1950 regional conferenct 

iri Asi-a, the _problem of excess population was mentioned as one of 

the main ·obstacles to the reconstruction of the region. 

~HO played a ma~ginal role, with the exception of a few 

technical assistance activities in the field of birth control. These 

though, practically came to an end after the fifth general conference 

as a result of pressure· exercised by the Holy See. 

· UN~SCO wa~ perhaps the only exception. Under the leadership 

of HUxley, a number of attempts were ffiade to sPread the idea i~at 

unless a balance could be achieved between population and resources, 

the consequences would be catastrophic for. mankind as a whole. 

Huxley also played a leading part in convening the World Population 

Conference, held at Rome in 1954. 

•. 
The Conference was held in a cliffiate of government suspicion and 

even h6stility. !/ The eonfe~ence concerned itself with a. wide 

range of topics, although the greatest 

tions relating to pOpulation research, 

~mphasis was placed ori qties~ 
. I 

the identification. of· gaps in 

2/ 

3/ 

It is useful to recall in this respect that when·the general 
ru~es for the provision of. technical assistance to the 
developing countries by" the United Nations, were laid,do~n in 

'tcosoc resolution 222 (IX) of 1949, actual requests for 
assistance on population questions., apart·from advice ··on -census
taking and on yital statistics programmes, were few and far 
between. 

This is clearly reflected in the fact that the initiative of con
vening it could not originate direcf~y in the United Nations but 
had ~-o come through the IUSSP. More.over, the resources allocated 
to it. were very l·imited, and the participants had to·attend in a 
purely personal capacity, i.e. without the power to pass· resolu
tions c~ to make~recommendati9ns to Governments. 
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demographic knowledge, etc. Though it did create some impact by 

drawing the world's attention to the fact th~t population was growing 

at much higher rates than ever before, the Conference failed to bring 

about any substantial ~hange of governmerital attitudes towards 

population issues. 

1.2 Population issues since the early 1960's 

A major turning point in attitudes towards population issues 

resulted from the 1960-1961 censuses. The censuses: 

''confirmed .... beyond any doubt that world population .was 
increasing at -an unprecedented rat~. The census results were 
particularly dramatic in the less developed countries. The 
figures exceeded by far all previous estimates, in one case, 

:Ghana, by ~s ~uch as 26 per cent.'' ~/ ' 

These wholly unpreced~nted trends broQght about a notable 

increase in the popularity of the school of thought that favoured 

birth control. A number of institutions (notably the Protestant 

churches) became firm advocates of birth control, as did busi~ess 

associations. Before long, governments began reconsi~ering their 

pol'icies of non-involvement~ with many of ~hem actually comnencing 

to assign a very high priority to population matters in general, 

and to birth controi in particular. 

In ~ few years there was sufficient international consensus 
' not only for an international de·bate on population issues, but also 

for the execution of population policies, including massive birth 

central efforts, something which by then was technically possible 

thanks to th~ invention of the pill a~d the IUD and to progress in 

the field of mass comm~nications: 

During _the Kenncdy Admiriistration for example~ the Government 

not oniy. changed its attltud~ but decided to ~brow all the weight of 

its power and in:luence behind -birth control policies in the Third 

World. The ext·::,'-~.1t of the change may be best appreciated by the words 

of President EL~enhower in 1968: 

------ --------------
4/ R. ·s~':,onds and M.· Garder op. ci_!_., p. 122 
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''Once ~s President of the United States I thought and said 
tha~ bi~~~ control was not the business of the Fed~ral 
Government. The facts have changed my mind ... I have- come 
to believe that the populatio~ explosion is the world'·s most 
~ritica~ prob~~m" .. !/ 

Gre~ter receptivity towards the demographic concerns of the 

industrial countries began to spread throughout the Third Wo~1d, 

from its initial focus in As_ia. 

In a_ fe~ years the issue of population growth as an obstacle to 

~evelop~ent ·became a central preo9cupation of the· United Nations. 

In 1962, the General Assembly adopted resolution 1838 (XVII), 

which explores the possibility that the United Nations might, for 

the first time, give technical assistance in the field of population 

on _a·major scale to the c~untries of the Third World, 

This resolution, is the first of a series !1 culminating with 

the incorporation of th~ following statements in the ·International 

Dev~lopmen~ .. Strategy adopt~d fbr the first United Nations Development 

n'ecade:. 

''The· target for growth in. average _income per head is calculated 
on the basis of an average annual increase of 2~5 per cent in 
the p6pulati6n of developing _countries,· which is less than the 
average rate at present-forecast for the 1970s. In this ~ontex~, 
each developing countries should .formulate its own demographic 
objectives within the framework of its national development 
plan." 

''Those developing countries which consider that their rate of 
population growth hampers their development will adopt measures 
which they deem .necessary in accord~nce with their concept of 
devel6pment. ·Developed-countries, consist~nt with their 
national policies will upon request provid-e -sup.port -through the_ 
suppiy of means for family plannin~ and further research''. 

The United Nat'ions Population Commission entered a much more 

active phase of its work, empha~i~ing in particular the. need to 

p~epare a long-term population programme with spe·cial st.ress on the 

relation between population growth and socio-economi.c development. 

The same happened with the Specialized Agencies; in particular WHO and 

the World Bank. 

5/ 

y 
Ibi6. p. 133 

See fo~ example ECOSOC resolutions ~048 _(XXVI1I), 1965 and 1084 
·cx·rx) 1966, and General Assembly resolutions 2211 (XXI), 1966 and 
25'<2 (XX). 
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In the meantime·, a second ·world Populat~on.Conference was 

·convened by ECOSOc.· On the occasiori of .adopt.ion of the resolution 

convening the Conference the strong reluctance di.splayed.by ~any 

governments towards the resolution con-vening the firs~ Conference. 

was notably absent. 

The 1965 Belgrade Conference, was attended by more than 800 

experts and observers from BB countries.· Though·still a meeting of 

individuals acting in their own capacities,. its impact was undoubtedly 

much great~r than "at the 1954 Conference. 

On the whole though, the extent to which attitudes towardS 

poptilation i~sues changed, in the 1960s, can best be illustrated 

~hrough the United Nations Fund for Poptilation Activities (UNFPA), 

established. in 1967 to supplement the regular budget resources of 

the Organization and those of UNDP. Iis purpose was to facilitate 

the systematic and constant provision of technical assistance tO 

countries req~esting it, in order to identify and tackle population 

problems. 

In 1968 ~nd 1969, nine Governments gave or pledged a .total of 

US $ five million to the Fund. By 1976, it was operating with 

US $ 25.0 million through 1,400 projects in more than lOO countries. 

2. ~HE BUCHAREST CONFE~ENCE 

2.1 Preparatory Work. 

The 1974 World Popul~tion C~nference was 

and Social Council resolution 1484 (XLVIII). 

convened by Economic 

Unlike preceding 

C9nferences this was not a scientific gathering, but a Conference of 

government r~presentatives. 

The aim of the Conference was to encourage governments to consider 

the demographic factor in their general econ9mic and social policies, 

and to strengthen intern~tional co-operation with coun~ries requiring 

assistance in order to implement their population policie~. 

Overall preparatory work was entrusted to the United Nations 

Population Commis~ion. In addition, four exclusively scientific 

gatherings were convened, to study: population an~ development (Cairo 

4-14 June, 1973); p~pulation and the family (Honolulu, 6-15 August 
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1973); population, resources and the erivironment (Stockholm, 

26 September-5 October 1973); and, population and human rights 

(Am~terdam, 21-29 January, 1973): 

_The Secretary-General of the Conference, Mr. Antonio Carillo 

Flo~~~,··~lso cbriv~ned five ~egional ~eetings of· government~! 

representatives. These were held in San Jos@, Bangkok, Addis Ababa, 

Dam~scus and Gepeva, bet~een Apri·l ~nd May of 1974. 

Finally,_ four ·regional poptila~ion conferences were held: ·in 

Mexico City (1970), Accra (1971); Tokyo (1972) and Bei~ut (1974) 

2.2 The context 

·The 1974 Conference took Place within a demographic context 

characte.rized by_ rapid. popula:tion growth ~eographically concentrated 

in the ~hird ·World. Tables 1) and 2) illustrate these features • 

. Tabl~ 1) shows that·between 1750 and 1900, i.e. in only ~5·0. yea!'S 

7/ world population doubled and that from the 1950's onwards, ~he rate 

of overall population _growth by far exceeded the already big~ rate 

of growth recorded i? the first half of the present century, reaching 

the record level of nearly two per cent per annum. It also shows 

that while in the more developed areas. the rates of population growt~ 

between 1900 and 1970 remained fairly stable, oscillating ar.ound 

one per cent without ever exceeding 1.5 per cent, in the Third World 

they jumped spectacularly in the 1950's. Consequently, by 1960~ 

two-thirds of the world's population were concentrat~d ih Asia, 

Africa and Latin Am~rica. 

7/ Prior to the industrial revolution, 
millenium f_or the planet's population 

it took approximately a. 
to double·. 
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T A B L E I 

WORLD POPULATION GROWTH BY REGIONS, 1150-1970 

PERIOD 

1750-1800 
lH00-1850 
1850-1900 
l900-l950 
1950-1960 
1960-1970 

Source: 

_World 

3.7 
5.7 
7.8 

17.1 
48.9 
62.6 

ANNUAL IN.CHEASE 

(millions) 

Develo:Qed Third 
Countries World 

'0.9 2.8 
2.0 3.7 
2.0 3.7 
5.7 11.4 

11.9 37.0 
10.8 51.8 

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE 

(percentage) 

World Develoued Third 
Countries World 

0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.5 0.7 0.5 
0.5 1.0 0.3 
0.8 0.8 0.9 
1.8 1.3 2.0 
1.9 1.0 2.3 

Recent Population Trends and Future Prospects, Report by 
the Secretary-General, in The Population Debate: Dimensions 
and Perspectives, Papers qn the World Population Conference, 
Bucharest, 1974, vol. 1 .. 

Table.2 shows the population trehds in the different regions and 

subregions of the Third ~orld from 1950 onwards. It wi.ll be noted 

that there are only a few areas where the rates of population growth 

are fairly moderate (the _temperaie areas of Latin America and Eastern 

.Asia) while in several areas (Central America, Southern Africa, 

South~East Asia, Micronesia and Polynesia), rates close to or even 

exceeding 3 per c~nt per ennum have been recorded. It must· be 

remembered that an average population growth rate of 3 per ·cent 

annually mean~ that the popula~ion wil~ double in less thari 25 years. 

T A B L E 2 

POPULATION OF DEVELOPING REGIONS, 1950, 196b, 1970 AND 
AVERAGE ARNUAL POPULATION GROWTH RATES PER DECADE 

Region or PoEu'ation (Millions) Gro'\o.rth Rate (Percent) 
Area l95C 1960 1970 1950-60 1960-10 

AFRICA 219.2 272.0 351.7 2.16 2.58 

-East 62.7 n.o 99.8 2.05 2.60 

Central 26.1 31.6 40.2 1. 91 2.41 

North 51.2 65.2 86.0 2.41 2. 77 

Southern 14.4 18.2 24.2 2. 35 2.87 

Hest· 64.9 ' 80.1 101.5 2.11 2.36 

I 
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Region or Porul·ation (Millions) Growth Rate (Percent) 
Area 1950 1960 1970 1950~60 1960-70 

LATIN AMERICA 164.1 216.1 284.2 2.75 2.74 

Caribbean 16.9 20.7 25.6 2. 01 f2.12 
Ceriti-al America 35.8 48.7 67.0 3.07 3.19 
Temperate America 25.5 30.9 36.4 1. 92 . 1.64 

EASTERN ASIA 673.5 . 787.4 926.2 1. 56 1.62 

ID.EXCL.JAPAN 589.8 693.3 821.8 1. 62 1. 70 

SOUTHERN ASIA 698.4 865.4 1.111. 3 2.14 2~50 

South-East Asia 173.1 218.5 284.9 2.33 2.65 
Central-South Asia: 480.8 588.4 749.1 2.02 2:41 
South-.Western Asia 44.5· 58.5 77-3 2.74 2.79 

MELANESIA 1.8 2.2 2.8 2.07 2.44 

MICRONESIA and 

POLYNESI·A 0.7 0.9 1.3 2. 77 3.42 

Source: Demographic Trends in the World and its major regions, 
19-50_-197-0~ United Nations Secretariat, in the Population. 
De_bate, op. cit., vo~. 1. 

·'The behaviour of mortality, fertility and i~ternational· 

migrations, the variables that most directly ~ffect the growth 

rate and the· spatial distribution of population, explain these trends. 

(a) 1-lorta1ity -

Since the· industrial revolutio-n, w-orld 'mortality rates have 

progressively dropped. The world death rate in 1935-39, was of 35 
per thousand; by 1965-70. it had dropped to 16 per thousand. 

However,· although ·the reduction of mortality has -been wide

spread, it has not been homogeneous. Differen6es between developed 

and developing c6untries are ~~rticula~ly marked as to inf~nt. 

mortality, as is shown in Table 3). 



Countr_i 

Developed 
cvuntries 

Soviet Union 
Uni.ted States 
Canada 
Jap_an 

Developing 
countries 

Guatemala 
Jamaica 
Chile 
Singapore 
Sri Lanka 
West Malaysia 

Source: 
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T A B L E 3 

TRENDS IN INFANT HORTALITY RA.TES 
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1950-1970 

Rate uer 1,000 births 

84.0 
29.2 
40.7 
60.1 

113.4 
78.3 

153.2 
82.2 
81.6 

101.6 

35.0 
26;0 
27.3 
30.7 

91.9 
51.5 

125.1 
34.8 
56.8 
68.9 

24 .. 0 
19.8 
18.8 
13.1 

88 0 4 
32.2 
87 0 5 
20.5 
50.3 
40.8 

Percentage variation 

1950-60 1960-70 

-65 -33 
-11 -24 
-33 -31 
-49 -43 

-19 - 4 
-34 -37 
-18 -33 
-58 -41 
-30 -14 
-32 ~41 

''Recent Population Trends and Future Prospects''. 
Report or the- Sccretary-G~neral, in ''The Population 
Debate, Dimensions an<i Perspectives'', vol 1, p. 26. 

Two hundred years ago, average world life expectancy was 

23-35 years. By the beginning of this decade it had risen to 55 

years. But while in the more dev8loped countries life expectancy 

at birth is now in the order of 70 er more years, in the Third 

World, despite notable advances in controlling and preventing. 

commu~icab~e, parasitic and respiratory diseases ''many millions of 

deaths occur every y~ar which could be prevented by fuller appli

cation of known te9hniques and by improvements of nutrition and 

other conditions of healthy life''. ~/ 

Another important difference between developed and developing 

countries in matters of mortality is the fact that in today's 

developed countries, the reduction of mortality rates came about 

slowly, so that the effects were gradual, while a.s in developing 

countries, this reduction came about abruptly. 

~/ ''Recent Population Trends and Future Prospects''. Report of 
the Secretary-Gene~al, in The Populatio~ Debate, op. cit, vol. 
l. 
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(b) Fertility 

Differ~nces between. developed ~Qd developing ~ountries 

are still more aCute with respect to the· long-ter,m trends of 

fertility :rates. In the ·former group of cou_ntries, fertility 

rates have generally declined and stabilized at low leVels. ~~ 

In the latter though,. they have r~m~ined more or les·s constant, 

as c:an be seen in Table 4). 

T A B L E ·4 

CRUDE BIRTH RATES: WORLD, REGIONAL AND 
SUBREGIONAL ESTIMATES, 1950-1970 

1250-55 19~2-60 1960-62 

World total 36 35 34 
More developed areas 22.7 21.9 20.3 
Less developed areas 43 42 40 

Africa 47 47 47 

EB.st Africa 47 47 47 
Central Africa 45 45 45 
North Africa 46 46 • 46 
Southern Africa 42 42 42 
West -Africa 48 48 48 

Latin Alnerica 41 40 39 

Ca:i-ibbean area 38 38 37 
Central Am.eric a 46 45 44 
South America 
(temperate) 26.9 27.0 26.5 
South America 
(tropical) 45 43 40 

North America 25,1 24.9 22.3 

East Asia 36 31 29 

China: 37 32 30 
Japan 23.0 18,2 17.5 
Other countries· 37 42 39 

1262-10 

33 
18.0 
39 

46 

47 
45 
45 
42 
48 

37 

35 
43 

24.4 

39 

18.1 

27 

28 
17.9 
36 

'll Although fertility did not declin~ simultaneously in all 
the industrial couniries, or in the s~me circumstances and 
socio-ecodomic conditions, on ~he whole, by the end 6f the· 
first quarter of this century, it had dropped sufficiently 
in all of them to put a definite end to rapid population 
·growth. 
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1220-22 1225-60 1260-62 1262-IO 

Southern Asia 46 46 45 44 

South-East Asia 46 46 45 44 
Southern-Central Asia 46 46 44 43 
South-West Asia 46 46 45 44 

EuroEe 19.7 19.2 18.6 17.6 

Eastern Europe 23.5 21.0 17.2 16.9 
NOrthern Europe 16.6 16.8 18.0 17.1 
Southern Europe 21.1 20.8 20.6 19.3 
Western Europe 17.5 17.7 18.2 16.8 

Oceania 28 28 27 24 

Australia and 
New Zealand 23.5 23.3 22.3 20.4 
Melanesia 43 43 43 43 
Mic.ronesia and 
.Polynesia . 44 44 44 43 

Soviet Union 26.2 25.3 22.0 17.7 

So"urc'e: "Fertility Trends in the World", United 
Nations Sec.retariat ·in ''The Population 
Debate, Dimensions and Perspectives". 
op. cit. Vol. 1' P· 207. 

The table shows that over the period 1950-1970 as a whole, 

the crude birth rate in the less developed areas was more than 

twice as high as -in the more developed are~s, and that th~ 

difference became more pronounced towards the second half of the 

sixties. 

It is in Africa and Southern Asia that the highest and also 

fSe most ~~~ble rates are to be found. It ihbuld also be noted 

th~t in the Third World, there are only ~ few regions and countries 

where the birth rates are fairly low, that is, below 25 per 1,000 

inhabitants/year, but a large number of regions with high_rates -

over 35 per 1,000 _inhabitants/year - and a fairly -appreciable 

number of regions midway b~tween them, with rates of 25 to 35 per 

1,000 inhabitants/year. 

• 
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Except in the temperate. areas of South America! ·fertility 

rat~s i~ t~e ±bird World have seldom dropped significantly. 

The countrles wh~re there has been a d~wnward ~rend, sue~ as 

Costa Rica, Guadalupe, Reunion. I~land, Ja·maica, Marti~ique. and 

Fiji, have a marginal influence on globai or even regional 

population trends. 

(c) International migrations 

Utll.ike the trend of events in the 19th century and early 

years of this centurY, vhen the vast poPulation movements between 

Europe and America, Western Russia and Asia, and rnaia and Asia, 

were at their height, international migrations no~ piay a minor 

part in the spatial distribution of the world population. 

It ·need only be reali~ed thai sine~ 1950, which heralded the 

beginning of the fastest period of population growth in the 

Third World,_ 

''it is doubtful whether a dozen couniries have gained or 'io~t 
as ma~y as a million people in the balance of migration ·across 
borders. Even for the largest gainers and losers th~ annual 
balance of immigration· and emigratio-n ha·s been i~ most cases 
no more than a fraction of 1 per c·ent of the p0pulation 11 .10/ 

2.3 Main Issues before· the Conference 

Obviously no one assumes that the restoration of demographic 

stability in the Third World will take place by way of a return to 

high mortaliiy and fertility:rates. At the same time it i~ certain 

tha:t if the population trends now prevailing _in the 'fli~_rd World 

.should continue indefinitely, the effects for the whole of humanity 

would be catastrophic. 
\ 

During much of.the 1960's, the belief prevailed that the main, 

if not the only way to restore demographic stability in the Third 

World, was through th~ adoption of measures aimed at directly 

10/ Ibidem, p. 30. 
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influencing fertil~ty. This was largely due to the optimism 

with wh~c~ the develop~ent prospects of the peripherj w~re viewed 

at the time (hence fo! 'example, the expr~ssion ''developing'' 

Countries). On·the basis of essentia~ly geo-centric attitudes 

in the industri~lized World, and· of imitative ones in the periphery, 

development was seen as a virtually automatic process which, 

mainly through the spread of modern technology, .would take the 

periphery through the stages of growth already crossed by Western 

Europe and the .Unitea States; leading ultimately~ to ap almost 

universal reprodu~tion of the socio-economic ~onditions prevailing 

in th~ industrialized areas of the West. 

This was seemingly borne out·by the significant economic 

advances made by many of the Third- World co~ntries in the 1950's 

and 1960's. The relationship between this point of ·view and the 

emphasis laid on population policies is obvious: growth coupled with 

the· main~enance of high fertility rates were seen as negating the 

theory of demographic transition. 10 bis/ In effect the transi-

tion did not seem to be occurring spontaneously as the the?rY 

indicated, hence the conviction that measures had to be taken ·in 

order to force it. 

Towards the second half of the 1960's, however, it beCame 

increasingly evide~t that living conditions for the bulk of the 

population in the Third World had changed very litt~e despite the 

economic growth· that had ~aken place in the majsrity of Third World 

10 bis/ Based on the premise of a close interdependence betw~en popu
lation and socio-economic structures·, the theory of 
demographic tr~nsition states that population groups 
pass .throug~ three stages: an initial stage of 
de~ographic Stability with high rates of mortality and 
fertility; a second stage of more or less rapid 
Population growth in which mortality falls and fertility 
remains constant or falls less sharply; and, finally a 
third stage in which stability is restored on the basis 
of_ low mortality and f~rtility rates. Each stage in 
turn corresponds to the different stages of what· is 
generally known as the process of modernization. 
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countries~ The 'result was a tho~ough -~econsideration of develop~ 

ment thinking. I~ a word, the facts had n~t discredited the 

theory ·or demogr~phic tTansition, but th~ theories of ·development 

that had been ~ac~osanct until the middle of the 1960's. Similarly, 

there was a re-examination of what up to then had been generally 

accepted truths in connection with the determining factors of 

population growth and with the effects of this latter on develop

ment. 

One immediate result was the attempt to better understand 

the root causes of big~ fertility rates and, more specifically, 

the linkages between these and und~rdevelopment, i~ turn, leading 

to the conclusion that: 

''There is much conflict of opinion about the exact details 
of the process responsible for fertility decline, and 
different experts emphasize different combinations of 
influences.· D~spite th~se disagreements, historical 
e~~erience a~d observable ~urrent tren~s provide ·an 
overall generalization that can t.ardly be denied: Every 
population that has exnerience~ the imnact of economic and 
.socia~ development has underpone a deMo~ra~hic evolution 
in.the course of which fertili~Y. as well as nortality, 
has declined drastically 11 11/ 

In effect, economic development, implies a marked fall in 

mortality, above all in infant ·mortality,. one of the most importarit 

f~ctors _affecting ·rertility. Fertility decline is also associated· 

by other changes associated with development, such as the general 

rise in living standards and the spread of social security system~ 

(which.make children far less important as a security for one's 

old age), industr~alization and the switch from rural to urban 

society {which substantially reduces .the role of·th~ family in 

production and the importance of children as a source of income), 

the general rise of education demanded by society (which makes a 

large number of children a burden to the family). I~dustrialization 

.. !.1./ "Population Change and Econonic and Social Development". 
Report of the Secretary-General, in ''The Population Debate'', 
vol. l, p. 47. (emphasis added). 
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also provides greater opportunities for women to take· part 

in activities other ;th.an those of the famfly circle and, in 

general, to raise their degree of social partiCipation; these 

changes have historically been accompani"ed by sharp fertility 

declines. 

There is doubtless no agreement as to ·the relative importance 

of the various factors just mentioned, but - as many of the 

documents submitted to the Conference pointed out - it is 

difficult.to questinn· that taken together, they create the 

conditions for a decline of fertility. 

summed up as follo~s: 

These conditions h~ve been 

" (a) the regulation of fertility, .~fter weighing th~ 
advantages and disadvantages of additional births, 
must be an accepted mode of behaviour; 

~b) low~r fertility m~st be perceived by individual 
·coupied as advantageous .to both parents and children; 
and 

(c) there must be adequate knowledge and acceptance of 
means of reducing fertility, sufficient communication 
between spouses and· th·e will to use the available 
means 11

• 12/ 

While not excluding the possibility that a significant fall 

in fertility rates· may occur in one o~ more specific developing 

countries in the absence of substantial socio-economic change, the 

documents submitted to the Conference, in general, emphasized that the 

:~bove .. listed conditions are l!Dlikely to come about, if situations 

of broadspread poverty continue ~o prevail in the Third World. 

As to the socio-economi~ consequences of population growth 

despite considerable progress in the field of demography since the 

war, and despite progress made on understanding the inter

relationships between population growth and development, ·they are 

by far less clearly understood than the ways in whi~h po~ulation 

growth is affected by economic change. 

1:.1_1 Report of the Symposium on Population and. Development, held 
at Cairo, June 4-14, 1973, in ''The Population Debate ... '' 
op.cit. vol. 11, An~ex 1. 
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This has therefore traditionally been the most.contro-

versial.of all questions relating to po~ulation. Rival· .schools 

of thOught in this sphere rarige from-those claiming that current 

population growth rates in the Third World constitute an insur

mountable obstadle to development to those underlining that rapi~ 

population growth is an·important·factor in promoting develop

ment. 

The second school points out that, hi·storic~lly,· economic 

d~velopment has been accompanied by rapid population g~o~th, 

specifically in the case Or man'y· of the countries now industrialized. 

Another, more ·reCent example fr-equently put forward in this respect, 

is the' very considerable economic development of the South- of 

the ·united States, which has gone haTid in ·hB.nd, with hig-h· rB.tes · 

of population growth. 

_At the same time, it i~ pointed out that, dur·ing the ''sixties, 

population growth did not prevent the developing countries' groWth 

from increasing their GNP at an average of over 5 per cent per 

year. It is also pointed out that, from th~ standpoint of economic 

gro~th, there has been no great difference betwe·en the developing 

countries with a high population growth rate and those with lower 

rates, and even that economic growth has tended to be s·lightly 

higher in the former c-ountries. 

However, it is ~tated in response, there can be no comparison 

between t~~ population growth rates p~evailing_to~ay in the developing 

ccuntries and the _rates prevailing in _today's develop~d countries, 

when they were undergoing rapid pop~l~ti_on growth .. Furthermor~, it 

is said that the lack of correlation between growth. of population 

and growth of the ~NP is no~ a conclusive argument. Fi~ally it is 

added _popula~ion gro~th means that any increas.e in the GNP has to 

be divided up among a larg~r number of people, so that th~ product 

per capita remafn.s _the same. 

However, this ·controversy appears to be now somewhat super-

seded. Basically, the question can be expressed in terms of a 

vicious circle. In the conditions of extreme poverty prevailing 
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in the Third World, fertility rates are almost invariably very 

high. In view of the trend of mortality, t~e result 'is a high 

population growth rate which- in turn means a steadily growing 

demand for goods (~ousing, food, etc_.) and services (health, 

education, etc.), creating more or less intense pressure on the 

e6vironment and; in general, on the resources available to 

meet the demand, thus making it difficult to improve living 

conditions and so forth. 

As a consequence of t~e tendeD.cy to overestimate the 

importance of populati6n growth during the 'fifties and part 

of the sixties, ·emphasis was firmly placed on the need to 

break out of. the vicious circle by bringing about· a decisive 

change in the behaviour of the fertility variable. 

From the second half of the 1960's, however, a much broader 

approach began to prevail. 

This approach~ while not neglecting the sienificance of the 

population variable (size, rate of growth, ~patial distribution, 

etc.) especially in terms of pressure on resources and in terms 

of processes such ~s those of environmental degradation, rural

urban migration, unemploy~ent, etc.,be.gan assessing this signifi

cance more realistically by referring it to ether equally important 

variables, such as technology, land tenure systems, external 

economic constraints, the conditions under which countries 

experiencing rapid population growth are inserted into the inter

~ational economic system, and others. 

In s·hort, this approach stresses the need to break the 

vicious circle by a concerted and simultaneous action on the 

population variable and on the ''poverty'' variable, by means' 

of policies which take account of the indissoluble connections 

between them as well as of the tendency of the different. factors 

and elements composing the ''poverty'~ variable to ~einforce one 

ano.t her. 
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,Basically then, the main task before the Bucha~est Conference 

was to identify ways and means to.make operational the approach just 

described, a question that led it inevitably to the ~reader issue 

of overcoming 'underdevelopment. 

2.3 Upshot of the Conference 

The Bucharest Conference vas held in AUgust 1974. It adopted 

an extremely broad approach to th~ issues before it, thus reinforcing 

the trend already· apparent in the two previous world population 

conferences in the ~ense of going ~ell beyond strictly demographic 

matters. This is evident in ·its principal decision, 

of a World Plan of Acti.on on Population matters. 1:]/ 
Nations document E/CONF.60/19}. 

't:he adoption 

(See United 

·After setting out the main characteristics of the world 

population situation and .its prospects for the future. ll/ the Plan 

13/ The.· Conference adopted resoiutions, inter alia, on the following_ 
questions: ''Rural Development'', ''Socio-economic factors in 
demographic change'', ''Charter of Economic Rights and Duties 
of St~tes'', ''Status of Women'', ·''For a more just World'', ''Food 
Production'', ''Towards a more equitable distribution of World 
Resources'', ''Interrelationships between population, develo~ment, 
resources and environment'', ''Food and Fertilizer Shortages'', 
''Regional Co-operation'', ''The Rural Family'', ''Rural Populations'', 
''Population and Research'', ''Population Policies'', ''The Family 
and Development'',· ''Decolonization'', ''Policies of Apartheid 
,in South Africa, Namibia and Southern Rhodesia''. 

14/ The Plan of Action refers inter alia, to the existence of a high 
ra~e of growth of world population, but with sharp disparities 
between and within countries; to the significance of the age 
structure of population, in particular. certain structures which 
give rise to a considerable degree of demographic inertia; to 
the absence of development, especially in rurai areas; to the 
unlikelihood of .any change in present demographic trends before 
the end ~f the century, and certainly not before 1985; etc. 
It is interesting to note, in t.his :regard, that these facts 
are presented against the background of an optimistic assess
ment of the future, which sharply contrasts with the apocalyptic 
'thinking frequently ~ssociated with population issues. . 
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lays down a set of principles. In this sense it reiterates 

that the formulation of demographic policies as well as their 

implementation are the sovereign right of each State a~d, that 

States bear prime responsibility for population matte.rs, without 

prejudice to the possibility that international co-operation may 

play an important role in connection with population issues. 

The rollowing principles are also i~c~uded: the purpose of 

development is the human being; eac~ couple has the inalienable 

right to decide, freely a~d responsibly, the number and spacing 

of their children; demographic policies must avoid anything 

resembling compulsion, and must respec~ human rights; population 

growth poses problems which go beyond national boundari~s, etc. 

In resp~ct of priorities .for action to accelerate the restora~ 

tion of demoeraphic stabilit? in the developing countries in other 

words the Plan of Action unmistakeably emphasizes the struggle 

against underdevelopment itself. ~n effect, the Plan states that: 

''The basis for an effective solution of population problems 
is, above all, socio-ecpnomic transfor~ation. A .popula-
~ion policy may have· a c·ertain success if it constitutes 
an. integral part of socio-economic development;· its contribu
tion to the solution of ~orld developmeht problems is hence 
onl~ partial, as is the case with other sectoral strategies . 

.•.. Policies whose aim is to affect populatio~ trends must 
not be considered as substitutes for socio-economic develop
ment policies but as being integrated with those policies in 
order to facilitate ~he solution of certain prbblems facing 
both developing and developed countries and to promote a more 
balanced and rational development .•.. '' 

This point is made in different ways in connection with 

virtually all ~he specific issues dealt w·ith throughout the text, 

inciuding: section B) p~ragraph ~4, sections c) and d) (popula-

tion and development are interrelate~: population policies are 

never substitutes for socio-econo~ic development policies), 

section C) paragraph 25 ( .... programmes designed to reduce morbidity 

and m(~tality mu$t be integrated within a· comprehensive development 
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stra~egy and supplemented by a' wide range of mutually supporting 

social policy ~easures), section C) paragraph 31 (it is recommended 

that.governments wishing to affect fertility levels give a high 

priority to implementing development programmes) and· ~2 .(factors 

such as the 'reduction of infant mortality, the integration of 

women in the development process and the promotion bf social 

justice generally influence fertility levels). 

Conversely, with respect to the question of the impact of 

population growth on development, the Plan is far less categorical. 

In effect, it merely states (paragraph 37), that: 

'' ... countries which consider their birth rates as 
detrimental to.their national pu~poses are invited to 
consider setting adequate quantitative goals and imple
menting policies that may lead to the attainment of such 
goals by 1985".· 

The Plan of Action itself, however, avoids setting quantita-

tive goals for the reduction of population growth. In fact~ the 

only quantitative goals laid down by the PlaD deal with the 

reduction of infantile.mortal,ity and the expansion of life expect-

ancy .. In this respect the Plan states that: 

'' •.• the countries with the highest mortality levels 
Should aim by 1985 to have expectation of life at birth 
of·at least 50 years and an infantile mo~tality of less 
than 120 per thousand live births". 

At the conceptual level, it should be emphasized that the Plan 

endorses the ~otion according to which the end-purpo~e of development 

i~ the human being. It also states that development implies a 

process of liberation. whi6b should l~ad to full independence. 

Self-reliance, the question of meeting basic human needs and other 

similar issues, howev~r,- are notably absent. 

The Plan of Action strongly em~hasizes the need to ~ope with 

underdevelopment through 'a vast range of complementary measures. 

Such ~easures though, are enounced in the most general of terms, 
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such as 11 strt1;ctural trans.forlnations", · "soci6-.eco.no~ic ·change", 

etc. 

·such i-n~ic~a_tions, moreover, are· scattered· throughout the 

text., an_d th.e:f-e is no attempt to assemble them systematically' 

or to sugg~st ev~n the broad guidelines or· a clear and coherent . . . 
development strategy.· 



C H A P T E R I I I 

FOOD FROM HOT SPRINGS TO THE WORLD FOOD 

CRISIS IN THE SEVENTIES 

1. THE·FIRST EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 
TO DEAL WITH WORLD FOOD PROBLEMS 

International awareness of the prOblems of malnutrition, food 

shortage and~trade in foodstuffs only emerged in the ~930's. The 

League of Nat1ons drew attention to the food shortage by publishing 

a r~port, in··i~~7, on ''The Relationship between Nutrition, Health, 

Agriculture and Economic Policy'', ·which had wide repercussions. It 

lead to the establishment bf nutrition committees in 30 countries 

and to the holding o~ three Conferen~es; two in Geneva, (1937 a~d 

1938) and ~nether in Latin America (1939). 

The war intervened, and cut short these first efforts until' 

the early fortie~, when thanks to the writings of, amongst others, 

r.L. MaqDougall !/ (in particular a document which came to be known 

as the ''M~cDoug~ll Memorandum''), the international cpmmunity 

became aware of the need to give a_high_ priority to the production 

and distribution of food~tuff~ within the overall reconstruction 

effort. 

In M~y 1945, President Roosevelt, after having met_ Ma9Dougall, 

invited the· Allied Governments to a Conference on Food and Agri

culture, in Hot Springs, Virginia. 

The 45 countries which, atten~ed the Conference made certain 

recommendations, including the establish~ent of a permanent inter-

national ·organization, with _broad technical powers. In order to 

implement this recommendation an interim. Commission, under the 

chairmanship of Lester B. Pearson was s~t up. 

l/ MacDougall was a former League ~f Nations Officer and an · 
adviser to the Australian Delegation to the League. 

I 
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A he&ted discuSsion took place about the basic nature of 

the Organization. One group wanted it to.be a strong institution, 

capable of taking concrete and positive steps to promote economic 

expansion and help avert disastr6us crises. The ·other grOup -tho_ught 

that it---should ha_ve more ~of a fact-finding, a<;vi~ory role, without 

the ability to act. 

At the Conference held in Quebec in Octoter 1945, which 

for~ally established the FAO~g/ the former school of thought 

cprev~ile~ and its terms of reference were drafted in very b~oad 

terms. 

John Boyd Orr, one of the higheit world authorities in this 

field, was appointed. the first Director-General of t'he -FAO. 

Despite the expectations raised by the establishment of the Organi

zation as early as 1946, the first frustrations were encounter~d. 

The war had caused a grave food shortage. Boyd Orr pr~pared a 

study cii the situation and pr~sented it. to a Special Meeting on 

Urgent Food_ Problems, together with proposals for the creation of 

a World. Food Emergency Board~ authorized to buy, stock and sell 

ce!tain agricultural produ9ts, the~eby controlling prices and 

sti~ulating_production. The idea was to closely link this Organi

zation to the IBRD, Economic and Social Council and theproj-~cted 

International Trade Organization·, in order to ensure that production, 

credit and trade were all associated. 

The preparatory Commission on World Food Proposals supported 

t·hese ideas. However the idea was ultimately rejected, and, with 

it, the FAO lost the opportunity to become a vigorous instrument 

for increasing production and regulating trade, and for the 

provision, of techni~al assistance to the developing countries. 

£/ For detailed history Of the origins of the FAO, see Haffibidge 
Gave, ''The Story of-FAO'', D. Van No~trand C.I., New York, 
1954. 
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Not surpris~ngly, Boyd Orr soon resigned as Director~General, 

in 1248. 

Lord Boyd Orr's functions as Director-General of the FAO 

were taken over by Morris Dodd~ 'united States Under-Secretary for 

Agriculture, Dodd_ honestly wanted-to follow in his predecessor's 

footsteps. He was eonvinced that the International Fbod Council 

wa~·fa~ling to intervene in critical market situations, when di~-

turbing _systems begun to appear. He therefore proposed, that 

the creation of an International Co~mqdity Clearing House .. Instead 

of this, the Conference set up a Committee on Commodity Problems 

still in existence •. Its influence however has been v"ery limited.-

In 1~51, the Committee on Commodity Problemi proposed the establish-

ment of an Emergency Food Reserve, to prevent famine. The 1953 

Conference turned this .proposal down. In the meantime the world 

food situation continued to deteriorate. 

2. EROBLEMS OF HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION TAKE ON A PLANETARY 
DIMENSION 

FAO. 

In 1957, Dr. B.R. Sen was appointed Director-General ~f the 

Coming from an unde~4eveloped ·country, in a ~egion which .had 

sUffered from acute hunger, Sen put quite a different imprin~ on 

the Organization. Dr. Sen was convinced that the FA6 had to 

be reinforced and its scope of aCtion be enlarged. He realised, 

that the slow rate of growth of agriculture in the Third World. 

combined with ra~id-popuiation growth was a dangerous mi~ture. 

For this reason one of his first initiatives was to launch the 

''Fre.edo~ from_H~~g~r 11 ~ampa~gn. Although it did arouse public 

opinion to some extent,. the campaign did not affect th~ conviction 

then in vogue at ·the United Nations, t-o the effect ihat industriali-

zation· vas the onli way to promote development. 

thus remained a secondary priority. 

Rural development 

As part of its ef'f'orts to improve rural living conditions, 

and to promote rural development "through a profound transiormation 

of aritiquated structures, F"AO lent great imp'etus to agrarian reforms 
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especially ~n Latin America. The Organization played an 

important. r6le in the preparation tif technical aspects of 

agrarian reforms, and in some countries, it also helped draft 

agrarian legislation. 

2.1 The World Food Congress 

I~ 1959,_ the Director-General 6£ FAO proposed that a World 

Food Cong·ress be held in 1963, within the framework of the 

''Freedom from Hunger Campaign''· 

The Congress which took place in Washington D.C. adopted an 

important Declaration which states that, 

'' in spite of twenty year~ -of effort since the ~ot 
Springs Conference which led to' t_he foundation of FAO, 
the curse of hunger, malnutrition and poverty still 
afflict~ ID?~e than ~alf. of mankind''. 

More·ov~r, .the· D_eclaration, went_ ·on to urge that action be taken 

''l. by all governments of the ~eyeloping countries 

(a) for a planned and integrated use of resources 
which at present are _largel~·-underutilized-; 

'(b) for the adaptation of their institutions to 
requirements of economic and social progress; and, 
more specifically, _.:t·O 's~c;:ure the most effective 
administrative maC-hinery~ to give i.ncentives _to 

. -- ' \ 
increased production -th~·ough. ensuring just arid stable 
prices, and to ref6.;~,, wfi·ere required, unjust and obsolete 

' . \ structures and syStems··,of land tenure and land use so 
that the land miiht be 'c-ome, for the man who works it, · 
the basis of his economic better_ment, the foundat'iqn of 
·~is incr~asing welfare, and the guarantee of his 
freedom and dignity; 

2. for the maximum utilization of the stock of scientific 
and technical knowledge and the promotion of both short 
and long term adaptive research suited to the conditions 
and requirements of the developing countries; 
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3. for the massive and purposive education of the rural 
populations, so that they will -_be-· capable of applying 
modern_techniques and systems, and for universal 
~ducation to expand the opportunities for all.'' 

Fui-thermore, t'he Congress stresse·d, 

''THAT to assist national efforts, and allow speedier imple
mentation of development programmes within a world-wide 
framework, international co-operation be strengthened, in 
particular so -tha't: 

1. p-resent advers.e and disturbing ten~dencies in the trade 
of the developing countrie~ be reversed and that for 
that purpose adequate and comprehensive commodity 
agreements be-devised, development plans be co-ordinated 
and other apPropriat-e me~sures taken, and 

2-.. the volume and e~fectiveness of financial, m~terial and 
technical assistance be increased, and 

3. there be a more equitable and rational sharing of world 
abundance" 

2. 2. ';FrE-edom from Hunger" as a Fundamental Right 

In 1966, when preparations for the Covenant of Human Rights 

were in the final phase of a 15 year discussion, Dr. Sen proposed 

that an artlcle be inserted into the Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights establishing the fund~~ental right of everyone 

to be free from hun~er· and stipulating that ~he States Parties t6 
the Covenant: 

"''shall- take, individualiy and through international 
co-operation, the me~sures, including specific· programmes, 
which are needed to improve methods of·production, conser
vation and distribution of food by making full use of 
technical and scientific knowledg~, by dis~eminating 
knowledge of the principles of nutrition and by developing· 
or reforming agrarian systems in such a way as to achieve 
the most e-fficient development ·an·d Utilization of· natural 
resources". 

The General Assembly unanimously approved the proposal. 
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2.3 The World Food Programme 

Following decisions taken by the General Assembly arid the 

FAO Conference,and also within the context of the FreedOm from 

Hunger Campaig~ the Wqrld Food Programme came into oper~tion in 

January 1963. 

The programme was set up to provide food aid to 

countries or regions threatened by hunger, to contribute to 

financing 

aid. The 

development projects, and to provide emergency food 

prog:r.amnie_ started· with limited resources but it has 

grown rapidly,_ -_as. shoWn :in the following table: 

pledging period 

1963/1965 
1966/1968 
1969/1970 
1971/1972 
1973/1974 
1975/1976 
197.7/1978 

total values. of pledges 

(US $millions) 

84 
187 
320 
250 
361 
650 
750 

From its inception the· WFP h~s completed some four hundred 

projects all over the world. The majority of them are directly 

productive projects. 

2.4 The Food Aid Convention of the ILternational Grains 
Arrangement. 

Under the International Grains Arrangement of 1967, negotiated 

as p~rt of the ''Kennedy Round'' held under GATT auspices, producing 

and importing countries agreed on the need to take into accou-nt 

the interests of developing coUntries, both as producers and 

consumers of grains. They agreed -to. ~~ta~lish as ~art ·or the 

Arrangement, a Food Aid Convention under which importers and 

exporters committed themselves to grant food aid to deficit developing 

countries in quantities ·specified in the Conventiorl. 



The contributions of developed imp9rting countries would, 

be in cash, a part of which would be used for the purchase of 

cereals in developing exporting countries. By virtue of this 

cJau~e, ~arious impQrting countries made ce~eals purchases in 

Argentina (the only developing country member of the arrangement 

which then had a cereal surplus) and Argentina in_turn also made 

various grants of cereals to other developing countries as part 

of its obligations under the Convention. 

When the Inter,national Grain~ Arrangement was negotiated in 

1971,. the Convention was ·extende~ for a three years period (1971-

1974). 

The Convention 'has helped meet a good p~rt of the needs of 

food deficit dev~loping countries, but f~iled to put order in the 

chaotic system of food aid. ·rt also fail·ed to place the productive 

capacity of exporter dev~loping countries ~t the service of other 

developing countries with food deficits 

2.5 The World Food Problem and the United Nations· 
Conference on Trade and Develonment 

On the initiative of the United States. and Chile, UNCTAD II 

included on the Agenda for its 1968 New Delhi meeting an item 

entitled the "world food problem - ~ts relationship to international 

trade, ·export earning and economic development of developing 

countries; measures to ~ssist ~hem to increase their food production 

and to impro~e the conditions ,for its distribution and marketing''. 

A working group studied this problem in de~ail and adopted 

a declaration unanimously endorsed by ·the Conference, which pointed 

out that: 

''1. Half of mankind is und~rnourished or badly f~d,. 
because the world production of energy-giving and protective 
foods is insufficient to satisfy nutritional requirements. 
The mil~ions of people suffering fr6m hunger and m~lnutrition 
live -in developing countries''. 
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Moreover, UNCTAD II recognized that, 

11 3. Effedtive a~tion to overcome the world food problem 
and to.- moderriize rural .-l_i_fe in developing countries should 
consequently be conce·ived in the framework of a universal 
endeavour dedicated to the fullest and most eff-ective use 
of all human, scientific and natural resources to ensure 
a faster rate of economic growth ~nd' parallel social 
pr-ogress; 

4. The ultimate solution of the world food problem 
requires a series of ~onvergent measures some of which 
~ould have _inimediate effects and others long:...term results. 
Overall measures should be directed to i6creasing food 
·production--through actions of institutional, .technical, 
social_ ~nd_ economic character; to the improvement of marketing 
at both, na.ti·onal _and international levels; tO the .develop-
ment of.agro-industries and to the consideration 'of the 
dynamics of population. The adoption of measures to increase 
supplie's,~in~luding food aid, to meet shortages and the 
application of improved techniques will continue to be 
required {o alleviate the situation in the short-term. 
Action should be taken urgently on measures liaving both 
immediate and long-term effects''. 

To this end the Declaration also urge developing countries to 

give'particular attention: 

''to re~bve such impediments to increased agric~ltural 
production as _arise from ag~arian and -Credit structure 
inherited from the past, to carry out, wherever· ~ppropriate, 
the reforms in the systems of la~d te~hre, land and water 
use and credit and tO modernize administrative institutions; 
............................................................. 
3. To lay emphasis on the development of human resources 
and to this effect, among other measures, to adopt prog~ammes 
of mass education in the rural areas,. technical training 
and community development; to _ensure a~ acti~e participation 
by the· fa.rmers in the common tasks to increase_ their income 
and their· st~ndard of living and to· ensure the enjoyment of 
their political, ~ocial, economic and cultural rights 1

'. 

Finally the Declaration urged deve~oped countries to increase 

their technical and financial~ __ assistance for pro4uction and moderni

zation of developing counttie5--~~-gricul ture, for the establishment 

of ar~o-industries to manufacture·f~rtilisers, pesticides, 

agricultural machinery and i~~igation works as well as for the 

development of human resources. 



This D~bl~ration ea~ be seen as the. culmination of a· 

deCade of intensive activity to alert world opinion to the 

serious world food situation and to st.imulate deVeloped and 

dev·elopirig countries to increase food production through measures 

proportionate to the magnitude of the problem. 

3. THE FOOD CRISIS IN THE EARLY SEVENTIES 

·rn .. the years that follow~d, the a~tion o~ the past decade 

was considerably weakened. In the 1970's, when much g~ave 

crisis ar~se, solutions -~-hich emerged were :far less generous, 

more limited and less in line with a true international conscience 

than those iirived in the previo~s decade. 

3.1 ·The Second Food CongresS 

The First World Food ConBre~s had called fo~ the holding of 

similar congresses at periodic intervals ''to review a world survey, 

presented by the Director-General of FAO, on· the world situation 

in relation to po~ulation and overall develo~ment, together with 

a proposea 'programme for:futu~e aciion''. 

Acting on this recommendation, the Director-General o~ FAO, 

Mr. A.H: Boerma, ~ccepted the invitation of the Government of 

the Netherlands to hold a Second World Food CongresS"which was 

held at The Hague in 1970. 

The results of The Hagu~ Congress were disappointi~g if one 

compares them with the magnitude of the problems the world was 

facing and those which would emerge later. In contrast -to w·hat 

happen~d at the First WOrld Fo~d Congress the Final Declaration 

neither analysed the world food situation in depth nor· formulated 

any precise directives. 

not to say Platitudes. 

Indeed it limit.ed its~lf to generalities, 
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3.2 The International Strategy for the Second United 
Nation-s Development Decade 

That same.year, the General Assembly of the United Natipns, 

on the occ~sion of the 25th anniversary of th~ setting up of the 

Organizaiion, approved ~n ~nternational Strategy for the Second 

United Nations Development·.-::Ire~ade. 

The FAO co~tributed y~ry little to the formation of the 

Strategy. At a time when food had become a problem of crucial 

importance, the Declaration of UNCTAD II, adopted in 1968 ''on the 

World Food Problem'' and e~en the Declaration of .. the First World 

Food Congress of 1963 were much more comprehensive, and precise 

blueprints . .:tP.a_t the following paragraph on agricultural develop

ment and· rural well-being, the only reference to the subject made 

in the.--Btrategy: 

''Developing cciuntries_ will formulate, early in the Decade, 
appropr-iate strategies for agriculture (including animal 
husbaDdry, fisheries and forestry) designed to secure a 
more adequate food supplj from both the quantitative and 
quali~ative viewpoints, to meet their nutritional and 
industrial requirements, to expand rural employment and 
to increase eXport earnings. They will undertake, as 
appropriate reform of l~nd tenure systems for promoti~g 
both Social justice and farm efficiency. They will adopt 
the necessary measures for providing adequate irrigation, 
fertilizer~,· improved varieties of seeds and suitable 
agr±cultu~al implements. They will also take steps to 
expand the infrastructure of marketing and 'storage 
facilities and the network of agr~cultural extension 
service.s. They will make increasing provision for the 
supply of rural credit to farmers. They will encourage 
co-operatives for the organization of many of these 
activities. They will adopt appiopriate agricultural 
pricing policies as a complementary instrument for 
implementing their agricultural strategies. Developed 
countries will sup~ort this endeavou~ by ~~oviding 
resources to developing count~ies for .obtaining the 
essential inputs, thrOugh assistance in research and for 
the building of infrastructure and by taking.into account 
in their trade policies the particular needs of developing 
countries. International organizations will also provide 
appropriate support''. ·· 
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3.3 The-degradation of the ~orld food situation 

The monetary catastrophe following the devaiuation of the 

dollat, spelt the beginning of a number of increasingly severe 

extensive economic"crises. The impact of th~se evenis on the 

~orld food situation, was considerable. As stated in the ~oreword 

to the FAO's ''State of Food and Agriculturet 1972'': 

''The past year has _seen a number of international 
developments whicp have not been very encouraging. 
The world· monetar~.-~ii~is -had repercussions on both 
trade and aid. ~h~·c1ifuate for international develop
ment assistance h~~· b~en less favourable than for many 
years .•. Many of th~se dond~ countr·ies ar~ looking more 
and more critically at their foreign·assistanCe expendi-· 
ture, especially in the light of the n~ed for greater 
expenditure dn econ6mic and social programmes (inclu~ing 
environmental measures) within their own countries. 
iike the developing countries that depend on ~nter
national assistance r6r th~ir development- needs, th~ 
international organizations have been affected by this. 
t'urn of events as well as by the inflation that is now 
pla~uing so many of the developed countries''. 

This analysis of the s~tbation· in the ~econd year of this 

·decade, concludes with the following premonitory statement: 

''All-in all, th~n, 1971 ~as not a very encouraging year. 
It will need the best efforts of all concerned ~o bring 
a more hopeful outlook for the agricUlture of the 
developing countries, taking full account of such new 
priorities as those_ in .res~arch and education that are stressed 
here. Let ~s be under no illusion. As far as agriculture 
in the developing.wor~d is concerned, the Second Development 

·Decad_e: .. s.e_ems to have got off to a. pdor_ st.art.· If urgent 
measures are_ not taken to redress the situation, the 
whole international str~tegy for the-- decade. could well be 
in jeopardy". 

One year .. after~ the ·situation vas·-~ven worse and the 

Director-Gen~ral of FAd st~ted, ag~in in the foreword of the FAO' 

''The State of Food and Agriculture. 1973'': 
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''The world food situation in 1973 is more difficult than 
at any time since the years immediately following the 
devastation of the second world war. As a result of 
droughts and other unfavourable weather cqnditions, poor 
harvests ·were usually widespread in 1972. Cere~l stocks 
have dropped to the lowest level for 20 years. In the 
new situation of worldwide shortage, changes are occurring 
with extraordinary rapidity. Prices are rocketing, and 
the world's biggest agricultural exporter has had to 
~ntroduce export allocations for certain products. 

World food production in 1972 was slightly smaller than 
ip 1971, when there were about 75 million fewer people 
to feed. This is tbe first time since the second world 
war that world production has actwally declined. 

There have now been two successive years of poor 
harvesti in the developing count~ies, After a series of 
encouragingly large harvests (especially in the heavily 
populated .Far East) in each of the four years 1967-1970., 
1971 brought only a small increase in food production in 
the developing countries as a whole. !n;l972 the Near 
East was the only developing region to· record a large 
increase, and with a substantial drop in the Far East 
(3 per cent) rio increase ·occurred in the total food 
production-.of the developing countrtes. 

The main difference between 1971 and 1972 - and which makes 
the disappointing production results in the developing 
countries in 1972 ell the more serious - lies in what 
happened in the developed parts of the world. .In 1971 
the small increase in the developing countries was acco~panied 
by -a-large increase in the developed countries, so that 
at the world level there was a fairly ~omfortable rise. 1 

But in 1972, largely (although by no means entirely) bec .. ause 
of disastrous weather in the U.S.S.R., stagnant productiO-n·· 
in the developing countries was accompanied by a rail 
in the developed ones. 

In the face of a constantly growing population, these events 
are extremely disquieting. Per caput food production in 
the developing countries as a whole is now below the level 
of 1971-1965. In the far East it is 8 per cent below the 
peak level of 1970. The threat of food shortages has 
already become a harsh fact in the Sahelian zone of West 
Africa, where because of proloriged drought more than 6 
million people are close to famine. Even where the situation 
is less dramatic, many millions must have been added to the 
large number of people already inadequately fed. Food 
pri.ces have riseri almost universally, bringing additional 
hardship to the poore~ consumers who have to spend most of 
their income on food. Imports of the staple cereals haVe 
become very difficult to obtain, even for those countries 
that can afford to purchase them ·out of their own foreign 
exchange. 
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' Mainly because of massive purchases contracted by the 
U.S.S.R, in 1972, w.orld stocks of wheat have been drawn 
down to the lowest level for 20 years. Rice is also in 
very short supply. There is thus little if any ~argin 
against the pos.sibility of another widespread harvest 
failur~ in 1973·, and the world _has become dangerously 
dependent on· current production and hence an· weather 
conditions. The real measure ·of our anxiety is that 
while a marginal shortfall in expected production in 
a major are~ in l973 could lead to a ~erious ~efi·cit at 
the world level, a marginal improvement would not much 
relieve what is alr,_eady a dangerous situation." 

The same document contains a chapter on employment in 

ru~al areas ~~ich un~~rtihes ihe dramatic increase of unemployment 

and above all Underemployment. The extent of the crisis was 

described as follows by the DirectorMGeneral of the FAO: 

''I~ is intolerable that, on the threshold of the last 
quarter of the twenti~th rientury, th~ world should find 
itself almost entirely··dep~ndent on a single season's 
weather for its basic food supplies''. 

Such .a situation, and particular~y famine in the Sahel and 

Barigladesh had an important impact o.n wor.ld .public opinion. The 

FAO none the less, was unable to agree o~ the establishment of 

food reserve mechanisms providing security for serious food 

shortages in the future. Nor w~re proposals for setting up 

international basic foodstocks or for co-or~inating national stock~, 

- aimed·at ensuring stable prices for developing countries' 

commodities - accepted either. 

4. THE WORLD FOOD CONFERENCE 

4.1 Antecedents 

The situition j~st described led the F6urth Conference of 

Heads of State and Government of the Non-aligned Countries held in 

Algiers (September 1973) to .adopt the following decision·: 
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'' ... in the context of' the serious food crisis confronting 
vast areas and ~~puiations of the world, an emergency joint 
coriference of FAO and UNCTAD should be convened at 
Ministerial level ·in order to formulate a programme of 
international eo-operatic~ to overcome the increasing shortage 
of food and other commoditi~s and maintain stable prices''. 

Two weeks after the adoption of the above mentioned decisiori, 

on 24 September 1973, the secretary of State of the United States 

of America, in a statement to the General Assembly at its 

twenty-eighth session, proposed that a world food conference be 

convened under United Nations auspices in 1974 t-o discuss ways 

to maintain· adequate, food. supplies and ·to harn~ss the efforts of all 

nations to meet the hung~r· and malnutrition resulting from natural 

disasters. 

On 4 October 1973, the United States of.America proposed 

the inclusion in the agenda of the twenty-eighth session of the 

Gene:rn.l ·Assembly, of an it·em entitled "Convocation of a world 

food,.conference under the auspices of the United Nations''. The 

General Assembly_decided at its 2152nd meeting to include this 

item in the agenda and to allocate it to the Second Committee. An 

item ebtitled ''World Food Confe~ence'' was also included in the 

agenda of the resumed fifty-fifth session of the Economic and 

Social Council. 

The United States Government and, in particula~ its Se~~etary 

of State, Mr. Henry Kissinger, exerted considerable' influence in 

bringing about an important change in the organization of the 

Conference as proposed b~ the non-aligned countries. They had 

w_a_p·t~d it _to be organized by~. FAO and UCTAD jointly. FAO because 

of the responsibilities· assigned to t~e Organization by its 

Constitution, and its experience it was not only fitted to host 

the Conference, but in fact was the most suitable forum in wh~ch 

gove.rnments could seek answers to food problems. Since these 

were so closely interconnected with international trade (in 

food products as well as their distribu~ion and financing) the 

non-aligned countries felt that UNCTAD should also play a major 

role ·in the .organization of the Conference. 
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On the contrary, the US .position was to ca:nvene t_he 

conference under: the -auspices_ of United Nation_s, and to give 

a secondary role to FAO .and .(JNCTAD. The latter criterion 

Prevailed. 

T~~s f~llowing a recommendation of the Economic and 

Social ·council, the General Assembli, at its twenty-eighth s~ssion, 

adopted resolution 3180 (XXCIII) in which· it dec.ided to convene 

a World F_ood Conference under the auspices of the_ United Nations 

for about two weeks, in ~ovember 1974,_ in Rome. 

4.2 The Conference and 'its decisions 

The Conference took place betwe~n 5th and 16th Nov~mber 

1974, in Rome. It dealt with a very broad range of questions·, 

and formulated recommendations a~d declarations on the production 

of food; rural development; nutrition; the ~ole of women; ·the 

balari~e betw~en .PQpulatio~ and food ~u~plies; food aid; the 

creation of a world information and _early warning system of food 

and agriculture; world food security; internatio?al food-stuffs 

trade, etc. 

Amongst these decisions the following are worthy of.merition: 

{a) Resolution XXII, which rec·ommended that the United Nations 

General· Assembly· establish a w·orld Food Council (\vFc) to function at 

Ministerial or Plenipotentiary level, as an o.rgan of the United" 

Nati.ons. 

The WFC.should report to the United Nations General Assembly 

through the Economic and Social Council and, 

''s~rve as a.·co-ordinating mechanism to provide ·over~ll 
integrated and continuing attention. for the successful 
co-ordin~tion and follow-up of poli~ies· concerning fo~d 
production·, nutrition, food security, food trade and 
food ald, as well as other related matters, by all the 
agencies of the United ~ations system''. 
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A ~ew ~echanism ~as thus superimposed on the FAO whose 

constitutional responsibilit"ies already coverea ~hose give~ to 

the WFC. •. 

(b) Resolution XII which decided that: 

''1. An International ~und for· Agricultural rievelopment 
shotild be- established immediately to finance agricultural 
development projects primarily for food production in the 
developing countries; 
2. All developed countries and all those developing 
countries that are in a position to contribute to this 
Fund should do so on a voluntary b~sis; 
3. The Fund should be administ~red by·a Governing B6ard 
consisting of representatives of contTibuting develop~~ 
countries, contributing developing countries, and potential 
recipient countries, taking into consideratio~ the need for 
erisuring equitable distribution of representation amongst 
these three categories and regional balance amongst the 
potent-ial recipient representations;· 
4. The disbursements_ from the Fund shou1d be carried out 
through existing international and/or regional institutions 

_in accordance with the regulations and criteria to be 
establish~d by the Governing Board; 
5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations should be 
reqUested to convene urgently a meeting of all interested 
countries, mentioned in paraeraph 3 above, and institutions 
to work out the details,including the size of, and commitments 
to, the Fund; · 
6. The Fund should become operative as soon as the Secretary
General of the United Nations determines, in consultation 
with representatives of the countries having pledeed co~
tributions to the Fund, that it holds promise of generating 
substantial additional resources fOr assistance to developing 
countries and that its operation~ have a reasonable prospect 
of continuity. 11 

( c ) Resolution· XVIII,· on an improved :food ~id pql_1cy. In 

this respect the Co~ference, 

''l. Affirms the need for continuity of a minimum level of 
food aid in physical termi, in order to insulate food aid 
programmes from the effects of excessive fluctuations in 
production and prices; 

2. Recommends that all donor·countries accept and implement 
the concept of forward planning of ''food aid'', make all 
efforts to provide comm6dities and/or financial assistance 
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that .will ensure in physical terms a~ least- 10 million 
tons of grains as fo~d aid a year, starting from 1975, 
and also to provide adequate quantities of other ·food· 
commodities". 

(d) Resolution XIX,· on International trade, price stabili

·zation and agricultura~ adjustment, which states: 

••Recognizing the interrel~tionship ·between the world 
food p~qblem and international trade, and the role which 
{nterna~ion~l trade based on mutual and equitable benefits 
can play in solving· the world food. problem, including its 
development aspects, and 
Bearing· in mind that the instability in the world 
agricultural markets as reflect'_ed in excessive fluctuations 
of Prices and the uncert.ainty about availab-ility of 
agri~ultural products in world markets benefits rieither 
·the producer nor the consumer countries··and has neg~tiv~ 
impacts on t~eir economies, ~articularly those of the 
developing c~untries'' · · 

considers the need to. stabilize· world fo'Od markets, and reiterates 

the we.ll known positions or· deve.loping countries On internati.onal 

trade, and refers ·to the need to adopt a global· integrate~ 

programme on commoditi~s. 

(el Resolution I calls upon Governments to: 

''adcipt mea~ures ot agricultu~~l r~form ~nd for the 
progressive transformation ·of structures and socio
econo~ic relations in rural areas''. 

This resolution needs to be especially recalled. Since 1966, 

the date of the First World Conference on Agrarian Reform, t.he 

preferential attention which had ~een given to this question in 

previous years had weakened. 

(f) Resolution VIII, which 

''1. Calls on all Governments to involve women fully 
in the decision-making machin~ry for food production and 
nutrition polic'ies as part of a total development strategy; 
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2. Calls on· all Governments to provide to women in law 
and in fact the right to full access to all medical and 
social services, partib~larly special nutritious food for 
mothers and the means t6 space their children to allow 
maximum lactation, as well as education and information 
essential to the nurture and growth of mentally and 
physically healthy children; , 
3. Calls on all Governm~nts to include in their plan 
provision for education and training for women on an 
equal basis with men in food p.roduction and agricultural 
technology, marketing and distribution -techniques, as · 
well as to put at their disposal, consumer, credit and 
nutrition information; 
4. Calls on all Governments to promote equal rights.and 
responsibilities for men and women in order that the 
energy, talent and ability of wqmen can be fully utilized 
in partnership with men in the battle against world hunger''. 

Few conferences give as much opportunity -for bringing to 

light the interdependence between the problems it covered and 

those included in the agendas of the oth~r conferences discussed 

in _this study. Thus for example, various resolutions show the 

interconnection ·between food policies and industrialization. 

Resolution Ill on fertilisers, recommends a prograwme of aid to 

developing countries to expand their fertiliser industries and 

improve their fields. Resolution IV, calls for the organization 

of ·agro-industr~al· research programmes while the development of 

seed industries is recommended in resolution XII. 

A series of resolutions refer to the need to strengthen 

scientific and· technological in~titutions in both the agricultural 

and agro-in_dustrial field. Resolution XIX is intimately related 

to .the entire .field of c..ctivities of UNCTAD B.nd other organs and 

bodies Or- the United N"at Lens dealing with trade and developme11t. 

Resolution IX refers especially to the ach{evement of a desirable 

balance between population and food supply. Resolution VI 

recommends a series of measures to combat"desertification, including 

the establishment of a ''World Soil Chart~r'' and the evaluation of 

the productive potential of soils. 

Resolution II asks Governments, 

''to prepare a project proposal for assisting Governments to 
de~elop intersectoral food and nutrition plan~···'' 
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Resolution Y formulates·. ·recommendations· for broader 

col·l-abora_~ion between FAQ, WHO, 

UNDP an~ UNESCO in the field of 

Conf'er'ence: 

UNICEF, WFP, the World Bank, 

nutrition. In part~cular, t~e 

"5. Call.s on the United Nations Development Progr~mme, 
the InternatJOnal Ban·k for Recons.truction afl.d Development, 
the F,'ood' and AgricUltural Organization of t.he u'nit€:d 
Nations and other international and bilateral agenci~s 
to receive the.l.r crit·eria fOr· financial., technic_al and· 
other a~sistance ·for integrated rural development, to g~ve 
greater importance to social criteria so as to· 
implement broader and longer-ra~ge p~ogrammes oi r~ral 
developJDent, and if neCessar-y ·_to improve their technical 
and administrative capacity for implementing these 
p,rogrammes ·~. 

Finally, it is necessary to refer to· the Universal Declaration 

on the Erradication of·Hunger· adopted by t·he -Confereh~e. In e·ffect 

th~ .Declara~ion. contained ~nteresti~g.c~nceptual innovation and 

contained guidelines which, bad they been translated into 

concrete measures could have done a great deal to iiDprove the 

world food situation. 

However, once the immediate crisis had passed, the Declaration 

and its proposals were quickly forgotten and this problem, 

unparalleled in gravity and explosive potential, has been allowed 

to drift once more into the background. 
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Resolution V formulates recommendations for broader collaboration 

between FAO, WHO, UNICEF, WFP, the World Bank, UNDP and UNESCO in the field 

of nutrition. In particular, the Conference: 

"5. ·eans on the United Nations Development Programme, the 
International Bank fOr Reconstruction and Development, the Food 
and Agrlculture Organization of the United Nations and other 
international and bilateral agencies· to receive their criteria for 
financial, technical and other assistance for integrated rural 
development, to give greater importance to social criteria so 
as to implement broader ap.d longer-range prograJnrnes of rural development, 
and if necessary to improve their technical and administrative 
capacity for implementing these progremes". 

Finally, it is necessary to refer to the Universal Declaration on 

the Eradication of Hunger adopted by the Conference. In effect the Declaration 

contained interesting conceptual irmoVation and contained guidelines which, 

had they been translated into concrete measures could have done a great deal 

to improve the world food situation. 

~·:~·::'::'::'::':'!::":;'::': 

Undoubtedly, the most important Resolution,approved by the World 

Food·Conference was Resolution XIII which established the International 

Fund for Agricultural Development. Contributions to the Fund already total 

USO one billion and the Fund is already in operation. 

.. 
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5. FOOD SECURITY AND FAO!/ 

The UN World Food Conference locked deeper beyond the immediate 

developments examin{ng aiso the long~term trends in food production and 

needs which had not been given their due. A three-pronged strategy for 

improving the world food situation was proposed by the Conference. It 

included strengthening food security, increasing fopd production an9 

improving nutrition. The twc last have already been analyzed in Section 4. 2. 

Regarding food security, the Conference endorsed the objectives,' 

policies and guidelines a:s set out in the text of a draft International 
. . 

Undertaking on World Food Security, earlier accepted by the FAO Conference 

at its Seventeenth. Seesion. Days after the World Food Conference, FAO. 

adopted the Undertaking in its final form as Council Resolution 1/64. Thus, 

after 30 years of. effort for an acceptable system of world food security an 

accord had finally been reached. 

The designers of the Undertaking avoided many features which had 

impeded acceptance of past proposals. They eschewed internationally controlled 

supply schemes, costly financing, or internationally held stocks. Rather, 

. they outlined the elements of. food security that many nations could agree 

to, and recommended actions that nations could initiate. Instead of global 

solutions, they aimed for modest but immediate actions on food security at 

the national level within an. internationally coordinated system which would 

add up to a.meaningful.improvement in food secur:ity. at .the world level. 

At the centre of .the Undertaking is .the recognition that world food 

security is a common responsibility of all nations, and a pledge by each · 

country to adopt national stoclo policies to help' ensure a minimum safe le~el 

li This section has been prepared with the collabcration of the FAO 
Commodities and Tfade Division of the Economic ~d Social Policy· 
Department . 
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of basic food stocks far the world as a whole in time of crop failures 

and natural disasters. The Undertaking stresses the importance of the 

basic goal of strengthening the production base in developing countries • 

It also recognizes the need far special assistance to developing coUntries 

for their stock programmes. 

After its adoption in November 1974, the Undertaking was submitted to 

all UN Members for adherence. As of now, 72 nations and the EUropean 

Economic Comnunity had. subscribed to the Undertaking and pledged their 

adherence to its principles and programnes of action. Endorsement of the 

document remains open to all other nations with no cutoff date. 

The Undertaking provides a voluntary agenda for national and inter

national actions. The role of FAO in regard to these actions is also noted. 

· FAO monitors the implementation of the Undertaking through the Committee on 

World food Security, established for the purpose in 1975. It responds to 

individual ·country requests for technical help for the adoption of national 

stock policies to improve their food security and mobilizes financial 

assistance for their implementation. It has established an information 

system to keep all gov~•ts informed of developments in the international 

food security situation. 1 

To coordinate food security work in the light of the Undertaking, 

intergovernmental consultations are held by the Committee on World Food 

Security established by the FAO Conference in 1975 as a standing committee 

of the FAO Council. Ninety-five countries are members .. The International 

Wheat Council, the European Economic Community and a number of other 

international organizations also participate. The Corrmi ttee conducts 

intensive analyses Of the world food security situation arld prospects, monitors 

the implernentation of the Undertaking, ·and recommends short-term and longer

term policy action to ensure rrQnimum world food security. 
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The Undertaking recognizes that assurance of world food security is 

an international respor1sibility and calls on adhering nations to 

"ensure· the availability at all times of adequate world supplies 

of basic foodstuffs, primerily cereals, so as to avoid acute food 

shortages in the event of widespread crop failures or natural 

disasters, sustain. a steady expansion of production and reduce 

fluctuations in production and prices" • 

Specifically, each. nation is ~alled'on·to.develop an explicit stock 

policy. This policy should include targets or objectives that ensure 

minimum safe levels regarded as necessary for ensuring continuity of supplies 

including provision for emergency needs. Second, ~revisions for replenishment 

of depleted ·stocks are necessary. Third, countries holding stocks in 

excess of minimum safe levels for meeting dcmestic needs agree to ~e them 

available at reasonable prices in times of international shortage. 

Fourteen guidelines .are also provided for setting or reviewing 

national stock policies and desirable minimum stock levels by governments. 

These include such considerations as the time required for replenishment Of 

stocks and the location where they are most likely to be required. Guidelines 

also call for a stock level that provides for continuity of food exports 

to regular customers and for bilateral and multilateral food aid programmes. 

The Undertaking urges special assistance to developing countries to 

ensure the adequate availability of cereals as well as the acceleration of 

the rate of growth of their agricultural production. It provides for 

developed countries and other potential contributors as well as the concerned 

international financial and technical organizations to give additional. 

assistance in identifying.and mobiliziDg the resources required by developing 
. I 

countries to strengthen their food security~ 

- >. ·,~~ ,, ·.~ 

.. ··~ 
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Because of the need for this special assistance to' develOping countries, 

the Director-General of FAO in April 1976 formally established the Food 

Security Assistance Scheme which had been operating on an experimental basis 

for the ~revious two years to assist developing countries in the formulation 

of their national food security policies and programmes within the framework 

of the International Undertaking. The Scheme helps to ensure international 

coordination in the preparation· and execution of national' food security 

programmes and projects of developing countries. 

Since 1975 a number of developed nations have come forward with 

contributions either bilaterally or through FAO. Trust Funds, for food security 

projects in some of the countries with the gravest food problems. FAO 

missions have visited seve~l developing countries identified for priOrity 

consideration in food security assistance. Much of the work has been 

concentrated on western Africa particularly in the Sahel where food security 

projects are now.in operation. Follow-up activities on food security missions 

are in progress in a number of countries. 

Until now, FAO had received contributions and pledges totalling 

US$ 17.5 million and had. undertaken or planned missions in more than 20 countries. 

Even so, most developing nations have yet to receive special assistance 

called for by the ·undertaking in the planning and building of food reserve 

programnes. The task before these nations·· is enormous. 

The Undertaking also calls for the sharing of information among 

governments to promote the effective functioning of the world food security 

system; 
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So far 86 govenunents have joined the System, including one country 

(Singapore) which is not an FAO member. The European Economic Community (EEC) 

and the Permanent Secretariat of the General Treaty of Central American 

Economic Integration ( SIECA) also participate. Membership gives governments 

privileged access to the information gathered and the analytical 

findings of the System. It also implies the contributiori of in.formation to 

the System. 

One important gap in the System as well as in the entire Undertaking 

effort is the absence of several_major food-producing countries, notably 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, China and Brazil. Their participation 

in the Undertaking and in the Global Information and Early Warning System ,. 

would add greatly to the sum of world food security efforts. 

6. THE 1979 WORLD CONFERENCE ON AGRARIAN REFORM AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

ORGANIZED BY FAO WITil THE COOPERATION OF THE ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UN SYSTEM 

The pe~istence in recent. years of conditions of extreme poverty in. 

the rural areas of most of the developing world has aroused universal concern. 

Same dramatic situa~ions, such as that of the Sahelian Z~ne, ha~e awakened 

consciences hitherto indifferent to such happenings. Figures and situations 

like those cited at·the Nineteenth Session of the FAO Conference are of a 

kind which are shameful for the world that has made enonnous progress _in 

science and technology and has enabled some coootries to consume far beyond 

what is necessary for comfortable living. Moreover, rapid grolfth has occurred 

in the thinking of the intellectual and scientific centres· which deal with 

development problems and the grave socio-econanic crisi? that is ~vihg ·an 

increasingly profound effect on the whole world today. This process has 

brought to light a basic fact which, fortunately, is already penetrating 

to Governments: the backwardness of. the rural areas in the develop~ countries, 
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the physical deterioration of their land, .air and water, and the deterioration 

of the human environment, in other, words, the dramatic· conditions of life 

of the rural population,. and the acute unemployment and unde=ployment in 

more than twc-thirds of the world' s countries , constitute the tightest 

bottleneck to authentic development. The lack of dynamism of the econany 

in thfs sector, and the fact that the inhabitants of rural areas are excluded 

from active and conscious participation in the political, economic and social 

life of their countries, give rise to a number of grave problems which affect 

the countries as a whole and certainly the urbarl. areas. rn their mass 

migra~ions fran the countryside to the city, the peasants take their ooverty 

with them and, far from remedying it, sometimes aggravate it. 1}\ey Create 

se_rious problems of employment, PC?llution, · crowding, lack of pub_lic services, 

and other kinds of envircnmental damage in the urban areas. 

During the past five years major world conferences -- already analyzed 

in this study -- have been held on, or related to, 'Population, Envirorurent, 

Employment, Food, Industrial Development, Raw Materials, Habitat and 

Desertification. All of them have shown the complete interdependence of the 

problems dealt with in each of them, problems which can be said to form an 

unbroken line which starts in the rural areas of the developing world and 

can only be ended through national decentralization policies aimed at 

modernizing rural areas by in?ustrialiZation, academic and technical education, 
... 

raising the status of the rural populations and gettir1g them to participate 

fully. in national life. 

In this vast activity of the United Nations family through conferences 

which have cost hundreds of millions of dollars and have brought together 

the luminaries of each discipline, precisely what has been lacking is -- and 

this seems paradoxical -- an in-depth analysis of the basic problem: the 

cci.uses, extent and possible progression ·of rural backwardness, that could 
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retrogress even more, unless a policy of far-reaching change is not embarked 

on with determination. What also has to be investigated are the means of 

correcting this situation and of ensuring that the millions of inhabitants 

of the areas now excluded are fully incorporated in the life of the country 
' ' 

and in national decisions. 

This degree of rural development can only be attained through wholesale 

efforts on the part of each n~tion, which must introduce into 1ts agricultural 

institutions and policies reforl)lS which correspond to -the real situation of 

the country and to ·its own cultural values within the, framework of a national 

policy of true and balanced economic and social development in . all sectors. 

All this must be supplemented by concerned, cooperative action on the part 

of the world community to stimulate integrated ·development and the reforms 

necessary to achieve it. 

The need for a conference to focus national and international attention 

on-such planetary problems was recognized by FAO in the early 1970s and the 

initial proposals for the convening of such a conference were approved by the 

FAO Council in November 1974. At its Fifty~Ninth Session in August 1975, the 

Economic and Social Council of the United Nations. strongly endorsed this 

initiative and called upon the concerned organizations of the UN ·system to 

cooperate with FAO in the preparatory work. 

By Resolution 13/77 adopted at its Nineteenth Session in ·November 1977, 

the FAO Conference decided that the World Conference should be held in Rome 

from 12 through 21 July 1979, and it authorized the Director-General to 

implement the specific proposals he had presented .. 

These proposals include, inter alia, the fullest possible participation 

of governments in substantive preparations, arrangements for the involvement · 

of non-governmental organizations and rural groups, close collaboration with 
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irri::ei'eSted ,UN organizations and other bodies, the extention of · invitations 

to non-FAO but UN' Member States, submission of relevant and concise' documents, 

and the convening of a Preparatory Corrunittee of the Ccnference in March 1979. 

The FAO Ccnference produced very eloquent reasons for convening the 

World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development and the philosophy 

which should guide its work. Thus, Resolution 13/77 in its Preamble, states 

that "the experience of the last few decades has shown that the purposes 

of development cannot· be attained only by Governments or solely by increasing 

national incameS,_Brid.that Structural changes constitute essential prerequisites 

for development". _ ~e Resoh.ition also lays great emphasis on the fact that 

the overall economic progress achieved by the developing countries has not 

resulted in elimina:ting the destitution of the rural. masses, who continue to 

"suffe~. fran liDemployment,. underemployment, hunger and malnutrition, becauSe 

. of the inadequa-te social and economic stnJctures prevailing in most coun.tries 11
; 

the necessity of identifying the basic requirements of the rural masses 

and seeking measures which will enable them to participate effectively in the 

developnent process in order to obtain equal rights to education, health and 

work;the need for the Conference to focus mainly on key isSues, in particular 

the question of what institutional changes are needed for rural development 

in_order to get the people involved and to go forward in ways that will enable 

the countries to meet the food and other. basic-needs of the majority of 

their• people. There is in these phrases a clear mandate to strive to 

eliminate the growing inequality between the urban and the rural sector and 

also to take measures to integrate the rural masses into the development 

process. There is also a very clear mandate to give particular emphasis to 

work intended to promote structural changes, particularly in institutions, 

in order to attain these objectiyes and satisfy basic needso 

. I 
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In Resolution 14/77, the Conference requested that among the main 

themes far discussion by the Conference should be the growing role of women 

in all ·aspects of rural development, including pol1cies ahd means required 

to ensure their full participation, on an equal footing, in the taking of 

policy decisions, and. in the planning and implementation of agrarian· ,reform 

and rural development. 

The preparations for the Conference are progressing very rapidly. An 

interesting feature of these preparations is the generous cooperation proffered 

by'the United Nations and the other Organizations of the system working on 

development. They are participating very effectively in the preparation of 

the documentation, including the i terns of the Draft Agenda of the Conference 

related to their particular activities. It is evident that if this kind of 

cooperatien between the Organizations of the UN system on one of the roost 

vital problems facing humanity continues as up to now, the Conference on 

Agrarian Reform and Rural Development will certainly became a powerful 

catalyzing agent of the efforts and resources of the international community 

to help the governments and people of the Third Horld bring about the necessary 

changes in the economic, social and cultural situation prevailing in the rural 

areas. 



C H A P T E R I V 

THE STATUS OF WOMEN : FROM THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION ON 

HUMAN RIGHTS TO INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 

In his speech to the World Conferen~e of the International Women's 

Year, in Mexic~ City, on June 23, 1975, Mrq Olof Palme, then Prim~ 

Minister of Sweden, pointed out that .in order to liberate women it 

would be necessary to eliminate conditions of poverty, exploitation 

and hunger, and that effOrts to actiieve equality between men and women 

should be made an integral part of the struggle for econo'mic and so.cial 

equality within _each country and among countries. 

However, one Should remember that, although the social and economic 

discrimination affecting a large proportion of the female popul~tion 

of the world is cloSely linked to· the proble"ms of underdeyelopment, 

changes in the ~conomic and social structure of societies cannot, of 

themselves-, bring about a short-term improvement in the st8.tus of a 

social gro~p which has_long been disadvPntaged. 

Accordingly, the study of the problems pertaining to inequality 

of treatment and ·economic an~ social discrimination against women within 

the general context of developmen-t problems, must .be Considered as a 

nedessary, though still ~nsufficient condition for their solution. 

1. THE MAIN ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM 

The United Nations and various of its Specialized Agenci~s'have 

been studying and c~n~idering problems related to the status of women 

for a long time. Ar analysis of major studies and debates shows that 

the following topics have recieved partic~lar attention from inter

national bodies: 

1.1 Human and Civil Rights 

The de facto discrimination against women which. prevails ~n many 

sccietics has ·been accompanied, in most case_s, by de jure discrimination. 
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And, although l~gi~lativa measures alone do not suffice to eliminate 

such discriminati~n, it is obvious that the eli~ination of de facto 

discriminati-on:· would be much easier if the discriminatory legal norms 

were removed first. In 19_48 the Universal Decla~ation of Human. Rights 

p~o~iaimed equality of rights for men and women and cal~ed for the 

adoption of measures to make ~hose rights a reality, in particular 

through the abolition of discriminatory laws, customs, regulations and 

practices, and the adoption of measures to educate public opinion and 

to steer national aspirations towards the removal of prejudices _and the 

abolition of customary and other Practices based on the not·ion of the 

inferiority of women. Since then, a number of specific aspects of the 

legal status of .women has been a princiPal t6pic for discussion and 

analysis by the United NatiOns. 

For ex.ample, the Convention on the Politi9~1 Rights of Women was 

adopted in 1952. The_Convention calls for the adoption of appropriate 

measures to ensure that women under -the same conditions than men and 

witho-ut an·y discrimiiiation, should have, the right to vote in all 

elections and t~ be eligible for membership of a~y organ formed by 

means of public elections, the right to vote in all public referendums 

and the right to occupy po.sts and hold public office in any capacity.]) 

Another related subject which has recieved much attention in the 

United Nations is the question of acquisition, Change or preservation 

of nationality of married women. A Convention dealing with this subject 

·.was adopted in 1957. 

1.2 The Institution of Marriage 

The sex-based division of lahour, supported by-tradition and custom, 

and in many cases, by the idea of biological determinism, assigns. the 

Judging by _the great progress which has_been made in this sphere, 
it seems that this Convention has contributed greatly to the 
evolution of legislation in many countries. In response to a 
reqriest made in 1966 by the Economic and Social Council, the 
Secretary-General has -presented b-iennnial' reports on the application 
of the Convention. The 1970 report listed 123 countries in which 
women could v6te and be elected on equal terms with men~ In only 
one country listed in the report could women vote but not be elec
ted, while "in seven of the reporting countries wo~~n could neither 
vote nor be elected. 

1 
J 

1-'. 
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role of mainstay of the family to men and tends, in many soc~eties, 

to relegate women to the home, with marriage and procreating ~s.their 

prip~ipal socia~ functions .• 

Fbr these reasons, considerable attention ha~ been given by the 

United Nations to issues such as the elimination 6f child _marriages 

and the betroth_al of children before the ·age of puberty, the adoption 

of effective nieasureS to3nsure that a minimum age for marriage is 

observed, (for eXample·--thro_ugh _compulsory public registration ,of marr:lage), 

the adoptio~ of measure~ to guarantee the right of men and women to freely 

choose· their spouses·.and to enter into marria.ge freely and wit'h their full· 

·consent. Certain'·deg~ading social practices, such as widows' inheritances 

or the various forms· of social discrimination against unmarried moth~rs, 

have also been a source of concern. 

In 1962, the Convention and Recommendation on Consent to Marri~ge 

were adopted, while the Convention and Recommendation on the Minimum Age 

for ~arriage _and the .Registration of Marriages were adopted in 1965. 

1. 3 La·bour 

The basic problem here has been discrimination in the. pay, hiring 

and dismissal of female labour, and the improvement of working conditions 

for female workers. Other subje~t~ which have also been anal~sed include 

the right to vocational training, paid leave, pension benefits, com

pen.sation or insurance in case of unemployment, illness, old age ·or any 

other type of incapacity. to work, and th·e right tO receive family 

'allowances, all on conditions of equality with men. 

The same could be said of discrimination against'women on grounds 

of maternity, nursing or marriage, or the care of children of pre-school 

age. 

In this fiel:d the ILO hS:s _adopted, since its foundatio.n in 1919, 

a series vf convelltions, including the folloWing: 

Convent~on concerning the protection of maternity (1919, revised 
in 1952),:and Recommertdation No. 95 (1952); 

Convention concerning the employment of women on underground work 
in mines of all kinds (No. 45, 1935); 
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Convention concerning night work of women employed in industry 
(revised), (No. 89, 1948); 

Convention concerning equal remuneratiOn for men and women workers 
for work df equal value (No. 100, 1951); and Recommendation No. 90, 
1951; 

ConVention concerning minimum standard of social security (No. 102, 
1952); 

Convention concerning discrimination in respect of employment and 
occ~pation (No. ~11, 1958); and Recommendation No. 111, 1958; 

Convention concerning employment policy (No. 122, 1964); and 
Recommendation No. 122, 1964; 

Recommendation concerning vocational training (No. 117, 1962); and. 

Recomme-ndation concerning the employment of women with family 
responsibilities (No. 123, 1965). 

1.4 Education 

In most countries, enrolment at all levels of education is lower 

for women than for men. Women tend to be taken out of school. e~rlier 

than men. Where education is not· free and parents have to .make a choice, 

males usually receive priority for the continuation of their studies. 

Discrimination also occurs in the content and nature of the curricula 

available to women, as well as in options suggested dr actually offered 

to them. This limits the role of women and explains why most of them 

go into the traditional sectors of,the economy, such as d~mestic service, 

commerce, c6ttage industries an~ agriculture. For this reason, much 

attention has been given_to the adoption of appropriate measures to 

ensure that girls and women, vhether single or married, shall have the 

same righ~s ~s men to education at all levels, and in particular: equal 

conditions of_~d~~ss to. all kinds of ~nstitutes of learning, including 

universities and technical and vocational schools, and equal conditions 

of study at such inititutions; the same choice of courses, the same 

examinations, t~aching staff of the same profes~ional l~vel and premises 

and equipment of the same quality, whether the establishment is co~ 

educational.or not; equal opportunities for receiving scholarships and 

other study grants; equal. ~pportunities for access to complementary 

educati6n and adult literacy programmes; and access to "information 

material for the protection of the health and vell-being of the family. 

f 
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·The growing concern with the status of women in ru_ral areas, 

where they often serve as a cheap and sometinies even Unpai.d, labour 

force must also be noted. It has consequently been suggested that 

more intensive research· be carried out into the more effective form

ulation of non-acad~mic educational syst~ms for the rural areas, so 

as to equip the women of tho~e areas. with the additional knowledge 

they need about their economic and soci~l r~le. 

In connection with educatibnal matters UNESCO has made important 

contributions to the efforts of the United Nations to improve the legal 

and social.status of women. 

Th~ following legal instruments and decisions adopted by UNESCO 

are particularly noteworthy: 

Co~Vention against 4iscrimination in education (1960); 

Pro~ocol instituting a Conciliation and Good Offices Commission 
to ·~e responsible for the settlement of any disputes that may 
arise between States~parties to the Convention 'against discrimin~ 
ation in education (1962); 

International recommendations on the status of teaching personnel 
(1966); 

Moreover, the question of equality of access. to education r·or girls 
and women was one of the objectives of the International Year for 
Education (1970), sponsored by UNESCO; 

1.5 Hygiene and food 

The majority of the population of the developing countri~s lives 

in insanitary conditionsr suffers from under-nourishment and 

iinore elementary ·principles of hygiene. Women and children are the 

most severly affected by this situation. 
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I~ under-nourished populations women tend to sufi~r more than 

men, either because they volun~arily forgo food in order to give 

their families, or because such is the de facto result of their lover 

worth in t~e eyes of society. 

These problems have also been cons-i.dered by the standing organs 

of the United Nations, as well as by various specialized bodies and 

ad hoc confererices dealing with the problems of. healih, education 

and food. 

1.6 Prostitution and other social questions 

Prostitution has a variety of causes, including the exploitation 

of the weak by the strong, the noti,"on of women as a social object, and 

above all sheer necessity- ·and _lack of opportunities. But, whatever 

·the cause, it certainly contin~es to be _widespread in many developing 

countries. Accordin~ly it has been a subject of special concern among 

the organs of the United Nations. A number of "international instruments 

to combat all forms of traffickin~ in women and the exploitation of 

female prostitution have been adopted. Amongst such instruments is 

the suppression of traffic in persons and of the exploitation of the 

prostitution.of others (1949). 

More recently problems connected *ith phy~ical aggression, ill

treatment, violent attacks, inces' and all other form of sexual and 

violent offences against womeri ~nd children have a~so been receiving 

~ great deal of attention. 

1.7 The information -media 

Mass media usually reinforce the acceptance of traditional crfteria 

and attitudes which affect. the social status of women, often projecting 

degrading i~ages of women seen as- mere objects or as the subject of 

indiscriminate consumPtion. Thus, the m'edia impede the positive c.hanges 

which could be brought about in the roles·of the sexes; moreover, they 

often have harmful ef'fects because they tend to impose alien criteria 

for consumption or conduct on societi~s with cultural characteristics 

quite different from those of the cdu~try where such crite~ia 
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originate. Nevertheless, the media, if used for the purpose of social 

education, can play a major role in promoting equal'ity between men 

and women. For this reason, the role of the mass media in efforts to 

improve the social status of women is receiving increasing attention 

at the United Nations. 

2. RESOLUTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ADOPTED 

WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

Until the late 60s, proble~s relating to· the social and legal 

Condition of wo~:en were considered by the United Nations in an isolated 

manner, on a problem by problem basis, and not as part of an integral 

social "~robl€mjtique''. Practically no efforts at all were made to 

consider them ~~_part of the general qu~stions of· underdevelopment, 

·dependence and, expioitation of the w~akest. 

1965 marked the ~eginning of the consideration by the General 

AssemPl.Y_. of the question of est-ablishing a unified, 

Nations Progr-amme for the Advancement of. Women. In 

long-term Unit~d 

1966, a report of 

the Secretary-General to the Commission on the Status of Women, which 

was ad0pted by that Commission, suggeste~ that the programme's basic 

objectives shoutd be: (a) to promote the universal recognition of the 

dignity and worth of the human person and equality of rights between 

men and women, in keeping with the United Naticins Charter and the 

U~iversal peclaration of Hum~n Rights; (b.) to enable women to partici

pate fully in the developme-nt of society, so that they may be able to 

benefit from the contribution of all members .of societY; and (c) to 

stimulate among men and women an awareness of the full potential of 

women ~~d th~ importance of their contribution to the development of 

society. 

The Declaration on the Elimination of Discriminati~n against Women 

was ado-pted by the General Assemb_ly in 1967-; it marks a major: s_tep 

forward in the struggle for the full __ and real participation of women 

in development. 
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The International Conference on Human Rights, held iri Teheran 

in 1968, stated its support for measures designed to proiDote the 

rights of women ·in the modern world, includi~g a unified and long

term United Nations programme for the advancement of women. 

The programme of concerted international action for the advance

ment of women was adopted at long last, in 19JO.g/ It set general 

objectives and minimum targets to be achieved during the _Second United 

Nations Development Decade. 

The general objectives formulated by the General Assembly were 

the f"ol_lowing: 

(i) The ratifications of, or accession by members states to, 
the relevant inter~ational conventions relati~g to the 
status of women; 

( i i ) The enactment of legislation to bring_ national laws into 
conformit~ with int~rnational instruments relating to the 
status of women, including in particular the Declaration 
on the Elimination of Discrimination against women; 

(i[i) The t~ki~g of effective legal and other measures to ensure 
the full implementation of these instruments; 

( i V) 

(V) 

' The development of effective large-scale educational and 
"information programmes using all mass media and other 
available means to make all sectors of the population in 
rural as well as urban areas fully aware of the norms 
established by the United Nations and the Specialized 
Agencies in the cionventions, recommendations, declarations 
and resolutions adopted under their auspices, and to educate 
pubfic opinion and enlist its suppo~t for all measures 
aimed at achieving the realization of the standards set 
_f.orth; 

The assess~ent and evaluation of the contribution of women 
to the various economic and social sectors in relation to 
tbe country's tiver-all development plans and programmes, 
with a view to establishing specific objectives and minimum 
targets which might re.alistically be achieved by 1980 to 
increase t~e effective contribution of women·to the various 
sectors; 

~/ Resolution 2716 (XXV) adopted by the General Assembly on 
15 December 1970. 
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(vi) The study of the positive and negati~e effects of scien
tific and technological change on•the status of women with 
a view to- ensuring continuous progress, especially as 
regard the education and training as well as the living 
conditions and employment of women; 

(vii) The elaboration of short-term and long.term programmes to 
achieve these specific objectives· and minimum targets where 
possible within the ·rramework of over-all national develop
ment plans or programmes, and the provision of adequate 
fun4s for programmes which advance the status of women; 

(viii) The establishment of machinery and procedures to make pos
sible the continuous review and evaluation of women's 
.fntegration into all sectors of economic and social life 
and their contribUtion to development; 

(ix) The full utilization of the desire and readiness of women 
to devote their energies, talents and abilities to the 
ben,efit of society. ' 

The "minimum· t~rgets'' adopted by the Programme are given below. 

The General Assembly recomm_ended that they sh_ould be achieved to the 

greatest possible exten~ during the Second United Nations Development 

Decade. 

Education 

(i) The progressive elimination of illiteracy, ensuring equality 
in literacy between ·the sexes, e~pecially among the younger 
generation; 

(ii) Equal access of boys and. girls to educationat the primary 
and secondary levels and at educational institutions Of all types, 
including universities and vocational, technical and professional 
schools; 

(iii) Decisive progress 
at the_ primary level and 

in achieving free and compulsory education 
in achieving free education at a.ll levels; 

(iv) The establishment of the same choice of curricula for boys 
and girls, the same examinations, equally qualified teaching st&ff, 
and the same quality of school premises and equipment, whether the 
institutions are co-educational or not, and equal opportunities 
to receive scholarship and grants. 

(v) The achieving of equality in the percentage of boys and 
girls receiving Primary education and of a substantial increase 
in the number of girls at all educational levels, in particular 
in th~ field of technical and professional education; 

(vi..) The establishment of educational policies that take account 
of employment needs and opportunities and of scientific and 
technological change.· 
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Training an·d Emplo-yme·nt 

(i) Provision of the Same vocational advice and guidence to 
members of both sexes; 

(ii) EqUal access of girls and women to vocational training 
arid retraining a~ all levels with a view to achieving their full 
part-icipation in the ecoD.omic and social life of their countries; 

(iii) Univer~al acceptance of the principle of equal pay for 
equal work and the adoption ·or effective measures to implement 
it; 

(iv) Full acceptance of the prilicy of non-discrimination in 
relatio~ to the employment and treatment of women, and measures 
to give effect to that policy_ on a progressive basis; 

(v) A substantial increase in the number of qualif-ied women 
employed in skilled and technical work, a·nd at all high levels 
of economic life and in posts of responsibility; 

-(vi) A substantial increase in the opportunities for involvement 
of women in all facets of agricultural development and agricultural 
services. 

Health and Maternity protection 

(i) The progressive extension of measures tp ensure maternity 
protection, with a view to ensuring paid maternity leave with 
the· guarantee of returning to former or equivalent employment; 

( ii) The_ development and extension of. adequate child care 
and oth~r facilities to assist parents with family responsi
bilities; 

(iii) The adoption of measure~ for ~he creation and development 
of a wide network of spec~al medical establishment for the 
pr~tection of the health of the mother and ch_ild; 

(iv) Making available to all persons who so desire the· pecessary 
i~formation and advice to enable them to decide freely and 
responsibly of the.number and spacing of their children and to 
prepare them for responsible parenthood, including in~ormation 

·on the ways in which women can benefit from family planning. Such 
information and advice should be based on valid and proven 
scientific expertise, with due regard to the risk that may be 
involved. 

Administration and Public Life 

(i) A substantial increase in the number of women participating 
in public and government life at the.local, national and inter
national le~els. Special attention might be paid to training 
womeh for such p~rticipatiop, especially in middle-level and 
high,er posts •. 
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The analysis -of this document shows that the United Nations 

General Assembly was unable to go beyond th~ adoption of a series 

of well-meaning general objectives and rather. modest minimum targets, 

which governments were asked to attain ''to.the greatest possible 

extent'' within the 1970s. In-other words,· the international community 

acquired a new internationally accepted document but in exchange, it 

failed to open up new initiatives to radically alter a situation, 

which iri ~any developing countries,(and in more than one developed 

countri) requires u~gent change. 

3. THE WORLD CONFERENCE FOR INTERNATIONAL WOMENS YEAR 

At -its 27th. session the General Assembly procla.i~ed 1975 as 

International W6men's Year (Res~lution 3010 (XXVII-) and decided to 

dedicate ~he year to an intensification of measures designed to: 

(i) 

( ii) 

(Hi) 

Promote equality between men and women; 

Guarantee the full integration of women in the overall 
development effort, due emphasis being placed on the re
sponsibility and the important role ·of women in economic, 
social and cultural progress, at the national, regional 
and international levels, particularly during the Sebond 
United. Nations Developm~nt ·Decade; 

Recognize the importance of the growing contribution of 
women to the development of relations of friendship ~nd 
co-operation between the States and the strengthening of 
world peace;· 

A number of re~ional and interregional meetings held in 1974 played 

an essential part in the preparations for the Conference. 

·are par~icularly noteworthy: 

The following 

(i) International Forum on the fUnction of women in relation 
to population and development (February-March 1974); 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Regional consultations for Asia ~nd· tha Far East on the 
integration of women ~nt? d~velopment (June 1974'); 

Interregional United Nations seminar on national rnichinery 
to accelerate the integration of women in development and 
to ~lirnirtate discrimination on grounds of sex (.September 
1974); 

Regional consultation for Latin Amer~ca on the integration 
of women in developrne~t (April-May 1975); 

(v) and the Conferen~e of African ·Ministers of the Economic· 
Commission for Africa (Nairobi, February 1975). 
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The World Conf~rence 'for ~nternational Wornen~s Year was held 

in Mexico city from 19 June to 2 July 1975. It broadened and re-

affirmed the basic principles for the achievement of a fuller and 

better ~ntegration of women in society. In th~ World Plan of Action 

adopted by the Conference ~/ a nUm~er of minimum targets and ob-

jectives for the five-year period 1975-1980 are laid down. They are 

the following: an increase in literacy and civil education; ex-

pansion of technical and vocational training in the industrial and 

agricultural sectors; compulsory ~ducation, at least at the primary 

level and without discrimination; non-discriminatory opportunities 

for employment and reduct~~n C?~. l:l-nemployment; e-stablishment of in

frastructure services; freedom from discrimination before the law 

and in respect· of civil rights; implementation ~f broader measures 

of health policy and education,. and in family planning; recognition. 

of the economic value of the work done by wOmen .in the home, in the 

production and marketing of food and in voluntary activities which 

have. trad-itionally been unpaid; the promotion of women's organizations 

as a p;ov~sionil measure within worker's- organizations and in educa

tional,. economic and professional institutions;~/ creation of an 

interdisciplinary and multi-sectoral mechanism, within governments, 

to accelerate the·attain~ent of equality of opportunities for women 

and their full integration in national life. 

Accordirig to .the Plan of Action proposed by the Mexico City 

Wo_rld Conference, all the organizations of the United Nations system 

should adopt separate and concrete measures to apply its recom

mendations, 

Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and their 
Contribution to Development ·and Peace (United Nations Document 
E/CONF.66/34). 
One wonders whether this initiative, e~en though it was formulated 
by the Conference as a·~rovisional measu1•e, and in the:_best 
spirit of co-operation with a view to resolving the problem of the 
isolation inflicted on women in many professional and economic 
spheres, as well as their. inability to make themselves heard, 
will really do much for the cause of integration, or whether 
it might not serve solely to ensure the existence of parallel 
organizations w~ich are not always very effective. 
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''including the relevant organs an~ bodies of the United-Nations, 
especially the regional commission,s, the United Nations Children's 
Fund, the United Nations Development Programme, the United Nations 
Fund for Popul~tion A~tivities, the United Nations Industria.! 
Development Organization, the United Nations Conference on Trade 
and Deyelopment, the United Nations Institute for Training and 
ResearCh and the Specialized Agencies. Their aCtivities should be 
duly co-ordinated through existing machinery, in particular 
t6rough the Economic and· Social Council and the Administrative 
Cornmi~tee on Co-ordination.'' 

In summarizing _its results, and not ignoring the positive effects 

this Conference had especially as aconsciousness-raising factor for 

women, it can Perhaps_ be said .with Gilbert Rist, that: 

''In many respects ·the Mexico ~eclaration ... lopks like most United 
Nations declarations·, but with a feminine plural subject .•• Al
~hough this ... remark might be considered as a male chauvinistic 
statement.".§./ 

As· result of the Mexico City Conference, the United Nations General 

Ass~mbly adopted in its XXX session a number of important resolutions. 

Resolution 3520 (XXX) takes note of the Report of the _Mexico City 

Conference and includes a number of decisions, among them the following 

should be mentioned: the General Assembly call_s upon Governments, as 

a matter of urgency, to examine the recommendations contained in the 

World Plan of Action, and the regional commissions to develop and im

plement effective strategies to further the objectives of the Plan; 

urges all financial institutions, in_ accordance with request of 

Governments, to accord high priority to projects that would promote 

the "integration of women in the development process; decides, in 

principl~, ~o est~blish, under ~he ~uspices of the Unite~ Nations, an 

International Research and Training Institute for the "Advancement of 

Women; establishes a syst~m.of review and appraisal on the implementation 

of the World Plan of Action, to be undertaken biennially; and decides 

to convene in 1980 a World Conference to review and ~valuate the progress 

made in implementing the objectives of the International Women's Year 

and, where necessary, to readjust existing programmes. 

5/ Gilbert Rist, ''Towards a new United N~tions Development 
some major United Nations resolutions. in Perspective''. 
national Foun~ation ~or Development Alternatives (Nyon, 
1977). 

Strategy: 
Inter-
Swi tzerland 
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-Resolution 3521 (XXX) calls upori all States that have not 

done so to ratify the international conventions and other in

struments concerning the ·protection of women'.s ~ight~ ~n~ the 

elimination of. discrimina~ion against women and· requests the 

Commissio~ on the Status of Women to complete the elaboration 

of the draft ·convention on the Elimination of Discrimination 

against Women. 

Resolution 3522 (XXX) deals with the ext~nsion to. wbm~n 

of fac£lities n9w being offered only to men ·by financi~l and 

lending institutions. 

~esolution 3523 (XXX) deals with pro~ram~es and projects 

~imed at the full integration of women to d~velopme~t in. rural 

areas. 

Finally, Resolution 3524 (XXX) recommends that all organs 

of the United Nations.sy~tem give sustained attention to the 

integration of w~~en in- the formulation and implementation of 

development projects and programmes. 

Since then, the issue of the women's status has continued 

to be studied. in the organs of t~e United Na~ions system. For 

example, from 13 t~ 17 July 1977j the Regional Conference on the 

Integration. of· Women in the Econo~ic· and Social Development ·o£ 

Latin America, convened by the Secretariat of ECLA, was held in 

La Havana, Cuba. The Conference adopted a r~solution instructing 

_the Secretary-General of ECLA to convene a~ extrftordinary session 

of the~. Plenary Committee of the Commission, in order to give .~t.s 

definitive apprOval to a Regional Plan of Action. 



C H A P T E R V 

INDUSTRIALIZATION : FROM UNCTAD I TO 
THE LIMA CONFERENCE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although industrialization became a subject of study early 

in th~ history of the United Nations, and attracted particular 

attention at the beginning of the 1950's when many of the deve

loping countri~es began applying import substitution policies to 

~r~m~te indus~rializ~ti~n, no specific institutional machinery 

was -set up tri. ~~al with indtistrial development. 

Jan T~nbergen ha~ explained this fact in the following 

terms: 

''Co-operation within United Nations on matter.s on 
industrial co-operation is still relatively underdevelOped 
since initially industrialization was seen as a concern for 
the private sector and hardly for governments. This view 
is outmoded"lL 

However, it was not until UNCTAD 1 held in 1964 that the need 

to ~stablish this kind of machiner~ was formally co~sidered .. But the 

_developed countries were so· strongly ~pposed to the developin~ 

countrie-s' proposal for the creation ot a new specialized agen~y, 

that no agreement was possible and the subject had to be postponed 

to the following Session of the ae·neral Assembly 

After the adOption iD. 1965 of a recOmmendation by the Economic 

and Social Council establishing a spe~-ialized industrial development 

agency~/, UNIDO was established by the General Assembly in 1967 

as a transactional ~elution }/, as an organ of the Assembly, not as 

an independent organization. It had its own secretariat but it had 

to 0 parate without i great ~eal_ of autonomy. 

!/ Jan Tinbergen,· ''Development,- Income Distribution and Industriali
zation", UNIDO Document ID/CONF. 3/B.l2. 

~/ ECOSOC Resolution 1081 (XXXIX) 

11 General Assembly Resolution 2152 (XXI) 
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Incidentaily,_ it should ~e mentione~ that this in~titutional 

p~oblem has d~agged on until now, and for almost a decade severely 

limiting the United Nations' efforts_ to prom6te the industrial 

development of the developing-countries. 

In establishing UNIDO, the General Assembly _envisag~d its 

functions as.confined to the r{~ld of industrial development with 

special· reference to tec-hnical aspects and the policy of 

industrial development. No one then fores-aw -that UNIDO would have 

to concern itse-lf with such .asp_ect s as employment, the environment, 

industrial hygiene and the role of women in industry. Howe-ver, it 

is natural that this should not have been thought of since UNIDO 

came into being. at a time when an economicalli biased concept of 

development he"ld swa"y, i.e. in the middle of an era of sustained 

economic growth when few people were issuing warnings abo~t new 

problems being created by the policy of indiscriminate growth in 

the devel~pe~ countries, an~by the unplanned industrialization 

taking place in most of the developing. countries. 

The. laCk. of interest in What has been defined in this paper as 

the ''social'' aspects of development was obvious. This can be seen 

not only in UNIDO's basic documents but also in its early work 

programmes. None of those aspects were considered at its. first 

General Conference in 1971. Nor were they taken up in the 

intervening period before the second General Conference (1971-1975). 
It was not until the preparatory period prior to the second 

Conference that some questions of a ''social'' nature were taken into 

·accoUnt. in· a·ebate·s' and .in working papers. 

Although the·UNIDO Secretariat ventured to consider some of 

these questions iil the preparatorY- dOCUID.eht.ation for t·he Second 

General Conference, (i.e. development, income distribution and 

industrialization; manpower prOblems; social objectives of 

industrialization; food and industrialization; envir'?nment. and 

industrialization),none of them were reflected, either. directly or 

indirectly, on th~ Conference agenda. 
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This illustrates the essentially piecemeal approach adopted 

towards certain issues by the specialized agencies - g~nerally on 

the basis of positions and decisions adopted by Member Governments -

within whose province they fal'l. It is interesting to note, 

however, that once. the ,discussion was taken to the more political 

sphere of the General Conference, c.ertain aspects referred to above 

were considered there at some length and a few of them were even 

included in the document approved at the Lima Conference. 

2. THE SECOND GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNIDO 

2.1 Antecedents ~/ 

The first Ministerial Conference of UNIDO, held in Vienna 

in June 1971, recommended that the Organization convene periodic 

_meetings at ~ini~t~rial leve~ to analyse policies whi6h shbuld 

guide UNino· activi~ie~. 

I~ 1972, the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 

2959 (XXVII)-, whereby the Second General Conference of UNIDO would 

be convened in 1975, and that the Industrial Development Board 

and its Permanent Commission should.act as an IntergoVernmental 

Preparatory Commission. This body met in five sessions 

Amongst the inputs to the General Conference were the draft 

Declaration and Plan of Action drawn up by the developing countries, 

anOther project drawn up by industrialized countries of the West 

and a seri~s of additions and a~endments io the LDC's draft 

submitted.by the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe. 

2.2 Industrialization for what? 

This is the provocative title of the first rihapter of a 

conference doc~ment commissioned by the UNIDO secretariat to 

Prof~ssor Paul Streeten, of the University of Oxford.i/ 

~/ Fot a detailed account of the background and preparatory work for 
this Conference see ''Report of the Intergovernmental Preparatory 
Commission on its five sessions, presented to the General 
Conference of UNIDO''. Doe. ID/CONF3/18. 

11 Paul Streeten.''Industrialization in a unified development 
strategy 11

, doe. ID/CONF. 3/B.l 
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"Development is not about index numbers of national income, 
it is not about savings ratios and capital coeffiCients: it 
is about and for people. Development must therefore begin 
by identifying human needs. The objective of development is 
to raise the level of living of the masses of the people as 
quickly as is feasible. This implies meeting such needs as 
continuo~s employment or for the self-employed, secure and 
adequate livelihoods more. and better schooling for their 
children, better medical services, clean water and handy 
cheap transports and a somewhat higher and growing level 
of measured income. Much of this can be achiev~d in ways 

·which do not register a high index number for measured 
output of commodities while a high and growing index number 
for natio~al income growth is consistent ~ith leav~ng these 
basic needs unsatisfied. -

If we approach development in these termS,the plaCe of the 
motor car,~ of heavy demand on sources of energy, of highly 
sophisicated luxury goods, or the transfer of inappropriate 
products and technologies, 6f the role of ·the multinational 
enterprise, of urbanization, ·of the r~lation between 
industrial ~nd agricultutal policies, and of domination and 
depende~ce, all appear in a different light. 

The-disenchantment· with industrialization in recent writings 
and speeches has been based on a confusion: it is a disen
chantment with the form that economic growth has taken in 
some developing countries. Certain types of modern product 
and modern technology have reinforced an income distribution 
and a style of development that is out of tune with the 
basic goals sketched out above''. 

Reflections such as these cou-ld only lead to the logical 

conclusion that: 

"After a reorientation, industrialization as the servant 
of development regains its pr~per place in th~- strategy''. 

The drawback was that no such strategy existed up -to that 

moment or if it did, it consisted simply in ~he quest for maximum 

development of the industrial productive apparatus, often witbout 

taking into account all the effects of such industrialization (on 

employment, environment, balance of payments .... not to mention more 

abstract notions such as the quality of life). 

If these reflections had been taken into account by the parti

cipants at the Lima Conference, perhaps its outcome would have been 

·very different._ But the content of the document cited - and 
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perhaps above all the paragraphs already mentioned - led'the UNIDO 

Secretaria~ to distribute it only to participants (i.e. not as a 

general distribution document,which wouid have reached the press 

or the public outside the conference), only in English (which not 

many French, Spanish or.Russian speaking delegates could reach) nor 

was it included within those documents included in the ''Study of 

Industrial Development 11 which the UNIDO secretariat profusely 

distributed in various languages as a basic conference document.~/ 

There is no reason to attribute censoring intentions to the 

UNIDO Secretariat about .the rather inconvenient ideas - for the 

industrial development specialist at which they were aimed -

contained in the paper just mentio~ed, since it was the Secretariat 

itself which commisSioned the d-ocument, possibly with full awareness 

of the consequences. Moreover, in documents finally Selected for 

inclusion in the 11 Study of Industr~ial Development" there are many 

6ther ideas and· data which although not in such a direct form, could 

also. have_ contributed to questioning the totally ."industrialist'' 

approach predominating in the rest of the documents submitted to 

the meeting. 

2.3 Some major·issues before th~ Conference 

The aim of this section however is not to pUt forw~rd argu

ments against .the ''industrialist'' approach but to point out the 

links of the central theme of the conference - the industrialization 

of developing countries - with an integrated notion of deve~opment 

or with its components· elements, which were brought out in t~e 

conferenc-e docum~ntation. It should be mentioned .that although 

there are no further references to the kind of concept of develop

ment described above apart from some of the reflections in Professor 

Streeten's paper the conference documentation nevertheless contains 

several i~teresting elements, particularly on the following three 

problems which fit in with the type of linkages commented above: 

(a) industrialization and employment; 

(b) industr1alization and the environment 

(c) interrelationships bet~een industry and agriculture> 

~/ Study of Industrial Development, UNIDO Special Volume for the 
Second General UNIDO Conference, doe. ID/CONF. 3/2. 
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The following sections analyse each of these themes in 

the light of the conferenc~ documenta~ion. However, it is first 

necessary to draw attention to the space given by the UNIDO 

secretariat to these three themes in such documentation which 

illustrate the growing concern about problems resulting from an 

indu5tri6.lizB.tion process un·dertaken in conditions described above,. 

At the same time it a~so shows an increasing concern with envi

·ronmental problems, possibly as a result of the appeals ·made by 

the Stockholm Conference and newly acquired ecological awareness of 

most international secretariats. 

(a) Industrialization and Employment 

The International Development Strategy did not lay down 

quantitative objectiVes for e!r~l:Ployment. From the· UNIDO standpoint, 

it only es~ablished that the ~reduction of manufactured goods in 

developing countries should grow at_ an annual ra~e of 8 per cent 

1;er y.ear. This ob.jective implied the ne~d for a high rate of 

growth in employment in developing countries. This increase·was 

estimated as being 5 per cent in the first half of this·decade for 

developing countries taken together. 

An annual rate of growth of 4 per cent was estimated for the 

services sector, one of 1.1 per cent for agriculture. This 

"implied that the industrial sector of developing countries should 

absorb about one-third of the increase in the labour ·rorce.I/ 

From the employment point-of-view, ·this emphasis on industry 

was right i·f the .. ,high leVel of une'mployment in many developing 

countries were taken into a~count as well aS the capacity of 

industry to generate indirect employment as compared to other 

economic sectors. 

11 The information available regarding the ·rirst years of the 
decade make it possible to suppose that .at least in Asia and 
Africa_these objectives were being fulfilled, mainly due to the 
very h~gh le!els of growth in industrial employment in a few 
count~1es (Slngapore, 19.9 per cent; Zambia, 11.6 per ceni; 
~al~w1, 9.1 per cent; Republi: of_Korea,6 per cent). However, 
1t 1s very proba~1e that from 1973, with the snread of the 
economic crisis and its transfer frore major in~ustrial to 
developing countries, this situation had already been funda
mentalli ieversed. 
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However, according to.~he conclusions of UNIDO, the 

industrial development plans of developing countries ''within the 

framework of policies to. promote employment" were not suffici.ently 

concerned with attaining concrete objectives within the industrial 

sector §_! • 

. At ~he same time, it would appear that such development plans 

paid considerable attention to th_e protection. of handicraft and 

cottage· industries as well as .small and medium-sizes industries, 

basically thought to be ''labour oriented". 

On the ot~er hand, it woui~ seem that these plans did not take 

sufficient account of two particularly important elements of 

industrialization and employment: t~e major l~b~ur surplus in· 

certain industrial sectorS of many developing countries (in contrast 

with the low rate of.use of productive capacit; in other sectors) 

and the effects th_at a _better distribution of income could ha·ve on 

in a·ust r i"al i z at ion. 

Studies carried out by both UNIDO and the ILO on the under

utilizatiori of capacity led to the conclusion that under certain 

ecdnomic conditions (growth of demand -and the resulting reduction of 

costs through inc!eased productivity) it would be possible, with 

the present level of investments in fixed capital, to considerably 

increase the level of employment. This effect finds itS counter-

_part ·-in the growing. of semi or underemployed manpower which other 

UNIDO studies brought to light, especially in the handicrafts and. 

hardly deyeloped·· c-ot-tage industries. Moreover, according·to UNIDO: 

§_/ 

."especiallY in export-oriented industries, there is not the 
·amount of margin for inovation imagined by supporters of 
highly labour-intensive techniques'' .2_/ 

See:. l}NIDO. "Planni_ng for Industrial Development: 
and policies of develo~ing countri-es in the 1970s'' 
of Industrial Development Plans''. Documents E/AC. 
UNIDO/IPPD. ·54 and ID/109 ~~spectively. 

objectiv·es 
and "Summaries 
5 L.67 

-~1 Study of Industrial Development, op. cit. Chapter III 
''Employment and Social Objectives''. 

I 
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On the question of the effects of income distribution on 

industrialization and employment, perhaps the most interesting 

conclusion submitted in the Secretariat's conference documentation, 

was that: 

·''although availabie data do not unequivocally support the 
affirmation that an equal distribution of incomes is 
related to a higher level of employment, or that it will 
speed economic growth, there is not reason to suppose that. 
a more uniform a·istribution will slow down growth".lO/ 

But the importance of this conclusion does not derive so much 

from its ambiguity as from the fact that it is added to growing 

arguments in economic literature (and all the more so in that which 

escapes from neoclassical orthodoxy) contestitig the p~inciple 
unj.ust distributiC?n of income in developing countries must be 

maintained to facilitate the formation of capital and the increase 

in the rate of investment. 

Moreover, T.here is an argumerit .in favour of a growing redis

tribution of income 'which is of particular interest from the point

of-view of industrialization, and which does not seem to have been 

sufficiently taken ·into account in the UNIDO documents. This 

argument maintains that increases in consumption by lower income 

groups. resulting from redistribution, generally tends to concentrate 

more on labour intensiye go~ds (housing, clothing and furniture, 

for example) than doe.s the. consumption of wealthier classes. 

An exception.to studies carried out by the ILO 6n this matter 

ho~ever.shows that in certain cases, the most powerful classes tend 

to consume proportionately more services than the others thus 

generating employment with a high manpower coefficient.~ 

Another aspect of the emploj~ent problem which seems to have 

received adequate attention from UNIDO (and from ILO, and from 

another angle from the OECD) is the choice of appropriate t~chnology 

to generate employment. This theme to a certain extent goes beyond 

the obje,ctiv_e of the present_ study, but it must be mentioned given 

the important repercussions of technology on employment and 

industrialization. 
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On the contrary, there is the impression that the UNIDO 

Secretariat did not pay the attention merited by its impoTtance 

to the problem or the. errects or industri~lization br developing 

countries and of the liberalization of trade in manufactuiing 

products in developed countries on employment in both groups of 

countries. This is noticeable since it was a conference which 

ended up by concentrating its discussions on the establishment of 

a concrete objective for the industrialization of developing 

countries. This objective cannot be reached without .a m~jor 

liberalization of trade by the industrialized countries, which in 

turn will gene~ate important effects on employment in the latter. 

This p~oblem has been analysed from the point of view of 

effects of. growth in export-oriented industries and of industrial 

re-conversion i~:· d~veloped countries On employment. These studies 

hive been specially carried out within the framework of UNCTAD and 

in general have c~ncluded that the growth of manufactured exports 

from ~eveloping to developed countries linked to the liberalization 

of the la~te~s'· trade would not have dramatic effects except in 

a few industrial sectors such as footwear, textiles 1 leatherwork 

and leather ·products, and to a lesser extent, the electric machinery 

and bas-ic '-metals industry. 

However, it should be pointed out that none of the studies 

referred to were carr·ied out on the basis of a hypothesis for 

industrial growth of developing countries comparable to th~t 

adopted by the UNIDO Conference. This omission is comparable to the 

actual lack of study by noth UNIDO and ILO on the effects on 

~mployment in developing countries of employment protection measures 

adopted by industrialized Countries. 

(b) Industrialization and Environment 

To speak of in_duStriaiization and the environment practically 

implies focussing ori' most of the environment problems from the 

moment when industry and its products ~ecome the main sources of 

environmental dete.rioration. In order to centre such a b~oader 

subject within the limits of the direct interest of the Lima Con

ference, the UNIDO S~cr~te~iat concentrated docufuentation' on this 

theme on the following aspects of the problem of relations between 

industry and the environment:· 
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utilization of non-renewable resources in the ,industriali ... 

zation process; 

industrialization and energy;· .and 

the spe~ific case of the deterioration of the environment 

in Japan. 

The growing pollution and industrial overcrowding in 

deve~bped count~ies ~ill increasingly favour the redeployment of 

induitries ~o··developing countries. And it is probable that over

crowding is taking on even greater importance than pollution. In 

any ~ase, thes~ ·two factors, linked to other comparative advantages 

of the claSsical type (availability of manpower, raw materia~s, 

cheaper energy--supplies etc.) wi'll become major incentives to 

such redeployment. Already, several developed countries - Japan 

in the first place - are considering t-he adoption of measures 

favouring. this type'_of redeployment~ 

From the point of view of the authors of one of the studies 

subm~_tte~ to <the cOnference, 11/ there are three major criteria, 

and 6ne subsidiary criterion which can bring industri~lized countri~s 

to promote the ·redeployment of certain industries to the developing 

countries: 

11/ 

(1) the carrying capacity of environment and society; 

(2) the proximi~y of under-used and non-polluting sour~es 

. of en.ergy; 

(3) the drop in the growth rate of international march~pdi~e 

trade; and 

(4) to a lesser extent,.the use of renewable resources 

ivailable in quantity in the devel~ping countri~s as a 

substitute·to non-renewable and soon to be exhausted 

resources. 

''Environment et division internationale du travail'', Study 
directed by .Ignacy Sachs. UNIDO's document ID/CONF. 3/B.2. 
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On the other hand, the overloading of the purifying capacity 

of the environment of developed count~ies, if added to the iricrease 

in prices of primary products, due to the drop in known reserves 

for some of th~m, can lead to a re-examination of th~ situation 

or· natural products as compared to synthetics and to the search 

for new ways for using renewable natural resources abundant in 

the .developing world. 

These two factors, could in a certain sense be considered 

by developing countries as positive by-products of the process of 

envirobmerital degradati~ri taking place in developed countries~ 

However, the ensuring red~ployment of industry could take place 

e{ther in the same disorganized and unplanned way that· has 

characterized most present industrialization or via an agreement 

between developed and dev~loping countries, which would avoid m~ny 

of the disadvantages of the present pro~ess. 

But whether the process of relocation takes place in a 

disorganized fashion or through an agreement between industrialized 

and de~eloping countries, UNIDO calls the attention of the latter 

on the_ need, in future, for the implementation of new industries 

to be sub.ject to environmental regulation. To this effect, the 

above mentioned study suggests the adoption of ''Environment Quality 

Standards'' to be respected by all new industrial proj~cts, and which 

should be established as a function of local conditions with regard 

to the tolerance limits for emissions for each type of pollution 

under consideration. 

At the same time, after ha.ving referred to the effects of the 

adoption of anti-pollution ~easures in industrial plants already 

functioning, UNIDO also advises develppin~ countries not to delay 

adoption of anti-pollution measures in their haste to advance 

indu~trialization and struggle to attain full emptoyment. This is 

not only in the interest of preserving the environment, but the cost 

of adopting such measures once a project is alr~ady under way, as 

well as the effects of pollution, can be much higher than adapting 

the projeCt from its inception to adequate standards for the con

servation of the environment. 
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Although all the aspects mention~d above appear to hav~ 

been apundantly analYsed in the conferen_ce documentation, this is 

not the case with another particularly important problem in this 

field, which is hardly mentioned in one of the documents· referring 

to. the experience of Japan wi~h pollution problems: 

of consumption patterns on environmental pollution. 

the importance 

This does 

not refer to the characteristics of consumption habits of any 

particula~ society, but to the overall set of cultural standards 

in industrialized countries Which, through the so-cal·led "demonstration . .. 

effe~t'' are being rapidly transmitted to the majority o~ developin~ 

countries. In one of the studies of the Japanese experience 12/ 

it is explicitly stated that ~he: 

''density of automobiles is the fundamental cause pf envi
ronmental poll~tion'' ·and that ''with the exception of _the food 
indtistry, the so-called ''ind~stries consuming environmental 
resources'' have been proportionately more dev~loped in rec~nt 
years in Japan than any other industry''. 

The same document states that t~e introduction of new consumer 

stan~ards (quali~ied as a ''radical transformation'' in the Japanese 

~ase) can be considered by itself, as the third factor in the order 

of importance in the rapid increase in pollution problems. 

Thus the·little space iri the UNIDO Conference docUmentation 

allocated tq this question is notewoithy, _since it deals with 

the polluting effects of the automobile (whose massive introduction 

should. be included as one of the principal aspects of the· modifi~a

·tion of traditional consumption patterns and perhaps as one of the 

most ch~racteristic elements of ·the consumption patterb§ of Western 

industrialized societies) or with the introduction of new standards 

an-d articles of consumption Which are the ultimate ccuse of environ-

mental pOllution. Whether directly like the automobile and the waste 

of durable goods vhich have started to be a ~roblem (in Japan 

especially, but also in other countries) or indirectly, through the 

most varied set of industries. 

12/ "Trends in JaPanese investment attributable to domestic environ
mental considerations''. Study prepared -by I.Imai, T. Ohsu 
and T. Nobehara. UNIDO's document ID/CONF. 3/B.3. 

• 
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(c) Industrialization and Agriculture 

The documentation presented by the UNIDO Secretariat to the. 

General Confere.nce on th_is subject concentrates on two problem 

areas: the contribution that industry can make t.o agricultural 

deVelopment and- the influence of agro-industries on employment. 

On the first aspect, the UNIDO approach refers to FAO 

estimates for food requirements for 1985. According to FAO, this 

would require renewing and improving 46 million hectares in 

irrigated areas, additional nev irrigation projects for another 23 

million hectares and the bringing of 153 million hectares of unused 

land und~r cultivation. At 1974 prices, the FAO estimates that 

this expansion in world agricultu~al capacity would cost developing 

countries 89 ·biilio~ dollars, of which 38 billion would be in 

foreign exchange •. A good part. of these costs would consist of 

industrial inputs needed to carry out su·ch work. 

Fur_thermo,re, in order to reach .food requirements for the mi_d 

1980s it would be necessary to considerably increase productivity 

levels especial~y·in developing countries. An important element 

of such an increase in productivity would be the introduction of 

high-y1_elding seeds. But UNIDO points out that high yields, to be 

ef.fectively high, need the impr~vement of methods of cultivation 

and irrigation and substantially increase the supplies Of fertilizers~ 

herbicides and pesticides.· This also implies that _an important 

.contribution is expected from in.dustry, in' the form of farm-machinery 

tools, fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, to the agricultural 

developm~nt of developing countries in ~he future. 

A major effort to increase developing countries agricultural 

production in line with the requirements calculated by FAO would 

involve enormous investments in fertilizer and pesticide manufacturing 

capacity. 

In 1972/1973, developing countries consumed 11.5 mil~ion tons 

of nutrient"elements of fer~ilizer~ (nitrogen, phosphates and 

potassium) but they produced 6 million tons·. 
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On the basis of this deficit and the enormous future 

requirements, the UNIDO estim~ted the capital needed between 

1975- and 1980 and between 1980 and 1985 to increase fertilizer 

production. Developing countries would have to invest 20 billion 

dollars in ·the first period, and perhaps more during the second, 

since it is calculated that the needed total world investment 

would be around 70 billion dollars and that in the preceding 

period half the inve~tment would have to be in developing 

countries. 13/ 

No statistical information _on pesticides and herbicides 

permitting projections of future_·r~~uirements of necessary 

in~estments is available •. In any. case, it is known that the 

loss of cereals due to insects, rodents and cr6p diseases at ru~al 

storage points represent a considerable ~roportion of developing 

countries' production .. rn. any case, it is known that in .spite 

of th·is,_ consumptJon of pesticides in thes·e countries is very lov, 

that' their pesticide imports Were only 7 per cent of total inter

national ·trade in these pr'oducts in 1970, arid that production 

in developing count~ie~ being a~tually al~o very low it 'is expected 

that in coming years, the pesticide lndustry will have to develop 

significantly in such countries. 

Lastly, it .can be hoped, as pointed out in the· documents 

prepared by the UNI~O Secretariat, that in the near future the 

least developing countries can hopefully increase their output of 

hand tools, ·simple farm machinery ~nd far~ implements powered by 

animals. It can also be hoped that developing countries at an 

intermediate stage of development, increase their production 

of simple implements for tractors, of small pumps and motors as 

well as their activities in the design, adaptation and manufacture 

and hand-operated machinery and simple tools for animal and·m~tor 

traction, also -setiing up rep~ir and maintenance shops implying 

a certain technical complexity. At the same time the more advanced 

developing countries could develop in remaining production for 

agriculture requiring a higher technological ~evel. B~t it must 

be poin~~d out that the cautious estimates made by the UNIDO document 

13/ 
11
The fertiliser industry in developing countries: present 
situation, development prospects and international ,co-operation 11 

document ID/C. 3/35. Revl. 
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on this group of countries, giyes the impression that insufficient 

account has been taken of the present degree of deyelop~ent a~ 

the machine tools and agricul~ural machinery industry in certain 

developing countries. 

In th-is Yay, the UNIDO sees the future contribution of 

industry to the development of Third World agricultural ~roductiQn, 

and to its rural development in view of the important repercussions 

which industrial development can have .in rural areas, especially 

if a good deal of it is established in these areas~ 

But this contribution to rural de~elopment can also be m~de 

via the agro-industries which transform agricultural Products 

on-the-spot or near their place of production. In th~ absence of 

o~her indicators, the d~iry industry can be an. ~xample of what 

can b~ done in this field in developing countiies. In these 

countries, the share of milk processed in dairi.es is only 2 per 

cent. ·The same percentage varies between 60 and·90 per cent in the 

developed countries.l4/ 

Also according to the analysis in the document quoted above, 

the develo~ment of agro-industries could have import.ant repercussions 

on employment in rural areas. This is particularly important if it 

is taken into account that: 

''In the majority of developing countries, due to rapid demogra
phic- growth, the low rate of absorption of manpower in modern 
industry cannot increase sufficiently fast to absorb 
all the increase in the labour force. ThUs, in most developing 
countries, the agricultural labour force will continue increasing 
in absolute numbers for many years, and in that period, 
agriculture will carry out a key role in employment.'' 

Hence the importance not only of increasing agricu_ltU.ral 

production, but also of p~omoting agro-industries, as a me~ns to 

absorb manpower in the rural areas. 

l.!±_l "t-l:utual relations between industry and agriculture in the 
developing process'' Document prepared jointly by UNIDO and 
FAO secretariats. UNIDO's oocument ID/CONF. 3/15. 
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Also, it should be pointed out that the introduction of 

high yielding seeds can have a considerable effect on employment 

in Third World. agriculture, since they need a higher labour input 

than traditional varieties. 

2.4 The Second General Conrerence and its Decisions 

The Second General ConfeTence of UNIDO was held in Lima 

between 12~h and 25th March 1975. Following the tradition 

established by the Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly, 

it approved a .Declaration. and Programme of Action. But in contrast 

~o what happ~~ed at the Assembly, the Lim~ document was adopted 

by a vote. ·The United States voted against and seven other 

industrial countries abstained .!.2_/", in the General Assembly various. 

delegations made reservations and observations on specific paragraphs 

included in the document. 

In a~dit_ion to _the.Declaration and Programme of Action, the 

Lima Conference adopted three resolutions: ane of an institional 

character {establishment of ~pecial machinery to consider the 

problems of the least developed, landlocked and island developing 

~ountries) another on the selection of appropriate industrial 

technology and the third on human aspects of industrial development. 

In addition to the 22 introductory· paragra~hs, the ·Declara

tion covers mOst of the subjects consequently considered in the 

Prosramme of Action. The latter is divided into six chapters: 

I. 

I I. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

National measures; 

Co-operation between developing countries;· 

Co-operation between developing and developed countries' 

Least developed, landlocked and island developing 
countries; 

Institutiortal Arrangements; and 

Charte~ of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 

lLI The complete report on the Second General UNIDO 
Conference vas published in document A/10112 of the 
General Assembly, (ID/CONF. 3/31). 
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~hose subjects on which the Conference c~ncentrated its 

attention were the determination of a g~owth rate for industrial 

production in ~eveloping countries and the -institutional problems, 

i.e. the q.uestion of converting UNIDO 'into a Specialized Agency 

of the United Nations. 

9n ·the first subject the Confere'nce adopted a pa~agraph 

of ~he Declaration (No. 28) establishing that: 

''the participation of developing countries in world 
industrial output •.. should increase as much as .possible 
to reach at least 25 p~r cent of the total ih the year 
2000" • 

. On the second sub.ject, the decision adopt.ed by the Conference 

effe~tively opened the way to the institutional transformation of 

UNID·o. 

2.5 Analysis of the Decisions Adopted by the Conference 

The ·co~ference adopted a number of general criteria on the 

industrialization problemS of.the developing world which, to a 

certain extent, counterbalance the "economist" approach usually 

predominant in this kind of United Nations meeting. 

At this resp~ct the three following· aspects should ·be pointed 

out: 

(a) There ~as a certain disenchantment with the advance 

(or lack of) in developing countries'industrialization: To 

a certain ~xtent, the par~grkp~ of the Decl.aration in which 

this appears, links industrialization with the modification 

of internal socio-econom{c structures~·at the same time giving 

a purely vertical focus to the for this .disenchantment, 

to the ''measures adopted 

b~ ihe majority or. develbped countries''. , 

since direct responsibility is imputed 

reasons 
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''13:· Taking into aecount that indust~ialization has not 
signiricantly advanced in developirig countries as a whole, 
in ·spite or considerabl~ efforts on their part and that 
this is frequently due to the fact that the dependence of 
their economies on exports of primary products and the 
measures adopted by ihe majority of developed countries, have 
not permitted a sufficiently profound and dynamic action, 
-which ea~ transform socio-economic internal structures and 
thus ·lay the basis for authentic _development". 1:2_1 

In any c~se, it should be pointed out that th~s paragraph 

involves the notion of a transformation of ''internal socio-economic 

structures'' as the basis for a development described as ''authentic" 

which in turn contradicts the vertical approach also appearing in 

the s·-ame paragraph. 

(b) A-broader view'than that adopted in other United Nations 

meetings emerges from a paragraph- on the way in which dev~loping 

countries must approach industrialization problems and its ''techno

logical and social economic repercussions". 

''50. that developing countries should support the concept of 
an integrated and multisectoral industrialization approach 
taking fully into account the technological and socio
economic repercussions of this process, both in the planning 

.and implementing phases''. · 

(c) A mention of the stimulus and support developing countries 

should give to ''development of industries satisfying basic needs 

of the population" although this reference appears in a paragraph 

of gen~ral .nature. 

1-~t~~--~-.§t ~mu_lus and support to the development of small, medium 
~~~ rtiral industries satisfying the basic needs of the 
population and which contribute to the integration of 
different sectors of the economy; and to this end, due 
attention must be given to industrial co-operatives as means 
of mobilizing human, natural and local financial resources 
to attain national o_bjectives for economic growth and soci8.1 
development''. · 

16/ Translation of paragraphs quoted in this section is informal. 
N.T. 
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It should also -be pointed out that in various paragraphs 

of the Declaration and the Programme of Actio~-, mention is m'ade 

of various social aspects or problems, su~h as the following: 

(a) Full use of available human resources and integration 

of women into the industrialization process "on the basis of equal 

rightsn, 

11 30. that to assure the efficient and full use of available 
human resources, developing countries should create 
conditions permitting the full integration of women into 
social and. economic activities, and in particular in_ the 
industrialization process, on the basis of equal ri-ghts". 

This same concep~ of the full utilization of human resources 

but in connection with the least developed countries, was also 

included in a particularly confused paragraph of the Dec\aration. 

''37. Special emphasis.should be laid on the need for least 
developed countries t6 create production installations involving 
-ma~imum employm~nt of loc~l .human resources and whose· 
production satisfies, from the material and social point of 
view, ·identified needs, thus ensuring· a convergence between 
those needs and the employment of local sources, which will 
offer sufficient employment opportuni~ies''. 

(b) Employment pro?lems do not seem to have achieved the 

attention they deserved from the Conference. Only one of the 

paragraphs of the Action Plan points up natio?al industrialization 

policies of developing countries as having to be based on: 

''e) the intensive use of nati6nal resources, the development 
~f in~rastructures and intern~! regional development, with 
special emphasis on employment policies as well as on the 
full· and intensive use ·and development of local raw 
materials". 

(c) In contrast,_the aspects related t? training and 

preparation of manpower in developing coun~ries, merit the two 

specific paragraphs below and soffie other iSolated_references~ 
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"53. That educational systems should be modified so that 
young people appreciate industrial Work, and thRt policies 
and programmes be adopted so as to,train qualified personnel 
needed by new sources of employment created in ~eveloping 
.countries, at subregional and regional levels. The training 
activities linked to industrial development should be con
ceived in -such a way as to permit the proc~ssing of natural 
resources and other raw materials in the country of origin 
and the creation of permanent specialized teaching structu
res for ·rapid quantitative training of national labour force 
at all levels and _for ~11 occupations, wbether .technical or 
manageri~l, without discrimination as regards of sex; 

54. That co-ordinated literacy and worker training prqgra
mmes be established to attain the promotion and upgrading 
of the national labour force at all 'levels of employment. 
That, in order to achieve national development plans, and in 
particular those involving industrialization, developing 
countries raise the general cultural level of the population 
so ·as to ha~e a well qualified labour force, not only for 
the production of goods and services, but also for 
~anagem~n~, permi~ting ~hem to assimiiate modern technology; 

(d) Finaily, the theme of social and distributiv~ justice in 

relation to the benefits of industrialiZation emerge from two 

paragraphs of t~e Programme of Action relat~ng to national measures 

to be adopted in·deVeloping countries. 

The first paragraph (58a) ·is very precise. However, the 

following one. ( 58b) fails in the attempt to present in a co-herent 

form a balance between the need for social justice and the need 

for accumulation of·capital, and to make things worse, references 

were added to transfer of technology, to the aspirations of the 

human race and to world peace. 

11 In developing countries, national indUstrialization policies 
should be based on •.•. 
d) The equitable distribution of the benefits of industriali
zation amongst all sectors of the population 
b} In formulating industrialization plans and strategies due 
account must be taken of the characteristics of each country 
in the light of its socio-econo~ic structures. Moreover, 
social justice must be a determining criterion in achieving 
higher living standards and eliminating.extreme social -
disparities and unemployment~ _particula~ly amongst young 
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people. To this end, adequate industrial development should 
permit the accumulation of capital necessary to economic 
development and also constitute ~ powerful factor for the 
promotion ~f technology, the growth of other sectors and 
realization of the aspirations of humanity. Also, for the 
orientation of its objectives, it should positively 
contribute to world peace'';, 

This ~beme of.social justice reappears in the ''Resolution on 

the Social Aspec.ts of Industrial.ization" adopted by the COnference. 

Paragraph (f) is true hotch-potch with participants States saying: 

''f) That States should recognize that, in any industrial 
development process social justice should be the irreplaceable 
means in spiritual, economic and social aspects, permitting 
the attain~ent of a, just and solidary society''. 

Another interesting theme, from the point of view of the 

present study, which appears in the Lima Declaration, is the l~nk 

between indu·stry ana, agriculture. 

"51 That in viev of the basic complementarity between the 
industrial and agricultural sectors, a major effort must be 
made to promote industries based in agricultural activities 
or related to this sector, and that in addition to checking 
the rural exodus and stimulating food production, they 
stimulate th~ establishment of new industries based ·on natural 
resources". 

Finally, with ref~rence to problems of the environment ,and 

the conservation of .non-renewable natural resources, the Lima 

Conference adopted two paragraphs: 

The first emphasises the need to c0nserve non-renewable 

resourc~s and ''especially'' invit~s dev~loped countries to av6id 

"waste" . 

"38. That, in view of the need to conserve non-renewable 
resources ali countries, in particular developed countries, 
should avoid waste, and that in this context, developing 
countries endowed with such resources should formulate 
diversification policies permitting them to obtain financing 
through measures based on the intensive exploitation of 
these ~esources''. 
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This recommendation, to a certain eXtent, contrad.ictS the 

"industrialist" spiri:t pervading the rest of the document. 

The paragraph specifically referring to the need to avoid 

problems threatening the environment, demonstrates- of itself, the 

little' attention :Pai,d by' the Conference to this subject: 

''39. That t~~ international commu~i~~, ·and in particular 
the develope~ countriesj should mobilize· human and material 
resources to deal with the problems threatening the environment. 
In this sense, developed cou-ntries should int'ensif'y their 
efforts to avoid environmental pollution, ·and refrain from 
taking meaSUres, which according to scientific information, 
create pollution prOblems or disturbances to the developing 
countries". 



C H A P T ~ R V I 

EMPLOYMENT: FROM THE PHILADELPHIA DECLARATION 
TO THE CURRENT ECONOMIC CRISIS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1944, while the ·united Nations Charter was being drafted 

the 18th Conference of ~he International Labour Organisation adopted 

the Philadelphia Declaration, as an annex to its Constitution drawn 

up in 1919. 

The Declaration reaffirmed the notion that universal and 

p~r~anent peace can only be ~chieved through soci~l justice. It 

stated that poverty, wherever it Occurs, constitutes. a danger for 

the .p~osperity of all and called for a vigor~us· struggle ~gainst it, 

at both national and irit~rnational levels and w~th the full partici

pation of governments, employers and workers. 

Moreover, the Declaration copsiderably extended the field of 

action of the·Organization far beyond labour q~e~tions as sue~, sb as 

to also cover the improvement of living conditions in general, the 

universal respect for hu_man ·rights, the promotion of full employment, 

etc.· 

Given these terms oi reference·, plus the triparite composition 

of the organiz.ation, it was more suited than any other body of the 

United Nations system, to assign a high_priority to social issues 

in the discharge of its-~uties. 

The ser.ies of conventionS adopted by the ILO in fields such 

as those of human rights as well as in connection with the different 

aspects of social security!/ an~, more"generally, its concern 

.for the improvement of ~orking conditions, are a paient· expression 

thereof. 

!/ The following conventions can be mentioned in connection with 
human rights: Convention of freedom of association and right 
of association (1946); Convention on the right of association 
and collective bargaining (1949); Convention on equal pay (1951); 
Convention on the abolition of forced labour (1957); Convention 
on dis.crimination (1958). In the field of social security onthe 
othe~ hand, the organization has adopted more than 25 Conventions 
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However, in spit.e of the full integratio~ of the I~b into· 

the system of international co-operation established after the war 

on the basis of United Nations Char~e~ £/ its leading preoccupation 

with social questions failed to produce significant repercussions 

on the action and the priorities of the other agencies which tended 

to' systematically ~elegate such questions to a minor level convinced 

th·at social justice would emerge as a by-product of growth. 

,In sum, there was no synthesis between the objec~ives of the 

ILO and those of the other. agencies, but rather a tendency to 

parallel action whose points of contact were for the most part, 

formal. 

In fact there is no doubt that the economically 'biased approach 

associated with growth-oriented development concepts dominating the 

United Nations in the first decades of its ~ork, had a significa?t 

influence on the ILO itself. As a result· of this, as well as of 

the powerful influence of' Angl6-S.B.xon trade unionism, in dealing 

with social issues, the OrganizatiOn - as it became evident later 

when m_ajor objective~ could ·not be attained - usually adopted totally 

'inadequate approaches, at least_ as far as the Th~rd World was 

concerned. 

However, with decolonization and its sequels both in terms 

of the correlation of forces betwe~n the various trends in the 

labour movement as well as between the vafious schools ·in the social 

sciences, the situation began to vary iri the 1960's., with rapid 

repercussions on the activities of the ILO. The .reduction of 

international tension as a result of the end of the -cold war was 

also a major factor in this respect. 

The ILO began to give increasing pr~ority to the problem of 

employment and the distribution of wealth, and to adopt approaches 

to ~ greater or lesser extent remdved from those prevailing in 

previous decades. 

Moreover, the ILO was one of the first organisations in the 

United Nations system to seriously question-the traditional con

viction that economic growth WC'lld automatically lead to full 

ernploymer..t a,nd better living conditi.ons. 

The-ILO in fact, was the first specialized agency to sign a 
co-operation and co-oidination, agreement with the Unite~ Nat-ions. 
The agreement was signed ln 1946. 
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One of the first results of this was the adoption in 1964 

of the Convention and Recommendation on Employment Policy which 

called on member states to formulate and carry out active policies 

in s_upport of _full' productive and freely chosen employment as 

an ''objective of major importance''. 

By the end of the 1960 1 s it became increasingly clear that, 

contrary to the central thesis of the International Development 

Strategy of the First United Nations Development Decade, high. 

growth rat~s, especially in developing countries, could aOd in 

fact did, coincide with high unemployment rates and with th~ 

maintenance o·f ·unfair income distribution patterns. As a result, 

efforts to de.vise policies to reverse those trends intensified, 

culminating with the unanimous adoption by the 53rd session of the 

ILO Conference in 1969, of the World Employment ·Programme (WEP). 

The pro~ramme's ultimate aim was the eradication of poverty 

and unemployment, on the basis of a reorientation of national 

development strategies in the perspective of making economic growth 

compatible with social welfare and greater equality. 

Its main fe~ture is the se,rch for concrete alternatives to 

traditional concepts of developmen·t, a search which made further 

enquiry ~nto the structural feat~res of developing countries. 

imperative. 

In this way: 

''The country employment missions carried out under the 
Programme sought to clarify the complex relationship between 
economic growth and productive employment and· reveal them 
as mutually reinforcing and complementary eleiDents in an 
equitable development pattern. They examined how the structures 
of income distribution, choices of technology and educational 
systems among other socio-economic variables interact to 
promote or retard growth and employment. They proposed 
comprehensive n~tional ~trategies which would attack income 
disparities, correct imbalances in the prevailing educational 
systems, make better choices of technology and break down the 
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sharp division within developing economies between the 
traditional and the modern sect~r, ther~by providing a 
framework for development within which the mass of society 
can paricipate in the process of economic growth'' J/ 

Thus, the World Employment Programme made a significant 

contribution to strengthening a general process of critical revision 

of prevailing co~cepts ·an development, a search laier speeded up 

considerably as a result of phenomena such as the recession in 

developed countries, ~he aggravation of the world employment 

situatiOn, h~gh rates of. inflation, the rise in· oil prices, the 

food crisis, monetary instability, etc~ 

The Tripartite Con~erence on Employment, Income tiistribution 

Social Progres~ and th~ International Division of Labour was 

conV.ened within this latter cont-ext, in and effort to advance the 

imple~entation o~ the Programme of Action on the New International 

Economic Order approved by t·h'e. United Nations General Assembly at 

its 6th Special·. Sessior... At the ·s·ame tim.e, it was the l·ogical 

continuation of the effort undertaken through the World Employment 

Programme, based on the evidence that no national employment 

strategy· can be really effective .in the ~bsence of a substantial 

transformation of the present pattern of world production and 

trade. 

2. THE TRIPARITE WORLD CONFERENCE ON EKPLOYMENT, INCOME 

DISTRIBUTION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS, AND THE INTERNATIONAL 

DIVISION OF LABOUR 

The Confereqce took place in Geneva, from the 4th until the 

17th o~·June 1976 and was preceded by a·number of preparatory 

regional meetings. ~/ 

]_/ 

!!_I 

Internation~l Labour Office, Governing Body, 194th Session, 
document GB.l94/2/12 Corr, ''Action on the Resolutions adopted 
by the Conference at its 59th Session'', page 3 

For ·details on the organizational aspects and the preparatory 
meetings, see ''Report of the Proceedings of the Tripartite 
World Conference". Document ILO GB.201/3/2. 
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2.1 Proposals. of ihe ILO Director-General on the ~human basic 
needs approach 11 

The ILO requested experts and s~me international cirganizations 

to prepare a number of documents published in two volumes as 

''backgr?und papers''. ~/ Their coriclusions· and proposals were 

pres~nted in a report submitted by the Director-Gener&l to the 

Conference .§j 

Although the Conference Agenda concentrated mainly on 

emptoyment p~oblenis, the report proposed the .adoption by ·each 

country of: 

''a development approach based on basic needs· ha.ving a~ an 
objective the achievemerit·of a certain minimum level of 
income before the end of the century''. 

The instruments to attain_that goal would be the inbrease in 

volume ~nd productivity of employ~ent, as ~ell as the formulation 

of the necessary,national and international measures to 

achiev:e -this. 

This approach was presented because the ILO understood that 

the problem of employment could not. be sep·arated from basic needs 

or from the extremely serious income distribution problem emerging 

from statistical analyses. 

According, to stu4ies made or data collected by the ILO, in· 

1972, out of.l,815 billion persons living in developing areas 

(except China) 67 per cent, i.e. 1,210 billion, were living in a 

2.L "Tripartite World ConferenCe on Employment, Income 
Distribution and Social· Progress, and the International 
Division of Labour'', Background papers. Volume I: Basi~ 
Needs and· National Employment Strategies. Volume II: 
International Strategies for ~mploymerit·. 

~/ ''Employment, Growth and. Essential Needs. One ~orld Problem''. 
Memorandum.of the ILO Director-General. 
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state of ''serious pover~y'' and, it could be esti~ated that among 

them, about 7q6 million persons·or 39 per-c~nt of the total 

population under consideration were living in extreme poverty. 

These estimates were made on the basis of a_relative criterion 

of poverty and extreme poverty, which was defined as living standard 

of people whose annual ''per capit~'' inco~e was below $ 500 

(''serious· poverty'') and $ 250 (''extreme poverty'') in Western 

Europe, $ 180 and $ 90 in Latin America, l 115 and $ 59 in Arrica 

and·$ 100 and$ 50 in Asia. 

This situation was only the reflection of the fact that 

duriJ?-g the same years, 17 per cent or world population was responsible 

for 67 per cent or world production, whereas on the other hand, 

26 per cent or the population was re spans i bl.e ror only 3 per cent. 

If China· i~ included in these estimates: 

''47 per cent of the world population received leis th~n 
7--per- cent of world income'' 

Another fact explaining this state of world poverty was that 

5 per cent of the labour force in the developing countries (except 

China) was unemployed and 36 per cent underemployed (though certain 

doubts could be expressed about the validity of the IL~ ·concept of 

under-employment). At the same time, 80 per cent of the 

unemployed or under-employed labour force was from'areas of developing 

countries. 

Moreover, this situation tende'd ·to get worse· in recent years. 

Between 19.63 and 1972, there was an increase in ihe number of 

''poor persons'' irt the world and employmen~ prospects were 

incr~~singly-un6ertain. Iri the next 25 years, with estimated 

p~pulation growth rates (and taking into consideration that most of 

the labour force which will be incorporate.d from now· up to -the 

year 2000 has already been born) the ILO forecast that unemployment 

would increase by 75 per cent in the developing countries (always 

excluding China}. 
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In order to help solve such a situation, the Director-

General proposed, in his report to the Conferente, ·that development 

planning should include, as an explicit objective: 

''the satisfaction_ of an absolut~ level of basici n~eds''. 

To this end· the report pres~nts a definition of basic needs, 

in qUantitative terms and at a regional level, on the following: 

( i ) dietetic energy 11 
capita); 

(expressed in daily calories per 

(~i) ·education (mea~ured by the enrolment ~f children 

between 7 and 16); 

(iii) inco~e redistri~ution in favour of the go ~er cent of 

the population With the lowest income. In this -way 

this ~roup woul~ be able to satisfy it~ other basic 

needs (clothing, health, essential public services, 

minimum domestic eq~ipment, etc.). 

According to the basic needs approach of the Report, in a 

more advanced phase and in addition to the satisfac~ion of the above 

minimum persOnal nee·ds this should also imply the sa·tisfaction o'f 

more qualitative need~: 

''a more humane, he~lthy and satisfactory environment, 
·participation in decisions affectin~ life and subsistence 
as wel~ ~s individual freedoms''. 

This paragraph, which puts off to an undetermined ''more 

advanced phase'' participation in decisions affecting life, 

subsistence ,and eveh individual liberties,. canriot be takeD. seriously 

and it is better to attribute it to carelessness on the part of 

the editors or revisers of the text. All" the more so, moreover, 

11· Studies by the FAO and WHO said that protein needs are . 
generally covered when the needs of dietetic energy are 
satisfied; therefore, this parameter suffices to d'efine 
food needs. 
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when the following paragraph of the Repo~t states that: 

''the satisfaction of an absolute level of basic needs· 
as defined should be situated within a broader framework, 

_in the full enjoyment of fundamental human rights, which 
nOt only constitute an aim in themselves, but also 
contribute to achiev~ng bther goals.'' 

In fact, it would seem preferable to interpret this_.part 

of the Report in the sense that such basic needs approach includes 

from iome time forward the satisfaction of other needs, i.e. 

needs in relation to the environment; cultural development, etc.· 

In this way, -the position of the Director-General of.ILO 

coincides with that· of various authors on the approach to b~sit 

needs.a; 

Once defined as a goal for action'· the elem·e'nts included 

in the.Report as comprising the necessary strategy are: 

1. ·each cbunt.ry should adopt an approach to development 

focussed on basic needs; 

2. this· approach is aimed at achieving a given 

minimum standard of living befor~ the end of the 

century; 

3. the instruments to reach this goal are an increase 

in the volume and productivity of employment; and 

4. national and international measures are to be drawn 

up in order to aEply ,these instruments. 

Also, and r~cognizing at the outset the inadequacy of the 

proposed strategy, the Report suggests timidly that: 

''the Conference should perhaps wish to study the advisabi
lity of establi~hing an universal level·of ~inic~1m needs 
as an obj~ctive to be r~ached within a generation,· which 
all countries undertake to support''. 

8/ For 
see 

a more detailed analysis 
Part II, Chapter Ill. 

of t6e ~uasic needs'' con~ept, 
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-The ILO considered two alternative strate,gies for aChieving 

the generalized satisfaction of basic needs by the end of the 

century: one is of more rapid growth for all developing countries, 

and the other of increasing the incomes of the pOorest income 

groups .faster than those of other _social group~ in developing 

countries. In order to test these hypotheses, an interesting 

model waS constructed.~/ 

The conclusions of this analysis are particularly worrying 

since_.they bring to light the major ~conomic and social change~ 

neede~ in ~ost developing countries if such goals are to be 

reached:· 

''With reference t~ the model, uni~ss the distribution of income 
·changes considerably, the basi~ ~eeds of the group chosen 
can only be satisfied with increases in production almost 
double the .alr~ady high rates reached in recent years. China 
and the oil-producing countries are two important exceptions 
to this generalization. In the rest. of the developing 
world, according to the model, the satisfaction of basic 
nee·a·s would require an approximate doubling of the rate of 
increase in production and rapid reduction in the rate of 
population growth. Neither look~ probable much less do 
both together". 10/ 

''In conclusion, it has been shown that neither redistribution 
nor growth alone will satisfy the ba~ic needs of the Popula
tion in most less developed countries. Both are needed and 
it is the author's view that in many of them the redistribution 
should include a redistributipn of existing assets, even 
though this point .cannot be established by the model described 
above •.. Hence, the message is that a real basic needs strategy. 
requires not only redistribution with gfowth but also a shift 
of resources towards the satisfaction of basic needs which is 
part, of a strategy and not me.rely a consequence of it. These 
conclusions, it shou·ld be noted, result from a quantitative 
-and regionally disaggregateq. mOdel, ·not from an,Y ideological 
analysis". 11/ 

Moreover, although the Report only mentions the subject 

indirectly, goals implying social and economic changes of such 

magnitude can only be achieved in each country .vit~in a very 

different power context than ihe one directly or indirectly respon

sible for the present social and economic situation. 

'}_/ See Voluce I of Background Papers, M. "Hopkins and Hugo Scolnik, 
''Basic Needs, Growth and· Redistribution. A quantitative approach''. 

Report ·of the Director-General, op.cit. 

11:./ Hopkins and Scholnik, op. ci t. 
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Summing up the proposals of the Director-General on a basic 

needs stra~egy, it appears to facilitate debate rather than provoke 

.action. The document is severe in its analytical judgement of 

a situa-tion described without drama but _with forceful data. But 

it loses all its impact when it comes to describing necessary 

action, and ends by capitulating i~ the conclusions -Which instead 

of presenting rec-ommendations m·erely put questions revealinfs the 

convicticn that no action will be arrived- at. 

This may be realistic but also weak and lacking in au~hority. 

Naturally, the challenge is immense: to propose an international 

full employment strategy, distributive justice and the security of 

satisfaCtion of baSic needs for the countless disinherited mil~ions 

of the- world. 

2.2 Interdependence of various social asnects considered in 
the Report. 

Whether in the section of the Report dealing with basic needs, 

or in other sections, problems are posed which point up the 

interdependence between Narious social aspects. As they are 

relevant and related to the establishment of an integrated approach 

to development they are mentioned below. 

The first· aspect refers to the link existing between 

unemployment and underemployment 

dev~lopipg world, 80 per cen~ of 

and the rural sector. In the 

the problems arising from the 

inadequate employment opportunities arise in the rural area. This 

contrasts sharply with the insufficiency of agripultural producti6n 

to m~et -~odd needs in most developing countries, -and conse~uently, 

it brings out the importance of agrarian ~eform and. rural develop-

ment pol_icies. In other words, by combatting the employment 

problem in rural areas, countries would also be combatting the 

food problem, and vice versa, since without combatting the 

employment problem, the food prcb~em cannot be solved. 

• 
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~he r~port underlines the neglect of non-agricultural 

~ctivities in rural areas in most developing· countries - an 

aspect also em~hasized in the Second General Conference. of UNIDO. 12/ 

The Report refers to the development of decentralized cities, 

to th~ expansion of public work~ and to highly laboui 

i~tensive construction methods as· ways to absorb unemployment in 

rur~l areas - ~ subject particularly relevant to ihe ''probl€matique'' 

considered by the Human Settlements Conference.~/ 

Somewhat in contrast to what is stated above on unemployment 

in rural areas, the Report states that: 

''The majority of women in developing countries and 
particularly in rural areas, suffer more from an excess 
of work th~n from und~remployment''. 

and it link~· the subject with the int.roduction int.o rural areas 

of appropriate technoligies, .taking into account the status of 

women -~nd the need· of c~eating new sources of empl6yment. 

Another element worth noting in the Report, is the link (or 

lack ~f real link) between education and development. It poi~ts 

out that in many African and Asian countries, huge sums have been 

spent on developing education, but this has not improved the 

social situation. The explanation offered is the link between 

poverty, inadequate conditions of hygiene and the lack of curiosity 

and· imag~nati6n. But more important would seem the IDention made, 

taking as an example the World Employment Programme for Sri Lanka, 

that a higher general lev~l of education has resulted in higher 

qualifications being required for a job or simply a higher rate of 

unemployment ampng the educated than amongst the uneducated. An 

important co·nclusion presented in the Report - though not put 

forward as a general principle - is that productivity (and it could 

be inferred, income) would be a 6haracteristic of employment (in the 

sense _of func~ion or role) more than of persons, and that it would 

"depend more ~pen technplogy than the educational level of the 

yorker. 

12/ Se·e above~ Chapt~r V. 

13/ See below, Chapter VII. 
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Finally, one subject receives e~tensive treatment in the 

Repo~t: the assistance in industrialize~ countries to various 

industries with a view of facilitating the reconver~ion of the 

economy, the displac·ement of manpower and the opening of markets 

to 'products from developing countries. This subject is 

partieularly important in relation to tte ag~icultural sector, 

because of the higher labour intensity of agricultural production 

in developing countries, as well as by the .higher rate of rural 

unem.ployment. It was also considered at the Second General 

Conf~rence of UNID6, and in a more subsidiary fashion by the 

World Foo~ Conference. It should perhaps be emphasized ~ere since 

it is an area where international co-operation could achieve much. 

2.3 Decisions adopted by the Tripart-ite Conference 

The World Employment Conference of 19t6, faithful to the tradi

tion set bi the Un~ted N~tions General ·Assembly at its sixth 

sp.ecial s:ssion, closed ~ts proceedingS by the adoption of a 

Declaration o~ ·Priricipies and Programme of Action. 

The Declaration of Principles outlines in twinty paragraphs 

or so the general principles of international co-operationl with 

special emphasis, as is natural, on employment· problems, and lays 

down the broad criteria to be followed in deVeloping the Programme 

of Action f~r which the Declaration is. the basis. 

The Programme of Action is divided into five chapters which 

dgal with the five major t~pics considered at the Confetence: 

I. 

I!. 

III. 

Basic needs; 

International manpower movements and employment; 

Technologies for productive employment creation in 

developing countries; 

IV. Active manpower policies and adjustment asSistance in 

developing countries; 

V. The role of multi-national enterpri.ses in employment 

creation in the developing countries. 
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In analySin-g the Declaration and Programme of Action ·from 

the standpoint of this. study, special attention will be given to 

the chapter on ''Basic needs'' and to certain considerations to be 

foun~_t&roughout the document which .are directly re~a~ed to the 

central purposes of this analysis. 

In this respect, the Declaration of Principles begins by 

expressing its concern that: 

''past development strategies in most developing countries 
have tiot le! to the erradication of poverty and unemployment; 
that the historical featUres of the development processes 
in these countries have produced an employment structure 
characterized by a large proportion of the labour force in 
rural areas with high levels of under-employment and 
une~ployment; that under-employment and. poverty in rural 
and urb~n informal sectors and open_ unemployment, especially 
in uiban areas, has reached such critical dimensions that 
major shifts in development strategies at both national 
and international levels are urgently needed in order to 
ensure iull employment and an adequate income to every 
inhabitant of this One World~ in the shortest possible time". 

and completes the picture by pointing out: 

"(a) that unemployment, underemployment and marginality are 
a universal concern and affect at least one-third of humanity 
at the present time, offending human dignity and preventi-ng 
the exeTcise of the right to wo~k; 

''(d) that the existence of an informal urban sector which 
has grown out of proportion during the past decades in the 

.developing countries and the chronic lack of jobs in rural 
areas burden the labour markets and hinder the sectoral a-nd 
regional integration of national development policies''. 

This situation is explained to some extent by the following 

statement: 

''(b) tbe experience of tbe past two decades has shown that 
rapid growth of gross national product has not automatically 
reduced poverty and inequality in many countries, nor has it 
provided sufficient productive employment within acceptable 
periods of time''. 

The conlusion to be drawn is that: 
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!'the Strategy for the Second Development·Decade n~eds to 
be supplenented by a programme of action. to guide national 
and international developmen~ efforts towards fulfilling 
·the basic needs o~ all'the people a~d-particularly the_ 
elemeritary needs of the lowes~ in6ome groups''• · · 

The _Declaration of Principles thus lays great emphasis on 

the social problems of the developing world,_ although essen~ially 

from the standpoint of ''basic needs'' and diaws attention to the 

fact that rapid growth does not necessarili reduce ~overty, 

ine~ualities or unemployment, and underlines the need to supplement 

the objec~ives of the I.D.D. 

These· s~me principl~s are th.eh expanded ~pan in the first 

chapt~r of the' Programme of Action (''Basic needu''l, 

out that: 

It' is pointed 

''1. Strategies and national development plans and policies 
should include explicitly as a priority objective. the 
p~o~6tion of e~ployment and the satisfaction of the basic 
needs of each country's population'', 

and the concept of ''basic needs'' is defined in the following terms: 

"Basic needs, as understood in the Programme of Action, 
include two elements. First they ~nclude certain minimum 
requirements of a family for private consumption: adequate 
food, shelter and clothing, as well as certain househoJd 
equipment and furniture. Second, they -include essential 
services provided by and for· the community at large, such 
as safe drinking water, sanitation, public transport and 
health, educational and cultural facilities'', 

supplemented by thes~ two premises: 

''3. A basic-needs-oriented policy implies the participation 
of the people in making the decisions which affect them through 
organizations of their own choice. 

4. ·In all countries freely chosen employm~nt enters intd a 
basic-needs policy both as a means and as an-end. Employ

.ment yields an output. It provides ·an income to the employed, 
and gives the indiv~dual a feeling of self-respect, dignity and 
of being a worthy member of society". 
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In other words, the Programme of Action endorsed the Director

General's definition of basic needs ~hich is then ama~gamated with 

the notion of participation in decision-making and that of "freely 

chosen employment'', but ~ithout mentioning the ''qua~itative needs·" 

included in such definition. 

The definition is completed by the following paragraph, which 

adds that: 

''It.is important to rec.ognize thkt the concept of basic 
needs is a country-specific and dynamic concept''. 

The .riotion of ''basic needs'' is thus dequantified, and being ·considered 

dynamic, is ~educed to a· ·~eneralized idea which has .to be defined in 

the light of each country's own Situation. This will make it much 

~ore diffuse, and at the same time will thwart all po.ssibility of 

concerted international actior. to elaborate a strategy that will 

fulfil the basic ne~ds of the bulk of the world's population before 

the· turn _of the century, as ~he Director-General advocates in his 

Report. 

However, in the section of ''Recomnendations'' in the same 

c~apter, the PrQgramme of Action states that: 

"31. Member States shoul·d, to the extent possible, sUpply 
the ILO, before the end of the decade, with the following 
information: 

(a) a quantitative evaluation of basic needs for the lowest 
income groups within their populatio~, preferably based 
on th~ findings ar·a tripartite commission established 
for the purpose; 

(b) a desCription of policies, existing and in preparation, 
in order to implement the basic-needs strategy. 

32. The ILO is requested to prepare a repart for an annual· 
~onferen.ce before the end of the decade and to iTic.iude the 
following information: 

(a) an elaboration of more precise concepts defining basic 
needs on the basis of national replies; 

(b) a survey of the entire range of national replies recei~ed 
and an analysis of the national situations with respect 
to the levels of basic needs as well ~s policies· 
to attain them". 
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In this way, it attempts to avoid the dangers menti6ned above. 

We must ask ourselves, however, vhe~her this is not a device on 

the part of the Governments of both.developing and developed 

countries to steer clear of firm and precise commitments that would 

have to be carried out within a specified time period: It should 

be noted that the factors of time and place in fulfilling basic needs 

have ceased ·to exi~t and that, by insinuating the notion tb~t·basic 

needs are ''dyn~mic'' and above all ''country-specific'', the quantitative 

definition of basic needs, given in the Di~ector-General'g Report 

has been ~uperseded _by the conventional idea of ''relative poverty'', 

which varies in accordance with the context of space and time i~ 

which it is ~ituated. 

Lastly, it should be noted that, on this occasion, it was the 

Governments and workers from the developing countries who allowed 

the idea of ''basic needs'' to be twisted and the notion that 

Government~ hav~ an obligation to the people they are ~u~posed to 

represent to wither away. 

This impression is confirmed by paragraph 7 of the 'chapter in 

question, which states that: 

''7. Any national employment-centred development strategy 
aiming at satisfying the basic needs of the population as 
a whole should, however, include the following essential 
elements, to~the extent that countries consider them to be 
desirable". 

The proviso - ''to the extent that countries consider them 

desirable'' -may be self-evident (since what sovereign country can 

be expected to dO anything .that is not desirable for it), but it 

does hi~hl.ight the reservations felt by mariy of.the Governments that 

will benefit from the measures outlined below. These measures 

relate to macro-economic policy, employment policy, policies for 

the ru-ral sector, social policies (for v.·omen, young people, the 

aged and the handicapped), the participation of organized groups, 

e·ducation pol.icy and population policy. 
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Additionally and in view of their political importance and 

of their importance for an integrated approach to development, it 

is worth pointing out .the following paragraphs from this chapter 

in the Programme of Action: 

"6. In developing countries satisfact.ion of-basic needs 
cannot be achieved without both acceleration in their 
economic growth and measures aimed at changing the pattern 
of growth and access to the use of productive resources by 
the lowest income groups. Often these measures will 
require a transtormation of social structures, -including 
an initial redestribution of assets, especially land, with 
adequate and timely compensation. Land-reform should be 
supplemented by rurai community development. In some countries, 
however, public ownership and control of' other assets is 
an essential ingredient of their strategy. Obviously each 
.country must democratically and independently decide its 
policies in accordance with. it~ nee~s and objectives. 

10. Governments should give high priority to rural develop
ment~ and increase the effectiveness of t~eir policies, 
including those to reorganize the agrarian structure. Rural 
development involves the modernization of agriculture, the 
development of agro-based industries, and the provision of 
both physical and social infrastructure. It should encompass 
~ducational and vocational training facilities, the construction 
of main and feeder roads, the provision of credit facil~ties, 
and technical assistance, especially to small farmers and 
agricultural laboUrers. 

13. The main thrust of a basic-needs strategy must be to 
ensure that there is effective mass participation of the rural 
populatiori in the political process in o~der to safeguard 
their interests. In view of the higher hierarchical social 
and economic structure of agrarian societies in some deve
loping countries, measures of redistributive justice are 
likely to be thwarted unless backed by organizations of 
rural workers 11

• 

At the same time, but for the opposite reasons, we would draw 

attention to the following paragraph which seems to transfer the 

target of full employment to the year 2000:· 

''8 Member States should place prime emphasis on the 
generation of employment, in particular to meet the challenge 
of creating sufficient jobs in deve.loping countries by the 
year 2000 and thereby achieve full employment. Specific 
targets should be set to reduce progressively unemployment 
and underemployment." 
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The following paragraph.on population policy is also worthy 

of· corn.ment s: 

11 22~ High birth-rates in poverty-stricken areas are not 
the cause of underdevelopment but a result· of it. .They may 
however, jeopardise the satisfaction of basic needs. It i·S 
only through the fulfilment of'these needs, with special 
emphasis on the development of. the position and st·atus of 
women, that couples will be in a better position to determine· 
the size of their family in a mann~r dbmpatible with.the 
aims of t~eir society.'' 

Careful perusal of this paragraph, whose opening line·s are 

difficult to find fault with, will indicate that its meaning seems 

to be that couples should decide the size of their families ''in 

a manner compatible'' n~t ·with their interest ·and aipirations but 

with the ''aims .of their socie~y''. This leads op to the idea that 

society as a whole should decide in a matter of Such importance 

to the individual (and the couple) as the number of chi~dren to 

have. It seems to go rather further than is desirable but this may 

be just the unfortunate result of trying to accomrr.odate fundamentally 

different positions on the highly controversia-l issue o_f birth 

control.-

The Conference al.so recognized that: 

''the basic-needs strategy is only the first phase of the 
redistributive global growth process'' 

This seems· to refer to the redistribution of international 

wealth as part of the process of growth rather thar. to the internal. 

redistribution of wealth within the developing countries, an 

impression which is gained from the context of the sentence (para

graph 23 of the ·sectio"n on International economic co-operation) 

and the reference to the seventh special session of the General 

Assembly. 

"34 The Conference finally requests that policies ·require-d 
to meet basic needs become_ the .e;senti-al part Or the United 
Nations Second Development Decade' Strategy and form the 
core of the Third Development Decade s_-trategy", 

an initative which will be further commented in the last part of this 

work. 



C H A P T E R V I I 

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS FROM "HOUSING AND 
COilliTRY PLA.liJNING 11 TO "HABITAT" 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Internatiorial CO-operation through the U.N. in the field of housing. 

goes back to 1946, when a General Assembly resolution, acknowledging the 

.gravity of housing prOblems in many regions of the world, called for an 

international exchange of views on the subject and for the establishment 

of permanent links between housing experts from different countries. 

Later on, an ECOSOC resolution authorized the Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs to publish a perio~ical intended as a vehicle for such 

· ~ ·exchange - "Housing & Country Planning", first aPpeared in 1949. 

From 1949 onwards a number of efforts wer~ made to draw Up .a long_

term J?r()gr_~~ :of international co-operation in the field of housing. 

However, despite agreement on certain principles and br?ad guidelines, 

such efforts ·did not have much success. 

It was Only ·in the early 196011 s that Member States began to assign 

more _attention to international co-operation in the sphere of housing 

questions. This led to more concrete action, notably in terms of reducing 

the U.N.'s irstitutional weakness in this field. 

In 1963 the first intergovernmental organ specially charged 

with housing questions was set up, the Committee on Housing, Building 

.~d ... .P,lag!ling, established as a subsidiary organ of ECOSOC. In· 1965 

moreo~er, the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning was established, 

thereby reinforcing th~ rather weak housing unit existing until then 

within the U.N. Secretariat. 

Resolution 203~ (XX), also adopted in 19.65, laid down, perhaps for 

the first time, a set of relatively clear policy directives on housing, 
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building and planning. The resolution recommended, inter alia~ 

more state intervention in hoUsing matters 11, promotion of 

loc~l building industries, prererential use of ~omestic inputs 

by those indu~tries and the- introduction of legislative reforms 

in order to facilitate the harmo~ious development of cities, 

~nd land speculation and ensure a more adequate use of 

availabl~ housing funds . 

At the international level, the resolution: 

11 {2) Reco:inmends that technical aSsistance to the 
developing countries in the -field of housing, building 
and planning, whether multilBteral or bilateral, should 
be _directed towards the financing of housing, the 
establishment of a national, or, if necessary State 
buildint design, construction and financial orgaris, the 
training of nation~l cadres of architects and con~tr~ction 
engineers and workers, the establishment of national 
bodies in charge ·of housing construction and town building, 
and the planning and execution of_emergency programmes 
in urban and rural areas, and pilot projects contributing . . . . \ . 
to the earl1est poss1ble solut1on of the· hous1ng problem; 

(3) Suggests that the Secretary-General, in close co-
0peration with the Executive Secretaries of the Regional 
Economic Commissions, prepare biennial progress report.s 
on the execution of the present ~esolution; 

(4) Invites the Committee on Housing, Building and Plannini 
to work out, on the basis of these reports, additional 
prac'tica-1 and effective measures for the implementation 
of these recommendations and the solution of the housing 
problem". 

Pressed by rapid and anarchic urbanization and by the 

mounting social unrest associated with it, governments were 

progress·ively forced to" ass.ign more and more attention to these 

issues. 

]._/ The resolution in fact oointed out that the State should 
assume th~ ''principal .f~nction~ -in this are~, particularly 
through the ~stablishment of specialised institutions 
and through planning. 
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As a result, during the second half of the 1960's, 

individual nations. as well as the United Nation.s, considerably 

increased their capacity to aSsess the magnitude and importance 

of housing and related matters. This in turn resulted in 

more clearly defined priorities ~in particular a growing 

emphasis on the needs of the least.favoured strata of the 

population), the increase· 'or resources allocated to housing and 

re·lated infrastructure programmes_£/ and, to a lesser degree, 

in improved policy instruments (notably a greater emphasis on 

the· in1:.rodUc_t ion of planning). 

Such policy adjustments however, were entirely insufficient, 

and in many cases in~olved no more than rhetorical rectifications~ 

Urban planning, as planning in general for example, in_most 

cases,_ had a marginal impact. On the whole then, a substahtial 

lag remained between the nature and magnitude of processes such 

a~ chaotic urbanization, and the perception and degree of 

understanding of such processes on the part of decision-makers. 

In ·this manner,.notwithstanding internal policy adjustments 

and the international consensus on the need to shift priorities, 

existing machinery for resource allocation and for ~riority 

setting, remained untouched. This was,fOr example, the case 

of financing arrangements and above all, technology, two 

particularly relevant elements in terms of explaining what 

soon became s~rprisingly clear in most developing countries: 

"low-cos~ h~using'' by definiti~n, excluded ~he lowest income 

groups from access to adequate housing by systematically 

favouring middle income groups. At the same time, substantial 

portions of available resources were still being appropriated 

by land speculators. 

Assis~ance chanelled through UNDP· for housing development 
rose from US$ 1.35 million in 1964, to US •. 11.5 million 
in 1972. The World Bank Group granted credits and loans 
for urban develop~ent, am~unting to US ~ 60 million, 
between 1963 and 1973. 
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·under these circum·stances it was no surprise when 

a report o~ priority·problems in the field of· housing,·building 

and planning by th~ Secretary-General of the U •. N.-, published 

in 1970 at the request of the General Assembly J/, stated 

that· the most pressing problems had not been solved, a'nd that· 

the situation ·had ln fact_deteriorated from every point of view. 

In most of the countries of the T~ird World,· stated the 

report, instead of the 10 dwelling units-per thousand inhabitants 

which had be·e,.Ii interided, only 2 ~r, at most, 3 had actually 

beep bui~t. This meant that the.huge housing deficit already 

in existence.was growing by several million units a year~/. 

These develonments were most clearly illustrated.by the 

spect-acular increase in the numbers of l?ersons living in "marg'inal" 

or slum areas in the urban zones of the Third World. (see T'able I). 

TABLE I 

INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE LIVING IN 

UNSANITARY CONDITIONS 3/ 

Po:2ul at ion 

YeS.r number of :2e.rcentage Year 
inhabitants 

Janeiro 1957 400;000 20% 1960 

19 51 330,000 14% 1966 

1957 114,000 3,5% 1970 

Po:Eulation 

number of ! inhabitants 

1,265,600 30% 

1,500,000 46% 

1,148,000 40% 

Ka±-achi 1964 752,000 33% 1971 800,000 23% 

Source: 

11 

"World Housing Survey" op. cit. 

World Housing Survey, Repor~ of the Secretary Gerieral 
requested by General Assembly resolution 2958 (XXIV), United 
Nations, New York, 1973. 

The report also made a number of recommendations, including: 
an ihcrease in exchanges of information and opinion; the 
organization of a world c~mpaign to promote an awareness of 
the gravity of the housi~g situation; a subst~ntial increase 
in international co-operation, etc. The Assembly merely 
took ncte of t~e repo~t; recom~~nding that States -member$ 
el~bo~ate more precise long-term program~es on housing, 
building and planning; it also recommended that the 
catalyzing function of the United Nations in the application 
of such programmes be strengthened. 
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In Cairo and Casablanca, two of the seven African cities 

which, in 1970i had more than a million inhabitants, more than 

30% of the population lived in similar conditions. In Colombia, 

80% of the population of Buenaventura and 30% of the population 

of Cali lived in such conditions. In Calcutta, India, with over 

7 million inhabitants, 70% of the families were crowded in one 

room or less. 

Other reports have fully confirmed these resul.ts. 

The 1973 world Housing Survey, for example, pointed out that: 

2.1 

''In direct contrast with the trends in the developed 
countries over all housing conditions, however measured, 
have become significantly worse i~ mOst of the developing 
countries in ·the course of the past decade, in spite 
of the fact that many countries' rates of economic growth 
have been considerable. T.h-is appears to be the case, at 
least ·in most of the developing countries with market 
economies, according to a careful examination of available 

·statistical data (despite their ~any s~ortcomings) a~d of 
recent United Nations repbrts and replies to questionnaires 
••• the housing conditions in general, continue to 
deteriorate. at ·an ala~ming rate." 

The World Bank, in a more recent report, stated that: 

''International action has doubtless helped increase the total 
housing stock, yet at the same time such action has had 
only a very limited impact on the situation of the poor 
families. The vast majority of programmes of assistance 
have so far proved unable to remedy the inadequacies of 
the market and have failed to ·reach the economically 
weak groups. The unit cost of housing financed through these 
programmes have varied between 1,000 and 7,000 US dollars. 
Moreover, the requirement for'basic capital' which housing 
finance institutions have to meet has really done nothi~g 
to al.t.er,.,_,,bl:l,p.):';j,Ilg .policy which continues to subsidize middle
income families more than the Poorest families. 

Th.ese programmes could have reached a greater number of 
poor families if they ·had been p~rt of a global housing 
policy conceived within the framework of urban planning. 
This would have made it possible to avoid subsidizing 
middle-income families, as long as the credits wer~ 
grant~d with appropriate interest rates, in .keepi~g 
with a suitable repayment formula''. 1/ 

Habitat, Palitique Sectorielle Banque Mondiale, 
Washington D.C. 1975, p. 37. Free translation from French. 
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Moreover the above mentioned studi~s as well as most. 

others· all agreed that future prospects for housing are 

even less encouraging. 

For eXample, it was pointed-out, that whereas in 1960 

town-dwellers represented a third of the total world population, 

they would probably represent 'more than ong half by 2.000. Trends 

in Latin America indicated that by the. beginning of the next 

century, 80% of the population could be _living·in towns, and 

that the region would be more urbanized than Europe. In ~his 

manner, by th~ year 2.000, 65% of the 'world~s urban ~opulation 

could well be living in developing regions, whereas in 1920, 

more than 70% of the planet's urban population lived in the 

industrialized· countries. 

These facts could not but have profound repercussio~s 

on the international debate on housing and related issues. 

Traditional· attitudes as well as conventional knowledge on the 

matter were more or leSs completely thrown into disarray and 

a general re-examination of the issues thus came about. 

The,U.N. C~nference on the Human Environment ·(Stockholm, 

June 19"'T"2""")--playe"d an especially imp_ortant role in this p"rocess, 

since, as indicated in the relevant section, it.opened the 

way to a probli2matique radic"ally differen~ to that prevailing 

i~ the 1950s and 1960s. 

The influence ~of this copference is Obvious in' housing and 

·related~issues with the emergence of a conceptual framework, 

which is complementary and to some exte'nt alternative to the 

··~ 
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traditional ''housing, building, planning'' trilogy~ Concepts 

such as 11 human settlementsu 11 habitat"~~oamenagement du territoire" 

etc!clearly reflect concern with the quality of the environment. 

Signifi~antly, however, they also refl~ct ~ be~ter g~asp 
of the nature of problems such as housing and· infrastructure 

shortages, chaotic urbanisation, rural-urban migration, 

proliferation of squatter settlements etc. 

The~ especially reflect, the abandon of the view according 

to which su~h phenomena are transitory aistortions ~ore or less 

automatic.lly overcome through a supposedly inevitable process 

of ''modernisation'' and the emergence of a different vision 

giving· them a structural character, based on the insertion of such 

·probiems into processes relating to the gloPal functioning.of 

~tripheral societies. 

The foregoing has many consequences, in particular on the 

an·al·yt ic al level, .and, as ... a. .r.es:ult, on the choice of 

mechanisms to face the major problems thus identified. On the 

analytical level ther.e is of course the need to consider a ri.umbe·r 

of variables traditionally neglected. Awareness of this is 

manifest in Terra's definition of the habitat of a human group,as 

" the physical environment (natural and artificial) 
corresponding to the space it occupies, plus its external 
re~ations with the rest of ·tbe.world, physical and social''.~/ 

·The same i~ true of ''planning of land use'' (in the sense of 

"ameJ?-ag_~ment du territoire"), a notion coined with environmental 

preoccupations in mind. This notion moreover, implies a choice of 

ways and means necessa:ry to ,ensure the protection of the environment, 

or in any.case, a negative appreciation. of so-called ''market forces'' 

as a means to that end. 

§_! Juan Pablo Terra, ''Human Settlements and Another Development", 
Development Dialogue, 1976, No. 1. p. 43. 
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2. "HABITAT: THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS'' 

2. 1 Antecedents 

The decision to hold ''Habitat: the United ·Nations conference 

on Human Settlements'' is contained in Resolution 3001 (XXVII) of 

the United NatiOns General Assembly adopted in 1972. The 

Conference stated this resolution, ''should generate a review of 

policies and programmes. for human .settlements, national and 

international, and should re~ult in the selection and s~pport of 

a series of demonstration _projects on hu~an settlements s~onsored by 

i'ndividUal coun.tries and the United Nations 11
• 

In resolution 3128 (XXVIII), the General Assembly stated 

that the principal aim of the Conference should be to ''serve 

as a practical means to exchange information abb~t solutions to 

problems of human settlements against a broad background of 

environmental and other concerns which may lead to_the formation 

of pol~cies_ and actiohs by governments~ and international 

organizations". These decisions were originated;' on the· one hand-from 

resolution 271.8 (XXV) of 15 December 1970, recommending general 

guidelines and measures considered esseritial for the improvement of 

human se-ttlements and on the ot.her, from the United Nations Conference 

on the Human Environment held in Stockholm, June 1972, which in 

its ''Action. Plan on the Human Environment'' approved the following 

recommendation: 

''b) That t~ere ·be organized, under the auspices of the 
United Nations, a conference/demonstration on experimental 
human settlements, in order to ensure the. co~ordination 
and exchange of -.i~formation and show world public opinion, 
by means of an exhibition of experimental projeCts, the 
possibilities of this method''. 

Preparatory work for the Conference was entrusted to 

a specially-appointed Preparatory Committee ·or 56 members whi~h 

held three sessions between January 1975 and May 1976. 

., 
J 

! 
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Besides the meetings of the Preparatory Committee, a 

number of additional ad hoc meetings were hel.d. Three regional 

preparatory conferences 11, organised by the Regional Economic 

Commission·s in close co-operation with UNEP - also took place. 

2. Main issues before the Conference 

The quantitative and qualitative assessment of humari 

settlements problems undertaken during the preparatory phase, 

in particular by the Secretariat basica+ly demonstrated three 

things. Fir~t, the existerice of an unprecedented urban,, rural 

a~d e?vironmental crisis of.almost universal scope. 

Secondly·, that this crisis, resulting from the huge 

differences as to access to the benefits of economic growth in 

gene~al and-to human settlements in particul~r~ was particular!~ 

acute in developing countries·. 

Finally, the evaluation showed that in most of these countries, 

social as against technical and economic considerations in 

particular iri- the case of human settlements were definitely of 

secondary importance. 

ThiS can be clearly seen from the fact that just before the 

conference, many of these cou·ntries lacked any human settlement 

policy as such i.e. a set of coherent responses to current problems 

connected with the main component- elements of human settlements 

(shelter, infrastructure, service's and~ land) .• 

. ~ndeed, the evaluation showed that ·at most, ad hoc,. 

fragmentary, ''semi-policies'' were to be found in respect of 

-som~ of those elements, notably, housing, education, health 

and others. In several instances, even those rudimentary policies 

were found to be lacking, especi_a·lly in rural areas. Moreover, 

where they did exist, they ~ere_generally found to present so 

many shortcomings that in many cases they were either counter

productive or at best irrelevant vis-a-vis the real needs and 

p-ro15lems of the population. 

II Teheran, 14-19 June; Cairo, 21-26 June; Caracas, 30 June-
4 July; Geneva, 30 June -· 1 July 
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Housing policies system~tically favouring middle-income 

groups is perhaps the most well-known, but surely not the 
only example. Direct taxes and subsidies, freq~ently operate 

in su~h a manner that they amount to low-income families 

having to help finance infrastructure -and services supplied 

to the ''modern'' housing sector, without receiving anything 
in return. 

Infrastructure development in many dev_eloping countries 

it was also found, is frequently gUided by imported criteria 

Usually leading to resource waste and to major inequalities 

ifl access to essential services without which housing can 

hardly' support human life~ water, energy, was~e disposal 
and others. The cases of countries pursuing policies of 

gradual infrastructure development qn the basis of modest 

quality criteria aimed at ensuring an acceptable minimum of 

such S_ervices for all social sectors, were round to be rare. 

~olicy insuf'ficiencies were faun~ to be particularly acute 

in connexi6n with social services. Health systems- for example 

tended to be characterized by a glorification of' hospitals. 

and costly and sophisticated equipment .o~ the one hand and by 

the neglect of questions such~es the training of medical and 

para-medical workers on the Other, with the result that their impact 

in terms of the real needs of the population vas marginal. 

Similar distortions were found to exist in the field of 

education where., inter alia, an excessive role is usually given 

to the school system. Moreover, educational systems in most 

deVeloping countries ve_~e _found to be characterized by 

o.veremphasizing the importance of a series of specialized and 

functional buildings, a practice which in different ways tends 

to aggravate the overall socio-economic environment, in additio~ 
to involving excessively large investments~ i.e •. is often an 

i~tolerable burden on state and- local budgets. 
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Finally the evaluation showed that in addition to 

deficiencies dire·Ctly attributable to. government policies 

as such·, developing countries generally presented no~able 

institutional deficiencies in this field. Thus there is usually 

a major instituti~nal fragme~tation, little inter-institutional 

co-ordination, decision makers within them frequently.lacking 

sufficient information for solid d~cision-making etc. On the 

whole then,such institutions, faced with the impact of urban

i~ation, industrialization and other similar phenomena, are 

entirely unable to tr~ly manage human settlements and actually 

tend ~o become ''a part of the problem'' rather than being ''a part 

of the solution''. 

-The documentatiOn presen'ted to the conference directly 

associated the third world settlements crisis with the preViously 

·dominant development policies· motivated by econo~ic· growth for 

groWth's sake, a criterion seldom co~pat~ble with social, 

envir~rtmerital and oth~r equally important ·considerations. 

Moreover, the documentation submitted to the conference, 

emphatically· linked the emplace~ent, rhythm of developme~t, and 

in general, the pr.esent characteri.stics of human settlements 

in the third world, with concepts such as ''free enterprise'', ''market 

mechanisms'', etc. and with the previously predominant ''laissez

faire'' style of development. 

Faced.witli the crisis described, the Conference needed 

to formulate a series of guidelines for action-which would 

promote new models of development (a question in turn closely 

linked to t~e transformation of the present international order) 

based on the radical transformation of the v~esent patterns 

of allocation and use of both human and material resources, in 

·consonance with the fundamental needs of the population of 

interesteg countries, and in particular, to formulate criteria 

for the establishment of national human settlements poliCies 

capable of ?perating as agents of social change. 
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2.3 Upshot of the Conference 

The U.N. conference was held in Vancouver from 31st May 

to 11th June 1976. Its decisions ~re embodied in a ''Declaration 

of Principles'' and a "Plan of action''.~/ 

.The Declaration of Principles contains a preamhle and 

three substantive sections. The preamble acknowledges the 

extreme seriouslless of the prevailing state of human settlements 

for vast numberS of persons, adding that in the absence of 

appropriate measures, even further deterioration of those 

6onditions co~ld come about as a result of inequitab~e economic 

growth, social, economic, ecological and environmental deterioration, 

world population growth, uncontrolled urbanization, rural back-

wardness, etc. The substantive secti~ns of the Declaration in 

turn, deal wit~ ''Opportunities and Solutions'',''Gene~al Pri~ciples'' 

and ''Guidelines for Action". 

The. "Plan of Action 11 contains 64 recommendation·s contained 

in six sections, each of which corresponds to one of the 

points on the conference agenda relating to action at the national 

level 2/i.e. settlement policies and strategies; settlement 

planning; shelter) infrastructure and services; land; _publ~c 

participation; -and, institutions and management. 

Each of these sections ~ontains a preamble setting out the 

key features and ~rincipal problems characterising each issue, 

folloved by a series of recommendations. These are gen~rally 

divided into three parts; an introductory stitement stating 

a concre~~ problem, a ~rescriptive formulation .containing a 

goal or the formulation of ~n alternative to the. s{tuation 

described and lastly the definition. of mea~ures or action 

~/ U.N. document A/CONF.70/15 

21 The Conference "failed to reach agreement on ·programmes 
for international co-operation to support national actiori 
and recommended that a definite decision be taken by the 
General Assembly. 
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priorities to reach such a goal~ 

The most outstanding feature of the documents is the 

empha_sis and· importance given· to the. q~ality of life. 

This conc~rn, largely determined the concrete choices of 

the Conferenc~ i~ defining objectives, priorities, and policy 

instruments. 

At the same- time, the choices are the product of the 

inter-disciplinary and holictic approach which characterized 

preparatory work, an approach which the Conference assimu_lated 

to a ~reat e~tent. 

The Declaration of principl~s begins by poi~ting o~t that 

the ''condition of human settlements largely· determines the 

quality of life'' and states ~hat at present ''the circumstances 

of life for vast numbers of pe_op"le in human set"t-lements are 

unacc~ptable, parti_cularly in developing countries''.· It then 

goes on to add that the ''improvement o~ the ~uality of life 

of human beings is the first and most important objective of 

every human- settlement policy'' (first general principl~ of 

the Declaration). 

Such policies are in turn conceived of as integral .and 

inseperabl€ parts of general develop~ent polidies, since the 

''problems of human settlements are not isolated from the 

.soci~i and ecoriomic development of countries'' • 

. Develo~ment, in turn, is seen ~s a ''means towards .. achieving 

a better quality of life'' (thi~d general principle of the 

Dec-laration), which assuiD.es giving priority to the needs of 

the most disadvantaged people, (second general princip~e of 

the Declaration) in particular to the rural population~ Thus: 
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"It is of paramount importance that national and 
international efforts give priority to the rur~l 
habitat. In this context, efforts should be made 
towards the reduction of disparities between rural 
and urban areas, as ne~ded between regions and 
within urban areas themselves, for a harmonious 
development of human settlements'' (fourth general 
principle). 

''In developing countries most people live in rural 
areas and will continue to do so notwithstanding 
considerabl~ movement to urban areas. Given the 
urgent need to improve the ·quality of life of these 
people, which.have been hitherto relative~y neglected, 
planning and development of rural settlements should 
become a focus of national development policies and 
programmes" (Plan of Acti6nj section B, Settlement 
P,lanning, preamble'· paragraph 6). 

In turn these general priorities determine other 

more specific priorities such as the generati~n of employment, 

redistribution of income (recommendation C.2 of the Plan of 

Act-ion) and others_. 

T~~ marked~y holistic app~oach adopted by the Conference 

can be seen in the numerous passages of both final documents. 

For example, the Declaration ~f Principles recognises that the 

''problems of human settlements are not isolated fro~ 
social and economic development of countries and that 
they cannot be set apart from existing unjust inter
national- economic relations''. 

This is confirmed in various ways in several other parts 

of both the Declaration and ·the Plan of Action, Thi·s is the 

case ~t the t~o last preambular paragraphs of the Declaration 1 

·which undersco~e the importance of a profound cha~ge in present 

patterns of -relations between states as the pre-requisite·to 

solve the present world crisis in human settlements. This 

charige is expressed in the gen~r{c formula ''New International 

E~onomic Order'', an idea also taken up i~ g~neral principl~s 
14 and 19 of.the declaration and in some of the re~ommendations 

(e.g. recommendation A.2). 
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'But the Conference docum~nts incorporate frui~s ·ar 
' the preparatory work in other ways. They also fully endorse 

the notion that human !;lettlemen.ts reflect the social order of 

each country and the intern~~ion~l o~der as a whole. 

The plan of Action can hardly_be· more explicit in this 

sense, pointing out for example that: 

''in th~ third world, hoth the hierarchy of s~ttlements, 
and ~ery often, their internal structures are the 
~hysical manifestation of the du~l society inherited 
from a situation of rlependence and exploitation (Section A· 
Settlement policies and Strategies, Preamble, par. 6). 

Presented in this ~ay the cruciai problem becomes 

findin~ ways of transforming the tra~itional dominatioh

depend~nce ~elation between ~ountries~--so as to put an end 

to the exploitation of the one group by another. The main 

issue then, is how to promote change, something ~hich is also 

formall-Y.'' S:cknowledg_ed by the Conference documents. The Plan 

of Action for example, states tha~ settlement policies: 

''being pow~rf~l instruments for change ... must not 
b~ used .•• -t6 entrench privilege and exploitation''. 
(Preamble to Section A of the Plan of Action)~ 

This notion, moreover, is reiterated and restated on 

many occasions throughout the Plan of Actio~ in connexion with 

specific ~ssues, sometimes quite forcefull~, such as in 

recommendation D-.5 on ''Patterns of land Ownersh~~'' which 

recogn~_z_es .that, 

''Many countries are undergoing ~ process of profound 
social transformation; a review and restructuring of 
the entire system of. ownership rights is, in the 
majority of cases, essential to the ·accompli~hment 

.of national objectives.'' (,Recommendation D.5)~ 

R·ecomm~ndation E.5 which deals with ''New Forms of 

Parlicipation", in turn indicates that: 
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''The'peopl~ and their governments should establish 
mechanisms for popular participation that contribute 
to developing awareness of people's rOle in 
transforming society". (einp.hasis ·added) 

To sum up,, the huge hum.an settlements crisis characterising 

our t-imes, is not the product of cha_nc:e nor an i.nevi table reality, but 

simply the product of a number of social, economic and political 

structures allowing the contradiCtions between the interes'ts of 

society as a whole and those of local and foreign elites, to be 

almost invariably resolved in favour of the latter. lQ/ 

All this has a direct influence on the means and mechanisms" 

incluaed in the Plan of Action to obtain the central objective: 

the improvement of the quality of life. Major importance is 

assigned to the State in this respect, ·Thus, the Declaration 

of Principles indicates that: 

''It is the responsibility of Governments to 
·prepa,.re spatial strategy plans and adopt human 
settieiDents policies to guide the socio-economic 
development efforts''. (Section III, Guidelines 
f-or Action, paragraph 2). 

In turn, principle number 9, states that: 

''Every stat-e has the right to take the necessary 
Steps to maintain under public control the use, 
possession, disposal and reservation of land. 
Every state has the right to pLan and regulate 
use of land, which is one of its most important 
resources, in such a way that the growth of the 
population centres both on urban and rural are 
~ased on a comprehensive land use plan". 

P~incipl~~ 8. 9 and 17 confirm the above in point{~g out 

certain inalienable rights of States, i.e. to choose their economic 

.l.QI These contradic~ions are illustr~ted especially 
clearli in Section D oi the Plan of Action referring 
to "Land". 
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system, exercise sover~ignty.over natural resources and 

wealth, and effectively' control fo.reig!l investments and 

the activities of the transnational corporations. The conference 

also attached major importance to planning, ·in which. the 

s'tate is assigned a leading, though not exclusive role. A 

substantial part of ~he Plan of Action deals with planning 

(Section B 11 Settlement Planningu Recommendations B.1 and 26). 

Numerous other recommendations reaffirm the above. 

Among~t them, recommendation C.3 whose paragraph b.) points 

out: 

"Standards for shelter, infrastructure and services 
should be compatible with local resources, be 
evOlutionary, realistic, and sufficiently adaptable 
to local culture and conditions, and be established 
by appropriate governmental bodies''. 

Recommendations C.16 and C. 17, relating respectively to 

''ser~ices for rural areas'' and ''reor~anisation of spontaneous 

urban settlements'' also assigneA a preponderant role to the 

State. The same happens ~ith almost all the recommendations 

of Section D (''Land'') and F (''Institutions and Management'') 

Recommendation D.1 for example, categorically states that'': 

''Lan~ is one of the most valuabl~ natural resources 
and it must be used rationally. Public ownership or 
effective control of land in the· public interest is 
the_single most important means of improving the 
capacity of human settlements to absorb changes and 
movements in population, modifying their internal 
structure and achieving a more equitable distribution 
of ·the benefits of development whilst assuring that 
environmental impacts are considered''.· (paragraph b, 
emphasis added). 

"Land is a natural resource fundamental to the 
economic, social and political development of peoples 
and therefore Governments· must maintain full juris~ 
diction and exerc1se complete sovereignity over such 
land with a view to ireely pl~nning development of 
human settlements throughout the whole of the national 
territory. This resource must not be subject to 
restri~tioni imposed by foreign nations which enjoy· 
the benefits while preventing its rational use''. 
(paragraph d, emphasis added). 
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In turn, in the preamble of Section D it is pointed 

out ·that public c~ntrol of land is indispensable for its 

protection as an asset and for th~ achievement of the long-

ter.m objectives or human settlement policies. 

" .•. because its unique nature and cru~ial role it 
plays in human settlements, cannot be treated as an 
ordinary asset, controlled by individuals and subje;t 
to the pressures and inefficiencies of the market. 
Private landownership is also a principal instrument 
of accumulation and concentration-of wealth and 
'therefore contributes to social injustice; if 
unchecked, it may become a major obstacle in the 
Planning,and implementation of development schemes. 
Sbcial justice, urban renewal and development, the 

·provision of dec·ent dwellings and 'healthy conditions 
for the _people can only be achieved if land is used 
in the interests of society as a· whole''. 

A second element emphasised by the Conference is 

participation i.e. the direct involvement of peoples in the 

adopticin·-~nd execut.ion of decisions affecting them. Popular 

participation is seen by the Vancouver documents as a human 
I 

right, a politi~al duty and an essential part of national 

construction. 

Specifically, the Plan of Action recommends inter alia, that 

'' public participation sh6u1d be an indispensable 
element in human settlements, especially in plannirig 
strategies and in their formulaiion, implementation 

.and management; it should influence all levels of 
government in the decision-making process to 
further the _political, social .and economic growth of 
huDi'a·n Settlenients". (re>commendatiO~D- ·E."l). · 

It i~ int~resting to see how the documents of.the 

conference, reflecting awareness of the minimal p~actical 

signi~icance of partici~ation in the past·~ place ~pecial emphasis 

on the conditions under Which it can have an effective imPact, 
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Thus for example, in the preamble o_f Section E it is 

pointed out that: 

"Particip~tion can be- conceived, from the top downwards, 
as the involvement of the higher echelon~ of government 
in the decision-making of smaller groups; laterally, 
as -the ·co-operation between parallel or competing 
seCt-oral inter-ests. or, from the base upwards, as the 
direct involvement of residents in the making of 
decisions and .implementation of pr6grammes which concern 
them. The first two forms of participati~n are the 
basis of strategies, planning procedures, implementation 
of progra~mes ~nd, in general, management .of human 
settlements; the last, under the label of popular 

·participation, is becoming an indispensable elemen"t 
of a truly democratic process''. 

C~~arly, the Action Programme and the Declaration of 

Pri.~ciple~ are very much concerned with the latter. Ref.erence has 

-already been made t~ ·popular parti~ipation as an instrument 

of social transformation. ·Recommendation E.3 also noteworthy 

in this respec~, states that: 

''Public participation does not mean· simply the 
mobilization of people to implement the independent 
decisions of governments and professionals; participation 
requires listening and response i~ both directions''. 

This concern is also reflected inter alia 

E.2, E.3 and E.4. 

in re~ommendations 

Another noteworthy feature of the conference documents is 

the major emphasis placed and the positive meaning given to 

diversity, thus taking into account another key element of 

'Cr'i'ti'CismS of trS:diti6ncil ·develOPment models. Gene·ral Principles 

8 and 9 of the Declaration of Prin~iples refer to this question. 

The latter states that: 
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''Every·cauntry should have the right to be sovereign 
inheritor of its own ~riltural values created throughout 
its history, and has the dutY to preserve them as an 
integral part of the cultural heritage Of mankind. 

Recommendation B.2 moreover indicates that: 

'' Foreign models must not dominate planning decisions 
which should be guided by national goals and implement~d 
by local_ people making the best possible use of indigenous 
~esources, within the con~ext of locai culture and 
e'nvironment 11

• · 

This same iqea, is ·also expressed in several other parts 

o:r -th-e Plan of Action such as Re-commendation B-. 2 and pa-ragraph 8 

or the Preamble to Section F, on. "Institutions and Management". 

This latter states that: 

''In the third world, the problems of the professions are 
aggravated in so far as they may be unduly influenced 

"by the concepts and Practices in industrialized countries, 
and ,fa~l to adequately reflect the realities and needs of 
thei~ ow~· societies''. 

The Plan of Action ~lso shows broad concern for diversity 

within countires, thus tran&cending the oversimplified pr-esentation 

of' this questi9n. splely in terms of a contradiction between 

nation-states, since this contradiction alsn operates within 

each cOuntry, in particular between urban and rural 

Thus paragraph 6 of the preamble of Section B of the 

Plan of Action 11 Settlement Plarining 11 states inter alia that· 

''Nationa~ cultures have strong roots in the villages, and 
form a vital resource of great potential in deyelopment 
'and therefore must be recognized in development strategies 11

•• 

Lastly, mention should be made of the ~ethodological 

aspect~ of the final documents produced at Vancouver. 
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Methodological issues have been constantly present in all the 

''spec.i~lized c~nferences.of the present decade. In this resPect 

the Vancouver documents give special emphasis to the need for 

policies and actions in the development field in general, and 

human settlements in particular to be'based on an approach 

in harmony_ with the complex interreiation between social, 

cultural, economic and environmental variables. 

Thus Recommendation A.2 states that national human 

s_ettlements and environmental policies must be: 

'' formulated through a truly interdisciplinary 
apprci~ch, tonturrently with policies ~el~ting 
to other aspects of social and economic development". 

Recommendation B. 1 in turn underlines the need to plB.ce 

special emphasis on: 

'' unifi~d developmen~ plAnning approa~h which 
aitributes-·to human settlements their proper place· 
by treating them as an· integral part of the development 
process rather than a residual, ~nd by stressing 
the human settlement implications of other sectiOns 
o~ de~elopment plans". 

The preamble to Section C shelter, infrastructure and 

services, in paragraph 11, states that, 

''The. provision of shelter should be recognized as 
only one element in providing for living in· a.community, 
The concept of shelter should th~refore be seen as 
embracing planning and construction in a wider context 
- something mucp. greater than building of house.s. ~ 
to include planning for life in a community". 

Recommendation C.1 enti~led ''Comprehensive Approach to 

shelter, infrastructure and services'' is even more explicit 

in this s~nse since it points out that 

''Shelter, infrastructure and services are three princi~al 
components of human settlements. They are phYsically, 
economically, environmentally socially and culturally 
interrelated •.•• 
Shelter, infrastructure and services should be planned 
in an integrated way and provided in. the sequence to 
appropriate ci~cumstances''. 
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EDUCATION: THE ACTION OF UNESCO 

1. PRESENT SITUATION AND FORECAST 

The number 'of illiterates, ~ow around 800 million, will 

-reash 820 million in 1980. Statistics usually define 

illiterates in a ~estrictive s~nse so that the total is 

underestimated. In fact, by 1980 more than 60% of the adult 

world population will still be without access'to ?TIY form 

of education. 

A rn~jor effort has been made to expand primary education 

in the majority of developing countries. However, by 1980 

member States of the United Nations will be unabl~ to reach 

t·he goal of free primary educatio'n for all. These are the 

results of forecasts drawn uP for 1980/85 by the UNESCO 

for the World Population Conference .. T6ese results ha~~ 

been confirmed by regional UNESCO studies whose major 

findings are the following: 

(i) Primary Education 

Africa: the rat·e of primary en:bo1men·t rose from 41.5% 

in 1960, to 50.~% in 1965 and 56.1% in 19~5. However, if 

present trends are confirmed, it will not go above 59.5% 

in 1980 and fall to 57.4% in 1985. ·This is due, amongst 

. P.! __ h_e_r .... reas'?ns, to the fact that in Africa, the annual rate 

of popu1at~on growth is 2.7% _and is forecast to reach 2.9% 

bet.:.een 1975 and 1980 and 3.0% between 1980 and 1985. 

Arab cOu"ntries: Enrolment rose from 11.6 million in 

1970 to 15.5 million in 1975, ·with an arinual .growth rate of 

6%. The gross growth rate of primary enrolment increased in all 

countries of the area . In 1975, it reached lOO% in eight 

. countries, w~s above 80% in five, and between 70% and 80% 

iri two ot~ers, but is ·still below 50% in the rest of the area. 
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'Latin America: The inrease in prim~ry pupils has 

been fS:ster than the 'growth in school age population. However, 

the annual growth rate of scolarization for the 1970-1975 

period is ·slower than previous periods (~.1% ~s against 5.1% 

between 1960 and 1970). 

The projections made for the World Population Conference 

~how that th~ regional enrolment rate' in 1985 will not be 

above the level reached in 1975. 

Asia: Enrolment trends in South Asia clo~ely follow 

the general averages 

1~60, 54.7% in 1965, 

for developing 

60.9% in 1970, 

countries: 45.0% in 

and 6Z.2% in 1975 

(as- comP-ared to t·he world average for developing countries of 

65.5%). On the other hand, projectiOns to 1985,· based ·an a 

con~inuation of present trends, show that South Asia could 

barely mainta~ri the relative ~resent level of enrolment in t~e 

face of an increasing populat~on: in particular, the enrolment 

rate would only b'e 62.3% in 1980 and 64.5% in 1985. 

TaHle. 1 includes an interesting set of projections dealing 

with efforts by developing countries to ach~eve the total 

enrolment of children aged 6 to 11 by 1985. 

Table l: Average annual increase in the number of pupils 
of both sexes aged 5 to 11 by !985 (in millions) 

Average annual 
rate of in
.crease iri· en
rolment 

Average annual 
rate of in
crease from 7th 
May 1975 onwards 
to reach lOO% ·, 

1960-1965 1965-1970 1970-1975 enrolment in -;t: 
(Projections) 1995 

L.D.C. 7.4 7.0 6.8 

South 4.9 4.4 4. 5 
Asia 

Africa 1.1 1.0 1.0 

Latin 1.1 1.4 1.2 America 

Sou~ce:. UNESCO document !9C/72 - Partie 11- page 25, 
·conffrence G€nfrale XlX Session, Na"irobi 1974. 

17.8 

11.1 

4.3 

2.4 

1 

I 
I 

I 
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The conclusion de'riving from the analysis of this table 

is that if developing coUntr~es are to ensure primary edu

cation for all children between 6 and 11 by the mid-1980's, 

they should' alread_y have considerably .·inCreased the average 

annual rate of increase in enrolment. Given the decreasing 

rate of growth of enrolment - which between 1960-67 and 1970-

1975 fell from 7.4% to 6.8%- it can be seen that enrolment 

would have to grow at an annual average of 17.8% between 1975 

and 1985, i.e._ almost triple to attain that obj~ctive. The 

increase would nave to be particularly strong in Africa, since 

th~ current s~~gn~ting rate of .1% woul~ have to reach.4.3%. 

Progress in enrolment .-in the next ten years w~ll not. be 

significant: 25.5% in 1985 as against 24.5% in 1975. By 

1985, the foreCast· ra"'.:e is around 23.7% for the least developed 

countries in Asia and 27. 5_% for the least developed countries 

in Africa. It has also been calbulated that if the least 

develbped couritries want to enrdl the entire 6 to 11 age g~oup 

by 1985, they would have to increase enrolments by 2,087,000 

c~ildren a year instead of 305,000: in other words mul~iply 

the growth rate by 7 as opposed to other developing countries 

which only need to multiply it by 3 to attain the dame object

ive. 

(ii) Secondary and higher education 

Africa: The rate'of enrolment py age group of the 12. to 

17 age group (theoretically corresponding to secondary edu

ca~ton) increased from T9~-~%-·in-l965 to 24.0% in 1970 atid 

26.1% in 1972 .. 

The increase in higher education has been greater than 

forecast. However, the perc~ntag~ of students in the scientific 

and technical discipline~ is not in accordance with targets, in 

spite of considerable progress in the last few years in the 

States south of the Sahara. Thanks ~o the developrnerit of African 

educational facilities, th~ percentage of students abroad dropped 

from 50.2% ~o 20.2% between 1960 and 1971 for states south of 
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the Sahara. The percentage is under 5% since 1970 for 

North African countries. 

Teachers increased from 601,000 in 1960 to.l,250,000 in 

1972, which corrisponds to an annual growth rate of 5.4%, 

which was doubled in 12 years. 

Latin America: Recent trends are also encouraging.· The 

enrolment rate increased from 27.9% in 1970-71 to 37.1% in 

1973-74. The annual av~rag~ rate of increase of pupils in

crea~ed frdrn 10.8% between 1960 and 197.0 to 13.2 between 

1~70 ana 1975.· According to estimates of the Regional Office 

of UNESCO, total enrolment increased from 10.8 million pupils 

in 1970 to 19.2 million in 1975. But the_more relevant fact 

was 'that the percentage of children from rural areas within 

total enrolrnents for secondary education_in Latin America as 

a whole remained stable, increasing slightly from 35.4% to 36%. 

The .increase in higher education was greater than forecasi 

with an annual gro~th rate between 1970 and 1975 of 15.6%. 

Asia: The enrolment rate in secondary education is around 

30% and has not increased greatly in recent ¥ears. On the other 

hand, the recent- development in university enrolmerits gives a 

higher rate~ which, for Asia as a whole was 11.6% in 1974. 

Arab States: Secondary enrolments increased from 20.8% in 

1970-1971 to 25.1% in 1973-1974. On the other hand, the enrol-

ment ra~e fop higher education orily increased from 3.4% in 

1970-1971 to 4.4% between 1973-1974. 

is actually changing. 

Most probably this picture 

Least developed countries: In 19?0, the rate of enrolment 

for the 12 to 17 age group was 14.3% with considerable dif-

ferences between countries. In 1970 one country reached a 60% 

enrolment rate for the 12 to 17 age group, while eight others 

only reached 10%. For the 18 to 29 age group, the enrolment 

rat~ was only 0.9% in. 1970, and proje~ti6ns made on the basis of 
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a continuation of past trends, ind~cate that in 1985 enrolment 

for the 12 to 17 age group will be 19.1% and 2% for the lB·to 

29 group. 

Asi~n countries are the most affected by this situation, 

due to the low r~te of female ~nrolment. 

These countries have .an inactive population of under 15. 

twice as high as the developing country average, and must in

crease teaching_ personnel by 84.1% be-tween 1970 and 1985 

(implying an annual growth rate of 4.1% to maintain the same 

teacher-pupil ratio) to face the increase in enrolments pro-

jec.ted. Even if. they can trii~ this number of teachers, this 

represents an important drop in p~oductive age. 

2. EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Lduca~i~n, in particula~ elementary- education, is a 

basic hun~iln right. And, as has oftefi been recognized, it 

constitutes a fundamental component of anY. development strategy. 

As indicated in the preceding section, in spite of the. 

majo~ efforts made by deveioping countries,· the question is still 

pending of how to ensUre a system of mass education which is 

equitable in terms of access, and whose content responds to the· 

authentic needs of each individual ll and of society as a whole. 

It has been increasingly stated, and not without reason, 

that· truly independent develdprnent~cannot take place under c6n-

d.itions of cultural dependence. The ~resent:educat~on~l dilemma 

1/ ilhich basically assumes endowing him wit<oh .. the mea.ns 
n~c~ssary to ensure· a c~nscious and cre~tive partic_ip~tion 
in tbe political, cultura) and economic life cif the ~om-
munity. · · 
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of third world countries es~entially originates_ in th~ un

critical incorporation of eduCational systems and concepts 

preyailing in areas with radica~ly differen~ economic an~ 

social conditions. 

The failure to massify ~duriation through policies based 

on the linear expansion of imported .educational systems is 

attributable more to the lat~er than to a supposed shortage 

of resources. 

In effect, these systems tend to be self-defeating. For 

example, the role of the primary school is emphasized at the 

level of basic education. This involves enormous costs ~/ 

resulting in a series of __ consequenc~s rnaki~g it m~~erially 
impossible to achieve the kind of education referred to above. 

' Also 1 the high cost is a limiting factor not only in terms 

of the· number of schools which can be b~ilt and equipped, but 

also in terms of the{r physical distribution and the possibility 

of simultaneously ensuring that pupils are provided _With ade

quate- in quantity-and.quality- food and health·services, 

since these are the indispensable complements of an efficient 

educational system. To neglect school meals and nutrition in 

general, for example, "is extremely grave. Invariably, under-

nourished children,.in particular when deprived of vitamin A 

between the ages of 2 and 4 suffer irreparable physical damage 

and have sub-normal intellectual abilities. 

The significance of an·unbalanced spatial distribution of 

educational services is also a crucial issue since the real 

possibilities of access to elementary education overwhelmingly 

depend on the physical proximity of such services. In many 

countries, these· imbalances are ~o great that they are in fact 

2/ Not only enormous, but also to a considerable extent 
unnecessary since there are alternatives which are 
perhaps even more efficient and cost far less as in 
the case of infOrmal education. 
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equ~valent to excluding entire sectors of the population from 

the educational system, ln particular in rural areas. In sum, 

the ''scarcity factor'' operates, but in many cases it. is deter

mined to a great extent by educational policies themselves. 

However, the aspects to consider within the educational 

problematique as a function_of development are not limited to 

the scope of school enrolments~ 

The second factor _mentioned above is as, or more, im

portant, i.e. the conterit of education, the type of knowledge 

imparted, as this determines in the last instance the social 

role objectively played by education. 

In- this respect educational programmes of devel?ping 

countries ·imitate programmes which are not only foreign but 

often obsolete. Thus, such programmes do not have any relation-

ship with the requirements arising from Jhe socio-economic 

transformations which have taken place in those countries in the 

last few decades. This is the case of many Latin American 

countries.who maintain humanistic educational systems, in spite 

of transformation_s resulting from_their increasingly close links 

a.n.d de-pendence on the United StateS economy. 

In many African countries, the lack of an authentically 

national educational system is even more marked, insofar as 

programmes,· institutions, etc. originally transplanted during 

the coioanial era have, in some cases., remained unchanged, in 

spite of having been totaily or partially abandoned in the 

rn~tropolitan countries. 

The content of edu~at~onal programmes in the third world 

is moreover characterized by the spreading of values such as 

the respect for authority~/ &nd discipline-and by assigning 

3 I· Symbolized in the professor ''master of knowledge'' 
(magister dixi~) expression df an essentially non-

partic~~atory education imposed from above. 
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little i~portance to 'the. development of a critical faculty, 

creativity, etc. 

Thus it is an essentially conservative education operat

ing as a powerful factor which is instrumental in repro~ucing 

existing, i.e. vertical, social relations~ Under such cir-

cumstances, it is difficult to affirm that education is neutral. 

On_ the contrary, to a greater or les~er extent, it r~sponds to 

the political and ec?nomic interests of the ~lites. 

It is also clear that under such condition~, far from 

promoting development, education actually prevents it. Even 

assuming a sub.stantial expansiO'n in schoo+ing, which appears 

doubtful, present educational pitterns probably cannot over

come t'heir disfuilctional chara_ct .. ~r in terms of development. 

In the first place, by their ~6le supporting present socio

economic structu~es, but also due to the many distortions they 

engender: attitudes unfavourable to ma~ual or· ''~echnical'' 

'1ork; ~ontempt for agricultural acti~ities; idealisation of 

~litis~ ~~ foreign cultural models, accentuating the reve~se 

transfer of technology; the training of professionals who have 

no opportunity of apply~ng their k0owledge in their own country; 

etc. 

3. UNESCO~S CONTRIBUTIOH TO DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Education takes =irst place both in the title of the 

Organisation, and in the definition of its objectives. This is 

"not )?y chance: education has vital importance in the continuity, 

progress and ·very existence of society. Despite the increasi~g 

diversification of its activities, the importance given to edu

cation in the Programme and the Budget of UNESCO has increased 

through the years, rising from 27.7% of._the tdt~l expenditure 

in 1961/62 to 35.5% in 1971/72, to reach 37% in 1975/76. 

Extra-Dudgetary resources placed at the dispotal of UNESCO 

are also mainly used t9 finance education projects. 
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UNESCO'! major contribution'in the field of education has 

·undoub~edly been its ac~ion to er~dicate illiteracy. The 

Exp~rimental World Lit~racy Programme has completed a series 

of national and regional literacy policie~, in particular in 

rural areas, most of which have been finanCed by UNDP funds. 

UNESCO, however, has s'et a series of objectives going far 

beyond the quantitati~e aspects of education. Thus for example, 

within its various program~es, UNESCO h~s proposed co-operating 

. with member states in such fields as: 

(i) the promotion of educational research and the intro

duct'ion of new teaching methods (the UNDP financed p-roject in 

Asia_on regional co-oper.3.tiC?n for innovati_on in teaChing. systems 

being a notable 'example, as is the research c~rried out iri 

·Latin ~meric~ on possibilities of introducing transmission of 

educational programmes by satellite); 

(ii) the improvement of educational programmes, in par

ticular by adapting them to local requirements (UNESCO has 

collaborated. with African tountries to establish an organization 

for regional co-oper~ting in educa~ion programmes and their 

contents); 

( iii) the establ-ishment and- execution ~f plans to promote 

the participation of youth in innovation in education and in 

deve~opment in general~ 

(iv) the promOtiOn of- equality ~-o·f ·access- to' educ-at-ion for 

women; 

(v) the e~tablishment of projects to introduce new trai~

ing methods more in accordance with the .. need to solve th~ prob

lem of increasing urban unemployment, in particular of youth, 

to ~ncrease agricultural. production and to offer school drop

outs the means to enter the labour market, etc. 

(vi) the acceleration of the process of democratization 

of higher education and its adaptation to lo~al n~eds. 



C H A P T E R IX 

HEALTH: FROM WESTERN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY TO 

·PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 

health (and most particularly, communicable disea~e) was 

the first sphere in which any attempt was made to organize action 

at the international. level. As early as t~e._rnid-19th centur~, 

statesmen and scientists realized that viruses and bacteria did 

not recognize geo~raphical frontiers, and that agreements had 

to be worked ou~ with 6ther countries, biginning with their 

neighbours. In 1851, the first international conference on pu-

blic ·bealth took place in Pa~ii. In 1907, the International Of

fice :~f Public Hygiene ~a~ founded, for the purpose of diseminating 

information on communicable diseases, and supervising measures 

such as international quarantine. 

Subsequently, the League of Nations continued to promote 

intern~tional co-operation in this area, ~bile one of the first 

decisions taken by the.first session of ihe Econo~ic and Social 

Council of the riewi"y. established United Nations was to convene 

a Conference to set up a World Health Organizatiori. 

The WHO was formally established on April 4th 1948, and was 

entrusted with. the direction and co-ordination of all inter

national activities in the field of health. Its aim: to enable 

all Peoples of the world to reach the highest possible levels 

of health. 

The WHO has carried out basically three types of a~tivities: 

provisipn of gener~l iervices on a world scale; provision of techni

cal assistance at the request of individual countries; a,d, re

search. 

In the first ar~a, _WHO's epidemological intelligence ser

vice has systemati_cally collecte .. d data on the state of world 

health and hygiene. It has· also, been an important channel ·f_or 

the dissemination of comprehensive, up-to-date iriformation on 

the la~est developments in diseases and their remedies. WHO 

~as also carried out world campaigns against illnesses such as 
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malaria, leprosy, sleeping sickness,_ and-tuberculosi~. 

WHO technical assistance has included advice on the es

tablishment of national health services~ training of doctors, 

a.id.in er~dicating specific diseases and advisory services for 

the improvement of services such as drinking water, sewerage, 

wste disposal, etc. 

Finally, in the field of re&earch, WHO has endeavoured to 

classify the norms governing research on cardiac diseases and 

cancer in various countries. WHO has also set up an international 

network of laboratories to identify organis'ms causing illnesses, 

and to improve vaccinations. This network also trains health 

per.soflnel. 

WHO has no doubt played an important role in reducing death 

rates and increasing life expectancy. To a considerable extent· 

it has also been instrumental in erradicating or limiting a cer~ 

tain number of diseases. 

On the Organization's 25th anniversary, an overall assesment 

of its activities was made. This exercise showed that the Organi

zation's work had been substantial in terms of the notable decline 

iq communicable diseases, the vir~ual era?ication of smallpox, the 

reduction of malaria and the virtual dis-appearance of yellow 

fever from the cities· of the Western Hemisphere, amongst other 

achievements. 

Understandably, the W~O has traditionally been considered 

one of ~he most ''efficient'' specialized agencies of the United 

Nations syste~, a fact usually attributed to its considerable 

'decision-making power 1/ its decentralised structure 2/ ·and to 

1/ 

2/ 

In effect, the Organization has the authority to pdopt regula
tions on a number of matters, ·which become binding o.n member 
States as soon as they have been notif{ed of the World Health 
Assembly's decision. 

Decentralisation in the form of regional offices -the Pan 
Arneri~an Health Office, the Regional Offices for Africa, South
Eas·t Asi~, Europe, ihe Eastern ·Medi~efranean and the·West~rn Pa~ 
cifi-c have been es,pecially relevant to the assessment of the 
specific needs ·of different countries and regions. 
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the ''technical'' nature of the problems it deals with. Thus, it is 

claimed, th~ WHO can transcend ideological barriers and avoid the 

''political'' difficulti~s enco~ntered by other United Nations agen

cies. 

But in recent yea~s, a series of events called the truth of 

this assertion into question. The current development crisis is 

undoubtedly one of the major factors to bear in mind in this res

pect. Lack of develbpment means. that human n•eds go unsatisfied .. 

In the field of health this is reflected in high death rates, above 

all in- big~ rates of infant mortality, arid in low life expectancy 

ay birth. It can also be seen in the uneven geographical distribution 

of he~lth services and in the existence of marked differences of 

quality of medical services according to social class. More gen~

ral~y;· it ~s reflected in the fact_ that, 

''· .. the spectacular advances in medical science have not 
touched the majority of the people of the world. ,The majo
rity of the developing W?rld's population still suffers 
from the same diseases which affected their forefathers''· 3/ 

In a word, though impressive, the above mentioned achieve

ments -which apparently have involved unnecessarily high costs

are still insufficient. 

These costly and inadequate results have ~ecently come to 

be seen as the logic~! outcome of the approac~ to health in 

particular, and to development in general, which has been pre

dominant throughout··most of the third world. As has been sta

ted: 

''The overwhelming magnitude of unmet heal~h needs in 
many countries throughout the d~ve·loping wor~d under
lines the inability o~ scientifid medicine, as it is 
now known, to meet the needs of non-industria~ under 
privileged populations.'' ~/ 

3/ Amor Benyoussef, ''Health Service Delivery in Developing Coun
tries'', International Social Science ~ournal, vol., XXIX, N° 3, 
p. 397. 

4/ Ibidem. 
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This. approach moreover, is far from being politically 

neu~ral as is often claimed. On the contrary, it directly r~

flects an uneven social distribution of power and in particular 

the concentration of power in the hands. of peripheral country 

elites favouring the local r~production of the development mo

del of the industrialized countries. 

But this model can only operate in the third world at· the 

cost of not satisfying the essential· needs of the b~lk of the 

population. This is particularly true when peripheral countries 

are incorporated into the ''Western'' health model, which is cha

racterized by an exaggera~ed reliance on sophisticated rn~dical 

tech~ology .. To begin with this. permits the fact that improved 

health conditions depend above all on overall social and econo

mic __ developrnent, to be conveniently overlooked. At the same time 

med{pine is distorted in.~uch a way that its significance in 

terms of health needs becomes marginal. Indeed, 

" .. medical technocracy has priced some forms of medical 
care put of the range of the average consumer. At the same 
time, there is reas~n to believe that the benefits o~ 
this commitment to technology are limited, perhaps to the 
point of being superflous. Investment in super-sphistica
_ted machinery is relevant with few exceptions, only to 
the treatment of rare exotic'diseases ... 
In short, there is need to asse~s the degree to which 
technology is relevant to health and dependence upon.it 
is making medicine irrelevant to health. 
Dependence on·high technology in general is problematic 
for, even the most devel·oped nations. Worse, for health at 
the international level, there is a tendn~cy t? export 
high technology from deve~oped to developing countries 
where such orientation is, if anythin~, even more irrele
vant to health.'' 5/ 

This situation has to a ~onsider~ble degre~· been brought 

to light by WHO activities. Hence the Organization's critical 

attitude towards present ~ppro~c~es to health problems, an 

attitude which, paradowically, has made of W~O one of the most 

5/ Derek G. Gill and Andrew C. Twaddle, ''Medical Sociology: 
Whats in a name?'', International Social Science Journal, 
vol XXIX, N° 3, 1977, p .. 383. 
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poli~icised bodies of the United Nation~. !1 

In 1971, the Direct6r-General in his address to the. 51st 

-session of ECOSOC hinted that certain concep_ts and approaches 

needed to be entirely reformulated. 

He underlined the risks of conflict betwe~n .a g~owth-. 

of.iented tYpe· of development, and development based on ,social 

critiria, includi~g health objectives. He also expressed his con

cern at the huge sacrifices which poor peoPle were ready to ma

ke , __ and we~e in fact making, to co~bat the effects of illness, 

often without result. 

A particula~ly significant change in the general direc

tion of WHO activities came aboui with the adoption of the 

197?-1983 General Programme of Work by the World .Health Assem

oly held in 1976. 

The WHO firmly endorsed the need-oriented appr?ach to 

development, was stronily critical of imitative practices in 

the adoption of health-care delivery syst~ms ln developing 

countries, while endorsing the notion of primary health care 7/ 

and recommen~ing the ''socialisation'' of health services. 

At the 1977 World Health Assembly, the Director-General 

of WHO, Dr. Mahler started his statement by saying: 

''A year. ago, when I last addressed this Assembly, I ad
vo·cated a social' revolution in community health. I did 
so because of my conviction that health policy should be 

6/ ''Politicised'' is used here in the sense that the WHO must 
take a series of political rather than technical decisions if 
it is to correct existing distortions and attain thi objec
tives set out in its Constitution. 

7/ Primary healih care has been defined by WHO, as ''health by the 
people'', i.e. an approach to meeting health _needs through po
pular participation, on the basis of· "soft. technology" requi
ring liitle training and infrastructure, and which can be ap
plied by almost anyone. A world conference on primary health 
care has been convened for 1978, in the Soviet Union. 
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determined by social goals, whereas all too often it is 
diCtated by disease ·technology, applied without sufficient 
thought to its social purpose and consequences.''~/ 

Dr. Mahler went on to criticise manY aspects of current 

overall. development patterns and health service delivery sys

tems, mainly, but not exclusively in the dev~l~ping world. A~ongst 

other thing~ he stated: 

''Over the past quarter of a century undue emphas.is has 
been laid on extendirig and refining disease techn'ology 
whi~h has now become so complex and costly that it is out 
of reach for most of th~ world's population, even for 
many individuals who live in some of the most developed 
countries. In an era ,wh:i,.ch ha.s made such efforts to do 
away with political colonialism~ it is unthinkable that 
we should continue to tolerate technological neo~colo
nialism in health. We must break the chains of dependence 
on unproved, over-sophisticated and overcostly h~alth 
technology by developing ·another kind of technology 
that is more_ ~ppropriate because it is technically 
sound, culturally acceptable and financially feasable.'' 

Dr. Mahler also put forward a series of comprehensive pro

po~al·s w~th _th~ aim' of-- enabling all the world's popul_ation to 

attain a lev~l of health conducive to high social and economic 

productivity. ThiS would, inter alia~ De based on maximum 

national self-reliance and structural change at both national 

and international levels. 



C H A P T E R X 

AN ASSESSMENT 

It may-well be asked whether the specialized conferences of the 

1970s, which are a clear expression of the capacity of the United 

Nations system to adapt ~nd react to change, ha~e been adequate to 

.~he needs of the moment, .i.e. whether in the light of historical 

circumstances, the general thrust of discussions, studies and re

sulti~~ decisions corresponded to the nature of the problems moti

vating them. 

l. ADVANCES AND RETREATS 

The first major feature of the. Conferences which has been analysed 

in previo~s chapters, is_ undo~btedly their- ''extraordinary'' character. 

The conferences of the 1970s in effect, broke the routine of the 

''ordinary sessions'' and implied a considerable and growing thematic 

renovation~ leading the Organization into fields where it had not 

ventured bef~re •. 

There also resulted a new set of institutions. Moreover~ the 

conferences were generally held at a high level of political repre

sentation~ and their i~pact-~n p~blic opinion was considerable in 

sev~ral cases·. 

Another-outstanding feature 6f these c6nferences is that. they 

have all kone ~ell beyond their specific subjects, with a considerable 

degree of· overlapping between them. In· fact, far from being special-

ized, i.e. restricted to a specific, relati~ely well defined and 

clear cut topics, they have been more and more comprehensive. 

Also, the conferences have all produced two types of documents, 

''declarations o~ principles'' and ''programmes of action''. The re-

curring efforts to draw up the former would seem to reflect, inter 

alia, an objective need to renew or adapt the basic principles of 

international interco~rse, or simply to establish new on~s. 
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These factors~ together with the universal vocation of the 

United Nations- and thus its extreme beterogenity·, significantly 

condition the practical meaning 6f the documents of the type pro

duced by the ''Specialized" conferences held during. the decade. To 

begin with, from the legal point of view, these documents are mere 

recommendations, expr~ssing the desi~e of. States not to assume 

formal commitments on the issues they cover such as those ~hich 

w~.uld be ·.inVolved in the ·adoption of intern·ational treaties. 

Secondly the c·ontents of- these document's, is extremely am-

bigl).o'us. Agreement is usually reached at a very high level of genera-

lity. and abstraction, and is based moreover on the lowest common 

denominator. Both factors tend to conCeal the real extent of di

vergences. or agreement. 

Thus .everi the most categorical p~sitions apparently adopted 

by some conferences are considerably weakened in the light of deeper 

analys __ is .. 

The formulati6n of reservations, interpretative ·declarations 

of text approved or the many escape clauses they include, invariably 

authorise behaviour consi~erably far f~om the ''agreed'' decisions. 

The Plan of Action adopted at Bucharest for example, disguise~ 

major contro~ersies as to the causes of present demographic trends, 

and the closely related question ofthe nature of the pr6blem or 

problems arising from population growth has also led to contradictory 

positions. In this latter respect for example, the industrialized 

countries and the more densely populated devel~pihg countries generally 

talk of a Phenomenon of Over-population, whe~eas the rest of the 

developing countries a~d the socialist countries talk not of a popula

tion problem but merely of underdevelopment. 

The first of these schools of thought emphasizes that i~ many 

developing countries population growth leads to a low ratio of out

put to population with the conSequent lower rate ofaccumulation, both 

of these fa~tors being an obstacle to development. 
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On the other hand, cQuntries which define population growth 

not as a problem per se, but simply ·as the result of the absence 

of deyelopment, tend to focus above all on· facto~s ·such as coloni

alism and nee-colonialism, external dependence, and, generally the 

tendency of .the present inte~national economic order to perpetuate 

existing ineq~alities in the international distribution. of wealth. 

This notion is particularly repugnant to the numerous·in

dustrialized countries which reiterated on the reference contained 

in the Plan of A'ction to th'e New rn·ternational Economic Order, the 

same res~rvations which they had previously made at the 6th Special 

Sess·ion of the Unit~d Nations General Assembly about the Declaration 

and the Plan of Action for the Niw International Eeonomic Order 

itself. ];_/ 

In respect of priorit-ies for action to tackle the problems 

referred to above, opinions were .most sharply 'divi~ed over the im

portan~~-~hich should be assigned to demographi6 policies. 

For some Third World countries (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

Korea) and for mos~ of the industrialized countries, such policies 

could have a significant i-mpact on present demogr.3phi.c trends, and. 

thus need to be adop~ed urgently. However, for a vast number of 

developing countries in keeping· with their view of the causes and the 

nature of the p~oblem as outlined above; find ~hat these policies can 

be considered meaningful onlv if they are accompanied by simultaneous 

measures in other areas. 

It should be· recalled that divergences of view·dn this .question 

account for several of the reservations voi6ed in respect of the Pl~n 

of Action~ Major divergencies·-subsist also in reiard to the question 

of the effects of population growth in the long-~erm. 

1/ Japan, United States of America and France. 
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Quite often th~s type of document beco~es an end in itself, 

more than a means or instrument. 

Thus each time profound discrepancies between major groups 

is sufficiently acute to jeopardise the emergence of a final 

teXt, the contradictions are systematically resolved by sacri

ficing the content of the document. 

Thus at the Human Environment conference for ·example, "the 

delegation of t~e P~ople!s Republic of China proposed establishing 

a ~orking group open to __ all delegations, to develop the discussion 

6£ a number of aspepts of .the ~raft Declaration on the Human 

Environmen~, which in the view of China were not sufficiently clear. 

Th• _prpposal caused fears near to panic in many delegations. 

The draft -~eclar_ation, they said, was the product of 11 lab.orious 

negotiations'' which due to its ''fragile'' nature could fall com-

. p~etely apart, ~hould_ the thinese ~roposal be accepted. It may 

be asked whether such a fragile agreement has any r~al use, or· 

whether it only expressed a coincidence in positions more formal 

thah real, and more temporary than long term. 

The for~g~ing explains the internal inconsistencies often 

characterizing documents emerging from the specialized world 

conferences - another of their key features. 

In the first place, some documents markedly lack conceptual 

~igour, expressed by the coexistence within 'the same text of Con

cepts ·belon-g.i.ng---·t-o- .. different and sometimes even conflicting theo

retical frameworks. This makes it even more difficult to exactly 

determine the meaning and scope of the texts. Not even the more 

homogeneous documents such as those approved at Vancouv.er are free 

from 'this diff~culty. Another .,Characte··ristic of· the conf-=-rences· of 

·.--
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the 1970s is the marked tendency to proclaim the priority of 

the struggle against under-development as the principal way of 

facing present problems in the field of human settlements, en

vironment, employment, population,etc. 

Despite this, the final documents are extremely weak pre-. 

cisely when it comes to formulating clear development strategies. 

The. final te*ts of the conferences are also incomplete and 

inconsistent in the sense that·: the repeated recognition_ of the 

need to face th~ present crisis 'on the basis of an ''integrated'', 

•'multidisciplinary'' approach, are not translated into alter

native methodological·formulations making it possible to attain 

such an objective. Everything remains to be done, in this regard.-

ThiS though is only exceptionally recognized. The Programrrie of 

Action of Vancouver is one of the few documents to do so, when 

it stresses the need to take into account, ·,i the difficulties 

inherent in a truly compreh~nsive approach and the ne~d to evolve 

and employ suit~ble methods, adapted to actual ~onditions and 

subject 'to c6ntinual improvement''. !/ 

Such inconsistencies, and there are others which clearly show 

the existence of operational limits to this type of exercise, at 

least on the basis Of the existing structure of the United Nations. 

At present, the system would seem incapable of dealing with a 

number of major questions which have become veritable ''taboo'' 

subjects. 3_1· 

Despite all these limitations, the conferences have 

unda:ubtedly made significant progres'S in terms of reorienting 

reflection, research and therefore negotiation and future action.~; 

!1 See Section B) ''Settlement Planning'', recomendation B.l. 

!1 This also poses the problem of the representativity of 
participants. The current crisis of the International 
Labour Organisation is hardly a coincidence. In spite of 
its limitations, _it evidently allows for greater representation 
of the interests of various social sectors, and in practice it 
has proved to be one of ~he organisations most receptive to new 
issues (transnational corporations, human resources mobilisation, 
alternative technologies for developing countries, etc.). 
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To begin with the conferences have involved major efforts 

to overc~me the methodologic~l inadequacies of· previous periods. 

·The importance of the first trend ha.rdly requires additional 

comments. For·example, it seems almost superficial to underline 

the importance of the Population Conference, insofar as subsequently 

to it, it would_ doubtless be difficult to unilaterally emphasise, 

as in the .recent past, the importance of populatiOn growth as an 

''explanatory'' factor of.the backwardness and sta~nation of the 

Third World. 

Efforts. to adopt a holistic approach which can ·incorporate 

a broad rang~ of variables, above all so-called ''social9 variables 

are closely linked to the foregoing, and result in a considerable 

or at least-potential analytical enrichment. 

Finally, perhaps the most important factor, insofar as the 

foregoing does not merely involve unsystematic accu~ulation of 

empiri"c.al _i:fata, is wh.at has here been· called the growing po-

litisation of theSe conferences. These have not only incorporated 

a series of variables previously either considered in a marginal 

fashion or not at all, but they have also undertaken an e.ffort to 

arrive at a global explanation of phenomena making up the present 

crisis. It is this effort which is politicised insofar as it is 

~/ An additional feature of the ''specialised'' conferences 
requiring more detailed empirical research, was the apparently 
inver:.se ·correlation between the degree of agreement reached 
between major· groups of countries and the importance· of. the 
institutional centre of power under whose jurisdiction the 
subjects of discussion fall. TPus, in the case of the Human 
Settlements conference, and especially within the World Health 
Organisation, a considerable degre~ of agreement has been 
reached. Both involve issues which correspond to institutional 
centres which in relation to the State apparatus as a whole 
have secondary or at least non-strategic importance. In 
exchange, matters falling under the jurisdiction of Ministries 
of finance, trade, external relations, etc. attract a far 
lesser degree of agreement - the most extreme case being 
disarmament. 
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oriented by the increasing realisation that the crisfs is not qnly 

a sum of.an infinity of small ''technical'' problems, but the 

exhaustion of the present system of international politica~ and 

eco~ornic relations, which can only be overcome by essentially 

political action. 

2. CONVERGENCES AND DIVERGENCES 

In general third world countries have proposed the convening 

of these conferences. ~/ In addition, the itiitiative for the 

.fbrmulation and outline of Policies to face up to the glob~l crisis 

hav·e almpst always been developed by- t'he third wOI-ld countY.ies. 

They have invariably posed the need to adopt a _package of 

-measures covering a very broad range of ''problem areas'' with the 

explicit aim of promoting a new set of stryctural bases for 

international relations. 

Developed countries have usually been on the defensive, 

lacking an alternative global proposal for the present order, and 

have limited themselvei to proposing modifi~ations t~ t~se 

put forward by the developing countries. These modifications in 

general imply a denatur·ing of the third· world's proposals. §_I 

In several cases, the developed countries have completely rejected 

the proposals of the ~eveloping countries. This is above all the 

c~se of proposals based ob the thesis that third world backwardness 

is due to its exploitation by the industrialised countries. 

5/ The S~ockholm conference is the ~ost riotable exception. 

6/ Thus for example, the need. to introduce certain structural 
reforms is accepted but in isolation from others, without 
which- the first lose· mo~t of their significance. The case 
of agrarian reform is a clear ex~mple; the i.dea of moving 
towards change in latid tenure systems is generally accepted, 
but not .withi~ the framework of a global transformation of 
the socio-economic structure. 
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HoWever, this does not exclude cases in which the traditional 

''north" and ''south'' blocks are breached with respect to specific 

issues, resulting in a confrontation between some countries of 

both areas on one side and a similar alliance on the other. 

As happens with many other subject~ in connexion.with food 

problems, ~h~re is usually agreement between d~veloped and· de~elopirtg 
. ' 

countries on the diagnosis of the situation, and sometimes on its 

causes (when these causes are external to ·the policies followed by 

one or other group of countries, e.g. drqughts, inadequacies in 

production, structural problems of dev.eloping countries, etc.). 

The same is not true at the stage of defining policies and 

measu~es most' appropriate to solv~ existing p~oblems. 

Two major sources of divergences ari~e in this regard. The 

first refers to measures which.have to be adopted by industrialised 

countries to avoid, directly or indirectly ~ausing damage to the 

developing countries. These measures usually refer to trade and 

to ~sricultural support policies, and in some cases involve the 

support given by industrialised countries to transnational 

corporations. The second refers to the measures which industria-

lised countries should adop~ as direct contributions to the 

solution of the deve•loping .world's. problems: food aid, financial 

contributions.for agricultural development, etc. 

On t~e f~rst set of measures, there are usually differences 

between developing countries {between temperatezone exporters and· 

the rest, members and non-members of the Lame. agreemen~, etc.) 

and between developed countries {those who agree to __ the possibility 

.o£.an· ''organization of markets'' and those favouring a policy of 

freer access). On the second group of measures, differences are 

generally limited to the industrialized group of countries: which 

can be split into three sub-groups. The first is composed by those 

couniries who are nqrmally quite willing tb cbntribute to meeting 

the difficulties of developing countries and .especially the'leaat 

developed. This group generally coincides wi~h those countries 

whose pe~formance on offical development assistance is above the 

industrialize4 countri~s' average (Nordic countries, Netherlands, 
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Canada and, to a lesser ·extent,. Australia. The second group of 

countries, conversely, systematically reject any possibility of 

having to increase their overse.as aid. This group includes the 

''wealthiest'' countries in the world, those that are also below the 

industrialized countries average for aid contributions -:United 

States, Japan, Switzerland, F.R. Germany. The third group is made 

up of the Socialist countries, who arguing that ·they ·are not 

responsible for the ills of developing countries which have their 

origins in the past, disassociate themselves from the prbhlems 

of the present. 

This division of positions clearly emerged at the World-rood 

Conference, and it was subsequently rePeated in the Wor~d Food 

Council. When the International Fund for gricultural Development 

was established, the sit~ation was the same with a single variation: 

OPEC countries had come to constitute a new category of contributors 

on which developed countries could unload part of their obligations. 

Alsd~ ~bile developed ·Countries on the basis of a pragmatic, 

casui~tic approach, define ''problems'' in a restrictive manner 

(those having a~ apparently concrete and precise character and 

scope and limited in time and space), developing countries. insist 

considering such questions as expressions. of far more profciund 

proce_sses. Both attitudes lead to the formulation of respectively 

''technical'' and ''political'' measures· based· on the qualification 

of·such problems as secondary deviations in relation to an order 

which is essenti~lly sound, in the first case, and on t~e other 

as a refTection of the problems inherent to a basically unsound 

order. 

An additional factor differentiating the positions of each 

group of countries, is the t~ndency of indust~ialized .countries 

to pUt fOrward suggestions including the most radical (i.e. the 

case of the ''basic needs'' st~ategy·) in a sort of politic~! vacuum, 
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while third world countries underline more clearly and ~xplicitly 

the political ·and power implications at the international level 

of the transformations suggested. 

This last tendency is usua1ly accompanied by a lack of 

references to those same implications, within developing countries. 

The foll~wing paragraphs from a study by Paolillo, refer to 

·the treatment of the ''human basic needs'' issue at the World. 

Employment Conference; they exemplify quite adequately the 

aspects pointed out above l/ : 

7/ 

'' A conference made up of delegates from all over the world 
cannot escape a certain ambiguity in its final results. The 
words of the resolution of the Conference supporting the 
principle of a basic-needs strategy naturally mask 
considerable differences of view and varying understandings 
of meaning and implication. 

With respect to the issue of the .basic-needs strategy 
itself, there were several related issues over which 
delegations expressed widely differing perspectives. 
Among the most discus~ed wer~: 

(1) The importance of changes in the international economic 
order compared to changes in the dome_stic economies of 
developing countries. 

(2) The extent to which a basic-needs strategy might tend 
to perpetuate backwardness and weakness of poor countries 
and their continued dependance on rich countries. 

(3) The importan~e of ~griculture as opposed to industry, 
labour-intensive production as opposed to capital-intensive 
production, intermediate technology as opposed to advanced 
technology, and small-scale production methods as opposed 
to large-scale proPuction_rnethods; and 

(4) The degree to which individual developing countries 
could subscribe to policy changes implied by a basic-needs 
~trategy without· reserving explicitly the right to pass on 
the applicability of each for their own country. 

In general, those countries which most vehemently asserted 
the irnportance·of changes in the internat·ional economic order 
rather than in internal policies Were those who alsO saw a 
basic-needs strategy as a means of keepihg poor _countries 
weak and helpless, wh6 favoured ·large-scale, capital-intensive 
industry and the most advanced technology and who most strongly 

Charles· Paolillo, ''A not~ on the ~orld Employment Conference. 
Employment, Growth and Basic Needs: A one world problem'', 
edition of the Report of the ILO Director-General published 
by the Overseas Development Council, Pr~~ger 1977. 

~ 
I 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
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insisted on.the sovereign right of each country ~o decide 
its own policies. 

For example, some developing countries took the view that 
the primary,or even the sole, cause of poverty in the 
developing world is an international economic order favouring 
the rich countries. At least one country soundly criticized 
the Director-General's Report for ignoring the real causes of 
poverty and ~isery in the world, which ·are to be found in the 
inequities of the interTiational economy and specifically in the 
exploitation of poor countries by industrialized countries.· 
The remedy is a restructuring of the international economy 
along the lines "called for by the developing countries in 
their formal proposals for a ''New International Economic Order''· 

In this view, the real ~olutions to poverty are political 
rather than technical or econometr{c. Therefore, cr~ation 
of jobs in oPder to keep social or political peace is to be 
avoided. And while groWth for growth's sake or growth for 
profit, should give way to growih for the productions of goods 
to satisfy basic needs, that growth must not be based on 
~mall-scale agriculture and small-scale industry, but on an 
''authentic'' industrial base, without which poor countries 
will remain forever dePendent on industrialized countries. 

Other countries, while not taking the position that poverty 
stems solely from international inequities between rich and 
poor- countries or that rich countries want to keep poor 
count~ies down, did stress their belief that a restructuring 
of the international economic order to be more favourable to 
poor countries was a prerequisite for poor countries to carry 
out a basic-needs strategy -that a national basic-needs 
strategy cannot be achieved without changes in the inter
national order as well. Still other countries recognized a 
need for changes in the international order as -an aid to 
adoption of national basic-needs strategies but without 
asserting that basic-needs strategies could not be adopted 
without such changes. A few of these countries also stressed 
their belief that rapid industrialization and large-scale 
production units are preferab!e to emphasis on agriculture 
and on many small productive enterprises. 

Some of the industrialized countries, including the United 
States, appeared to take the position that there is at best 
a -tenuous or indirect link between basic-needs strategies and 
a new internati-onal economic or.der. It is hard to sa·y if this 
positi~n was founded on substantive analysis or was merely a 
procedural attempt to keep the discussion (and the resolution) 
away from international economic order issues, in an attempt 
to deflect such matters'to past and future forums where 
delegations are prepared to deal with them in detail. 

·The position stated by the Soviet Union, and echoed by other 
East Eur"opean countries, was that the Director-General 1 s Rt:tport 
is based on a number cf ''dangerous doctrines''. Among these· are 
(1) that food production should be emphasized (whereas it is 
clear that the best road to development lies through rapid 
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capital formation, industrialization and modern production 
techniques); (2) that multinational corporations can help 
developing countries by improving technical levels (wher~as 
it is certairi that ·these corporations simply want profiis 
from cheap labour); and (3) that more intensive technology. 
should be used (whereas it is known. that such a path is not 
realistic and .is merely a way for the rich countries to push 
the people of developing countries into docility and keep them 
at a lower stage of development). 

Thus the Soviets and the-ir East European allies (along with 
a few deyeloping countries), while supporting the thesis 
coritained in the Direcior-General's Report that the goal of 
development is the satisfaction of basic.human needs, through 
full employment and an equitable distribution o£ wealth, 
totally disag~eed with the methods proposed for' achieving that 
goal. (The Soviet answer was for developing countries simply 
to copy the policies of the Soviets_ and other East Europeans.) 

' . ~ 

On the other hand, most of the delegates at the Conference 
from both developing countries and industrialized market economy 
cou~tries, did favour the proposed methods, in general~ as 
indicated by their support for the essential elements of the 
basic~needs strategy. At the same time, it was clear that 
developing country delegates had a natural reluctance to pin 
themselves down in j binding way to particular course of 
act~on, and-the final resolution contains many provisions which 
seek to maintain flexibility i~ this respect.'' 
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C H A P T E R I 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ST~UGGLE FOR A 

NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOM~C ORDER 

The "first twenty years· after the Second World War were ch~racterized 

by a ceaseless struggle on the part of the developing ~ountries to 

transform the structure of international economic relations by recourse 

to interna t ion.31 co-opera·t ion. But the struggle was of no avail. 

In the seventies then, there was.more hunger, more illness, more 

illiteracy, more homel~ss people in the developing cduntries, more 

cultural oppression ~bd more di~ect and indirect exploitation of man 

b~ man, than ever before. 

Important and unforseen events such as the decolonization process, 

technological progress, rapid population growth and others, encouraged 

an~ ~oulded t~e features of the atruggle mentioned above. 

Up to 1956, the"United Nations had only 60 members. ·By the end 

of the d·ecade, 46 newly independent Third World StateS had j.oined the 

. organization. To-day.it inclUdes more than 130 sovereign nations • 

Uqprec~dented scientific and technological innovation, coupled with 

progress· in the field of communicatiorts made the people~ of t~e 

periphery aware that for the first time in history, freedom from need 

had b"eCOlJle technically and rnate~iall)r"···feasible. Finally the peripheral 

countries also came to realize that their own deteriorati1.g socio

economic situation was in many ways liriked to the world system cre~ted 

and maintained by the world"'s more affluent societies. Common external 

obs~acles to progress were increasingly identified, thereby uniting the 

developing countries.closer together in the struggle for their rights. 
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Since 1968 in addition severe unrest began to disturb the idyllic 

calm of the affluent societies. There were violent popular reactions 

against a system devoted almost eXclusively to the acCumulation of· 

private wealth, which paid scant regard to either the social context 

or its impact on the environment, and'which moreover led to useless 

wars. 

Early ~igns of such unrest were the bitter racial conflicts which 

flared up in· the Uni~ed States, accompanied by a rriuch agitation in the 

universities. Western Europe went through the turmoil of May 1968. 

Hence, by the beginning of the seventies there was already much 

evidence' that the economic order was bursting at.the seams. 

October 1971 saw the col~apse of. the internationa~ rnoneta~y system 

created twenty-five years eailier. Even though this collapse had been 

widely forecast, as the system had already been in a critical con

dition fpr years,_,it still caused universal upheaval, amongst other 

reasons due to the considerable harm it inflicted upon the inter

nat~onal economy i~ general, and the developing countries in particuLar. 

This sudden jolt to the world economy also shed some light_on a 

phenomenon which, cintil then, had re~eived little attention: the 

transnational corporation, which was an important factor in the break-

·down of the monetary ~ystem. More or less at the same time, a tremen-

dous international scandal broke out over the attempt of one such 

corporat1on to overthrow the democratically elected government of a 

:Third World country. 

The .so-called ''oil crisis'', which bu!st upon the world late in 

1973, finally, created an entirely new situation in the economic re

lations between the industrialized and the developing countries. The 

decision of the OPEC countr~es first to double, and then to. triple 

and quadruple the price of oil, intpoduced an abrupt change in the 

balance: of power between two sectors of the world. The industrialize-d 

countries suddenly realized, that, on a matter so vital as energy, 

th.ey we·re henceforth dependent on decisions ta-ken outside their own 
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.frontiers by developing countries. This came as such a shqck. that 

there were even threats of military interyention against producer 

countries at the time. Additionally., the crisis· accelerated the 

search for· new sources of energy, and made it clear to the dev~loping 

countries that associations of producers of raw materials and com

m·odii::ies were a po,ssible course of action which could improve their 

bargai~in·g power with the dev~loping q6untries •. 

Tl~ese events taken as a whole strengthened the developing 

countries' realisation of the injustice and inadequacy of the post

war ·international economic order which reinforced their dependence 

and backwardness. 

The formulation of the Declaration on the Establishment of a 

New ~nternational Economif Order adopted by the sixth special session 

of the ·United Nations General Assembly, the measu.res to implement it 

included in the Programme of Action as well as the Charter of Economic 

Rights and Duties of StateS, cannot be disassociated from these events. 

They represent the result of a long process of confrontation and 

dial6gue between developing and the developed countries. What had 

·origirially been an almost intuitive assessment of the inherent im

balances of the world order on the part of the developing countries, 

matured during this process, becoming a coherent and 'articulate set 

of claims which could not be ~ejected outright or disregarded by the 

developed countries. 

The main stages of this lon'g struggle, headed· by the Mov~ment of 

N~n-aligTied countries and by the Group 77, are outlined below. 

The Cairo Conference 

During the first years of the United Nation~, in the late forties, 

the de~eloping countries had recorded som~ successe~, such as the 

establishment of the regional economic commissions and the programmes 

of techllical assistance. The regional commissions, especially ECLA, 

proved to be valuable analytical tools, generators of new development 

concepts and distributors of edonomic information in keeping with 

realities in their peripheral regions. 
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However, the concerted campaign of the Third, World to transform 

the syst~m. of North/South relations has its origins in the .1962 Cairo 

Conference, a meeting convened by some Non-aligned countries in order 

to discuss solutions to common e~onomic difficulties. The meeting 

formulated a series of recommendations designed to improve ~he prices 

of developing country exports, to improve the terms and to increase 

the amoUnt of external financing available to them, to obtain more 

arid better technical assistance, etc. It al~o included a ~ecision 

to request the United Nations to convene a world ~onference on trade 

and· development. 

UNCTAD I 

This conference, held in Marph-June 1964, was the first to be 

called to discuss trade and development. problems as a whole with the 

participation .of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. It 

was p~ecede~ by more than one year's preparation, a period which 

witn~~ied' th~ formation of what later was to be called the ''Group of 

77", a non-institutionalized developing country forum for the co

ordinaticin of positions vis~i-vis discussions at UNCTAD and the -General 

Assembly. The Gioup represented the first attem~t of the Third World 

countries to organize themselves in a united front. 

UNCTAD I did not live up to the hopes it had aroused, but was 

undoubtedly ari important event to the extent that it was :the first 

gathering where a Conceptual debate was held on international economic 

relations in general, and internatiopal trade in particular, in con-· 

_nexion with development. 

The Third World countries saw the conference as an opportunity 

to lay down a set of ~ore equitable ground rules for international 

trade. Their proposals were-embodied in 15 basic. ''principles'' sub~ 

mitted to the 9onference. These proposalS, reflecting enormous con

ceptual. differences between developed and developing countries, en

countered considerable resistance on the part of the former, notably 

the United States and were ultimately adopted by a roll-~all vote in 

which almost all, and in some cases, all, the developed cou~tries 

voted against or abstained. 
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The United States for example, was the orily country to vote. 

against principles One, Four, and Six, a ·surprising ~ttitude in 

view of th~ fact that these principles are inseparable from those 

laid dbwn in the Charter of the United Nations. It is worth re-

call·ing the three principles concerned. 

folloWs: 

Principle One reads as 

''Economic relations between cpuntries, including trade re
lation~, .shall be based 6n respect for the _principles of 
soverign equa~ity of States, self-determination of peoples, 
and non-interference iri the internal affairs of other countries''. 

Principle. Four emphasizes the common obligation of the.inter

nationa~ community to insure the economic prosperity and well-being 

of the developing countries, thus contributing to peaceful relations 

~nd co-operatiq~ among other nations, it also reaffirms the com

mitment to individual and joint actions in pursuance of the economic 

and social objectives of the United Naiions Charter. 

Princip~e Six states that international trade is one of 

the most important factors in economic development and should .there

fore be governed by rules consistent with th~ ·attainment of economic 

and S?cial progress,-and calls for the creation of conditions con

ducive to the achievement of a rapid increas.e in the export earnings 

of the developing countries. 

On the _whole, the only s~gnif~cant decision taken at Geneva, 

was the in~titutionalizatiori of the Conference, thereby providing the 

United Nations system with a permanent body for an on-going discussion 

o~ trad~, development and related issues. 

The Charter of Algiers 

During the years following UNCTAD I, Third World countrie,s up

held their positions in the standi~g organ~ of UNCTAD, the Trade and 

Development Board and the technical committees. N_o r'eal progress was 

achieved however. For this reason, the developing countries, con-

vened a Conference of .the Group of 77 (which by the time numbered 86) 

with a view "to ensuring a more thorci~gh preparation of their parti

cipation at UNCTAD II. 
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The Conference was held in Algiers in October 1967. 

duced.the unanimously adopted ''Charter. of Algiers''· 

It pro-

Part one of the Charter describes the grievous economic and 

social situation prevailing in the developing world linki.rig it with 

industrialized countries' trade and other policies as well as to a 

series of ·unfavourable events which had fostered .the deterioration 

of the developing countries' economies since.-1964. But more re-

levantly, it alSo spelled out the position of the Group regarding 

each of the items of the agenda for UNCTAD II. 

The basic philosophy of .the Charter is summed up by the following 

sentences: 

''In a world or 1ncreasing interdependence, peace, progress and 
freedom are common and indivisible. Consequen~ly,.the development 
of developing c~untries will benefit the developed countries 
as well; 

Developing countries reiterate that the primary responsibility 
for ~heir development rests on_them; 

Developing countri~s are· determined to contribute to. one an
Other's development; 

However, a fuller mobilization and more effective utilization 
of .domestic resources of developing countries is possible only 
with concomitant and effective international action; 

Traditi.onal approaches ·isolated measures and li1pited con
cessions are not enough. Th~ gravity of the problem calls for 
the· urgent adoption of a global strategy for development re
quiring Convergent measures-on the part of both developed and 
developing countries.'' 

This last sentence basically involves a call for a substantial 

reordering of world economic ~elations, 

UNCTAD II 

UNCTAD II, held at New Delhi in February-March 1968, produced 

meagr~ results and was'another major disappointment for the developing 

countries, ~hich once again--~ncountered firm opposition from the major 

industrialized countries. 

jeci:ed in toto. 

The Charter of Algiers was virtually re-
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In fact, the so~e achievement of the conference was resolution 

2~ (II) regarding the establishment of a generalized, non-recipro

cal and non-discriminatory sys·tem of preferences for exports of 

manufactures and semi-manufactures Of underdevelope-d countrie.s. 

H"owever, the passage of time has. shown that this initiative has been 

of orily partial benefit to no more than 10 countries and that in fact it 

covers only· 11 per cent of dutiable exports of developing countries 

to OECD markets. 

The Inte~nati~nal Strategy for the·Second United Nat.ions Develop

ment Decade 

On the propo~al of the developing dountries, the Econ~mic and 

Social Council adopted resolution 1152 (XLI), calfing for a major 

effOrt aimed at the formulation of con·certed international measures 

as part of a glob_al strategy capable o'f avoiding a repetition of the 

First United Nations Development Decade,cha~acterized by slow, and 

indeed sheer lack of progress i~ terms pf developmental· objectives. 

Negotiat~ons on this were protracted and difficult but agreement 

was eventually reached nonetheless an~ on the occasion-of the 'twenty

fifth anniversary of the United Naiioris, the General Assembly, ·un

animously proclaimed the Second United Natio~s Development Decade, 

'beginning January 1, 1971, and adopted the International Development 

Strategy to be followed during' the decade. 

Oti that occasion, the industrialized countri~s accepted a n~mber 

of co~cepts, objectives and policy measures put forward by the de-

veloping countries which they had previously rejected. Th.e Strategy 

in effect, reproduces alm'ost verbat·im some of the passag·es Of the 

Charter of Algiers, such as: 

~'International co-operation ~or development ~ust beL~n a scale 
commensurate with that- of_ the problem itself. Partial sporadic 
and half-hearted gestures, ho~soeve~ well int~ntioned, will not 
suffice; 
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Economic and.social prog~ess is the common and shared res-
'ponsibility of the entire international community. It is 
also a prbc~ss in which the ben~fits derived by the developing 
countries from the developed countries are shared by the world 
as a whole. Every country has the right and duty to develop 
its human and natural resources, but th~ full benefit. of its 
efforts can be realized only with concomitant and effective 
international action; 

The primary responsibility for· the development of developing 
countries rest_ upon themselves, as. stressed in the 6harter of 
Algiers; but however great· their own efforts, these wi'll not 
be _sufficient to enable them to achieve the desired dev~lopment 
goals aS expeditiously as they must unless they are assisted 
through inc~eased financial-resources alld more favourable 
economic and commercial policies on the part of developing 
countries". 

The Strategy also stated that: 

''Governments designate the 1970s as the Second United Nations 
Developm'ent Decade and pledge themselves, iridividually and 
collecti~ely, to pursue policies designed to create a more just 
and rational-world economic and social order in which equality 
of opportunities should be· as much a prerogative of nations as 
of -individuals within a nation. They subscribe to the goals 
and objectives of the Decade and resolve to take the measures 
to trarislate them into reality''· 

Without prejudice to the above, it should be recalled that many 

industrialized countries approved the strategy subject to reservations 

of varying scope, or in ~ny case, formulating interpretative declara-

tions which in practice constituted formal reservations·. They also 

systematically reje~ted the possibi~ity of assuming concrete under

t~kings, subject to a previously established timetable, th~s sub

stantially weakening the strategy. 

Permanent Sovereignty- oYer Natural.Resources 

Ever since the beginnings of the unified struggle of the de~ 

veloping countries for a better international environment in terms 

of development, they have in one way or ·~nother·been concerned with 

affirming their sovereignty over natural resources. 
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The concept of p~rmanent ~overe~g~ty had already been impli~d 

in the Inte_rnat io.nal Covenant o~ Human Rights, and in resolutions 
'. 

523 and 626 adopted by the General,Assembly.in 1952. Ho~ever, the 

princ.iple was· only formally_ procl~imed as such,, in resolution 1803 

(XVII) adopted in 1962. 

This resolution states: 

''The right of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over 
.their natural resotirc~s and wealth'', a right which ''must be 
exercised in the interest 6£ their nation~! development and of 
th~ we~l-being of the people· of the State concerned~. 

A series of additional United Nations resolutions, in particular 

General Assembly resolutions 215~ (XXL) of 1966, 2386 (XXIII) of 1968, 

2625 (XXV) of 1970, 2692 (XXV) of 1972 and 3171 (XXVIII) of 1973 

a~tempted to devel?P and further clarify this principle. 

Although progress was made, recognition of this rig~ht remain-ed at 

a high le"V'ei of "generalis.atiOn, giving rise to the most varied in

-terpretations, as manifested in conflicts which later arose out of the 

efforts of many developing countries to recover control of their 

natural resources by means of either nationalization or expropriation, 

notably the nationalization of copper-by Chile in 1971. 

These principles were later to form the backbone of the Charter 

of Economic Rights and Duties of States, they were also to have a 

cent-ral i-ole in· resolutions adopted by the General AsSembly i'n connexion 

with th~ establishment ·of a New International Economic Order. 

The Second Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77-

A second conference of the Group of 77 was held in Lima (October

November, 1971) prior to ·uNCTAD Ill,_ with objectives similar to those 

of the Aigiers encounter. 
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As in Algiers, the 77 discussed all the items on the UNCTAD · 

On this' oc~asion, special attentio~ was given-_td~a n~~ber 
agenda. 
of i·ssu~s includ~d iti the-~genda 6ri.the propo~al o~ t~e de~eloping 

''Re~ercussions of the interriati6rial·mon~tar~ countries, notably: 
situation. on ·world trade and development, in particular o.f the de

veloping countries''; ''Examination of economic institutional pro

visions of U~CTAD"; "Repercussions of the economic groupings on 

internation~l trade,. i~cluding the trade of ~he developing countries''; 

''Economic effects of the closure of the Suez Canal''; ''Resources ·of 

the Sea''; and certain additional·principles which-should ~overn economic 
On the in-

and trade relations with the underdeveloped countries. 

itiative of Af~ican nat_ions the question of spe~ial measures for the 

least developed among the developing countries, receiVed special 

attention. 

The Conference reaffi·rined the views exp_ressed in· the Charter of 

Algiers, as well as those voiced at UNCTAD II and the Tr~de and 

Development Board and went on to elaborate them further in·a document 

entitled the !'Declaration and Principles of the Action Programme of 

Lima". 

The Declaration begins by bringing the followi~g facts to_ the 

attention ~f the international community: 

"{a) The standard of living of the hundreds of millions of 
people of the developing countries is extremely low the 
~aising of their st_andard of living to a_ level consistent 
with human dignity constitutes _a real challenge for inter
national ~a-operation and contributes to. th~ creation of 
conditi9ns of stability and well-being for all hUma~ity; 

(b) In spite of an·~ver-all improvement in international trade 
and the world economy, as a whole, the relative position 
of the developing countries c6ntinues· to deteriorate; 

(c) The present international monetary crisis ~nd the inten
sification .of pro_tectionism by· de-veloped couhtries jeopardize 
vital trade and development interestS of the developing coun
tries and threaten the very basis of international economic 
co-operation at the very outset of the ·Seco~d United Nations 

Development Decade; 
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(d) The gap in the standard of living between the developed 
and the developing countries has widened _as a result of 
all these unfavourable trends since their meeting in Algiers 
in 1967, the poor countries have become relatively poorer 
and the rich countries richer''. 

The Declaration also calls for the adoption of: 

''basic pr~nciples designed to establish a new structure of inter
national economic relations based on a more just and dynamic 
international division of labo-ur". 

This statement for the first time sets out clearly_ ·and categorically 

a more or less comprehensive que_stioning of the international economic 

order. This not only resuited from _the so6io-econcimic situation of 

developing countries described by the Lima D~claration as above. The 

Conference also took place at the time of major upheavals such as the 

collapse of the international monetary system, the application of 

strong political and. e_.co:nomic pressures by the United- StateS ori Chile 

and Peru over differerices on com~ensation for nationalization of 

natural res-ources etc. 

UNCTAD III 

The third session of UNCTAD, was held"in April-Hay 19?~, in Sa~tiago, 

Chile. The basis for discussion was the Action Programme approved at 

Lima, a much.more articulate and soundly substantiated document· than 

previous ones .. 

The industrialized countries on that occasion were not in a position 

to make a frontal attack o.r to adduce objections of substance. Instead 

they kept to a defensive posit~on, merely arguing in essence, that 

the· ~revailing ~o~itico-ecoriomic situation made. any chan~e ''untimely''. 

Hence no progress was possible on the fundamental i~su~s before the 

Conference. No agreement could be.r~ached regarding access to markets 

of developed countries or on price stabilization for the raw materials 

produced· by developing couniries. The proposal to create a· Special 

Fund to meet the needs of the 25 least developed countries was also 

rejected by the major industrial powers. Nor did those countries 

accept effective measures to relieve the increasingly critical in-

debtedness of a large riumber of Third WOrld countries. There was 

no agreement either, on the question of the pripciples which should 
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govern international economic relations, espeCially on the principles 

connected with the question of perrnarient sovereignty over natural 

re~ources. The proposals put forward to improve the functionin&· of 

UNCTAD' as the international institution in the field of trade and 

development cind to create ari Inte~national Trade and Development 

Organization were also opposed by the large majority of industrialized 

countries. No agreement finally, was possi~le eithir, on the establi~h-

ment of a link between SDR's and development assistance. 

Hence the agreements reached at _the Conference (on some aspect~ 

of the· specific probl~matique of the least developed couritries, on 

the .institutional improvement of UNCTAD, on transfer of technology 

and other questions·) wer~ all of sec~ndary importance and in any case 

had no relationship to either m~gnitude of the tasks confronting the 

Confe~~nce, or to the context in which it ~as taking place. 

Abov.e all, the Conference is noteworthy for an enorm,ously important 

initiative in terms of the subsequent discussion on the establishment 

. ' 

of a new international economic order. In effect, it was at UNCTAD Ill, 

that the Presiden~ of Mexico, Mr. Luis Echeverria, proposed the ela

boration of a Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 

Such a Charter he stated, would complement the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights and strengthen the fr~gile-.legal foundations of the 

international economy by taking international co-operation ''away from 

the realm of goodwill and rooting it in the field of law''· 

Two years ~ater, the General Assembly adopted a Charter by an over

. whelming majority. 

The Appraisal of the Strategy for the Second Development Decade 

The Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade provides 

that an o~erall appraisal be conducted every two years, the second 

biennial appraisal being a mid-term revi'ew. 
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This exercise was coriducted· for the·fi~st time during the course 

of 1973. As stated by ECOSOC, it. showed that: 

. . ' ' 
11 The balance sheet of:,the first two y€:.:i.rs of the Second 'United 
Nations Development Decade shows that development problems, far 
from being solved, have become increasingly acute, ahd in many 
cases there has been a set-back in comparison with the situation 
prevailing in the latter part of the past decade.'' 

Moreover, ECOSOC stated that: 

''Even nearly thr~e years after the adoption of the In~ernational 
D~velopment Strategy, most developed countries have not as yet 
introduqed major policies changes in support of it. Some developed 
countries have demonstrated a welcome sense of commitmen~ to the 
provis~ons of 'ihe Strategy, but most have accorded a .low priority 
to the development problems of the developing countries. There is 
a danger that, owing to· the preoccupation of many developed counries 
w~th the ~eadjustment of their own -mutual relations, the urgent 
need for implementing the policy measures embo_died in. the Strategy 
will be disregarded.'' 

After· reviewing the situaticin with regard to specific objectives 

and issues, in fi'~lds such as trade, finance, official developm~nt 

assistanc~, -the iransfer of technology, ~he ECOSOC evaluatioQ concludes 

that: 

"On the whole, d~veloped countries have made slow, limited- and 
disappointing ·progress in their efforts to implement the provision 
in the strategy that developed countries, through j~int or uni
lateral_ action, will accord priority to reducing or eliminating 
barriers to the export .trade of 'the ~eve loping co~ntries." 

The General Assembly in turn, in its ''First Overall Review and 

Appr~isal of Programmes A6hieved in th~ Implementation-of the.Inter

national Strat.egy for Deve.lopment", endorsed the· rilajor conclusions 

of -ECOSOC and other United Nations bodies, such as for example~ the 

opinion of the Commmitee on Development Planning,_to the effect that: 

''the International Development Strategy remairis much more a wish 
than a policy". 

The Fourth Conference of Heads ~f State _of -the Non-alig~ed Countries 

The fourth Summit Co~ference of Heads of State or Government of the 

~on-aligned countries (Algiers, September 19.7~) made its own appraisal 

of the International Development Strategy, in the following terms: 
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'"Even assuming that the objectives set for the Second Deve
lopment. D~cade could be achieved,_ which is not at all certain 
the groSs national income of the developing countries would 
rise by only .as dollars, co~pared to 1,200 in the case of in
dustrialized States; 

For these reasons, estimates up to 1980 must necessarily be 
very pessimistic; 

The Third World, which has 70% of the world population sub
subsists on only 30% of its income; 

By the end of the present Decade the average per capita income 
in the developed countries will be 3,600 dollars, arid only 
265 dollars in the developing countries·; 

Out of the 2.6 billion inhabitants of the developing countries 
more than BOO million are illiterate almost 1 billion -suffer 
from malnutrition or hunger, and 900 million have a daily income 
below 30 US cents; 

The unanimously recognized f~ilure of the International Deve
lopment Strategy is to be attributed both to the lack of a 
political will dn the part of the rich countries, to apply the 
emergency measures, and to the fact t~at the growth objective 
does not properly reflect the main concerbs of the peoples of 
developing countries''. 

In its declaration on economic affairs the Conference moreover, 

stated that: 

''Imperialism remained the obstacle to the emancipation and pro
gress of the developing countries, which. are struggling to achiev~ 
standards of living compatible with the most elementary norms 
o.f well-being and human dignity. Not content with opposing the 
social and economic progress of the developing countries, it 
adopts an agr~ssive attitude towards those who resist its designs, 
and tried to impose on them the kind of political, social and 
ecopomic structures most .likely to favour for~ign domination, de
pendence and neocolonialism.'' 

The Conference adopted a Programme of Action emphasizing economic, 

political, scientific and cultural independence and internal structural 

change in the developing countries. Both the 1974 World Food Conference 

and the 1975 Dakar Conference·on Raw MaterialS had their origins in 

this programme as· did the id~a of establishing an Iriformation Centre 

on Transnational Corporations, later taken up by the Group of Eminent 

Persons charged with studying ~he influence of such corporations on 

development and international relations. 
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Most important of all though, the Programme firmly put forward 

the issue of a new international order by proclaiming the need to: 

" struggle against the firm will of the firm intention of the 
majority of the industrialized countries to perpetuate the existing 
economic order excl~sively f9r their benefit''· 

The Programme specifically calls for a ''new type ·of _international 

economic relations", and with that aim in mind, invited the United 

Nations Secretary-General to convene an extraordinary ~ession of_ the 

General Assembly. 

The international crisis manifested by phenomena men~ioned above, 

the unity of the Third World countries, and above all the power of 

OPEC countries did the rest: the recommendation was implemented, 

almost ·immediately and the special session was convened in April-M·ay 

197~. 

The New International Economic Order 

At its Sixt·h Special Session 

adopted resolutions 3iOl (X-VI) 

on 1 May 1974, the General Assembly 

and 3202 (S-Vl). The first is the 

Declaration of the Establishment of a New International ~conomic 

Order and the second is 'the Programme of Action for .its establishment. 

The Declaration has the merit of considering fo~ the fir~t time 

in a General Assembly resolution the urgent need to create a New 

International Economic O~de~ "which sh.all cor_rect inequalities and 

redress existing injustices, make it possib.le to elimin.ate the widening 

gap between th~ deve~oped and the developing count~ies and en~ure 

steadily accelerating economic and s9cial development and peace and 

justice for present and f.uture generations .•••• :" (third preampular 

paragraph). The Declaration reviews the exi_sting internatio,nal 

economic structure and its severe repercussions, especially on the 

developing couhtrie·s, emphasizes the reality of interdependence of 

a~i .·~.emJ:?·e.rs o~ t,h·e· world co~Jf:!unit_y, a'nd concludes by. affil,.;.m~_ng·. the 
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u-rgent need to establish a new order based on respect for the 

traditional political and economic principle~· ~tich as· ·soverign 

equalit~, non-intervention and- the free determination of Staies, 

equitable co-operation, full permanent _sovereignty of-ev~ry Stat~ 

over its natural resources etc. 

The Programme of Action on the establis.hment of the NIEO is 

intended to implement the principles included in the Declaration, 

and comprises specific proposals to be adopted with regard_ to: 

1. Fundamental problems of raw materials and primary commodities 
as r·elated to trade and development; 

2. International monetary system and financing of the development 
of ~eveloping countries~ 

3. Industrializa_tion; 

4._ Trarisfer of technology; 

5. Regulation and control over the activities of transriational 
corpora~ions; 

6. Charter of Economic Rights and_ Duties of State~; 

1.· Promotion oi co-o~eration among developing countries; 

8. Assistance in the exercise of permanent sovereignty of States 
over natural resources; 

9. Strengthening the role of the United Nations system in ~he field 
of international economic co-operatioh;.and 

10. A Special Programme in favour of the developing countries IDost 
seriously affected:by the ''oil crisis''· 

The Charter of Economic Rights atid Duties of States 

As pointed out earlier, the Charter· of Economic Rights _and Duties 

of States, adopted- by the United Nations General Assembly under 

resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 1974, f/ is closely linked to the concept 

of a New International Economic Order. 

!/ The resolution was adopted with 120 votes 'in favour, 6 against 
(Federal R~public of Germany, Belgium, Denmark, United States ~f 
America, Great Br.itian and Luxembourg) and 10 abstentions (Austr~a, 
Canada, Spain, France, Netherlands, Ireland, Israel; Italy, Japan 
and N or_way). -
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But rather than describing a-new order, the Charter aims at 

making such an order practically possible. The Charter reposes 

~n· the conViction that a New International Order is inevitable, 

but that its establishment implies an effort of negotiation between 

deYeloped and ~eveloping.countries of such magnitude and-complexity, 

that without previously establishing a series of essential guide

lines and basic standards of conduct, it would not be possible to move 

towards that objective. 

The Charter thus sets out to draw up such guidelines and standards, 

in particular on the basis of two .m~in princip~es: first the prin

ciple of the sove~eign eqtiality of all peoples, and second, the principle 

~hat all peoples have the inalinable right_ to choose ·the political and 

economic system that each deems proper to its own historical conditioris. 

Conscious of the factors which have prevented these principles from 

coming into effect, the Charter attempts to develop them by clearly 

setting out their legal and political implications. On the basis of 

this effort, which aims at pointing out conditions under which the 

principles in question can have a real content, the Charter draws up 

a systematic code of norms and guidelines, both on the level of inter

national relations and on that of the internal structures of States, 

which could serve as a basis for a new international order. 

The Seventh Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly 

On, 16 September 1975, the General Assembly at its Seventh Special 

Session adopted resoluti~D 3362 (VII) on Development and International 

Economic Co-operation. This resolution reaffirms the fundamental 

objectives of .the Declaration and Programme of Actiori on the Establish

ment of a New Internat~~nal-Ec6nomic Order and the Charter of Economic 

Rights and Duties of States, in the sense that all members of the system 

must participate in the search for solutions ~o world probiems, and in 

particular the imperative need to redress the economic imbalance between 

developed and developirig coun~~i~~.-



In o~der .tb furth~r the development of· all the countries of ~h~ 

Third World, the resolutiori.enumerates a number of· measures· to 'be

. taken in the ~allowing fields: 

1·. Internati6na~ trade; 

2. Transfer of real resources for financing the deve·lopment of 
d~veloping countries and international monetary reforms; 

3. Sci.ence· and technology; 

~.· Industpializatio~; 

5. Food and agriculture; 

6; Co-operation among developing countries; 

7. Restructuring of the economic and .social secto~s 6f the Unit~d 
Nat~ons system. 



C H A P T E R II 

THE ECONOMIC BIAS OF THE NEW 

INTERNATIONAL ORDER 

INTRODUCTION 

Development is generally conceived as a process of economic 

and sOcial,change centred on the human being conducive to the creation 

of conditionS in which all persons can realise their potentialities 

within a framework where they are not just pa~sive objects but parti

pate fully in the process of change. This tacit consensus encompasses 

the idea that evepy country in the world,needs to d~velop, and that 

this can be done in many different ways. 

However, on reading the major United Nations decisions that have 

oriented ~ost of the Organization's work, it can be said t~at ''social'' -

in the sense of htiman relatio~~. within the society ~ questio~s are 

con·sistently regarded as secondary to economic problems. This reflects 

a cert-ain "unde~development 11 in the definition of the development 

_"probl€~atique'' and in connexion with· the necessary tools to cope with 

it. It is not that the United Nations member. governments have either· 

failed to appreciate the magnitude of the issues involved,or to take 

them up inside the United Nations system, but that such problems have 

usually been studied in isolation without being assimilated into a 

development con~ept merging economic with social elements. 

It··is also generally agreed that economic and social factors form 

the two halves of the ·same global proces~, but, one of the main problems 

in the present world order is the supr~macy of the ecbnomic·aspects of 

this· diale-ctic.al relation to the obvious detriment of the social 

elements. This is dUe inter alia to the ·assu_mption that social problems 

will solve themselves automatically as soon as the economic problems 

have been disposed of. 
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·In order to suDstantiate the central thesis of this Chapter~ 

i.e. that the United Nations has adopted through its main decisions 

an economically biased approach.t6 development p~oblems~ an 

analysis will be made below of the Genera·! Assembly resolutions 

proclaiming the First United Nations Development Decade, the 

Interna~ional Development Strategy for the Second Unitad Nations 

Development Oeceade, the D~claration and Programme of. A~tion 

for a New .. International Economic Order, the Charter of Economic 

Rights and Duties of Statei. 

A. THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

1. First United Nations DeVelopment Decade 

On December 19th, 1961, the United Nations General Assembly 

adopt~d resolution 1710 {XV!) est~blishing the_First United Nations 

Development Decade. 

In the preaffibular part of the iesolution, reference is made 

to the general undertaking as~umed by the signatories of the 

United Nations Charter t~ ~rom6t~ the social progress of all 

peoples. The economit and social development of the iesi developed 

c~untries is also consider~d as a basic condition for the 

maintenance of international 'pe~ce and security. 

In the operative portion of this short resolution. the goal 

for the Decade is defined in the first of its eight paragraphs, 

as follows:· 

"to mobilize and"to sustain support for the·measures required 
on the part·of both developed and developing countries to 
acc·e·rerate progress towards self-sustaining growth of the·. 
economy of the individual nations and their social advancement 
sO 'as to attain in each· under-developed country a substantial 
increase in the rate of growth, wi~h each country setting 
its own target, taking as the objective a minimum annual 
rate of growth of aggregate national i8Come of 5 per cent 
at ·the end of the Decade". · 
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The concept underlying this formulatio.n is. c~early that of 

development in the sense of etonomic growth, and 'it therefore. 

more or less ignores the social dimensi6n of d~velopment~ The 

only ·exception to this formulation is paragraph {4) on the 

resolution through which the General As_se.mbly· requests the 

Secretary General .. to develop· proposals far the intensification 

of action by the United'Nations system in the fields of eco~omic 

and social development and refers specif~cally inter alia. 

to three groups of measures with a direct bearing an the social 

aspects of development. These are: 

"(1} meadures to accelerate the elimination ·af illiteracy, 
hunger and disease; 

(ii) the need to adopt new measures~ and to improve existing 
me.a~ure~~ for furth.er prdmoting educ~tion in general- and 
vocational and technical training in the developing 
countries. especially in the fields of public administration. 
education, engineering, public health and agronomy; and 

.Ciii} the intensification of research and demons·tration ••• 
to exploi~ scientific and technological potentialities 
of high_ promise for accelerating economic and sobial 
de·v.elopment". ' 

·In short. the resolution establishing t~e first United Nations 

Deve·lap~ent Decade practically exdludes·from its goals those 

of a sbriial nat~re. References made-in it to ·the social aspects 

of development o~ly concern a certain number of studies ·to 

be undertaken for proposing social measures. 

2. T·he Iriternational Oev.elopment.Strategy for the Second United 

Nations Devel·opment Decade 

In the preamble to the Strategy 'for bo.' II adopted in 

Oc~ober 1970, some allusions· are made to the need for the process 

of development to be conceived of in ~oth.economic and social terms. 
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The first paragraph recalls that since the approval of the 

fundamental objectives of the Charter of the_ United Nations, 

member countries have commited themselves, 

wto create conditions of stability and well-being and to 
ensure a minimum standard of living consistent with human 
dignity through 'economic and s6cial progress and developm~nt•. 

The Strategy recognized that the ultimate objective of 

developmen~ must be to bring about sustained improvement in 

th·e well-being of the individual and besta~· benefits on all. 

It states expresSly that: 

"This calls for a glob~l development strategy based on 
jbint and concentrated action by developing and developed 
countries in all spheres of ~cono~ic and soc~al lite: 
.in industry and agriculture. in trade and finan~e. in 
employment and education, in health and housing, in science 
and technology". 

But w~en the Strategy refers to the goals and objectives 

of the Decade, most of them .turn out to be of" an economic 

natJre and so~e (the annnual growth rate of the per capita 

GNP and of BXP,Orts of the d·eveloping· countries) are stri~t_ly 

quantitative objectiv.es. 

On the contrary when the Strategy begins to define Social 

objectives, it utters some.vague platitudes such as: 

( i J 

( ii~J 

(111] 

·•th~ well-being of children should be fosteredJ• 

"the full participation of youth in the .development 
process should be ensured;" 

"the full integration of women in the total development 
effort should be encouraged". 

Moreover, there is a st~iking difference in the amount of 

space given to economic and to social aspects. In speaking 

of human development (paragraphs 65-"72). the document refers 

to the measures to be taken with respect to population growth, 
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employment, education. health, nutriti~n. to the participation 

cif children and young people in the development process, to 

·housing and to the environment. And although this part 

whose ~ai~ paragraphs are reproduced below, is distinguished by 

its vague tone .and· general lack of specificity, it ~hould be 

pointed out that of all 'the documents analyze·d in this chapter, 

the Strat~gy is the one that pays most attention to the social 

aspects of development. 

(a) Population growth 

"Those developing countries which consider that theit rate 
of population growth hampers their development will adopt 
measures which they deem ·necessary in accordance with 
their concept of development ••• 

[b) Employment 

"Developing count·ries will make.vigo~ous efforts to _improve 
labour force statistics in order to be able to formulate 
realistic_ quantitative targ~ts for employment. They will 
scr~tinize their fiscal, monetary, trade and other policies 
with a view to promo·ting both employment and growth. 
-Moreo~er, f~r achieving these objectivie~ they will expand 
their investment through a fulle~ mobilization of domestic~ 
resources and an increased flow Of assistance from 
abroad •••••••. o •••••••••••••••••••• o o •• o •• 

As pSrt of their employment strategy. developing countries 
will put as much emphasis·as possible on rural employment 
and will also consider under~aking public works that harness 
manpower ....•..•... 
Developed countries and interna~ional organizations will 
assist developing countries in attaining their employment 
objectives". 

[cl Education 

"Developing countries will formulate and implement educational 
programmes taking into account their develqpment needs •• , ••• 
Intrees~ng use will be made of modern equipment~ 
mass media and new t~aching methods to i~p~ove the efficiency 
of education. Particular a attention will be devoted.to 
t.echnical training,. vocat~onal training and .. retraining ••••• 
Developed coun~ries and international institutions will 
assist ~n the ·task- of ex·tending and improving the systems 
of education of_ developing countries~ especi~lly by making 
availabl~ some of t~e ed~cational inp~ts in· short sup~ly 

.i:·n mariy ·dev-eloping couritries· and by pr.o.vidi·ng ass_istance 
to facilitate the flow of pedagogic resources among them•. 

[d) .Health 

"Developing countries will establish at least a minimum 
progrimme of health facilities comprising an infrastructure 
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of institutions including those far medical training and 
resear·ch for bringing basic medical servic~ within the 
reach of a specified proportion of their population by the 
end of the Oecad~··· A concerted international effort 
will be made to mount a world-wide campaign to eradicate 
by the end of -the Decade, from as many countries as possible, 
one or more diseases that still seriously afflict people 
in manY lands ••• " 

(e) Nutrition 

"Developing countries will adopt polici~s consistent with 
their 'agricultural and health programmes in an effort towards 
meeting their nutritional requirements ••• " 

(f) Children and Youth 

·noeveloping countries will adopt suitable rational policies 
for involving children and you~h in the development process 
and for ensuring thet their needs are met in an integrated 
manner•. 

(g) Housing 

"DevelopinG countrie:s will take st~ps to provide 
housing and related community facilities in both 
r~ral_ -a~e~s·, .especially for lo~-inccme groups •.• 

(h) Environrr:ent 

improved 
urban and 
• 

•Governments will i~tensify national and i~ternational 
efforts to arrest t·he· deterioration of the human environment 
and to take measutes towards its improvement, ·and to promote 
activities that will help to maintain the ecological balance 
on which human survival depends•. 

Lastly the strategy also refers, in SRction 4 (•ExpaMsion 

and diversification of productionn) to some problems of a social 

.na~ure. when it states ·th~t "developing countries should fo~mulate 

epp·I·opriate strategies for agricultur~ designed to rescue a 

more adequate food supply. from both the quantitative and the 

~ualitative view points. to meet their nutritional and industrial 

requirements~ to expand rural employments an·d to increase export 

earnings n. The strategy also suggests ·the.·reed tq adopt land 

reforms to promote·So.c:!.al_policie'S anC: agricultur·e efficiency. 
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B. NEW ~NTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 

The ba-ses for the establishment of the New InternationaL 

Economic Order are basically defined in the Resolutions adopted 

by the Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly as well 

as ·in tho Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of Stat~s. 

The Resolution adopted by the seventh Special Session provides 

sub~idiary elements to the contents of the NIEO. 

All these documents basically refer to econonic aspects 

of int.ern~tional co-operation and virtually leave aside the 

social aspects of development. 

For instance there. arg only a few minor ~nd i~~olated 

roference~ in t~e ?rogra~me of_ Ac~i6n ~dopt~d by the Sixth 

Special Session to ques.tions that fall outside the purely economic 

sphere. In relation to food. for instance. the Programme atates 

thet "a·l:-1 effo:-ts should be made to refrain from dan:aging or 

deteriorating natural resources and food re~ources. especially 

those deriv~d ~ram the sea. by _prc~enting pcll~tion and taking 

·appropriat~ staps to ~rotec~ and reconstituto those resources~. 

On vocationai training. it states: "The internetional community 

o.hould 
1

Continue and expand ..• the operational and instruction

cri8nted technical assistance programmes. including vocational 

training and management development rif national personriel of the 

developing countr~es in the light of their special development 

requirements". In relation to the transfer of technology. the 

Progiamme recommends that all efforis should be made to give 

-ac'C.ess on imprOved te~ms to rr:ode:-n technology· and to adapt 

that. technology~ as appropriate, to specific econoMic. social 

and ecological conditions and varying stages of development in 

developing countries. Lastly. _it establi_shes that c~llective 

self-raliance and growing co-o~cration a~ang developing courttries 

will further strengthen their ro:e in the new in~etnational 
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economic order, and that·•developing countries ••. should tak.e 

further steps, inter alia~ to promote_and· estab-lis·h effective 

intruments of co-operation in the fields of industry, science 

and technology, transport shipping and mass communications 

me.dia•. 

As to the Charter, moreover,- the mere fact that the right~ 

and d~ties of States referred to are "economic" is illustrative -

of the importance which this. aspect of development is given in 

it. Only in chapter 11, th~re .are three references (articles· 7,9 

and 16) .that break away from thig obsession with the economic~ 

Article 7, establishes that: 

"every St~te has the primary responsibility to promote 
the economic, social end cultural. development of its ~eople. 
To this end, each State has the right and·tha· responsibility 
to cho·ose -its ·11eans and go_als cf- development, fully to 
mobilize and use'-its re~ou~ci~s to imple~ent progressive 
econ:;mic and social reforms and to ensure the ful_l pa,rticipation 
of its-· people in 'the process and benefits of development ••• 

Article 9 stipu~ates that: 

"all Sta~es have the responsibility to co-operate in the
economic, sccial, cultural. scientific and ~echnological 
fields for the promotion of economic and social progre~s 
through the world os~ecially that of the developing countrios•. 

Article 16 states that: 

"it is the right and duty of all States, individually and 
coll~ctively, to ~liminate colonialism, apartheid, social 
~iscrimination, neocolti~ialism and all forms cf foreign 
egression. t'!ccupation a·nd dom1n3tion, and the economic 
and socjal consequences the~oof, as a prerequisite for 
development .•• • 

In the chapter on "common responsibilities towards the inter

national community• there is an articl~. (No. 30) on the problem 

of the· environment and some general principles are_ laid down. 

It states: 

''The ~rotection, prese~vation an~ the enhanceru~nt 
of ihe environment for thA ~r€s€nt and ~uture genera-
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ti6ns i_s the responsibility of all States. All S~ates 
shall end~avour to establish their own environmental 
and development policies in conformity with such ~espon·sibility. 
The environmental policy of all States should enhance 
and not adversely affect the Present and future development 
potential of developing countries. All States have the · 
responsibility to ensur~ that activities within their 
jusisdiction or control do not cause damage to the · 
environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits 
of national jurisdiction. All States should co-operate 
in ~volving international norms and regulations in the 
field of environment''·· 

In the document adopted by the VI·Ith Special Session, 

the econ6mic aspects of development are also over ridin~. 

The only exceptions are foUr, very general paragraphs. One, 

.in the ·chapter on industrialization, deals with the'employment 

problem and states that: "in view of the importance of the 

forthcoming WOrld Employment Conference, Governments should 

undertake adequate preparations ~nd. Consulations''· The 

Chapter on food and agriculture, includes three paragraphs 

mention"ing diff~rent social aspects of the food problem 

which are not particularly innovative. 

Health problems finally are briefly refered to in the 

resolution~ in the following. terms: 

The World Health Organization and the competent organs 
of tPe United Nations system, in particular the United 
Nations Chil~r~n's Fund,. should intensify the international 
effort aimed at improving health conditions in developing 
countries by giving priority to preyention of disease 
and malriutrition and by providing primary health services 
to _the communities, includirig maternal and child health 
and family welfare''· 

c; The reasons which explain the biased approach. 

Although aft_er the adoption. by the General Assembly 

of the, St~ategy for the Second Development Decade, the 

majority of the specialized organizations and agencies of 

the United Nations system,·adapted their respective 

programmes of work to the framework of the Strategy sach 

dec_ision_s we're mostly of a _formal nature, not representing 

in any case, an attempt to integrat~ the specific objectives 
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or ~ction~ 6£ such organlza~ions into the framework of a 

wider strategy. 

The United Nations specialized organizations and ageneies 

d~aling w~th _problems of considerable social importance~ 

thus concentrated almost entirely on their technical work, 

paying insufficient attentiori to the major economic problems, 

which cannot·be divorced from those of their field of competence. 

This ''divorce'' has rarely been so lamentably obvious as in 

the preparation of the Strategy for the Second Development 

Decade~ 

One of the reasons which could contribute to explain this 

fact is t~at neither the Social and Economic Council nor the 

Geri"er·al Assembly have really_ attempted to integrate the work 

accomplished by different agencieS and bodies of the system. 

Even the General Assembly's Third Commission, which has carried out 

important tasks in the social field, has acted in ·isolation 

from the Second Commission, devoted to the consideration· of 

economic probl~ms. 

But there are other, far more fundamental reasons than 

these explaining the predominance of this biased approach. 

Neither the· General Assembly nor the Economic and Social 

Council have pl~yed the ·~ale they should have done as factors of 

integration - because this was the wish of their Member states. 

The reasons for this should be sought in the motives or causes 

of such an attitude amongst United Nations member States and 

in this case, especially amongst developing countries·- the 

principal promot.e::os o.f..:,.these. de.cisions. 

Two important elements emerge. First until the middle 

of the 70s, it was fashionable to think that economic growth 

generated social progress. In oth~r words, that the gr9wth 

of gross.national product gave rise to an increase in income 

of all or the majority of social groups and that thiS increase 

was moreover translated by a modification of prevailing social 

conditions. Sectors not participating in such benefits were 

considered as margin~! and treated a~ such. 
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It was necessary· for the crisis starting at the-beginning 

of the decade to become general and for.an era of more or less 

generalised economic growth to come to an end for the fallacy 

to be discoy~red. Although in. fact, analysis of what was happening_ 

in m~ny countries.in. the.~ie~d ?f income dis~ribution, delays 

.in sharing of the benefits of growth by major sectors of the 

population. an~· the persistence of truly impoverished economic 

and social con4itiops for the bulk of the Third world's 

inhabit~nts~ had already t,ken away much of the value of these 

theories. 

Secondly, it is necessary to analyse the actual nature of 

the po~tulates.presented or s~pported _by developing countries· 

in ~nternational org~n~satiops to be able to understand 

better t.he reasons for the. aban9on of the social objectives of 

de~elop~ent in ~he_major dopuments adop~~d~by the United Nations. 

These p·ostulates are based on the premise that the solution 

to the major problems lies in the triodification of inte'rnational 

economi9· relations, and that if industrialis~d.countries accept 

·the modi'f{cat.{on- of the rules on which such relations are based 

it, ~~~ld b~ possible to change the .econo~ic situation of developing 

countr"ies,, ~hi~h-, based on the notion ?f the followthrough 

of social phen~mena t·o economic events, _would a~so generate 

significapt soci~l transformations. 

F~r this reason,, all the effort and struggle '?f 

developing c~u~trie~ in international organisations h~s been

e~sentially direct~d at obtaining ~ change of attitude oh the 

part. of the industrialised countries. This implies leaving 

as_ide tb_e ____ analy~~-~ at tl}_e_.if!.ternational ~evel of the internal 

pplici~s_of deye~oping countries •. Mor~over, the nature of the 

pps.tul_ates pointed out' and the_ kind of ltcontent" established 

in international fora (North ys. So~th) also ''tactically'' 

requ~r~s th~ abapdon ~f. discuss~ons o~ .internal policies, and 

thus of .. soci~l questions~ 

This does nOt mean that developing countries are-not 

concerned With social questions, or that they do not discuss 

them within _specialised organisations. But it indicates that 

t_hese countries have ceased to project' the social aspects 
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ofcde~eicipment on to the debate linked to ''internationai eo~ 

oper~tion'' ·(from which arise the documents commented on above). 

In many cases, this ommission has been the obje~tive 

explicitly pursued, in particular by countries.where the· 

''deve1o~ment 11 model chosen reposes on the permanence 6£ major 

injustices and on the indefinite postponement of the 

redistribution of the benefits. of _economic growth. 

The same is true of countries where internal debate and 

popula~ p~rticipation in the adoption of de6isions has b~etr 

indifinetely postponed. It should be pointed out th~t the 

overlapping of countries in each Of these two groups is quite 

broad. 

For these reasons, as ·will be explained in the,Sec~ion 

below on ''Human basic ne~ds'', the attempt$ of various 

industrialised countries to open the debate on strat~gies aimed 

mainly a~ achieving certain strictly internal objectives in 

dev,eloping countries can turn out to be contradictory. In 

the first place, because they steer the debate away from the 

justifiable concern of developing countries with obtaining 

a substantial modific~tion of present int~rnatio~l ecpnomic 

relations as the basis on which to improve their economic 

situation aDd have a bigger say in international dicision making. 

Se~ondly, because·such strategies can only work by abandoning 

''development models'' obtaining i~ many developing cotintries, 

with the consequent alterations in the,internal power structures 

this implies. All of which does not mean that those 'industrialis~d 

countries promoting discussion of such strategies shouid be 

discouraged, but only on condition that they do not make this 

attitude a means to escape the discussion of the fundamental 

transformations needed in the present structure of international 

eConomic relations. 



C H A P T E R III 

THE NEED FOR A NEW CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT 

The previous ·chapter gave reasons for the biased approach 

of the principal documents approved by the United N~tions. 

This characteristic relates to the notion of development 

contained in Un·ited Nations documents and in the positionS 

supported there by the developl~g countries. Th·e notion of 

development implicit in ·th~ polici's actually fo~lowed by 

thos~ countries, however, is another thing. Of course, riot 

all developing countries follow the same patterns or models 

of de-velopment, but in most cases, several common features 

can be identified: technical and financi~l dependence, 

consumerism, the absence of adequate planning and of a 

coherent order of priorities, inadequate or unjust income 

distribution. 

It is this second notion of development which is criticised 

in this chapter ~nd which justifies the search for other 

development models.· 

It should al~o be ~ointed out that insofar as such 

criticisms b~ild up in developing countries and come to be 

operati·Onal, th~re will be correlative inodifications in the 

P?Sitions taken up by developing countries inside international 

organisations in discussions on international co~operation. 

As stated by Ignacy S·a·chs, the debate on development 

and environment has·led to the emergence of: 

''The paradigm of another development: self-reliant, 
nee,d-:oriented and. envir,onrnental],.y so,undo .This paradigm 
ha"s- a': Tio!-.Tnative .. cha·racter. .It' is :. 0 a suitable conceptual 
fra:rneWo~k tO ·discUSs a-l-ternative resource--use patterns 
in -c·~r;j-~nct.{op_-.wJt.h·. 1:-he red.ef-iri'ition of the. devel<:?Prnent 
goals o 'th_e corice.P.t h·as_: thus. a p"ri.mS.rilY he--uristic. value o . ' ( . ' . . ,. 
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It helps us to ask pertinent questions and hopefuliy 
to un_derstand better the development-environment nexus". ];./ 

The key element of this statement, which is applicable 

not only to development-environmen~ issues, is its reference 

to ''another d~velopment". This seems to be the point of 

convergence .of.a series of doctrines, which are slowly 

taking hold in a wide variety of circles. Their common 

thread is the need ·to arrive at_other types of devel?pment. They 

have diverged from traditional political thinking,-or renovated

this thinking, and have thus built up a body of criticism 

on the development model at present prevailing in most of the 

develOpi-ng world. 

Most of these doctrines have resulted f_rom. the increas-ing 

gravity of a given problem or from the analysis of a specific 

''probl,matique''· 

Perhaps the clearest case is· tha: of what has been 

called: "eco-devel.opment''.which, st~rting from concern with 

the deterioration of the environment, and going_ on to the 

analysis of its ·causes has arrived at a concept of social 

dev~lopm~nt centred around the preservation of envir6nmental 

equilibrium. In turn the· "self-reliance" doct.rine started with 

a theory of disequilibrium in developing countries' trade, went 

on to analyse its causes, and·proposed that such countries 

"uncouple" from the international economic sy~tem which harms 

them, and ended up with a doctrine on the full use oi each 

developing country's own resources, and of developing-countries 

as a grqup._ Thus becoming assi~ilated in a way to the solidarity 

doctrines close to premarxist socialism. 

1/ rgnacy Sachs, contribution. to the Chapter "Strategies 
of Change on Environment: and Development" ,UNCTAD· Expert 
Group Meeting, on the ''I~pact of Resource Management 
Problems and Policies in Developed Countries on 
International Trade and Development Strate~ies''· 
Geneva 13-18 May 1974. 
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A third example is given by development strategies 

centered around the satisfaction of the basic needs Of the poorest 

strata of the population in Third World countries~ These 

stPategies have been drawn up on_th~-b~sis of an essenti~lly 

Yoluntarist approach, without taking sufficient account of 

thei~ implications on the obstacles that their application would 

encounter. 

these three aspects of· "another development'' _not only 

have in common their critical attitude towards present models,· 

but als~ certain defects, notably ~hose· from the extremely 

narrow approach on which they were original"'ly based. As 

their formulation haS developed however, theY ~ave incorporated 

elements from each other and have started to resemble a 

single notion while still ke'eping in niind the speci_~ic 

problems which originated them. 

Another common aspect to t.hese three approaches is that 

they h~ve been developed essentially ·on .. the theoret-ical and 

not the instrumental level. They are concepts of development 

which would still seem to be on a ''strategic level''· They 

still have before them the ~heoretical problems which will 

inevitably arise when the stage of ''tactical instrumentation'' 

is reached. In other words, they are concepts which are 

often somewhat removed from the power realities of the 

contemporary world. Not on the level of the analysis and 

criticism of present models, but on the level of the application 

of criteria for.action towards which these concepts must 

evolve if they are to become·operational. 

At the same time there is a need to further integrate 

these concepts on the theoretical level. Secondly, this integrated 

notion needs to become .a useful i_nstrument -for tpe struggle 

of developing countries Within the inte~_national coTI)munity. 

Both proposals, and the· need to integrate its component 

elements into a convergent concept of development are considered 

in next sections. 
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In the following analysis we have not tr{ed to develop a 

theoretical scheme implied in a new,· integrated- aTid differentiated 

notion of development. Only the paths to convergence- have 

been sketched out. The final. ·destination will have to be 

a notion or concept of integrated development·centered on 

man and his environment, and society as a whole, instead of 

only those who direct and possess it, from within and without. 

This n6t~on will abandon the· present ''economically biased'' approach, 

and take full~ into account the importance of social and ecological 

aspec.ts, and above a·11 the po-wer realities. ThiS is the only 

way_ ?f constr~cting a theoretical scheme which can be useful 

to the liberation of developing countries. 

This proposal does not mean setting aside the struggle 

of the Third World f6r ·a New Inte~national Ecotiomic Or4er. 

On the contrary, integrated development will not be possible 

without a New International Economic Order. The concepts 

are not contrary but complementary and mutually enriching. 

The New Order is fundamentally aimed at altering the present 

balance of economic power in the world, power -as regards the 

distribution of ownership and the caicotu of decision on 

th~ use of wOrld's wealth. Its final objective is the redistribution 

of of wealth and international economic power. If there has

been little progress tow~rds this aim so far, it is because 

those who are asked to give in have no urgent interest in 

doing so, much less under present circumstances, where 

such redistribution must be carried out in conditions of 

global economic recession, i.e. where what has to be redistributed 

is wh·at exists and not an indefinitely growing mass of w_ealth. 

3ut Integrated development is not oppOsed to this. On the contrary, 

without integrated development such a redistribution, -which 

is not ~erely a question of justice, but a necessary condition 

for the. vast mass of disinherited_.humanity to sati~fy its 

basic needs - would have no m~anin~. Otherwise th.is redistribu-tion 

would end up benefitting the same minorities who in developing 

countries have been the major brake to economic development and 

social progress. 

j 
l 
' l 

i 
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More 1mmediately, .the notion of integrated development 

should be put forward ·as the centr~l ob,ective of the next U.N. 

D~veloprnen~ Strategy. This would shift action away from the ob

jectives of the last two decades, which have been .. limited to 

achieving eco"nomic growth rates, all equally useless in solving 

the trtie problems of dependence and its consequences. 

1. BASIC HUMAN NEEDS 

Evidence thqt the economic growth of many developing coun

tries in the 1960's and early 197~'s was accompanied by income 

distribution patterns condemning large sectors of the population 

to ~xtreme poverty, gave rise to the idea, in. certain internatio

nal circles, that .iid from the industria-lized countries and in

tern~tional organizations should not igno~e ·the f~te of this vast 

disinherit~d majority. 

This approach was linked with the initiative of some indus

trialized countries to concentrate development aid on the least 

developed countries. 

Both appr~aches, though laudable in several aspects, did not 

ho~ever conceal a factor common to both: the limited amount of re

sources made available to developing countries by the indu~tria~ 

li zed war ld. 

In other· words, when in spite of some effQrts to h~lp deve

loping countries, acute pover~y and the_gravest social problems 

continued to persist in most of the Third World couritries, these 

circles in the ·indu~trialized countr~es came to the conclusion 

tha·t·· a development strategy should be drawn up with t·h·e aim of 

satisfyin~ the most basic needs of the pbore~t part of humanity. 

This strategy had the advanta~e of both calming many prob

lems of conscienc~· and optimisin~.the use of the limited.resources 

which industrialized· countries wire willi~g to devote to· ''interna

tional co-operation''. At the ·same time, this strategy was accornpa-
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nied by strong appeals to the ruling classes in the developing 

countries to promote b~tter income distribution patterns: 

Even thOugh it is possible to have re~ervations about the true 

motivation of the people who took the initiative of proposing a 

strategy based on the satisfaC.tion of basic human nedds, it must 

be recognised that the ultimate objective is morally desirable, 

socially necessary and economically feasible. 

I~s ~imitations only emerge_ when it comes to defining or 

quantifying it. Two kinds of problems then arise. The first is 

essentially theoretical and refers to the definition of ''basic 

needs"~/. Most authors divide them into two levels: what can be 

termed ''subsi~tenc~'', and the rest, with an external limit on the 

latter which· also varies -~~eatly· from one au~~or to another. 

Most authors consider that basic needs must .b~ nati~nally 

defined, or in other words, that it is an essentially social and 

thus, relative concept. This criterion, easy to understand with 

reference to the external limit of basic needs (i.e. the limit 

beyond .. which th~r~ are no longer ''needs'' out desires or ''social 

or ''cultu~al'' requirements) is not so clear when it is a question 

of the ne.eds that must be satisfied if a human being is to su.r

vive and perform his mo~t elem~ntary social functions (work, re

produce, he educated). ~ut beyond the theoretical aspect such con

troversies might have, it is certain that these differences are 

finally resolved in terms of some dollars, ffiore or less, of per 

capita income. 

When it comes to quantifying basic needs, the Controversies 

take on other characteristics 3J. Differences become methodologi

cal, ~nd a~~ lost in the thick ftig of mathematical models and co~~

puter print-outs. The results are usually more or less diverging 

2/ For a definition of ''nasic needs'' and its categories or levels, 
see: J. McHale and M. Cordell McHale, ''Basic Human Needs: A 
Framework for Actiori'', a report sub~{fted to UNEP in 1977. See 
also, the report of the Director General of tbe _ILO 'to the Tri
partite World Employment Conference, op. cit. For a broad dis
cussion on the definitio.n of needs, seeP. Belleville, "Besoins, 
production, consornmation'', in ''Econornie et Humanisrne, N° 203, 
January-Febryary, 1972. 

3/ See especially J, McHal·e and M. Cordell'·McHale, op. cit. and 
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figu~es on rates of growth necessary to attain the objective of 

~at~sfying basic needs by target year, on the importance of ·income 

·redistribution needed in. this or that region of the world, on the 

extra resources which would have .to be transfered from the 

industrialized to the developing countries, etc. In general, the 

level of aggregation at which universal.ly applicable models have 

to function do not permit conclusions beyond this type of generality, 

·although they are of some real interest. Inter alia because they 

oblige many supporters of the status quo to see that far more 

optimistic scenarios that the sad realities of the present day can 

in fact be imagined and projected for the developing countries. 4/ 

But what most .authors favouring the ''basic need~'' approach do 

not evaluate is the importance of th~ economic and social changes, 

both national and i~ternational, which are needed if the goals of 

a strategy truly aimed at establishi~g the basic human needa of the 

bulk of h~manity within a reasonable time frame, are to be attained. 

This is the second source of problems, and the most interesting and 

paradokical a~pect of this appr6ach. 

In its initial conception, the basic needs approach is presented·. 

as an aseptic and ·charitable operation, in which everyone agpees that 

each country will define the basic needs of its inhabitants and will 

undertake to implement all the necessary measures to sa~isfy them_ 

within ~ given time frame. The international·community, or its 

richest- members, will help t·hose c_ountries without suff·icent 

r~sources so t~at they ~oo can reach the objective. 

this approach calls .for two comme~ts: 

Therefore 

i)_ It says nothing about change as to the present internatipnal 

economic -ord~r, regardless of the fact that without substantial 

modijications in that resp~ct it would be virtually impossible· to. 

H. Hopkins and H. Scolnick, "Basic Needs, Growth and .Redistribu
tion: A Quan-titative Approach", op. cit., afl:d r-: Vakil,_ "H~IDan 
Needs and the Growth Process;· -rhe Dimensions of the Conflict'', 
Aspen Instit~te of Humanistic Studies. 

4/ See Amilcar 0. Herrera (and the Bariloche Foundation), ''Un monde 
pour tous'', Presses Univer~itaires de ~ranee, Paris, 1977. 
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achieve ~he aim of satisfying the basic ·human needs df the 

majority of ,humanity .. 

ii) It is an approach which assumes that _t~e beneficiaries 

of th~ present unbalanced distribution_of wealth. in the world 

and. within countries will passively acce~t a redistribution of 

inc~me and assts on the scale nec~ssary to reach· the goals of 

~ucha ~ strategy. 5/ 

In other word~~ this approach ignores the power realiti~s 

on which the present distribution of the world's wealth is 

based, an~ it ignores the scale of the transf~r of power needed 

from the industrialized countries to the periphery ·and from the 

elites ·to the m·asses within the periphery for such a transfer 

of wealth to become possibl-e. 

-,,,1 
For exampie, none of the versions of. the ·strategy which 

haver emerged up to n6w say anything of substance on the changes 

to b~ introduced in international trade or in international 

financial relations, in order tO facilitate the attainment of 

its objective. 

The most recent versions of the basic needs strategy are 

usually accompanied by references to the need to broaden"the 

partici~ation of the poorest segments of the populat{on in the 

development process, to consolidate institutions .which can defend 

their interests, and improve their ••self-reliance''. In other ' 

words, there has been some efforts to introduce elements which 

favour a new social equilibrium inside societies where changes 

must be introduced to attain the goals of the basic needs 

strategy. 

aside. 

Non~theless, the crucial power aspect is still left 

5/ On the magnitude of the redistribution of income and assets 
implied by the effective implementatiori of a strategy to 
satisfy basic needs of all humanity before AD 2000, see the 
conclusion~ of H. Hopkins and Hugo Scolnick, op. cit. Part I 
Chapter V. 
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Here resides the paradox of this· ap.proach. Should the basic 

needs. strategy be the subject of a "firm commitment." ~m the part 

of the international community, given· the major transformations 

that ·its implementation would demand at natio~al and international 

levels, precisely those politically ''sensitive'' aspects of the_ 

strategy which are seldom mentioned, much less seriously analyzed,, 

would become the most crucial and relevant issues. 

However, this is not to' say that the basic needs strategy 

should be set aside. On the contrary, whether for its moral 

value, or political interest, this approaCh must.be retained. 

It must be ma~~ clear however that it can only be carried out 

on the basis of a conc~pt of development quite different to the 

prevailing model and within an international context aimed at 

p~~mitting and prompting the rapid transformation of th~ economy 

of the developing countries. ·This develo~ment concept would 

place .~he objective of-the satisfactiori of basic needs within 

an iritegrated framework so as to provid~ for the interplay between 

·the other elements mentioned in this chapter.(full enjoyment of 

human rights, self-reliance, participation in the develop~ent 

process, etc.). Other~ise, it will not be possible to organize 

the transfer of power indispensable to the transfer of resources 

implied by the achievement of the objectiv~s of this strategy 

and this laudable proposal would become totally useless. 

2. MODIFICATION OF DEVELOFMENT PATTERNS 

The main feature of de~eloping countr~es' economies is their 

eiier~al commercial, technological, financial and cultural 

d~pendence. ··Tbotig~ the' degree of dependence var~es irom· one 
. ~ '\· 

count~y to ~nether,. ·it ~s common to ~Il .. Even those countri~s 

who have achieved a high level of autonomy in the conduct of their 

economic policy, are dependent in terms of t~chnol9gical options 

and. e;xt"ernal ·f.i·n_anCing. 

Above ~11, dep~ridend~ involves a si~uation where decisioris 

on·cruci~l social and economic issues are taken as a function· of 
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exogenous factors, instead of local needs and requirements. 

Indeed, 

'' By integrating into the system (i.e. the present inter
national economic system) a country has to produce what the 
system wiil buy ~t ~ price the sy~tem will pay, thtis 
conditioning national development strategies within very 
narrow economic, social and political ccinfinei. To grow, 
a country needs to. produce primarily what the system wanted 
and not what the majority of its people needs''. !/ 

External dependence moreover, ultimately amounts to a more 

mechanical acceptance in peripherical areas of a develop~ent model 

whose blueprint is to be found in the dominant centres of the· 

international system. But this model, w-hen transplanted to 

peripherical areas, t~kes,on forms and leads to results radically 

aifferent to those of the dominating areas. 7/ Indeed, it can 

on1y be reproduced in such a way that it operates to the advantage 

of a small part of society. In this way. the· bulk of the.population 

is prevented_from Sharing the benefits of economic and social 

progress. 

The recent industrialization efforts of the periphery (since 

the 192~ crisis and above all since the Second World War) are 

specially illustrative. In Latin America, the living standards 

of most of the population have not substantially i~proved, in.spite 

of ~ighificant progress achieved in diversifying production and 

creating a local ·industrial structure. In fact, this industria-

lization effort, originally launched with the aim of reducing 

external dependence has actually led to the opposite result. 

ECLA has pointed out that: 

' 1 Far from being random, the differ~nces in the growth rates 
of the various branches arid- sub-branches of industry have a 
clear im-plication: the backwardness is precisely in the 
production of goods that have a vital role in the process 
of technological innovation. Instead of specializing in 

6/ ''What no~?'' Report on Development and International Co-opera
tion, Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, Upsala· 1975, page 68. 

7/ For an analysis of the functioning of d~pendent economies in 
peripheral countries and of the power structure on which this 
development models are based, see respectively: Ralll Prebisch 
''A critique of peri~heral capitalism'', and Jorge Graciarena, 
''Power and Development Style'', both in ECLA Review, first 
semester 1976. 
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one activity from start to finish so as to produce final 
goods and, a-bove all, equipment ••.• Latin American. countries 
have embarked -u~on a kind of horizontal specialization and 
'left technologic~i· innovation ~ntirely to other countries·. 
In other words, there has been a.big increase in the 
production of a great number and variety of goods. All of 
them, however, depend fundamentally on"technology that is 
generated elsewhere and imported, with little or no adapt~tion 
in the form of capital goods in which the technology .. is 
incOrporated." '!/· 

On the whole, the present international economic system 

contains a series of constraints either preventing or considerably 

l~miting the chances of peri~heral countries achieving either 

independence and or progress. ·To sum up, dependant economic 

growth cannot reconcile c~pital accumulation with social needs~ 

The repeated failure of development efforts based on .growth 

models and economic policies of the industrialized Countries, 

m·eans that new "patterns of development·" must be sought. 

In oth·er words, traditional strategies aimed at increas.ing the 

outpt.it·without regard to its cOmposition of the distribution o·f· 

corresp~ndieng income must be set aside. Technologically and 

financially dependent growth must be replaced by development 

efforts based on objectives related to o~erall social needs, 

as opposed to the requirements resulting from ''effective deman4'' 

which only reflect the interests of thos~ sectors of society 

wanting to iniegra~e their countries' economy wi~h the dominating 

cent~e and its needs. 

·~nis implies inter alia the clear definition of the real 

social nesds ·of these countries together with an adequat~ choice 

of priorities when strategies and policies are ~eing worked out, 

as well as reformulating well-entrenched concepts; especially 

those contained in the ''theory of demand, distribution and 

8/ ''Some conclusions on integration, industrialization and 
development in Latin America", Economic Bulletin for 
Latin America, vol XIX, Nos. 1 and 2 1974. 
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consumption'' based 6n the not_ion of ''effective demand''. This 

reformulation is all the more necessary in th~t- one of the major 

obstacles facing developing countries are consumption patterns 

copi~d from Western industrialized ~ountries based on tr~ditional 

demand criteria •. 

First of all, these patterns have no direct relationship to 

the needs of the society into which they are introduced. In other 

words., these patterns favour consumption ~ .and thus production -

of goods and services not really required by this society. 

Secondly, from the strictly.economic point of view, the 
' 

d~velopment of such consumption _and production structures implies 

-a major role for imported c6nsumer goods, for~ign _patents, capital 

and intermediary goods and technology. Not only is consumption 

-i~ported, but the correspondieng productio~ structure with all 

its related elements. The results ~re growing external dependence 

and the gr_adual weakening of the balance of payments. It would 

perhaps suffice to recall hte extent to which these phenomena are 

affecting_th~ ext~rnal sector of developing countries, such as 

those of L~tin America, which have.gone furthest _in the adoption 

of Western induStrialized country consu-mption patterns. 

Thirdly, these consumption pa-tterns tend to bring about a 

considerable degree of environmental pollutio~. In the· chapter 

on ''Industrialization'' the Japane~e example was cited: the motor 

car is the leading cause of pollution and the ''modifi~ation of 

consumption patterns'' (_i.~. introduction qf consumption patterns 

of Western industriali~ed societies) constitutes the. third most 

important _cause of pollution. 

In an economy based on the ''law of the market'' these needs 

are defined throu~h effective demand. But in the case of 

developing _countries the true structureof demand (i.e. which 

should express the needs of sdciety as a whole)- is distorted by 

the concentration of wealth derived from :inadequ4te income 
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distribution. o~e of whose most noteworthy effects is to leave 

a major sector of potential 'demand outside normal econom~c 

'Circuits, due to lack dt purcha~ing po~~r. 

rhese are basically two ways of overcoming the inability 

of market mechanisms to adequately express the real needs of 

these societies. One ~s by mo~ifying ''effective demand'' by 

way of income distribution, thus permitting .the more deprived 

sectors of society to more adequately express their needs. 

The 9the~ is planning production on the basis of the ''most 

objective'' estimates·of such.needs. 

For the second procedure to be possible while avoiding. 

bere~ucrat{c processes, democratic institutions must operate 

with the effective partigipat~on of the masses in the deter

mination of -the needs of .the community, as well as in the basic 

plan~ing of devel~~~ent. 

If democratic mechanisms· and popular participa __ tion function 

effec.tively 'in ·a··given society, arid. it i·s not subject either 

to the_cultural pressure of advertising or ~be contrbl of mass 

_media by g~oups who a~e linked ~o the production-structure of 

~ndustriali~~d· countries, this society will only favour i 
production stru6ture ser~ing what its citizens consider to be 

so~iety's priority needs. But .the problem is that in most 

developing countries, underdevelopment~ abse~ce of cultural 

pressure, and democracy are not usually components of the same 

equation. 

The notlon of ''basic· needs" ·as an a~peal to the rulin~ 

classes in developing countries to modify the consumption of 

the ric.her sectors of society so tliat the needs of t.heir poorer 

members can be satisfied illustrates the.objective need to 

adjust consumption patterns on the basis of different criteria. 

The abandonment of the traditional development concept~ 

means, abov~ all, displacing attention :from goods to ''needs" .. 

Instead of favouring development of demand aD.d consumption and 
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terms of the needs it is c~lled upon to satisfy. This impl~es 

shifting attention from output to consumption, from supply to 

demand. This' is ~specially important, not only in terms of· 

being better able·to assess social needs but also as a way of 

guiding investments to where they are necessary and of precluding 

investments aimed at the production of goods and services, 

which can ·only satisfy· the demand of very limited sector of 

society and which displace the production of other more essential 

ones. 

Eipecially in the case of developing countries mainly 

producing raw materials for export, this kind of policy should 

~irst aim at modifyeing and diversifying, production structures 

.so. th~t they serve national interest and objectives and do not 

function in terms of their dependence. on the: major indust·rial 

centres. This in turn calls for greater self-reliance. 
' 

On the othe~ hand the modification of development patterns 

o.n .t·h.fs .. scai,e ·must take·· sufficient accoun·t of social and 

ecolog~cal factors which are all too often ignored in developing 

countries at present. Major changes are required to ensure 

full-employment -starting with a modification of traditional 

notions of economic policy, whereby unemployment is. __ an adjus~~ble 

variable~- , .. to avoid waste, the exhaustion of non-renew~ble 

resources, and the deteribration of the environment. 

3. SELF-RELIANCE 

For- the liberal school, international ~eality appears 

essentially as a collection of independent geo-po~itical 

entities (naiion-states) which interact on a footing of equality 

without following any partic~lar pattern. Consequently, this 

school of thop.ght sees the erne_rgence of an incre~asing inequality 

between states, as either the product of chanc~, or simply a 

''natu~al'', i.e .. inevitable re~ult. 
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Ho~eve~~ this kind of perspective has been shown to have 

little relevance to the real world: its heuristic defects are 

behind many recent alternative,explanatory efforts. Amongst 

these, the most notable is the one leading to the theory of 

dependence, wHich in good measure constitutes the point of 

departure of self-reliance as an element of a new global 

development stra~egy. 

!~deed, as it has been poin~ed out, the not~on of self

reliance i's 

''very much connected. with - and can hardly be understood 
outside of - the.dependency framework of interpr~tation 
of the underdeve~opment phenomena''· !/ 

The P.oint of departure of this theOry is to be found· in 

the fact that the flagrant. q~antitative and qualitati~i difer

ences existing between count~ies and regions of the world are 

historically a very recent phenomenon. Prior to the industrial 

·revolution~ all areas and regions had roughly similar levels of 

inc6me, a similar_degree of expansio~ o_f productive forces, etc. 

To sum up, they were all more or less underdeveloped. 

On this basis, the theory brings·out th~ existence of 

important fuD.ctiOnal links between w-hat are ·now calle.d 'develop

ment and unde~development ·and arrives_at the conclusion that 

both'pheD.~mena represent differerit aspects of a single process. 

In more concrete terms, the theory of dependence u~derscores· 
that in the transformation of generalized 

existing throughout the planet before the i~dustrial re~olution, 

into .·de-vel6p-rilent i:tf some areas and underdevelopment iD. others, 

is a function of the way in which nation~states were integ~ated 

into the world economic system which emerged together with the 

birth of moder~ capitalism. 

9/ E. Oteiza and F. Sercovich ''Collective Self-Reliance: 
selected issues''.- International social Science Journal. 
Vol. XXVIII, N° 4, 1976, p. 665. 
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In the speci~ic case of what are at present ''underdeveloped'' 

countries, this integration took place under conditions of 

subordination to the more dyn~mic poles of the system which 

made their:.. eXploitation possible, i.e. in the form of unequal 

trading relations. In other words, the dominati~g. centres are 

in a position to-extract and use for their own benefit a more or 

less~_significant part of the economic surplus produ9ed in the 

peripheral Countries. 

International development co-operation in the post-war 

period is. an a~tempt to face up to this dilemma. Basically 

it represents an effort to obtain ~ n~gotiated redistribution 

of· resources. To a great extent this effort does not aim at 

overcoming the relation of exploitition between centre and 

periphery, but merely at devolving on the latt~r part of 

surplus originally extracted by the<c;IorDin_ating centres. 

However, such efforts have been shown to be totally 

insufficient and their impact, margina~ in terms of the 

·problems to be overcome. 

Within this context, a reformulation of the entire develop-

ment ''problimatique'' be~ame necessary. Developm~nt ceas~d to 

be the synonym of-imitation and integra~ion into the present 

system, to become the rejection and bypassing of this system, 

through structural chang~, and more g~n~rally speaking,· through 

a process of liberation. Self-reliance aris~s within this 

framework as_ a transitional strategy between the model which has 

been rejected and that which is aimed at as a historical 

alternative. 

This_ strategy basically posits breaking the links with 

dominating centres and substantially incr~asing reliance on 

local- resources and capacities, as well as e3;_n increase in the 

peri~h~ry-periphery relations. There i~ a strong unilateral 

element in the ~octrine of self-reliance, i.e. it is a policy 

whose implementation does not require ~he consent of, or 

concertation with, the dominating ·centres. 
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Given the degree of rigidity displayed by ~he international 

system vis-a-vis the interests and requirements of peripheral 

countries, and in light of the fact that the greater degree of 

power which the latter have been able to conquer in recent years, 

they are- still unable 'to unilaterally bring about substantial 

changes in the present order, self-reliance first call? for a 

unila~eral uncoupling from the system. This. can take on several 

forms, from the c6mplete breaking off of link~ with the centre 

(i.e. recovery of basic resources, and the progressive limitation 

of the presence of foreign firms, restriction on the use of 

imported- technology in given sectors, etc.) up to actions te~ding 

to achieve only a weakening of such links (i.e., the use of more 

restrictive criteria in connection with foreign investments, or 

with the incorporation of imported technology by subordinati~g 

this incorporation to certain conditioris relating- to its 

adaptation to the local requirements: and realit-ies). 

In thjs sense the strategy in question is essentially a 

defensive ~ype of policy. As has been pointed out, 

'' self-reliance. covers a very vast field which is 
difficult to identify •... However, it is only vague for 
those who have never had to confront problems of survival 
in dignity or undergo the effects of political, economic 
or cultural blackmail. Self-reli~nce is _thus first and 
foremost a mechanism of self-defence". lQ/ 

These and other-forms of breaking the links with the 

existing international ~rd~r not only aim at avoiding the 

element of exploitation generally implicit in centre-periphery 

relations, but also at reducing the impact of mecha~isrns permitting 

the reproduction of co_nditions for the perpetuation of certain 

patterns of production, distribution and consumption incompatible 

with integral development._ In this sense, the cultural-ideological 

dimension of external dependence takes on sp~cial significance. 

The second major feature. of self-relia~ce as an element of 

~lternative development strat~gies, is- that it.posits basing 

development essentially on local resources and creative capacity, 

.!_Q/ Marrakech "Declaration on se·lf-reliance". adopted at the seminar 
o~ ''Self-reliance as a Strategy of Development'' Marrakesh, 
5-7 January 1977 organized by the World Future S~udies 
Fede~ation ~nd Mohammed V University. 
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which implieS their full mobilization and use. H thus 

representS a c·learly differentiated alternative to dependent 

growth, characterized simultaneously by an excessive use of 

certain res~urces (non-renewable resources in particular), the 

under-utilization of others (human resources , in the form of 

unemployment fOr example) and, on many occasions, by the non-use 

of others (innovative and creative local capacity, for .example). 

These positions in ~ome cases are identified with an apology 

for autarchy, though supporters of this concept would deny this. 

Self-reliance, it is said 

''does not mean autarchy for it does not exclude·trade. 
But the idea would always be to try to produce a product 
locally rather than to getting it through trade. The 
reason is not only that the latter maintains an exploitative 
division of labour and creates· dependencies, but also that 
it is wasteful. It does not force the local population ~~ 
ask some very fruitful questioris: how-can we.p~o4qce that 
product using some other raw ~ate~ials ~hat we have rather 
than what. is custo.marily used; how can we produce it- developing 
some new technologies through our own work rather than 
importing foreign technology; and, it is absolutely certain 
that we need that product, or could it be that sdrne other 

_ p_r-q4uc_t_,."that WE! .. are ab·le- to produce can be a very satis-
fa~tory substitUte"-(Silch as che"ap bicycles or scooters 
combined with abundant coll~ctive transportation instead 
of private 'cars)?" .!.!./ 

• 
Self-reliance finally is also conceived of as the 

strengthening of existing links and the creation of new links 
• 

between countrie~ of the periphery, in particular in the fields 

of industrial and agricultural development, transport and 

communication, sci~nce ind technology, and information. 

Self-reliance, taken in this sense, is a collective strategy. 

This results--not·only from the fact that the imrnen~e majority of 

Third World countries are small or medium si~ed units for wh~ch 

an aut~rchic ~evelopment system is .. not viable, but also from a 

defensive imperative. Self-reliance ultimately is only one 

11/ Johan Galtung, ''Implementing Self-reliance''. Transnational 
Perspectives, vol. 3 Nos. 3 and 4 ·1976~ p. 19. 
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element of a ,,br~ader strategy which. aims ?t a, radical transfeJr

mation ~f.the di~tribution and.exercise,of power-in th~ inte~

national are~a, so that it inevitab;J..e involves the possibil_ity .. 

~f staunch.resistance o~ th~ pa~~ of groups and p~we~. centres 

most profiting f~~m the present order •. 

This is not the place to .assess the prospects ~or the 

creation.and strengthening of links between peripheral countries. 

However, it is nece~sary to underline that the dev~lopment of 

contacts between peripheral countrie~ aims not at a mechanical 

substitution of trading partners, s.uppliers, of technology, etc., 

but ~t the establishment of qu~Litatively different· relations. 

In a word, it a~ms at developing ''horizontal'' relation~ insp,ired 

by solidarity in the face of common problems as opposed. to the 

e~isting ''vertical'' relations. Finally, none of the above, it 

must be noted, implies .a rejection. of di~log~e and n~gotiation; 

in particu1ar through the United ·Nations, with the indust.rialized 

world. ·On the contrary, the stre.ngthened negotiating capacity 

of the periphery opens up new possiblities for the democratization 

of the United Nations (and··of other organizations such as the 

World Bank and the IMF) and creates conditions for a more fruitful 

dialogue· and international co-operation. 

4. FULL.ENJOYMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

The existence of a close link between respect. for human 

rights and economic and social development is implicit in the 

Charter of the United Nations. As a matter of fact, the whole 

system of collectiv~ security is based on the explicit and 

fundamental principle 6£ ''the dignity and worth of a person". 

Hence, the emphasis la~d throughout the eharter on universal 

respect for human rights without discrimination, and on intep

national co-operation to promote ''higher standards of li~ing, 

full e~plo~ment and conditions of economic and social progress 

and dev~lopment''· 
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Subsequently_, ~wo basic documents of the United Nations 

- the UniverSal Declaration of Human Rigpts and the InternatiOnal 

Covenant of Economic, Sbcial and Cultural Rights - enlarged upon 

this compreh~nsiv~ concept of peace and security-insofar as human 

rights and social and economic weel~being are concerned. In 

defining the human rights referred to in the Charter, the 

Declaration inclu4es as the most fundamental economic, social and 

cultural rights-the right to social security; to free choice of. 

employment on just and fair conditions and just favorable 

remuneration ensuring an existence·compatible with human dignity; 

to protection against unemp~oyment; t~ 6rganize and to join trade 

unions; to rest and paid holidays; to a standard of living ade

quate for the helath and well-being bf the fam~ly, including 

food, clothing, medical care and the necessary social services; 

to security in the event of unemployment, sickness_, old.age and 

disability; to special car~ and a~sistance for mothers apd 

children; to free education and ·to p~r~icipatiop in the -cultural 

life of the community; 

The 1968 International c··o've·na:nt--· 6n- EcOTioridC', ~-s6CL31···aii'd 

Cultural Rights reiterates ·and elaborates upon these rights and 

adds others such as the fundamental right of every·person to. be 

protected against hunger. 

Paradoxically, as progress has been made -in the definition 

of the content and scope of these righ~s, in differe~t ways and 

degrees, respect for them has in practice, regressed. 

Accusations-of the violation of. human rights, some of an 

exceptionally seriqus_ nature, are sent in their thousand to the 

United Nations every year. Such violations have been r~ported alike 

frpm different continents, from countires at different levels of 

civic and politic~l development, from newly independent countries 

and ·from others with a pr:oud trad_i-t:ion of r.~spect for human 

rights and freedoms. 
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Such. viol~tions together with the survival of situations like 

''apartheid'', shame the human race, both becacise of the numbe~ of 

victims involved, a~d_because they occur in so many parts of the 

world. 

Curiou_sly, niany participa-nts in present debates On ·human 

righ~s, ~eem to act on the basis of the conviction that their 

observation and respect is only a question of political will, 

and at any rate. tend to overlook what was pointed out above, 

i.e .. tha~ socio-economic ~~veiopment and the respect for human 

rights are ins~parable ques-tions. 

Indeed, such rights are ultimately based on a certain minimal 

m~terial basis without wh~ch a solid and ·durable social consensus 

cannot emerge. Thus the conditions for general{·zed sociai . 

conflict, _actual or ,potential, a_re creat-ed - precis~ly the type 

of situation to which s~stematic a~d large-sciie vi~lations of 

human rights are_ usually linked. 

The ·question of h~man ~ights is perhaps the issue which 

can least _be separated from the series of factors mentiones 

in this chapter as component 'parts of a new and ~uthentic 

development. To forget the former is to put the question of 

human righ_ts in such abstract terms, th-at it' ceases to have any 

real meaning. 

5. FULL PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

In this section, ''participation'' does not refer either to 

the ability ·to·· participate in the election of authorities or 

represent~tives to State organs in a country, region or local 

area·, nor to the- ability to be .elect~d to such prgans. This kind 

of "polit·ical" partic-ipation,, is considered here as being part of 

fundamental human rights. 

By participation we mean the continuous, widespread and 

conscious·involvement of people in all spher~s affecting the~r 
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existence, material and spiritual, Primarily at work, but also 

in the street, neighborhood, school, university, etc. Partici

pation is both a means. to the integral development of the human 

personality and to a meaningful - as opposed to a purely formal -

democratic process, i.e. one in which the masses can make an 

effective contribution to the development of the communities to 

which they belong. 

Since discussions ~n development began inside the tinited 

Nations,. the fact that primary ·r.es.ponsibility f~r· the promotion 

of ·development rests with the developing countries themselves, 

has consistedly been recognized, ,leading to the "need to achieve 

a·broad mobilization of both material. and human resources, 

p~rticul~rly the latter. 

This ~bjective, ~ompulsory methods exclude~, can onl~ be 

achieved through the active participation of all individUals and 

social groups in the· identification of their needs, ·the choice of· 

means and strategies t~ satisfy them and in the impJementation 

o·f. ·suC.h·· s·trategies·. 

In many developing countries, social st~uctures are vertical, 

so that a major part of the social decision-m~king power is con-• 

centrated in a re~tricted and permanent social group_; thus 

~articipation -whether at ''political'' or other levels - is not 

much more than the result of a concession or decisi~n to absorb, or 

more or less eo-opt. A decision-to integrate -~hich is granted 

from above, that also can be withdraw from above. 

In the fai"rly open phases of political development ib the 

direction of the incorporation of the masses in the so~ial 

process, there has been an essenti~lly p~;ernalistic promotion 

of partic~pation, characterized by the cotivict-ion of cult~ral 

superiority ·of those applying it. This latter aspect is_ p·arti

cularly ~arked in th~. ca~e of elites belonging to·vountries which 

are culturally dependent on the-industrial centres. 
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B"ut the group Of phenomena kno.wn a·s the "developm~nt crisis" 

is .a~··e of the first indicators of the ineffect-iveness of this 

approach. For there has been little change' in the socio-economic 

situations of the .poorest segments· of the population for who_m the, 

promotion of participation was originally conceived. Indicators 

such as illiteracy and unemploymen~ above all in periods of crisis,_ 

indicate that suCh participation has had little impact. It in 

·fact implies reducing participation to a formal mechanisms of 

eo-option. 

This typ~ of mechani~m ignores that ''marginal'' group repre

s~ntatives permitted to ''participate~, do not necessarily vo~c~ 

the r~al interests of the social groups to which they belong. 

More important still, it ignores the fact that even if such 

interests are e·ffectively voiced, no·thing guarantees that they 

will 6arr~ sufficient weight to alter traditional decision-making 

patter~s·,· which in cases of conflicting 'intere~ts, usually opt for 

those of traditiOnal poWer elites and not for those of marginal 

groups. 

The principal mechanisms of participation applied by third 

world countries however, have be·en iinked t·o the ad'option ·of 

legisla.tive meas·~res to protect OI:' promote "mar-ginal" groups, 

·in particular through the creation of institutions such as 

nati~na~ commission~ for ~omen, youth secretariats, native 

institutes, and the like. 

Th~se efforts are essentially paternalistic-; frequent!~ they 

are ba~ed on a conviction of cultural· superiori~y on the· part Of 

th~:e .. ~:_ha~ding down legislation. The ri~tion of ''~ntegration into'' 

would appear to be the cornerstone of this type df legislation, 

.it~ ultimate ~im being that of concentrically expanding the 

~ultural pat~erns of behaviour of the minority to the bulk of 

the pop~l-aiion. 

Paradoxically then, and independently of whether sucha a 

concentric expansion is actually possible, in many cases parti

cipation based on this type of measure, has merely been a way 

of legitimizing by me~ns of a broader social consensus, an 

essentially non-participatory social order. 
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A good example of the _theoretical and practical limits_of 

this :approac~ to participat~on can be seen in the case of policies 

applied _in various L~tin American countries for the social 

promotion of indigenous groups. 

Basically, SUch policies aim at improving the material 

conditions of existence of "First Americans" g/ Elite life-· 

styles, consumption patterns, value systems, etc., are usually 

taken here as a reference point. Conversely, the centuries old 

devotion to the vestiges of p~e-hispanic culture on the part of 

the ~irst Americans is regarded as an expression of primitivism, 

lack of rationality, inefficiency, in a word, equated with 

backwardness. 

In. turn, improvement of the material conditions of existence 

of these people, is envisaged i~ ter~~ pf th~ir ··•-integration'' 

into society. This involves an ess.entialJ!y civ1l_izing, crusade 

'that. implies negating - in ~he dialectical sense of the term -

a priori, the culture of the First Americans. 

At the root of this attitude is an essentially ethnocentric 

outlook for asse~sing the p~oblems of such gr~ups. In effect, 

the current ''backwardness'' of the remaining First Americans is 

almost exclusively attributed to those cultural factors 

differentiating them frorp the dominant Western cultural matrix • .!_!/ 

.!1_1 The term is taken from William Appleman -Williams, "America 
confronts a Revolutionary Wo~ld: 1776-1976". The ·author 
rightly points out the inadequacy and lack of respect involved 
·in the traditional nomenclature -indian- used to refer to 
pre~colonial societies of the western hemisphere. 

~/ Alfonso Cano, for example, gives a good example of tliis view 
in connectio.n with the socalled "Indian problem" in "Def'inition 
of the Indian and Indian Culture·'' (Amfirica Indigena, vol VIII, 
N°4. p.247). He states in effect that the ''Problems of the 
Indian ·are basically ~ultural; lack of material and ~piritual 
communication with the outside world, lack.of sci~ntific and 
technical _knowledge to substitute ancient mag-ic practices to 
cure and prevent illnesses, by scientific, hygieniC and 
therapeutice knowledge .. To sumup~ what we need to give the 
Indian to help hi~ solve his problems, is -culture''. Quoted by 
Ricardo Pozas and Isabel H. de Pozas in ''Los Indios y las 
Clases Sociales de MAxico'', Editoriai Siglo XXI, Mfixico~-
1971 p. 13. 
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This leads to the notibn of ''marginality'' which conveniently 

enough, permits a by-passing.of both the fact that the present 

situation of these groups has not existed from all times, and the 

specific historical process which generated it. 

The notion of."marginality'' thus leads in essence to renewed 

phenomena of cultural ~iolation and even extermina~icin, since the 

antithesis of ''marginality'', i.e. ''integration'' involves a more 

or less total disappearance of the last vestiges of the culture 

of the First Americans. 

However, if the issues are reinserted into the historical 

process where they originated namely the t·err'itorial expan.gion 

of th~ capitalism in its stage of .Pri~itive accumula~ion, it makes 

little or no sense to speak of a supppsed "indian. problem" or of 

the First.Americans as a ''marginal group". Indeed, ''Indians'' are 

not the problem, but society as a·.whole, into w~ich they have 

been incorporated under conditions of subordination. 

as has been stated,· 

In effect, 

''·Indians are Indians not only because they sp~ak indian 
languages and dress and €at like their forebears 
becaUse they have kept to 1:he remnants of the prehispanic 
mode df production as shown in their agricultural techniques 
and their.~elationships of mutual help or solely because 
they take refuge in their traditional communities. Ultimately, 
the social category ''Indian'' is furidamentally determined by the 
fact that such people are the most easily exploitable· .inside 
the economic system; other aspects, though distinctive and 
backward are secondary". ~/ 

Similar conclusions - in. essence - also emerge from the 

hi.stori~al analysis of the present situation of ~omen, youth, 

rural populatio~s and other ''marginal'' groups. 

Krishna Ahooja Patel, in a recent article, has rightly under

lined that the ''problem of women'', is inseparable from: 

14'/ Ibidem, p. 16. 
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''··.the distribution of power and property between the 
rich ~nd the poor ... The link between the poor of the world 
and· the conditidn of women is their perpetual state of de
pendence: it is always someOne else who is the master of 
their destiny. The indifference with which the conte~porary 
world has held its poor and wOmen to a large extent explains 
the distortions of the existing economic and social order .•• 
A world profile of women using selected econom~c .and social 
indi~ators reveals that women: a.) constitute one-half of 
the world's population and one-third of the official ''1~
bour-force"; b) account for nearly two-thirds of the hours 
worked; but~ c) according to some estimates, receive only 
one-tenth of the world's income and possess less than one
hundreth of the world property.·" ~/ 

No wonder then, that the more articulate women's organiza

tions reacted vehemently vis-a-vis recent efforts aimed at the 

&ocial ''integrat~on'' of women: 

''In 1972-, the United Nations announce~ International Women's 
Year for 19-75; an operation to integrate women, absorb our 
struggles, and censor -our hist_ory-. On _8th· March 1857. one ,fi·; 
of the first women's strikes in. the United States took place. 
Women textile workers confronte~ the police in Ne~ York, 
who charged and fired. On 8th March, 1917 ... the revolution 
started in Russia with a manifestation by women. On 8th 
March 1943, Italian women organized a manifestation against 
~a~e fascism. On ~th March 1_975 it is we who link up again 
WTth this hist.ory of women's struggle's. Not to commemorate, 
but·to affirm that our history has not waited for a U.N. 
resolution ... 8th March 1975, we refuse to be shut into a 
''gadget'' year. Into a programme, a framework, a date. It is 
one moment .in our daily struggle, in our solidarity with 
women struggling throughout. the world ...• " ~/-

On the whole, the promotion of popular participation in the 

overwhelming majority Of third world countries, has not gone be

yond a declaration of intent.- The ineffeciiveness of. traditional 

approaches to participation are after all, readily visible in the 

fact that the lot of those groups it intended to assist has ac-

·--tlicilly deteriorated. 

Such results have brought about a riumber of radical efforts to 

~/ Krishna Ahooja Patel,"Another Development for Women", iri -"A
nother Development,_ Appr_o-aches and. Strategies", Marc Nerf.in, 
Editor, The Dag Harnmarskjold FouTidation, UppSala, 1977, p.66. 

~/ Tract distributed by the. French Feminist Organizations, re
produced in ''Du pass~ faisson table rase?'', Jean Chesnea~x, 
Masp~r?, Paris, 1976, p. 54. 
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' entirely re-examine the issues, efforts to whic~ the U.N .. system 

has not been indiff·erent. 

In· 1974,_-the- Economic and Social Council, ·through resolution. 

1929 (LVIII), had stated that participation must involve the follo

wing elements for it ~o have any meaning: 

a) a con~tribution to the development effor; 

b) an equitable participation in the benefits it bestows; 

cJ parficipation in decisions on the determination of objec
tives, the formulation of policies, planning and the exe
cution of economic and social development programmes. 

More recently, the Vancouver Conference on Human Settl~ments 

-no doubt the meeting which has made the ~ost notable co~tribution 

to the debate on participation, at least as far as the U.N. is con

cerned- made ari implacable critique of -tradi~ional participat.ion me

chanisms, conceptions and .policies, ~~d went on· to define i~ concre

te terms, the objectives of popular p~rticipation together with the 

minimum requirements for attaining them. ·These lat~er include inter 

alia, the'following: 

a) Participation must involVe a two-way flow, i.e. not ''sim
ply the mobilization of people to implement the independent 
decisions of go~ernments and professionals'~ but in fact 
''listening and response in both directions''; 

b) It must be an integral process·. It must not therefore be 
''divided into partial participation as this would lead · 
to the current general conception of participation as a 
way to cheap labour, or as a mechanism for Lhe solution 
of partial problems. at the local level''; 

c) It should be a right accorded to ·a·11 segments of· the po
Pulation; 

d) It must be dynamic, i.e. adaptable to new needs and chan
ging circumstances; 

e) It must be ''elicited on.a scale commens~rate with the 
problems of human settlements, should influence all de
cisions concerning management of human settlements ... '' 

The present trend, ~n su~, is t~. emphasize a truly grass-roots 

type of participation. This results from t·he need to give prime i~

portance to the creative capacity of the masses, particularly in 

light of the fact that dependent national bourgeoisies- in third 
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world ~ountries, due to th~ir structural links to the status quo, 

have historically shbwn themselves incapable of ensuring that par

ticipation mechanisms meet the above mentioned requirements. 

This is turn leads to overcoming paternalistic and copserva-· 

tive notions of participati6n and td'a redfinition of the issues in 

terms of control of key decisib.n-making instan_ces by the masses, as 

oppos~a to their ''i~tegration'' -as fragmented· ''marginal'' groups 

through token representativ~s. This for example, was clearly the 

att'itude of the Vancouver· Cohference, which called for the· esta

blishment of, 

'' ..• mechanisms for enabling people to attain full control 
and influence in the f.Ormulation ··and implementation of po
licy for the developm.ent of human settlem.ents." 1.J...I 

More recently still, participation has tended- to be associa

ted directly with a broader process of human liberation~ Thus, tra

ditional issues (spreading educa~ion, enabling the bulk of the pd

p~lation to ''accede'' to culture, etc.) have lost most of their 

meailing. I~de.ed, more than spreading educ.ation it is a question 

of radically changing its contents. Similarly,· t,here can no lon-
' ger be any question of promoting ''access'' to c~l~ure, since this 

assumes an essentially non-participatory division of labour between 

''producers'' of culture on the one hand and ''consumers'' of culture 

on the other. 

Cardoso clearly expressed the ·scope 6f this re~efinition 

when he poin~ed out that in .most develo_ping_ countries society is 

a "civilization of poverty for the maj"ority and- fear·· foY. al-l",·_ 

adding that: 

"The 'alt-ernative to it, beyond. the value· of equality, "lies 
in its complement, which requires freedom, of_the need to 
participate. It lies in democracy·, but not a d-emocracy 
deferred to th~ quasi-~ystic~l ~ody of a pa~ty, or iden
tified a liberalism r~lating representativeness to the 
division of p~w~~s an~ removing all eff~cti~e political 

1]_/ See resolution E. 5 of the Va'ncouver Plan of Action. 
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stake to the summit· of large state organizations, to par
liam~nt, the executive and the judiciary. Participatory de
moc~acy, whic~ is. __ an inherent part of another .development 
model, starts by b~ing more dern'anding and mor.e inclusive. 
It turns to the new arenas in which the decisions of contem
porary societies are made: the educational system~ the 
world of labour, the organizations which con~rol mass cOm
munications" • .!..!!_/ 

6. INTEGRATION OF ECONOMIC, SOCIA' AND ECOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

To speak of ''integrating economic, social and ecological ob

jectives'',inevitably raises methodological and episte~ological 

issues. 

Such issues have been continually present, either implicit 

or explicitly? in all.the specialized conferences of the United 

Nations held during the pres.ent decade. 

Many of the pehnomena and problems. eme.rging after· the. war 

sim"?lY did not lend themselves fo traditional analysis 2:1_/, no

tably the process of underdevelopment. This led to a search for 

~1$~rnati~es to conventional wisdom, which ultimately brought a

bout a profound renewal in the social sciences. 

Influenced by the extraordinary expansion of productive for

ces unl~ashed by the industrial revolution, ~he Western ·world ~or 

a long time viewed social processes superficially, with the op

timistic outlook inherent in the myth of progress. But sonn how

ever, it-found itself bereft of i~struments to explain phenomena 

con~istently negating the validity of prevailing ·idea~. Despite 

technological innovation, contemporary society has been impotent 

to influepc! sue~ phenomena. 

One demonstration is the failure of the first development 

policies, chara.cteri.zed -as the Pears on Committee point~d out, 

referring to the early_ economic and social activities of the Un~

ted Nations- by the search for magic solutions to the backwardness 

18/ Fernando 
"Another 
p. 28. 

Henrique Cardoso, ''Towar~s Another Development'', in 
Develo~ment, Approaches and Pe~~pectives'', op. cit. 

19/ The war itself had raised new problems. Systems analysis it 
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of p~r~pheral coun~ries·. Laier ori, other policies· ~ere ~~rried 

out, .such· as agrarian reform an~ industrialization, which though 

based on a much_ broader pers~ective, produced other failures. 

Each failure however, contributed to an increasing aware

ness of the· ·degree of complexity· of. the problems faced, r·esulti-ng 

in an analytic·a·l. effO-rt character-ized by the considerati~n, per

haps for the first ~ime, of a series of variabl~s which had tra

ditionally been negle~ted. Thus other concern~ were added to the 

traditional ones, notably social issues. Thus, the t~aditional 

growth or growth probl&matique, came to be 6omplemented by w~at 

migh-t be calle~- _:the "distribution/participation" binomium.. More 

rec~ntly, ecologic~l deterioration has added a whole new dimension . ' 
to the already 6omplex problAmatique just mentioned.· 

The merits and shortcomings of the numerous efforts at me~ 

thodologi~al innovation an~ r~novation- in the fi~ld of sobi~l 

science' iince the· wai, cannot of course' be analy~ed here. Suffice 

to say, that att~mpts to ·explai·n Unp-recedented soci·al and 'econo

mic phenomena th~ough the incorporation of more and more variables 

into.,._exiu·t-_in_-g _.t-tv~o:r.-.te.s~,>:·:_.sqon nan· into di-fficulties arising out of 

th~ rigid fragm~ntation of the different social scienc~s. This 

brought aboUt a iesponse in the form Of inter-disciplinary studies. 

Th~se no doubt represented an improvement, implying cons-iderable· 

analytital enrichment and, as a re~ult, some progr~ss from the 

standpoint of the validity of the diagnosis made~ 

In practice however, ~6licies based on these-achie~ements 

in most instances has· mixed results and in ~ number of areas failed 

altogeth~r to bring about the results whieh h~d been expected. 

Thi's showed that in many cases inter-disciplinary studies were no 

more than a slogan: they represented a mere accumulation or super

position ·of traditional analytical instruments. _Hence the truly 

crucial issue of determining the rea's-ons behind reiterated failure 

on ihe pait of social science 'to· ~istinguish th~ principal from 

mtist be recalled, emerged as a means to. facilitate the highly 
complex decisions. which had to be taken during the war; it 
was extended_only later to the social sciences. 
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the secondary, to understand the essence of t".he di-lemas it was 

fac~d with -an issue which _call~d· for a profound epistemol6gical 

re-examination of bOth traditional and more recent analytical 

instruments- was side-stepped. 

As Goldman pointed dut, 

11 
••• history ·and s6ciolog·y study the_ same phenomena and. each 

of them seizes a real aspect, but the ·image each gives can 
only be partial and ab~tr?ct as long as it is not comple
ted by the contribution of the other~ The passage from 
abstract to concrete ca~not be obtained by adding two par
tial ·images together. One cannot obtain kno~ledge of human 
behaviour .by putting together partial and deforming re
sults of:a thing-orierited· and psychologistic sociology,· 
with those of a political or simply positivist approach to 
history. Concrete knowledge'is not a sum but a' synthesis of_ 
justified abstractions." 'd.2_/ 

Progress towards the att __ ainment of this synt_he.sis o·rily .be-· 

gan with the emergence of.,'""'1.h.e. searc"h for-a holistic aprroach 

built on the recognition that sOcial processes are a total pheno

menon, thus implying a significant break not only with the tra

ditional .social !i'cfenC:es,: -but_3!,_iso_ with inter or multi-disCip'li

nary st_udies. 

The evoluti~n of discussions on ecological questions clearly 

exampli~ies this search. In ~ffect, though originally restricted 

to the rnest acUte forms of environmental deterioratiOn, particu

larly pollution, in a few years these discussions were entirely 

reformulated in terms of a_ pursuit of new patterns of resour-ce 

use capable of ensuring a durcibTe an·d harmonious relationship be

tween man an4 nature, with a view to substantially improving the qua

lity of life. This reformulation led to increasingly critical 

attitudes Vis-a-vis not only underdevelopment in th€ periphery, 

but ''maldevelopment'' iri the centre as well. 

Doing away with the two major sources of environmental dete

ri9ration in the periphery (~xtravagarit and highly ~olluting pro-

20/ Lucien Goldman, ''Sciences hurnaines et philosophie'', Editions 
Gonthier, Paris 1966, p. 19 (informal translation). 
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duction and.con~umption patterns of wealthy mlnotiti~s·an the bne 

hand~ and extrern~ pov~rty on the cither) first of ~11· required a 

redefinition of the riotion of en~ironmeni, as underiined by the 

Founex ~eport, so as to include. not oniy_the physical enviro~ment, 

but alSO the human or socio-economic environment. This, 

" ... created the basis for an integrated and more holistic ap
~roach .to the issues, which.~al~o .. meant looking ~t the struc
tural, socio-economic and in~~lt~fional da~ses of environmen
tal degradation, and tackling the root causes of the prob
lem."~/ 

The Coc·ayoc Report w~nt eve.n deeper. i~to this approac,h, un

derlinin-g the structural links between the deve_lo.pment-environ

ment probl~matique in gerreral~ and environmental deteriorat!on in 

particular, and the present system of internationil economic re

lations (especially the divisio~ of labour on which ~t is based).; 

lifestyles and developinent:m~dels; land tenure sys·tem:S; .the pre

datory and wasteful ~verconsurription o·f, natU.ra"l resourc.es on the 

pa.rt of· a sffiall segment .. ~-f. the w6"rl.d:·,s ·p-opUlation; the implica

ti_oni of allowing the ·pow~r groups whi~h operate behind so-called 

market ·forc:e~s to_ go unchecked?' etc. 

The Cocoyoc Symposium therefore~ 

''.· •. advanced the need to tackle environment-development 
problems in an integrated mann~r, iti both developed and 
developing countries, with a comprehensive strategy of 
s~cial change and with an over~reaching s~t of goals and 
long-term perspectives. 11 32_/ 

·'l':h~·s ~ .from a probl~m origi~~lly d~fi~ed in very restrictive. 

terms, and considered soluble merely by the simple introduction 

of e~ological conside.rat·ions into existing decision-making 

mechanisms, there emerged a new d.€.ve lopm.ent· theory (·eco-develop-

21/ Branislav Gosovic, ''Overview on Environment and Develop
ment''., paper submitied to the UNCTAD sponsqred meeting on 
''The Impact of Resource and Management Problems and Poli
cies in Deveioped Countries on· International Trade and De
velopment Strategies", Geneva, 13-18 ·May, .1974, page 4. 

22/ Ibidem, page 8. 
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ment) which bisically postulates making economic and social ob

~ectives compatible with a sound environm~nt, in the perspective 

of a diachronic solida~ity with future generations, through a 

1•ni'que technological style, a participatory institutioi1al frame

work, together with the generation of a new system of values ba

sed on the notion of ''expanded social rationality''· 

The Himmarskj3ld Foundation re~ort ''What Now'' carried these 

ideas further, pointin~ 'out that new development strategies 

should Simultaneously be need-oriented, endogenous, self-reliant, 

ecologically sound and hosed on structural transformations, given 

the organic links between these.five points. 

''Taken in isolation they would not bring about the desired 
result. For· developmen·t is· seen as a whole~ as an integral 
cultural process, as the development of every· man and woman 
and the whole of man and woman". 32_/ 

Before new development str~tegies can become operational on a 

large scale, there are still a great number of problems to be over

come. dany crucial iss~e~. are still pending. Perhaps even a n~m

ber of significant questions _have not yet been posed._ Nonetheless~ 

as pointed out at the.begining of this chapter, these conclusiofls 

mark the emergence of a new paradigm. This in itself, by permitting 

~ocial scientists, statesmen arid peoples to emerge from the jun

gle of false dilemmas in which they were inmersed for years~ re

presents an enormous step forward. 

~/ J'Another Development~ Approaches and Perspectives", op.cit., 
p. 11. Galtung e~presses the same idea when stating that peace, 
economic. we~l-~eing, social justice and ecological balance are 
the most crucial problems facing-humanity today, and especially 
when he adds that ''Today more and more people seem to stress 
that these pointers into the future somehow seem to belong to
gether: there is the idea of '?eace with justice' or of 'eco
development', combining them into pairs. None of them makes 
much senie without the other. Development is to move together 
on all four.'' Johan Galtung, ''Implementing Self-Relian~e'', 
Transnational Perspectives, Vol. 3, Nos. 3 and 4~ .p. 18. 
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REFJ~ECTIONS ON BASIC ,HUMAN NEEDS 

AND WORLD DEVELOP~1EN'r 

by 

Albert TEVOEDJRE 

'oirector of IILS 

In recent years the idea of eradicating poverty, inequality 

ar.d injustice from the global scene through the rigoro~s appli-
' '- '' ·: -

cation of a l)ew development strategy based on basic human needs 

ha.s f.ircd th.e iDiagination of the global communitY> 

. :. (' .... 
·, .. · 

This p,aper represents some tentative • explorations of this 

Jdea.· While at first,glance people mi.,.ht·consider many of the 

ideas it contains too far-fetched, I 9incerely feel t.hat the 

amelioration of the present global situation calls for a 

"revolution" in our traditional ways of thinking, especially on 
' the subject of poverty. It is not my aim to dictate the way in 

which this should be achieved but rather to ~are my own first 

thoughts on the directions it might take. 

The idea which underlies my paper is that poverty need not 

be a destructive force as is often suggested. Much has been 

said - and continues to be said - about the eradication of poverty 

and the achieyement of wealth as a global norm. I am against such 

propaganda, as I tend to believe in the virtue of poverty - not of 

the poverty which breeds ignorance and disease and destroys human 

dignity, but rather of the poverty which liberates man from his 

subjugation to money and to a constricting consumer cycle with all 

their debilitating side effects. 

Im;tead of speaking of the eradication of poverty, I feel 

we should speak of the eradication of inequality. It is my 

opinion that there is a causal relationship between an excess of 
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wealth and absolute poverty (which is unacceptable) and that the 

former generates the latter. So when we speak of a basic needs 

strategy to eradicate poverty we must address ourselves not only 

to the amelioration of the situation of the poor but also to the 

curbing of the excessi~e consumptionand ostentatious life-style 

of the very rich. In a· given society, there should be neither an 

excess of poverty, nor an excess of riches. The nation's wealth 

shou1d belong equally to all its .people and everyone should have 

enough but not. too much. Such a society will generate the sense 

of community and of solidarity which is necessary for the advance

ment of a nation. 

In such a society, based on austerity and characterised by 

a simplicity of life-style, everyone must contribute to the social 

good according to their capacities and earn according to their 

needs. In the words.pf Mahatma Gandhi: "Every·man is part of a 

nation and sho•lld, therefOJ;e, use his talents, not solely for . j • ' _, 

himself, but for the advancement of the social structure of which 

he is but a part. No country can progress if its ci tize'ns do· not 

·pay back more.than they receive" . 

.' -' . _-,: 

. ' 
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Introduction 

Mid-way through the present decade it became increasingly 

apparent that the development plans and s.trategies optimistically 

inaugurated in the last twenty-,.five years with the declared goal' 

of reducing the gap between the rich and poor na.tions and the 

rich and poor of natj.ons · had failed in their purpose, By the 

end of the 1960s, even before the inception of the Second UN 

Development Decade, alert observers of the international scene 

noted that, as far as developing countries were concerned, con

ventional patterns of economic development had not led to a 

noticeable reduction in poverty, On the contrary, and notwith., 

standing the exceptionally rapid and substantial growth of per 

capita income in the developing countries as a group 1 a large 

and increasing number of people remained in absolute poverty, 

denied a share of the benefits accruing to their nations, 

'this poor record and ominous prospect for the last cjuar't'ef 

of the twentieth century have called into question the assump.o.: 

tions cin·which development strategies have been based~ It is 

increa'singly acknowledged that to equate development with economic 

growth is. insufficient unless that growth is_acc<;>mpanied by a 

simultaneous decrease in inequality, .unemployment and poverty. 

The time has come to recognise that social factorsmust be taken 

into account in the formulation of development strategies and a 

doctrine of 'universal entitlement is finding widespread e'xpres- · 

sion and acceptance in international fora. In short, the concept 

of basic human needs is emerging as a central element in 

development strategy and so in international relations.· 

Traditionaldevelopment strategies and their drawbacks 

M~ny factors l1ave contributed to the failure of traditional 

forms of development to close the gap between the rich and poor 

and many lessons for the future ca11 be derived from these 

failures. 
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Conscious concern with development is a relatively new 

phenomenon. Structures of production and patterns 

of trade, consumption and distribution of wealth prevailing 

in many developing countr:i_es have often originated under alien 

regimes whose main concern was not the advancement of the colony 

but that of the metropoU.s. Continued adherence to these 

imported systems and the wholesale imitati6n of Western life 

styles and rnodols of development, which are ill-suited to the 

indigenous cultures of these now independent nations have con

tributed to the failure of many development strategies. 

However, this painstaking imitation of Western models of 

development does not spring only from the colonial experience 

of the developing nations. Development has long been equated 

with economic growth, measured in monetary and statistically 

quantifiable terms. In line with tlie accepted economic prin-

ciples of the era, the Third World countries have accepted a 
I 

rising GNP and a heal thy balance of· payments as the 

marks of success. As the developed countries represent 

hall,-

exam-

ples of such success, it follows that the developing countries 

feel that the certain road to advancement lies in following the. 

development models of the West. At the global level such 

criteria have been incorporated into the ON Development Decades 

whose impact on development is now being questioned. 

At the national level reliance on foreign patterns of 

development and on imported ·technologies has led to the adoption 

of inappropriate strategies in several fields. Government 

policies are often ill-adapted to the social and economic 

sit-uation of the countries concerned, as is demonstrated by the 

poor allocation of investment resources, the under--utilisation 

of capital, land and labour, the choice of inappropriate techno

logies in relation to _the country's resource endowments, and· the 

increasing concentration of income in a few areas of the economy. 

The outcome has often been a crippling dependence on the 

developed world for imports, capital and aid. 
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As mentioned earlier, the most obvious failure of the 

development strategies of the post~war era has been their 

inability to reduce the gap between the rich and poor. The 

problem undoubtedly lies in the basic premise on which these 

strategies ,were based: namely the doctrine that the widening 

gap between rich and poor engendered by the early stages of 

industrial growth would decrease at its later stages as the 

distribution of benefits automatically regulated itself. 

Questions of distribution were brushed aside and it was even 

postulated that inequality was necessary to generate savings 

and provide the necessary incentives for growth. This doctrine 

continued to have credence into the early 1970s, in spite of 

ample eviden~e to,the contrary. The impressive 5% increase in 

GNP which, in the 1960s, characterised the developing countries 

as a group, has done little to alleviate the problem of poverty 

in the Third World, for while it has been partly absorbed by 

their high popu1ation growth rates, a large part of'it has gone 
. . ' I . 

to the already affluent elites of these countries. Economic, 

social and political inequality persist and ~1ealth and power 

remain highly concentrated in the hands of the few who have' 

benefited from growth and who use their power to preserve these 

benefits for themselves. 

Thus the most serious flaw in the first two Development 

Decades was the fact that, by ignoring the social aspects of 

development, they neglected the requirements side of the dev

elopment equation. 

Redefining development 

By the mid-1970s a number of independent scholars, non

governmental organisations and international agencies had begun 

to question the idea of basing development strategy on achieving 

gross increases in production and asking 'instead to whom the 

benefits of s~ch production were accruing. As a strategy for 

the reduction of poverty and inequality, the effectiveness of 

economic growth was called into question. As a 1977 World Bank 



paper pointed out: 

"Economic growth appears to have done very little 
for the poor of the Third World's rapidly growing 
populations ... The trouble was not so much the 
absence of work as unremunerative work. It was 
not growth as such but the structure of ownership 
and power and the policies pursued by governments 
which prevented the poor from benefitting from· 
growth ... Critical social services.have been 
neglected on the ground that they are of 
undefinable value to GNP.''2 

4 • 

The message for the 1980s and for the success of the New 

triternational Economic Order. is very clear. 

",(There is a) ... need for new development strategies 
- national and international - defined and designed, 
notmerely to meet the criterion of private or 
state profitability, but rather to give priority to· 
the expression and satisfaction of fundamental human 
values. Society as a whole must accept the respon
sibility for guaranteeing a minimum level of welfare. 
for all its citizens and aim at equality in human 
relations ... It follows that the problem of develop
ment must be redefined as a selective attack on the 
\olorst forms of poverty. "3 · 

Two kinds of poverty 

The elimination of absolute poverty, characterised by. 

fndigence and ~estitution, is crucial to national and inter-

national development. ·While it exists, the apathy it creates 

will undermine both the desire and the will for self-improvement. 

Inasmuch as the incidence of absolute poverty appears to be 

increasing in most developing countries, despite their rapid 

·economic.growth, it constitutes one of the most disturbing aspects 

· ,of economic development in the last twenty-five years. According 
'-··· 

"to statistics compiled by the ILO approximately 67% of the 

population of developing market economies can be described as 

seriously poor and 3.7% of this group as destitute, 4 Addi t.ionally, 

when the concept of poverty is extended to include, not merely 

income relative to consumption requirements but also access to 

basic services like health, housing, education and other social 

amenities, the proportion of the global populatl.on thv.t cv.n be 

classed as poor i~ quite considerable. It is to this aspect of 



poverty and to the amelioration of the conditions of these people 

that the basic needs strategy mus~ address itself. 

-Identification of the causes of poverty in developing 

countries would serve as a point of departure for the formul~tion 

of development strategies which would both counteract its worst 

effects and, in the long run, result in its eradication, 

Basically the causes. of poverty are to· be found in the 

economic and social structures of the developing countries,· One 

~f the major causes of poverty is the fact that economic growth 

is generally centred on and oriented tovJards the small modern 

sector which is characterised by capital-intensive rather than 

labour-intensive production techniques, This results in an 

asymmetrical pattern of growth favouring the urban centres and a 

small portion of the total population to the detriment of the 

rural 'sector ~nd the pxclusion of the large majority from the 

· fruits of development .. 

The highly asymmetrical distribution of income and power 

which is characteristic of many developing countries is ~nother, 

and perhaps more important, reason for their uneven patterns of 

growth. These inequalities influence the patterns of growth 

mainly through their impact on the generation of demand and out-

put. In ecODomies where income patterns are based in favour of 

the rich, the market inevitably reflects their tastes and needs. 

The type of goods and services usually produced within both 

public and private sectors are therefore neither appropriate to 

the needs of the really poor nor accessible to them·. Additionally, 

as the production of consumer durables for the rich usually 

requires capital-in.t~nsive rather than labour-intensive production 

techniques, such patterns of grov1th generate low rates· of employ

ment and income growth, thereby adding to the problem of absolute 

poverty. 
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The skewed distribution of income also affects the access 

of the poorest groups to public services {e.g. schools, medical 

services, housing and other social infrastructures), credit 

facilities and extension services as the decisions regarding the 

spatial allocation of these and other such resources are usually 

in favour of the more powerful moneyed classes, 

In short, the poorest peoples of nations are caught in a 

vicious circle in which their poverty itself denies them easy 

access to the very goods and services which would alleviate their 

situation. 

While the causes of poverty are to be found principally 

within the economic, political and social structures of the 

developing countries, the influence of international factors and 

policies cannot be overlooked. The inadequate flow of resources 

from developed to developing countries, fluctuating and generally 

, ,unfavourable terms of trade and restricted access to the markets 

of the industrialised countries have constrained economic and 

employment growth in the Third World. In addition, where aid 

and investment are available they are directed largely t,owards the 

modern, capital-intensive, urban sector and so exclude a large 

proportion of the population from their benefits. 

Increasing awareness of all these factors has resulted 

recently in the: reconsideration of the obj,ectives and the design 

of deve,lopment strategies. The earlier reliance exclusively on 

policies of ·income and employment generation hasr given way to the 

recognition that these must be complemented by changes in the 

structures of production and the allocation of resources if 

economic development is to benefit all citizens equally. In 

essence, what is cal.led for is "another development" founded on 

self-reliance and the satisfaction of basic needs. 
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In,tne context of "another development" it is useful to take 

a second look at the concept of poverty and to ask the question: 

"Is poverty necessarily an evil?" 

Poverty is·usually treated as an unidimensional concept 

characterised solely by utter destitution and hopelessness. 

Hovwver there is another dimension to poverty the keynote of 

which is, not: destitution, but simplicity of life-style and 

values~ Such a pover.ty is by no means an obstacle to development 

and could be effectively pursued as a des.ired goal by the 

developing countries in their development efforts, 

The kind of poverty which constitutes a denial of the super

fluous once the essential has been achieved, invests a society 

with justice and dignity and gives it a base of equality in wealth 

and povJCr from which to launch a collective assault on the task 

of development. Such a poverty is "operational" in the sense 

that it provides a lever for action to achieve developmen.t; a 

sheet-anchor in a world constantly re-thinking its future, 

Neither a promise of abundance nor an uncontrolled scramble 

for consumer goods can or even should be the driving force of 

·development planning. The unchecked accumulation of ':"ealth and 

of material goods must eventually become a canker in the body 

politic. Pollution, the destruction of the environment, over-

crowded ci t.ies, stress, boredom, .drugs, violence and mental 

disease are but a few examples of the high social costs of .. 
untrc.:nmelled acquisitiveness and the apparently infinite expan-

sion of the consumer market. The struggle for relative wealth 

creates inequalities within a nation and sets a people against 

·itself, destroying the collec.tive will which is so necessary to 

a country in the pro6ess of development. Human needs are both 

relative and socially conditioned. Non-selective imitation of 

Western models of development, oven in the satisfaction of basic 

needs, ciln only result in the develoriing country falling ·into 
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the same trap of spirallj_ng needs that characterises the West 

today. While the provision of basic human needs is central to 

develo-pment strategies, planners must not overlook the fact that 

the social control .or mastery of such needs, through education, 
' 

taxation and other government policies, is also essential. For 

as Aristotle pointed out, "the amount of property which is needed 

for a good life is not unlimited", A society based on anti-

consumption is a society of collective wealth and participation 

in poverty, which in turn means the crreatest welfare of the 

greatest number. 

Thus, the question to be asked in formulating alternative 

strategies for development is not so much how poverty can be 

entirely eliminated, but more how it can be constructively used 

for the advancement of a nation. 

For most develop'ing countries to achieve such a society, a 

regime of st.rict economy bused on egocentric development is 

essential. A regime of strict economy is not an austerity plan 

to meet. an emergency, It is a long-term development plan based 

on the fullest utilisation of a country's mm strengths, its 

resources and the creative capacity of its people. It depends 

for its successful accomplishment on cultural, economic and 

political independence, self-reliance, solidarity and the parti-

cipation of the people in the task of nation-building. 'rho five 

pillars on which it must rest are: the satisfaction of basic 

needs, endogenous development, self-reliance, participation and 

a contract ot solidarity. 

Basic Needs 

The question of·the satisfaction of basic needs as a strategy 

for development is one which must be viewed with caution. While 

the concept is increasingly, and justifiably, used in development 



parlance to shift the emphasis from the development of thin')s 

to the development of man, it must be noted that it is only one 

of the many facets of "another development". As a strategy, 

the satisfaction of basic needs must not be considered as the 

exclusive remedy for all economic and soci~l ills. Neither 

should it become an excuse for avoidin') the structural chan')es 

necessary both w.i.thin and among nations ·for the eradication of 

inequall.ty, It must also be remembered that basic needs ar~ 

relative and that, 9iven the existence of cultural diversity, 

there is no universally valid and predetermined level of basic 

needs. Rather basic needs must be nationally determined and 

must be consistent with the income and capability limitations o'f 

the country·concerned, In this context again the idea of a 

social control of needs, or a ceiling on needs, cannot be over

emphasised. 

With these rese~vations in mind, the following discussibn 

looks at .basic needs as one of the important elements in "another 

development". 

The starting point of the basic needs approach to develop

ment is the need to provide opportunities for the full physical, 

mental and social development of the human pcrsonality.S With 

t~i~ iri mind it focuses on channeling specific resources to groups 

which, being deficient in them, are denied their full rights as 

citizens. Its ultimate aim is therefore the eradication of the 

worst kind of physical and spiritual poverty that exist among the 

poorest peop-le and the poorest nations. 

At its most comprehensive the.concept of basic needs involves 

a very intricate matrix of material and non-material needs and 

satisfi.ers of these needs. (See Table I) 
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TABLE I 

Basic Needs Cateaories and Satisfiers6 

Cl<~s:)ificnti_cn ol needs 
n.ccordifi!J lo c~!·::~;Orics 

of t>~tlisficrs which 
mainly sutbfy 

' · .. 
-------------· 

llnving 

Personal 

Ocing 

Envirohmcmtal 
Cl~ts~ilic;:,lion of lhcrn 
n.)cdr> t1•.:Gord!n~1 lo 
t:lktJoric~ ()f on!olqgic:ll 
\'illliCS Psycho-som:Jtic Psyc11o·hn bit:1tiona: 

living 

Co-Li·Y"ing 

Growing 

Porroclino 

Security 

Oclong!nono:.;s 

Esteem 

Pnl·ticipation 

lnnov<.~tion 

M:tlurity 

{ tAamlcnoncc 

Pfotcction 

{

Love 

UndDI!;t~tndlng 

{ 

Go·.remmcnl 

nee r ~};"; tii)n 

Nutrition 
Rest 
Physicnl fitness 

Ctimalization 
Aid 
Ht~biiabUity 

---·-----
Income 
P.eproduo:::!ion 
Habit~;bi!ity --------------------· 

Pmvcrlliv~ mcd. 
f k·alth cnn: 
Se:lf-protcction 

ldcntily, Attach 
mcnt t<} li•Jing 

f~rtisinQ. Edi.!Cii.L 
Information 
lntro~:pcction 

Autonomy 
Libcriy 
lndcpencl~ncc 

Prc·nmt!on 
Rc~titution 

laking root 
Affc:.lion 
Att.<::chnl(!nt 

Prevention 
nc:~ti!lr 11 ua 
Dctcnsc. 

Se:<U~I C!r:d r:.:mlly 
love, Frit:r :d:;;hip 

-----------·-------·-----
Erlu~a:lon 

ln1orrn:::.:!on 
O:)SCPI~Iion 

Purticip.::.tion 
Autono·n~y 

Uberty, Jndep(:nt1. 

Edt:C;ltion 
fnfor::l3~:cn 

Ob!.Cfv::~iun 

----·-----
Par ticip~·!t:nn 
.. '\uk'ocr,r;•. Lit.·.:-rly 
lndep~ndcncC' 

----------------------------------
Sdf·rrcrc:otion 

Hj~it.-~ticnat 
Rccre~1 !ion 

Sod~l 

n.ccrcation 
------------·----------·-----···-
Genius 
Achk~vc~n1enl · 

Sclr-~chicvcn~c,lt 

Authcntkily 
Equ~1nirnily 
St'!Cllf ity . 
litunilily 

Improvement 
Ar.hic;vL~rrlCill 

Cosmovision. 

Donuty 
EcolotJ;C~lf 
C(]llili:Jritll\\ 

lmpro•:cnv~nt 

J\r.ll i'~'..'t:ro1'~ n t 

Historic 
Pro:;pccti·.··~ 

Jleli~JiOU$ 

Selicl.~rity. Jt,·;til.:•! 
111t•:·(Jfi:y. /;,ltH!i~.n• 
Gt~' ~' m .. "'~•i ly 
Hn;;pc n~•ill'li l'J 
/,d~pt:~l;ilttj 

-,--·--·····-·· ·-······----

However, as a strategy for development and for the eradication 

of poverty, the concept addresses itself selectively to some of 

the strategically mor_e important categories of the matrix including 

those in the material sphere of living (e.g. nutrition, health 

care, income, etc.) as a precondition for the adequate development 

of satisfiers in the non-material areas of eo-living, growing and 

perfecting, all of which l1ave a bearing on those processes which 
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would foster the integration of persons and groups into the 

development process. 

As the foregoing discussion illustrates, the concept of 

basic human needs consists of two components, "having" and "being", 

By the ILO's defi.nition the former is composed of two inter-, 

related elements: (a) certain minimum requirements of a family 

for private consumption (e.g. food, shelter, clothing, etc.) and 

(b) essential services provided by and for the community 

(e.g. safe drinkirg water, sanitation, public transport and 

health and education services). The "being" aspect of the 

concept addresses itself to non-material needs includi.ng self.., 

reliance, self-determinatj_on, basic' freedoms, respect for human 

rights,.participation, etc. As the principal means to ensure 

production of necessary goods and services and the income.with 

which to acquire them and as a means of identification with and 

participation in the :development processes, employment plays, a 

crucial role in any basic needs strategy; 

The definition of basic needs targets, and especially-those 

of its "having" component, in terms of the supply and-consumption 

of specific goods and services and of their characteristics 

facilitates first, the identification of those sections_of the 

population whose needs are not being met and secondly,.· t}'l~,,. 

estimation of the shortfalls. Such an approach also avoids the 

danger of expressing command over goods and services in terms 

of income estimates which ignore the non-monetary aspects of 

poverty such· as the lack of access to essential services. It 

also provides a basis for planning the production of basic goods 

and services and makes it e·asier to monitor progress in achieving 

the satisfaction of specific items of basic. heeds and so gives 

national planners a more relevant· focus for their plans and also 

benchmarks against which performance can be measured and parti~ 

cipation mobilised. 
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The monitoring of developments in the areas of basic human 

needs is essential if specific targets are to be met within a 

given time frame and if the concept of basic needs is to be 

dynamic, evolving over tiwe in line with the growth of economics 

and of the aspirations of the people. The traditional answer 

to the questions of (a) the measurement of progress in meeting 

basic needs and (b) the assessment of achievements in the area 

of reduction of global poverty vii thin a given time frame, is the 

measurement of per capita income. A serious flaw in this kind 

of measurement is that it does not take into account the role 

and influence of non-monetary income factors such as subsj_stence 

farming and government financed public services. cross national 

research wi.th alternative indicators of development have demon

strated that the validity of traditional economic measure can 

be called into question. For example, the Physical Quality of 

Life Index (PQLI) developed by the Overseas Development Council 

demonstrates rhat wh~n universally acceptable targets of well-being, 

such as life expectancy, infant mortality and literacy, are used 

as indicators of progress, the picture which emerges is very 

different from that which is presented by the more traditional 

statistics of per capita income. 

TABLE II 

'!'he Dcvel'2£ment Attained b:,: Selected Countries 7 

Aver .age Life 
Per Capita PQLl Expectancy Inf.lnt Birth GNP Achievement at Birth Mortality Litel-ac.y Rate 

($, 1971•) (ycaru:) (per 1,000) (Z) (per lOO C) 

!MJ-!nco::Je Ccunt rics lSZ 39 48 134 33 40 I\lUia MO 42 ~0 139 )I, 35 t:c-.r.-:la, IndL1. uo 7.2 61 58 60 27 Sri L::tnka 130 83 68 45 61 28 Mr.haolstan 110 ].8 ~3 182 8 43 

~c:' Hidcllc.-Incmnc C.:n:ntrics 
. 

338 58 61 10 34 30, Y.~la)•r:.i;l 680 59 59 75 41 39 r.::ort.>a, Rep~ of 460 79 61 47 88 29 cu!~a 640' ____ .ss 10 • 29 78 25 
t1t1rcr Htc:!dlc-!Llco:ne Couutric::; ' 1,091 68 61 82 65 35 

Iran 1,250 39 51 l39 23 45 .Alr.c-ri:t. 710 43 53 126 26 49 'rnii..'.:Jn (ROC) &10 87 69 26' 65 23 

l:tl:h-lf'ICC\:::c Cow1trics 4,361 93 71 21 97 17 ru._•,,J t . ----11,770 -- 65 · ---G9 --M·- 55 45 
l~al!l:~t !>r."H"t~s 6,(•70 94 7l 17 99 15 
I;cthcr-lnnJs 5,250 97 74 .11 98 14 
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The above table illustrates the contention that although 

there is a close-correlation between levels of GNP and physical 

well-being, low income and the worst consequences of absolute 

poverty do not necessarily coincide. This is demonstrated -for 

·example in the case of Sri Lanka where life expectancy, infant 

mortality and literacy rates are similar to those of the U.S. in 

the 1930's but achieved at a much lower rate of per capita 

income. This means that though a substantial proportion of the 

population. has incomes below that defined as absolute poverty, 

government financed services such as free weekly issues of grain, 

the provision of free medical and educationa,l services and, more 

.. recently, land reform have supplemented the cash incomes of the 

poorest people·. Conversely, the case of Iran illustra,tes the 

fact that high per capita income does not reflect widespread 

~~ell-being. 

Thus, while it must be admitted that more research is 
/ 

necessary before the principal variables for the measurement o.f 

progress in the satisfaction of basic needs and their relative 

importanco can be fully developed, a need exists for the formu.,. 

tation of specific targets within/~iven time (e,g. doubling ·f'ood 

production, doubling per capita income and halving existing 

disparities between life expectancy, infant moytality and 

literacy rates between developed.and developing countries by the 

year 2000).8 

In general terms a basic needs strategy calls for-develop

ment policies characterised by a judicious mixture of both .. . 

economic growth and equitable income distribution, together with 

the structural changes necessary for the eradication of poverty, 

Although it is often suggested that growth alonewould, in 

the long run, result in the amelioration of the conditions of the 

poor, as the Director-General of the ILO has pointed out ''{t is. 

no longer acceptable in human terms or responsible in political 
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terms to 1r1ait several genera·tions for the benefits· of development 
c 

to trickle doVIn until they fj_nally reach the poorest groups".~ 

GivE:n a proper mix of gro1r1th and redistribution, the incomes of 

the poorest groups as 1r1ell as their access to basic services 1r1ill 

increase at a faster rate than that ofother groups in the economy. 

'l'his redistribution can be effected in many ways, including 

(a) changing the relative price of goods and services of special 

importance to the poor, (b) introducing consumption transfers 

which benefit the poor through a combination of progressive taxa

tion and an expansion of publicly-financed Sasic services, (c) 

· investmcn·t resources channeled in favour of the productj_on require-

mcnts of the poor and (d) 

such as capital and land. 

the redistribution of existing resources 

Productive employment policies also have a central role to 

play in the basic need~ strategy through their effect ori supply 

and demand in a given economy, Increases in productive employ-

ment result in increase in incomes with which the poor can buy the 

goods and services they need, This in its turn necessitates furthe 

investment in these products to increase their supply and since 

they are usually labour intensive, increases in investments leads 

back to increases in employment and so' incomes. Thus, as far as 

possible, the objective of public policy should be to promote 

productive employment in sectors that would contr:lbute directly 

or indirectly to the production of basic goods and services, This 

could be achieved for example by providing access to tools and 

implements for. the self-employed; providing infrastructural 

facilities such as irrigation, roads, cheap transport, credit, 

public works schemes, etc; through investment in areas that 

support and enhance production and through investment in training, 

health and education with a view to improving access to skills and 

increasing productivity. 

Additionally, public investment and tax and credit policies 

should also be oriented towards appropriate labour intensive 

rather than capital intensive activities. 
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The incr~ase in incomes generated by the increase in productive 

employment must be matched by a parallel ~ncrease in the supply 

of products needed by the poor if basic needs strategies are to 

succeed. Thus policy formulation and planning should put as 

much emphasis on the supply of basic needs goods as on employment 

planning by overcoming the constraints which hinder output, 

mi.nimising the loss of: mvrketable output that re~"ults from v:as.tes 

caused by lack of or inadequacy of supporting services and by 

improving the distribution and delivery systems of the country 

concerned. 

The implementation of a basic needs strategy depends on rapid 

increases in both agricultural and industrial output. However 

a swift rate of grov;th is only one of two components of strategy 

in this area. The second is that the design of development poli-

cies or projects should be based on an assessment of the extent 

to which they meet the objective of producing the goods and services 
' 

identified as being necessary to a minimum standard of living, 

In so far as development projects are concerned - and this applies 

to nationally and internationally funded projects - social 

desirabi.lity studies should be carried out at the same time as the 

economic viability studies vJhich normally precede su eh projects. 

In addition, the constant monitoring of the social aspects of such 

projects and their modification in response to changing needs will 

ensure that evolving needs do not outstrip the provision of goods 

and services. 

In the agricultural field the objective of integrated rural 
. 

development is becoming increa~ingly popular as a way of meeting 

both the material and non-material needs of the rural population. 

The concept of integrated rural developments starts from the 

premise that rural poverty is a central problem of development 

which can only be. era'dicated through a specific set of "integrated 

policies". Contending that traditional development methodology 

attacks poverty in an indirect and passive way by subordinating the 

determination of target groups to development goals and measures, 
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the integrated rural development concept reverses these relation-

ships. Thus the first step in policy planning becomes the 

identification of the most needy "target groups", followed by the 

fo:nnulation of goals spec1fic to t.he needs of those groups and by 

the measures nece.ssaJ:y to ach.i.cve these goals. To ensure that the 

measures tuken are mutually consistent and as comprehensive as 

possibl~a puckage approach which includes a variety of inputs 

(e,g. seed, draught animals, tools, credit, etc.), infrastructural 

facilities and othe.r forms of technical assistance programmes 

is essent1al. As mentioned before, in countries where patterns 

of landmvnership are a major cause of rural poverty, land reform 

measures could also faci U. tute rural development .. 

The expansion of rural activities would certainly have an 

impact on t.he pace of industr.ialisat.ion through the increase in 

demand generuted by income increases and also through 

the availability of more agro-industrial inputs resulting fro~ 

agricultural expansion. 

Given the fact that the task of the industrial sector is to 

pr-ovide the basic consumer goods required by the poor and to 

provide technical input supror-t for the agricultural sector, the 

selection of new industries and expunsion of existing ones must· 

be oriented towards meeting these needs. In this connection too 

the use of local resources und increasing domestic industrial 

processing should be encouraged. 

Finally; the provision of adequate and appropriate public 

services and social infrastructures is an essential element in 

the promotion of a basic needs strategy of development. One of 

the major drawbacks of existincr social services in most developing 

countries is that th~y are largely urban centred both in terms 

of spatial location and in terms of orientation. 'rhere is, 

therefore, a need for the reorientation of these services and their 

extension into the rural areas. 
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Thus, in satisfying Lhe judiciously selc6teJ essential needs 

of a people, a basic needs strategy will itself generate some of 

the st:ructm~aJ changes necessary to the development of a nation, 

1l'he trap into whi.ch many of the 'rhi.rd Norld connt.ric.~s 

have fallen in thei.r development efforts is to bcelieve that 
' ,there is only one development model and that io3 the 1'\'est.ern one, 

This has resulted in the wholesale importation and perpetuation 

of the Hhole gamut of Nestcrn values, cult.ure, production 

systems and social institui:ion;;. Development .is conceived of 

in terms of the most colossal budget, the most ambitious plan 

fbt industrialisation (usually to the detriment of the 

traditional rural sector and employment) , the last word in 

technology, armaments and transport and the• proliferati.on o_f 

expensive consumer goods. Indigenous rultural values and 

traditions have become synonymous with backwardness and imitation 

of the West is considered the ultimate in modernity. Predic

tably, the result is one of cultural and economic dependence on 

the West and vulnerability to external influences and forces. 

In pursuing a. VIe stern pattern of development poTi t.ica l 

leadership in the Third World has overlooked an in~ortant fact, 

which is that human requirements arc: not purely 

economic but include-citizenship of nations that are truly 

indcpendrcnt economi.cally as vJell as politically.l0 With its 

emphasi;; on endog0nous development pat terns, t.he valorisation 

of na~ional resources, consumption patterns that ~conomise on 

foreign exchange, national control over resources and the 

participation of the masses i.n the tasks of nation-building, 

the basic needs approach offers an opportunity to break away 



from this alien economic pattern which perpetrates an inter

national division· of labour characterised by a few economic 

empires at the centre directing the tasks carried out at the 

peripheries by their satellites. All new national policies 
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wl.lich seek to reduce economj.c vulnerability and cultural 

dependence must be based on an autonomous definition of the 

forces and forms of development in accordance with each country's 

natural environment, cultural heritage and human potential. 

If the forces inherent in each society are brought into play 

the result will be the collective awareness of the possibilities 

of self-reliance, a form of solidarity founded on the similar 

nature of problems to be overcome. 

Nowhere is the need for cultural independence and self

reliance more obvious than in the area of technology. 

Technological development has had, in many respects, an adverse 

influence on the social structures of the developing countries 

largely because new techniques are introduced without suf

ficient forethought regarding the requirements of a country. 

Technologies which have evolved in the context of the needs 

and objectives of alien cultures should not be adopted without 

thought for either their actual value insofar as the creation 

of employment is concerned or for their impact on the ecological 

and cultural systems of the recipient countries. How develop

ment is gained is no less important than its benefits and 

technology must be recognised as "a two-edged sword, simul

taneously the bearer and the destroyer of values".lJ If 

cultural and ecological diversity are to be nurtured and it is .. 
in th·; interests of the world corrununi ty that they are - techno-

logy should be adapted to reflect the experience, the skills and 

the requirements of the recipient peoples so that they might 

develop their own characteristics and capabilities. 
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The objective of technology should be to close the techno

logical gap which ·exists in most developing countries, to raise 

incomes and employment and establish the foundations for more 

endogenous technological development.through the reorientation 

of research· to over -labour-intensive, Emergy-saving intermediate 

technologies designed for small-scale urban and rural production. 

If complemented by the expansion of training facilities for 

skilled and seffij_:.:skilled workers and the provision of. inputs like 

credit·.facilj_ties, these measures will facilitate the rapid 

expansion of both the industrial and the agricultural sectors. 

'In addition, another development strategy which emphasises 

basic needs will itself influence the choice of technologies 

in the developi.ng world, The satisfaction of basic needs, includ-

ing· the right to employment, necessitates the adoption of-techno

logies which have the great0st potential for improving the welfare, 
; 

employment and incbmes,of the poorest groups~ SimplP- and 

inexpensive technologies of a labour-o:intensive rather than a 

capital.,-Jntens.ive nature should be the keynote of the basic needs 

approach. 

New development approaches call for technologies emanating 

from the people· of- adapted to their needs. They should be applied 

not only in the modern industrial sector which is regulated by an 

exchange economy and external .market factors but also in the tradi

tional rural ·se6to~ ~n order to facilitate its expansion, the 

development of complementary agro-industries and the creation of 

a service economy. As the people are the starting point and the 

targ'et of development efforts, the production of goods and services 

for the producers must not be overlooked. 

Self-Reliance 

Self-reliance itself is an essential element of the basic 

needs approach to development. It is characterised by a reduc-

tion in external dependence and especially in the dependence on 

imported goods and services (such as basic foodstuffs, fuel, 
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cnpitnl equipment and expertise) through changed patterns of 

consumption, life~styles and increased production of essential 

se:t·vices and commodit.ies at the national level. This does not 

entirely preclude trade, but it does lj.mit exchanges to those 

items vJbich are t.hought to be indispensable and are not. found at 

t:hc local, national or regional level, It implies also increased 

.national ownership of internal resources, accompanied by 

increased local processing and more local control Over the market 

_price of commodjties. It would also give countries more leverage 

in their dealings with trans-national corporations, and give 

them the ultimate say in the exploitation of their own resources, 

However, self-:rel iance must not be confused vli th autarky, 

In an interdependent world no nation can be either self~sufficient 

or completely isoluted, so its capacity for meeting the basic heeds 

of its own people is of necessity limited. The key to develop-

ment strategy based on self-reljance "is not to break all links 

wllich would be socially damaging and politically ·unworkable, but to 

adopt a selective approach to external influences••. 12 The 

Chj.nese experience wj_th self-reliance is an illuminating lesson 

on just how successful such a strategy can be, 

Nor is self-reliance necessarily a strictly national strategy~ 

The experience of OPEC and the other economic cartels that have 

followed· it have demonstrated that the collective confrontation 

of a problem makes its solution easier, By pooling their 

resources and their knowledge, the developing countries are more 

likely to overcome the obstacles on their path to development. 

'l'his is particularly true of tue area of international trade. 

'I'he structure of the international economy is such that d_eveloping 

countries often find themselves at a disadvantage in their trade 

links with the developed world and it is increasingly obvious that 

new approaches and initiatives must be undertaken in the inter-

national area to support national self-reliance. In the words 

of the team that drafted the Report to the Governments of the 
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Commonwealth which met in June 1977: 

". . • co-operation among the developing countr j_es must 
now become more than ever before a focal point of a nevl 
international strategy for development ... It is only · 
by this means that the capacit.y for self-reliance -of 
the developing countries can be maximised, leading 
ultimately to a v1orld economy which will, in the fullest 
sense of the term, consist of complementary and inter
dependent parts.•l3 

At present trade 

importance - not more 

among developing countries is 
. 14 

than 20-25% of total trade. 

of a minor 

Wit.h the 

implementation of basic needs strategies and the application of 

more appropriate technologies and the production of appropriate 

products for developing countrie:; there should be more scope for 

increased trade between the Third world countries and less 

reliance on trade with developed countries. These trading ties 

would be of particular importance to on"·7crop countries which 

are, at present, especially vulnerable to price fluctuations and 

other external factors vlhich make individual self-reliance 

virtually impossible, 

Nor is trade the only possibility for exchanges among 

countries of similar social and economic backgrounds. They can 

also assist one another in other areas such as technological 

innovations and developments; the exchange and dissemination 
. ' 
of experiences through an exchange of qualified personnel; 

co-operative projects implemented on a multi-national basis; 

joint programmes for the eradication of diseases; joint develop

ment Gf rivers and-transport networks between neighbouring countries, 

etc. Such interchanges vlill not only strengthen the linkages 

between' the ~'hird World countries but will also change their 

relationships with the industrialised countries by decreasing their 

dependence on them. 
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If basic needs satisfaction, cultural independence and self

reliance are to be the cornerstones of the new development sl:rategy, 

a fourth element is inevitable; i.e. the specific, equitable and 

responsible participation of all people in the advancement of 

their OHn nations and in the global development of the planet. 

In 1973 the participants at the Algiers Conference, commenti.ng 

on the need for a new economic order, noted that the process of 

internal structural change must be oriented toHards the maximum 

improvement in levels of employment and income redistribution and 

to an overall solution for such problems as health, .nutri.tion, 

housing and education so as to meet the basic needs of a nation's 

people. They also stated their conviction that these aims could 

only be attained through the conscious, democratic participation 

of the popular masses as a decisive factor in any national 

effort towards dynamic, effective and independent development. 

Participation of the target populations in decision making 

has several advantages. It is crucial to the identification of 

needs and targets and the· appropriat.e design of programmes as it 

".places a weal1:h of additional information at the disposal of the 

planners enabling them to set objectives that are more realistic" 15 

· and more in keetl."-'···· ·,c:i th the needs and aspirations of the target 
"'" 

groups them,;elves - an invaluable clement in a strategy oriented 

towards the satisfaction of basic needs. In addition, participa-

tion of the masses means the mobilisation of popular interest in 

development issues, the exploitation of the.people's latent 

energies and .. creativity and the economi.cal use of local resources 

and under-utilised labour. People who are involved in the 

formulation of strategies which they can clearly perceive as being 

beneficial to themselves will also be more willing to involve 

themselves in the im~lemenl:ntion of these strategies, thereby 

enhancing the spirit and conditions of self-reliance. Further-

more, participation in the achievement of material needs will also 

fulfil some of the non-material zweds such as respect for and 
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conU nued promotion of basic human right:s, for example the 

right to gainful employment and the right to participate in 

decisions that affect one's conditions of existence. 

At. a policy-maki.ng level, parU cipation of this nature implies 

that political leaders must avoid isolating themselves and must 

listen and learn from the people they govern. This involv.es 

bringing the decision-making centres closer to their popular base 

and facilitating the motivatJ.on of the masses of population in 

the execution of various projects. It is clearly to the advantage 

of nations, therefore, to promote the development of socia.l 

insti.tutions through which they can mobilise the masses and 

encourage their actJ.ve participation in every aspect an·d stage of 

planning for development so as to achi.eve real social participa

tion. 

However, participation in the tasks of development is not 

the prerogative and the duty only of the masses, There is 

another aspect of participation which is frequently overlooked -

namely, the participation of the wealthy (i.e. of the !lite) in 

the pursuit of equality and the full economic freedom of the 

masses, in short, participation in poverty. As Gandlli once said, 

working for equality means "abolishing the et:ernal conflict 

between capital and labour, the levelling down of the few rich 

in whose hands is concentrated the bulk of the nation's wealth 

on the one hand and a levelling up of the semi-starved naked 

millions on the ot.her". Unless there is a voluntary abdication 

of riches and the power that they give and a shar:i,ng of them 

for the common good, violent and bloody revolution is a certainty 

one day. The political and social 6lites of developing countries 

have an important part to play in the redistribution of power, 

assets and income. As the monopoly of power is in their hands, 

it is j_mperative that· they use .it in the service of the nation 
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and n6t fo~ personal profit. ~ithout a great sense of 

responsibility and dedication on their part it is futile to expect 

the masses to rise to the challenges and sacrifices that a 

dcvelo0ncnt strategy based on essential human needs calls for. 

Additi6nally, it must be remembered that equal access to the 

nation's wealth and resources is the birth-right of each and 

every one of its citi2cns. 'l'herefore there should be no 

suggestion of charity on the part of the Alites - no element of 

"crumbs from a rich man's table'' - towards the poorer members 

of their conm)urd.ti. 

One concrete vJay in which developing countries can facilitate 

the participation of the masses in development is by building 

up or strengthening t~e various interest organisations such as 

workers' co-operatives, trade unions and rural workers' organi

sations to serve as mechanisms of participation and self-

expression. Additionally, production and consumption planning, 

which is at present highly centralised and therefore far removed 

from the people most concerned with the identification of needs, 
/ 

c6u.ld be decentralised to the community and village levels wherever 

pbssible. With more administrative power devolving on the 

provincial, district and village levels, decision making will be 

more closely oriented towards meeting of the people's needs, 

The national government's role in this should be confined to 

providing tec)mical assistance in the form of extension and 

financial services. 
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Having recognised the importance of participation in 

development at th~ national level, it is unlikely that th~ 

political leaders, especially of the Third World countrie~ 

vlOUld overlook its importance at the global level. In the 

.name of an ideal of justice and equality which coincides with 

the common well-being, peoples are affirming their right to 

participate fully in the drawing up of the rules that govern 

the international community and changing the very nature of 

international relations as a consequence. Given the collect.ive 

sti:ength and burgaining power of the Third 1\lorld today, parti

cipation in the distribution of the fruits of development as 

well as in its tasks is becoming a more realistic goal. 

Cortsequently. collective negotiation will serve as the principle 

for international relations and solidarity must constitute the 

fabric of the new society that is being formed by the new 

international economic order. 

At both the national and the international level, an 

aggregation of interests could bring about newer, more efficient 

and more equi t.able rela'cions in development and cooperation. A 

contract of solidarity between countries and between population 

groups within countries would serve to unite peop1c and nations in 

the pursuit of their mutual economic and social advancement. 

Contracts imply the formulation of implementable goals, the· 

burden and the fruits of which would be equally shared by the 

.. 
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partners i.n dcvolopn.cnt who vmuld all have a vested interest 

in their ilU:aimnont. This is why it is more appropriate to 

speak, not of solidarity per se, bu·t of a "contract of 

solidarity". 

For the counLries of the Third World solidarity implies 

the pooling of their resources in production and commerce ·in 

order to resist conunodi ty market forces. However, their 

cooperation need not be limited to economic i.ntergration but 

could also include tho'acceleration of the acquisition and 

transfer of technology among themselves. Solidarity would 

also provide an opportunity for developing countries to engage' 

in stimulating exchanges in the economic, social and cultu·ra1 

fields. 

At the international level, solidarity implies financial 
' 

and technical assistance for the world's poorest nations and 

poorest peoples so th:at they might achieve their basic needs. 

The greatest difference between rich and poor countries 

is that the former have more than enough and the latter less 

than enough to ensure the satisfaction of basic needs of their 

·respective peoples. A redistribution of international resources 

and income is, therefore, clearly called for. While the problems 

of poverty and the satisfaction of basic needs have to be 

resolved mainly at the national level, international action 

based on solidarity, can greatly facilitate a solution. 

Basic Needs and International Relations 

t~hen cons.idering the impact of the new development st:ratesy 

on international relations it is virtually impossible to 

compartmentalize its effects at the national and international 

levels. The two levels are, as it were, the two sides of the 

same coin and policy d_ecisions and changes at one level 

inevitable have repercussions at the other. 

The single most important event in this area at the 

international level which has effected relations throughout 

.. 
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the world community is the demand for the implementation of 

a new international economic order, based on equality, inter

dependence and cooperation. Recognising that the impact of 

previous development strategies against poverty and cyclical 

uncmpJ.oyinent has been negligible, the planners of the new order 

again addressed themselves to 

"the political, economic and social well-being 
of pr·esent and future generations f;1hicJ.!l deJ~ends 
more than ever before on cooperation between all 
the members of the international community on the 
basis of sovereign equality and the removal of the 
disequilibrium that exists bet:ween them." 

By creating ne\~ 

and the economy 

principles for 
in 

in a vlayjwhich 

the organisation of society 

privilege will give vmy to 

equality of opportunity and dependence t.o dignity 1 the. new 

order provides for a more equal dis·tribution of forces and, 

thus, opens up new opportunities for improving the lot of the 

least favoured peoples. In 1976 the ILO suggested that " the 
i __ ' 

satisfaction of basic Jileeds is a national endeavour but its 

success depends crucially upon strengthening world peace and 

disarmament and on the establishment of a new international 

economic order. u~l 6 

Cultural independence and self reliance at the national 

level also have implications for relaU.ons at the international 

level. In the first place, they will go a long v1ay in breaking 

the ties of dependency which characterize earlier development 

strategies and will enable states to meet on terms of equality 

in the international arena.. They will also strengthen the 

power of the ~eveloping countries in their dealing with the 

large transnational corporations which currently dominate the 

global economic scene, Conversely, the developed countries 

relieved of the need or the desire for paternalism will cease to 

offer to solve other people's problems, as they now do all too 

often. Instead, collective negotiation will serve as the principle 

for future inlernat{onal relations and development will include 

working on common, vlorld-wicle problems, -..11\ile keeping in mind long

term national interests.17 
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Being a first phase in a global growth process the basic 

needs approach must form the core of all international develop

ment strategy. Concern with the amelioration of the conditions 

of the world's poorest peoples will ensure a more equal dist

ribut.ion of resources among nations through both enlarged aid 

programmes and the expansion of trade liberalisation polici,es 

in favour of the developing countries. 

Various international organisations and agencies will also 

have an active part to pl<:ty in the p:comotion of <:tnothcr development. 

Bilateral and multilateral aid agencies must play a more 

responsible role in the amelioration of the conditions of the 

poor by ensuring that the aid programmes they finance are 

oriented towards the needs of the poorest people, especially 

in the rural areas. It is their responsibility to urge the 

recepient countries to :take account of the possible social 

consequences of development plans and to monitor them constan-

tly with a view to evaluating their impact on those aspects 

of development that •,;ill best serve the needs of the poor and 

to modifying them if necessary. The formulation of lists of 

social criteria for development planning would undoubtedly 

facilitate this task. 

Policies of national self-~eliance can also have an impact on 

international trade and aid. In so far as aid is concerned, it 

can be postulated that development strategies that are directed 

towards self-r"eHancc will enjoy better prospects of financial 

and technical assistance from the developed countries, simply by 

demonstrating that the recipient people do not consider aid a 

crutch to be held on to for as long as possible. Additionally, 

the concept of basic needs itself has international appeal and 

the pledge to meet the needs of the world's poor has given new 

life to flagging international aid policies. 

•• 
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In so far as trade is conc<~rncd, national policies of foreign 

exchan<JC' utili.sati.on based on .the meeting of consumption needs 

or investment requiremen'cs of ·the poor should be complemented 

at the international level by policies which would channel the 

benefits of trade more to the poorest nations by raising and 

stabilising the prices of their primary commoditj.es. 

It can also, be argued that trade liberalisution policies 

in favour of the developing countries can, in the long run, have 

a beneficial effect on the economies of fhe developed countries 

too. Opponents of trade liberali~;ation argue that the 

improvement of the economic situation of developing countries is 

achieved at high cost to the developed countries, especially in 

so far as the reduction of employment is concerned. However 

existing figures, like those below, demonstrate that, while 

individual industrieS might: be hit by import COmpetitiOn I a·t a 

general level, developing countries have not cimsed the current 

trade deficit or the loss of jobs within the developed cotintries. 

'l'able III lB 

America's EEC's Japan's 
Exp. Imp.* Bal. F.xp. !top. Bal. Exp. Imp. Bal. 

Oil LDCs 
Non-oil LllCs 
'J:o t.~l LDCs 

1. 96 
7.61 
9.57 

0.05 
6.13 
6.18 

l. 91 
·1.1+8 
3.39 

S.03 
17..79 
l7.8L 

0.32 
4.23 
,, . ss 

4.71 
8.56 

13.27 

1. 78 
7. ll+ 
8.92 

0.02 
1.19 
1. 21 

l. 76 
S.95 
7. 71 

1976 
Oil LDC:o 9.95 0.14 9.81 1.2.28 0.62 22.6(, 9.01 0.08 3.93 
Non-oil LDCs 18.47 14.82 J.GS 25.70 11.05 14.65 16.38 3.52 12.86 
J o t:_0_l __ 1 :I!_C2::_ __ ·- _?_}l_,_l~.?:___l_2 '-~ C:_ _ _l_}_.~-----"·?~!3 __ g_:i>_?_]j_,} Jc __ 2_"i_,_3 9 __ 3,_ G_9 _ _:?1. 7 9 
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It must also be recognised that unless the developing countries 

can export ·to the developed countries, they wi.ll not earn the 

foreign exchange necessary for the purchasing of the manufacture 

goods produced in the developed countries, affecting thereby 

both employment creation and t.he compeU.tiveness of the economy. 

In general terms, trade is one of the many aspects of 

internaU.onal relations which points to the fact tha·t, not-

withstanding policies of self-reliance, global interdependence 

is stronger now than ever before. Rich countries in particular 

are being faced with the realisation that economic progress or 

the lack of it can affect their 01-m economic growth and that it 

is in their own self-interest to facilitate the development of 

the world's poorest countries. 

International organisations, such as the UN, its affiliates 

and many private and non-governmental organisations, have already 

played an active part in the move towards the redefinition of the 

concept of development to include a basic needs strategy, both 

in their capacity as international forums where the various 

aspects of the new internat·ional economic order have been debated 

and in their role as specialized agencies dealing with specific 

areas of development. 

\'ihile these organisations must continue to serve as 

forums for debate and decision-making and as clearing houses 
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for information, the UN's specialized agencies have a distinc

tive role to play in the area of technic•l assist:ance. The 

redcfini tion of development to _include the basic needs concept 

and all it implies necessitates the setting up of new services 

and institutions "'hich will .channel the reso:u.rc:;es of the 

country c:ohcerned. to those areas of. the economywhe're they 

are most needed 'artd which will encourage the activ~participation 
of the masses in the economic, social and political life of the 

" " hatiori. The specialized c;gnncies must, st:and ready' to offer 
I. •, 

their technical ex1;ertise .to the government's concerned in the 

areas of their own. specialization so .as. to assist them in 

building up the necessary social infr'astructures and thus 

ensure the satisfaction of basic necids. 

-·. ',. 

However, the developing: countries should not lose sight 

.of .the ·:f.i'lct that .. the .. main tasks of devnlopment dn heit' He solely 

'1-li'th the developed countries or the' h1ternational ~~~ncies. 
International strategies must be complemented by similar 

,-. - ,. 
national str'ategies and global redistribution of income and 

resources· by similar policies vli thin and among •the couritried; 

of the 'rhird tdorld. n' is only by givirig the pe~ple of the 

Tllird World a greater share in the benefits of ·their development 

that the designers of the new international eco;,omic order 

can justify the sacrifices .. - for they will be sel:!i'l'as s'uch 

demanded from the people of the First and Secoi1d Worlds. Else 

tl1ey Il!:/.ght remark: ,as President Carter did: ~'The time has .come; 

to stop taxing ~the· poor people. in the rich countries for the 

benefit of, the. r;ich people in poor countries. nl'9 

In sum, a development strategy based 0!'1 a jud;i,cious admi:xture 

of these five c;:omplementary elements (Le. the satisfac.tion of basic 
. ' J ''" \' . ! ' 

needs, endogenous· development, ·self-reliance, . .-oarticipation and . - ' ~ . 

solidarity) if rigorously applied by nations characte.ri.sed by regimes 
' . ~ : 

of strict economy ,·c'ould do mucl;l for • the elimination of the cau:ses of 

inequality and poverty,on the national level, as well.as the inter-
. . ' .. ·_,! . . 

national level. Absolut.e poverty today is not so much the result of 

shortages of natural and technological resources but a lack of 
· 'i! '·-;"' I .. ' .. { . . 

pol;itical and soci~l will ... . . : . . 
A generation of responsible and relevant 

co-operation, based on global solidarity will go far in eradicating 

absolute poverty and inequality from the world. 
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Restruc~uring World Economic Relations: 

Who Stands to Gain? 

Secretariat Note 

Although a number of individuals from Eastern Europe and the 
Soviet U~on were invited to participate in the Round Table, none 
h~s found it possible to be pres.ent at this session. It would 
appear that one difficulty has been a feeling that it is not quite 
appropriate to include participants from East Europe in the "North" 
in a "North South dialogue." 

The attached paper was received independently, as a contribution 
for the SID journal, the International Development Review, but because 
of its relevance to the questions before the Round Table, it is being 
circulated for the information of participants. 



RESTRUCTURING OF WORLD ECONOMIC RELATIONS: WHO STANDS TO GAIN? 

By Mai Volkov, Professor, Doctor of Economics, 
Institute of World Economics ·and International 
Relations, USSR Academy of Science 

The label of a modern consumer commodity which says that. it, for 
example, is made from Australian wool, designed by a French fashion 
house and put together at a textile mill in Hong Kong graphically illus-
trates the increased economic interdependence of some countr~es. 
add to this that the commodity is usually not sold in the co~ntry 

If we 
that 

made it (world trade grows twice as fast as production), then the pic
ture of the world economy, where every country is only a link in the chain 
of a .single international production process, will become entirely clear. 

At the same time, every country is a sovereign state with its own 
interests and aspirations. The process of the increasing·political self-

' determination of nations which proceeded rapidly in three post-war de-
cades led to the destruction of the colonial empires and established in 
their place 90 young states. Of the 160 states in the world, 15 at 
present are socialist, 25 are industrialized Western countries and 120 
represent the developing states of Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

Yet there still prevails a system of international economic rela
tions that has survived since the time when a small group of Western 
countries had complete control over the world economy. The contradiction 
arising between the new existing political structure and the obsolete 
system of economic relations led in recent years to open confrontation 
in the sphere of world economics between a number of third world countries 
and a number of Western countries. 

Att~mpts are being made in the West to present this confrontation 
as a clash of interests of the peoples of the developing countries, on 
the one hand, and the population of the leading Western powers, on the 
other. But this is not so. The point is that in relations between the 
peoples of these two groups of countries there are powerful intermediar
ies -- business monopolies and multinational corporations. It is their 
interests concentrated in the desire for huge profits that contradict 
both the needs of the population in the Western countries and the hopes 
of the peoples of the young countries. 

. .. I ... 
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This conflict became particularly pro11ounced at the end of 1973 
and the beginning of 1974 when the sharp aggravation of the energy crisis 
led to a slump in business activity and a shortage of fuel in many Western 
countries. This period, which meant the loss of jobs and unheated apart

.ments for thousands of American families, brought record profits to the 
US monopolies. In 1973, they amounted to 9.5 billion dollars, as compared 

. with 6.5 billion dollars in 1972. 

It is, against the policy and practice of this sinister mediation, 
but in the ·interests of the population of the Western countries, that the 
program of restructuring the international economic order is directed and 
whose implementation is being· urged by the young states. 

This restructuring is based on both political and economic princi
ples which have long been put forward by the developing countries. In
cluded among the poli tica.l principles are the right to defend the sovereign
ty of every country regarding its natural resources and· also the right 
of its peoples to freely choose the path of its development; the economic 
principles which should be heeded are stopping the exploitation of the 
peoples of the young states with foreign capital and also creation of the 
most favorable conditions for using the international division of labor 
to the benefit of all mankind. 

The possibilitf ef a global change in the structure of economic 
relations was made real only in conditions of detente because such 
change is closely connected with the economic development of funds which 
would be. released from a reduction of military expenses. Everyone knows 
the Soviet Union's proposal to the United Nations to reduce as a first 
step the military expenditures of the member-cou'ntfies by 10 per cent and 
devote part of these sums to the ·needs of the developing countries. But 
this proposal still has not met with the necessary response on the part 
of the Weste.rn states. 

Lifting trade discrimination and ·applying most-favored-nation status 
more freely could also make a contribution to the establishment of a just 
and equal system of international economic relations. Among other things, 
.this could substantially increase the scale of economic cooperation bet
ween the USA and the socialist countries. 

Contrary to the program for restructuring the world economic order, 
the multinational corporations whose interests at international forums 
are often expressed by representatives of the Western countries, have put 
forward their own demands. These are, first of all, the creation of a 
"favorable investment climate" for foreign capital, which means a guarantee 
against nationalization. There is also the monopolies demand that they be 
,allowed to transfer profits abroad and also be granted the right to various 
tax and customs privileges. And then there is the idea of setting up a 
so;-called international raw materials bank whose aim is to ensure for the 
West unlimited development of raw material and energy resources in the 
third world . 

. .. I . .. 
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This struggle against the restructuring of economic relations is 
often undermined in order to "protect the interests of the consumer" in 
the developed indu~trial countries which are supposedly threatened with 
the exorbitant demands of the young states. But sober economic calcula
tions show something quite different. A stabilization and subsequent 
accelaration of economic development in the third world countries could 
in the future help save the world economy as a whole from upheavels like 
the energy crisis of the 1970s. Of course, the population of the Western 
countries would only gain from that, just as it will gain from a reduction 
of armaments and military expenses. 

Certainly, implementation of the program for restructuring inter
national economic relations will affect the huge profits of the Western 
monopolies and the transnational corporations. But simultaneously it 
will mark the beginning of the process of improving the entire world 
economy and ,;ill offer a firmer basis for economic growth andi improvement 
of the liying standards in all countries. 


